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A GWGRA.FdiCAL S'}:!J: 0~' RETAIL '."ilADE, 
AND m' BUSllfBSS DISTRIC'J 2 :Ji J,;HGLISH COUliiTY TOWNS 

A thesis subroi tted for the p;,. j). o.egree of DLU'ham lJni versi ty. 
Janw1.ry, 1963. 
Davi d Thorpe 

Synopsis 

In broad terms this thesis atter.::. oS -.;o establish that the location 
of shops and tne localisation of various features of retailing is not 
fortuitous. Whilst individual decisions of location are affected by 
many consideratiollll the overall pat;;ern, the result of the competitive 
process, may be explained by· more concrete factors. 'I'ne most significant 
of these are the hierarchical stmct,:re and density :: snapping centres 
in any·area. Others, however, do "c:~.Jt, such as ci:.-''1:;·es in population 
density, and variations in the purcr:asir.~: pmver, the snopping habits and 
the economic history of an area. 

The thesis is in four sections, "•he first three of which examine 
retailing for significant regional, urban and organisational variations 
in the distribution of particular aspects of trading. Sections one and 
two .consider data taken mainly from the census of Distribution. In the 
former the uneven distribution of particular sizes of orgdnisation is a 
major subject of study. In the latter individual ·cowns are examined 
.and marked variations are shovm to exist in the size of a town'sS!ops. 
~is conclusion shows the importance cf a full study of the environment 

, of retailing, for a satisfactory exarranation of many features of trading. 
··An examination of European data suggests that this has wide applications. 

In section three a detailad study of multiple organisations shmvs 
how conurbations are particularly important as loce.lising features. 

· The study shows the value of an examimtion of multiples in the deter-
mir~tion of functional regions. Co-operative societies and self-service· 
'traders are found to have marked regional variations in frequency. 

Section four concludes the thesis by showing that detailed studies 
of one tYPe of town can both be made more realistic by the national 
bac~ound established earlier, and can help the interpretation of 
features of that background. 
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PREFACE 

This thesis could not have been vrritten l·r.i thout the help 
of innumerable people, most of lvhom I am unable to acknowledge, 
as I would desire;for trade reasons. The reader of this thesis 
will appreciate my debt to tL:.;s: retailing organisations 

(especially in Chapter lCi ve) i.Jb".cL h<n<~ nade data available to 
me. The depth of my analyses r::; _, . ,,o,·· .'.O>.::'gely dependent on 

what organisations have been able to /:·. ; :l.;;. 

I l·rould like to acknowledge the help :;: a number of 

individuals:-

Hr. Cynog-Jones, Research Officer of :_ 1:e Union of Shop, 

Distributive and Allied Workers, for his suggestions of 

source material. 

l"I.l'. J .A. Hough, Research Ofiicer of the Co-operative Union, 
for source materials. 

Vll'. vl.G. Jv!cClelland, ;·lanaging Director c.f Lavrs Stores Ltd. 

and Research Fellow in Be, si::.ess :3tudies, Ba1.liol College, 
Oxford, for his interest and general encouragement. 

Professor Vl.B. Fisher for the privilege of using the excellent 
research facilities of his Department. 

Aembers of Staff of the Dur!·;a:' Department for their ever 
l·Jillingness to listen and. a(: .• .~ise. 

Hr. H. Bowen-Jones for providing far more inspiration than 
one might normally expect from a supervisor. 

My wife for continual encouragement. 



THE EUROPEAif PATTEHN : A i{OTE 

This thesis studies retailing in Great Britain, but 

its methods of a;Jproach and techniques· of analysis may be 

extended to other countries. Intern.:-.tional co:nparisons, 

hol·!cvcr, :J.l'C notor:'..cr'"sly C:ifficult in the distributive 

tr:ldes, for both obvious and more obscure reasons. During 

~· . vl18S1S such 

3.~ .... : ~ :·:l t of the IWr}: of 

Jefferys c·.nd K.nct:~ Ct1~)10 .. ~..). This noce attempts to inter-

published i11 :'ovewber 1962, in 

.... ~1 ~.1...; n -- ·-~, -:""-· .. \ -~.; nr.f" -·:> .l t'.-c.,.v..:..O L.O Gi.G .:...LJ..O...:... ~·,u- o_ the t~:~~is 2s a whole . 

A major subject of st:Jr1y ir~ t!1.is thesis is large shops 

j'efferys and 

countries of 

Europe mir,ht be e;.:plained in tol:'ms of' :i'o1.1.r factors:-

(-\ V. I 

(b) 
(c) 
( . \ 0} 

The n~JJ1:;cr of inhabitants ner estc.blish!llGl1t. 
'1"r.1e '1Ul•'.l)"'r' O'~ e·n·"•lo"C"" ')"'~' est~bll' s'r;;·c,on<· .._ .l ....,_ - 1 :::'· J ,~ ..... l\:;.,L o. _ ---1- •• u. 

-,:; . .,l·'T..,~J-e r":::··,.-r,e·;cll''·u··-~ -,~)· .. C"Dl·~., .i. J. \ c~ I., .... \: L . t.. ""'" 1~ J,·.l u.!_ V v... 

The structure of ~-··:c trade. 

Thi.s thesis has found i:·.~·: ·~ in Britai.i.1 t.':Io ~JCJ.rticulLr. 

o.nd of !:nJltiple traders in the retail sc;.le.:-· c::· ·-~l} area. Dia-

grams A and B shoH the rela.tionship of tfic.-:-;,. ~:·.·_.·; .:'aci:crs to 

the 3i?;e of shops in tbose countries of ~~ur·c~:;e ~ .. :.Ltb annual per 

C ""''•11. ~- •• c. ~ .· ..... ' .I. 11rivate expenditure of over 415 dollars 

'"' Jeffelr:.rs, J .B. and K11,.)e, D. RetailinP. in Europe: Present 
Structure onc1 Future T;oor.6 s. London 1962. 



(the rest of Europe ha.s too d.issir,Jilar economic landscapes to 

make com~arison profitable). 

The relationship between the size of shop and the pro-

portion of the population in to;·:ns bct\·ieen 20,000 .and 100,000 

is cJ.o::;e for the countries of Hortl1en1 Europe. Only three 

countries <:t!.'B noto.oly di vcrr;ent, haying smaller shops, than the:: 

:>U!'J]Jt}.c·n '.12bits and economic c::mditicLs in this part of Europe 

The second ~eJ.c~~on~!,;·, 1·~ J. '-~t...L ~-·~-!:! ,J fer lsss marked. A relation-

3hip does hoi.:evcr 2::ist if t!;e Scandinavian countries are 

isolated :f.'.rom the rest of 3urope, for in these countries the 

grcc.t in~po.::·t2.nce of Go-op.'?l'.:.~tivc l·~etailing makes compc~risons 

bB..sed on trade structure s-:J.:::·\_::_:r.t unreal. Austria -is an ex-

caption for which no ready explanation can be given. A direct 

relationstip between the two variables exists in the cases of 

"h u· '( v e .l}.. , Slvitzerland, Hest Germahy, Netl1erlands, ~,ranee and 

Ireland. 

Jr;fferys and Kner; have r:iven a descri;:Jtive account of the 

variations in the size of st·:ops. If causal ezplc::na.tions· arc 

to be found it is essenti<~l to examine the ooeogra:ohical pattern 

of rct;:..iltng, the ta~~.;ns in ·.::: .. :~_eh most shoppi.ng t;.:~.{es place and 

~here lar~e scale orranisations set up their branches. It is 

clec:.r in order to ex:Jl2in ti1c regional variationS noted 

above much detailed examin2.tion I·JOuld be needed, The study of 

retailing is also se·::Jn to be releve.nt to the examination of 
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rer;iona1 patterns Hhich may not othen1ise statistically 

·be ·apparent. 

1 2 3 

l. Countries 1'iith Psr' C:· \ 1 .k •::l 
--Lo .... .i:-~:v::ndi tu re Over t 4-15. 
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INTRODUCTION 

"The individual fact enters (into a geograpruc study) 
\-lith a degree of importance that increases with the 
extent to which it is interlaced, on many sides, and 
internally, i·Iith neighbouring circles of phenomena." 

R. Gradmann, quoted by R. Hartshorne, 
Nature of Geoe:rauhy 1939, p. 242. 

''Investigation may demonstrate that •••. the topic 
selected shm·Js little relation in its areal variation 

1. 

to those of other phenomena and hence is of but minute 
importance to the total.ity of areal variation. Such a 
study therefore contributes primarily to knm1ledge about 
the phenomena in itself, this is,. it is of concern to 
the systematic science in which the phenomenon is class
ified." 

R. Hartshorne, Perspective on the Nature of 
Geography 1959, p. 38. · 

"By speaking of "functional" regions, we mal'e regional 
geography more realistic to the man in the street." 

F.H.W. Green, Economic Geography, 1958, p. 226. 

"It is of no importance that the phenomena considered 
have no traditional place in geography. In fact the 
ob,jects themselves are not the centre of observation. 
They are used as indicators of people's v1ays of behaving 
Hith regard to the relative location of_d1t1elling places." 

Tovsten Hl!gerstvand, Lund Studies in GeographY"· 
No. 4, p. 4. 



2 •. 

This work is a study of the distribution of a number 
of economic and social phenomena ':Ihich constitute the 
retail trades, phenomena which are perhaps not normally 
regarded as an integral part of the field of geography1• 
The ubiquity of shops when compared ivith the concentration 
of other types of economic establislli~ents,·particularly 
the plants of heavy industry, has meant that this, the 
final stage of the productive process, has received 
relatively little attention from geographers. It will 
however emerge that there are real variations in retail-
ing, which are closely related to other geographical 
variations in the regions and tovms of Great Britain. 
Such variations are of the core of geography, and might 
well be incorporated in regional~ographies. Other 
variations, although inter-related with environmental 
phenomena, are of less direct geographical significance, 
but nevertheless are fundamental for a true understand-
ing of the nature of the retail trades. It must be the 
geographer's task to present an account of hm1 these are 
influenced by environment, so that those without his 

1 The existence of a geography of retailing has best been put to the author by one leading retailer who shOived no surprise at the term, for he has as a retailer "to be constantly a1r1are of geography .'1 



3· 

baclcground lmovlledge of spatial variations may be able to 

place the geographical factor in true perspective. 

In a research report it is legitimate to intertvline 

these t"'o major themes.· A realistic economic geography, 

in, the fUll sense of the subject, cannot do otherwise. 

The comprehension of geographical variations depends on a 

close lmoHledge of all aspects of trading. 

In covering a field which includes over 531,000 

separate este,blishments the student is be set vlit h prob

lems of the availability of data and of presentation. 

Regional groupings of published data are often not 

the most suitable for an analysis of a particular aspect 

of trading. Regional terminology varies, in particular 

in the case of retailing between the Registrar General's. 

standard regions and the regions of the Co-operative 

Union. Here however, uniformity of terms is adopted 

\o/henever possible (see Appendix A). 

Statistical data is severely limited. Before 1950 

no accurate count of Britain's shops existed. In 1953 

ho~o1ever a full geographical breakdown was published of 

the 1950 Census of Distribution returns. Unfortunately 

this was not repeated in 1957 when only-a national sample 

survey was conducted. In 1963/4 the publication of the 

results of the 1961 Census of Distribution should make 

possible most useful comparisons. It seems particularly 



important therefore that a full understanding of the 

implications of the ·.real variations existing in 1950 

should be ava~lable for those who v!Ork on the 1961 · 

lr. 

fieures, even though many of the interpretations advanced 

may be shoHn to be at least highly suspect - the result 

of temporary disequilibrium of a particular economy. 

Data are not always available in the form that is 

most useful to the geographer. Although some classifica-

tion of trades must be adopted, sometimes it vTould be 

useful to have fuller' details than the Census classifica

tion (see Appendix B) provides. The Census definition of 

organisations is particularly difficult to use for the 

. Board of Trade adopted a narrow vievl of an organisation, 

defining it as an undertaking operating one or in-ore· 

establishments within the scope of the Census, classifying 

subsidiary companies, except where there is very close 

integration of activities, as separate organisations, and 

separating whenever possible the activities of one organ-

isation in two different trades. In fact in much of the 

text (i.e. vlhere Census figures are not being used) the 

term is generally used in a wider sense, to include 

subsidiaries. 

In presentation of the work t\vO major considerations 

have arisen. The first, and most fundamental, is that 
~ 

since retailing is .near ubiquitous· geographical variations 



are almost always o!].es of intensity rather than absolute 
/ 

contrast. Huch ·geographical writing ignores such re.al 
f'. 2 

variations. HMgers~vand's statement seems particularly 

apposite here: "Nov~adays the culture elements appear less 

and lClss frequently in rrrutually exclusive regions ••••• · 

Instead He must ascertain the spatial distribution of 

ratios." This characteristic of the geography of retail-

ing necessitates constant reference tostatistics and 

distribution maps. Hithout reproducing almost all the 

Census of Distribution in numerous cross tabulations, it 

is impossible to illustrate all existing geographical 

variations. Rather, the most typical and most signifi-

cant have been selected to sho•;, in 1·1hat 1;ays, a fuller 

understanding of both retailing and the geography of Great 

Britain may be gained from the Census. Nuch still remains 

to be done; it is considered that this is a field 1vhich 

should be, and is, receiving more attention from those 

;rho seek a realistic applied geography .and a modern 

co~~ercial geography. 

The wide scope of the thesis has made it necessary 

for there to be one focus which it \vas possible to return 

2 
rv • 

T. HM.gers'tivand "The propagation of Innovation Waves" 
Lund Studies in Geographv, Series B, No. 4, p. 4. 



to from time to time. This focus is given particular 
attention in the concluding chapter. It has taken the 
form of a sample study of one type of tmm, which is 

6. 

pnrtlcularly distinguishable from others of similar size 
by ~he character of its retailing. This is the County 
Tmm. Initially in the research project a comparative 
study of these tovms revealed the impossibility of dis
cussing with any adequacy the pattern of their trade, 
Hithout a full study of th~ national pattern. As the 
project has developed it has been found possible to 
su~~arise this character in a very succinct form (chapter 
eight). Similarly studies of other types of tmm might 
show their character; County Towns are used here both as " . ~--~----_..,~----- ----------·. 
a convenient conclusion and as a methodological experi-
ment. 

County Towns are defined as those places which are 
regional centres of rural areas, not as important as 
regional capitals, but more important than market towns. 
The term is in fairly common usage3, and does not neces
sarily imply any particular administrative function. 

3 E.G. The Times, Sept. 24th 1961 referring to Canterbury (not the administrative capital of Kent which is Haidstone) "Shopkeepers thrive in County Town conditions. 

-, 
/ 

I ,.---, 
' I 

' / 

\ <, 

) 
I 
\ 



7. 
Twelve ·to>ms .were selected for initial study, and seven 
were finally chosen ~s being most typical: Carlisle, 
Lincoln, vlorcester, Shre1vsbury, Salisbury, Hereford and 
Taunton. 

The major part of this study considers regional, 
urban and organisational variations (in intensity) of the 
pattern of retailing • The first of these speak for 
themselves, given the regional units on 1.;hich analysis 
has to be based, The others are rather more complex. 

Urban variations in retailing are assessed by, and 
themselves assess, existing comparative knowledge of 
tmvns in Great Britain. Two major series of existing 
studies may be distinguished, There is first the 1vork 

. associated especially l·li th Smailes, vlhich assesses the 
significance of a town (or of a shopping centre) by the 
presence in that place of a number of features Hhich 
indicate urban stat~r~:) Second there are the studies ~_ .. / 
of Green and Carruthers, which assess the importance of 
a tmvn as a centre for a surroundilhg area, using as 
their criteria an indirect measure - its bus services. 
Two major differences may be noted between these studies, 
one is in terminology and the other in the number of sub-
divisions. The terminology of these studies Ts set out, 



together lvith the terms suggested by Brookfield\ in 
tabular form belm<:-

Smailes 

Eetropolis 
l·:aj or Cities 

Hinor Cities 
r!ajor Towns 

To1ms 

Sub Towns 

Carrutl1ers & Green 

1 
2A 
2B 
3A 
3B 
3C 

3 General 
4A 
4B 
4C 

-Brookfield 

Hetropolis 
l'iajor Cities 
Cities 

_ Hajor Regional Centres 
Hinor Regional Centres 
Hajor t01ms 
Ninor to1ms . 
T01ms · 
Sub Town 
Local Centre 

8. 

Brookfield considered that"city"is an inappropriate term 
for any t01vn of less significance than a "Hajor City" to 
Smailes, and that only l1anchester, GlasgoVI, Liverpool, 
Birmingham and possibly Edinburgh warrant the full term 
of Hajor City. His "regional centres" are either major 
centres like Brighton, Portsmouth, Southampton or Exeter, 
or minor ones like Guildford -or JVJaidstone. This vrould 
seem to be falrly realistic, so it is particularly 
interesting to note how easily his terms fit Carruthers' 
Classes of centre. Thus although tlle latter used an 
indirect scheme of evaluation it may well approximate 
more precisely than Smailes' classification to a reality 

4 H.C. Brooli:field, A Regional Study of Urban development in coastal Sussex since the eighteenth century, unpublished thesis, London, Ph.D. 1950. 



of the hierarchy, particularly if attention is mainly· 

directed to retail shopping. The second difference 

betl·reen the classifications is the inability of Smailes 1 

scheme to divide such a diverse group of tovrns as; that 

forming the 11Hinor City, Haj or T01m" class. This is 

particularly .unfortunate for it is vrithin this group that 
some of the most impo~tant variations in retailing may be 
distinguished. In consequence Carruthers~: classification 
is adopted for much of the analysis attempted in the 

thesis. It is set out in Appendix C. The variations in 
classification of the hierarchy Hi1ich appear to exist re
quire fuller examination, so one of the themes of this 
Hark is to show to what extent that data from retailing, 
including the Census of Distribution, can give further 
precision to these classifications. 

In Section Three, retailing organisations are 
examined so that more of the real factors lvhich deter
mine,·~tore) locations may be examined. HcKnee5, in some ......,_ __ / 
most interesting pioneer studies, has shown h01v a realis
tic economic geography, in mid-twentieth century economies, 
must be concerned with the corporations Hhich make location 

5 R.B. HcKnee, T01vard A Here Humanistic Economic Geography, The Geography of Enterpr:j.se, Tijdschrift voor Economische en Sociale Geografie 1960, Vol. 51, pp. 201-206. 
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decisions. .In retailing where "fixed resource" situations 

do not exist such an approach. is essential. Indeed each 

organisation has its own geography, and it is really only 

by understanding in full ivhat that is, that the geography 

of retailing may progress. 

Linlcing the tiw sides of the thesis (one shoHing the 

wider significance of retailing to geogra.phy, and the 

other exrunining the geographical factors behind retailing) 

is one characteristic of retailing Hhich is shown to be 

most significant both geographically and economically. 

This is the size of shops. Large shops are particularly 

prominent features of an urban landscape, and they may 

ivell indicate the quality of the goods i•Thich may be pur

chased in a particular centre (a matter of no little 

importance as can be judged from the number of times that 

the term "a good shopping centre" occurs in everyday 

·usage!). To the economist the size of shops is one of 

the most ~seful measures of output in retailing6. As Hall has 

sa id .!1\::Jst other indicators are "too much associated vTith 

particular ways of carrying out the job of retailing as 

vTith transactions, or too much involved with broad ques':" 

tions of community valuations as with margins or value 

6 H. Hall, J. Knapp and C. Vlinsten, Distribution in 
Great Britain and North America, 1961, p. 45. 
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added." 

Large shops, in addition to being of special interest 

in these ways are also indicators of large scale organisa-
tions, multiples and co-ope-ratives, and therefore form an 
important link between Sections ~..;o and Three. Further-

more County Tovms are distinguished from all other types 

of t01m by a large average size of shop. 

Academic studies of retailing are not numerous. The 
most important to this study is J. B. J eff.ery S~; "Retail 

Trading in Great Britain, 1850-1950". This includes a 

number of telling geographical interpretations of the 

growth of particular trades. An immeasurable debt to it 

must be aclmowledged, and it can ohly be hoped that this 
thesis may go a little way to fill out knowledge of parts 
of retailing which were not within its scope. 
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SECTION ONE 

THE REGIONAL PATTERN OF RETAILING. 



CHAPTER ONE 

THE GE~lmAL-PATTERN OF RETAIL TRADING 

Retail trading in Great Britain exhibits broad 

regional differences as we.:I:l as purely local variations, 
but it is not possible to present more than a general 

analytic description of these geographical variations 

for several reasons. First, the major source of evidence 
for general trading conditions, the Census of Distribution 
.1950 is not sufficiently regionally detailed to allow an 
exhaustive geographical analysis, while the regional sub

divisions presented are too large and insufficiently 

homogeneous to allow conclusive explanations of differ

ences betvreen them to be made. 

Secondly·;, retail trading is carried- out by various 
types of organisation each with its own history of func
tional evolution. These histories are-still largely 
undocumented,and therefore fully satisfactory accounts of 
present-day distribution patterns of organisation cannot . 
be given. 

Thirdly, the "shop", the essential subject matter of 
any study of retail trading, and particularly of a geo
graphical study, has not only numerous functional variants' 
but is located by determinants which are themselves largely 



conject'qh,except where detailed local studies have 
j, 

helped to identify_ them. 

Nevertheless, it is necessary · before entering 

into an investigation of local variations and of parti

cular organisations, that some attempt to sketch and 

interpret the broader patterns should be made, bearing 

in mind that while this has its dangers, it is only on 

such a scale that some of the elements can be at all 
' 

examined. The regional units that this study is to 

utilise throughout are the Registrar General's Standard 

Regions as defined in appendix A. In places it has been 
' 

found convenient to group regions geographically, the 

two most frequent groupings being: Northern England, 

which includes the Standard Regions of the North, East 

and West Ridings, the North-West and, sometimes, the 

North Midlands; and Southern England, which includes the 
Standard Regions of the East, Greater London, the South

East, the South and, sometimes, the South-West. 
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For the distributive trades as a whole, which gen

erally are divided into the retail trades and the service 
trades, Sleeman1 has shown that Scotland has the smallest 
ratio of shops to population but is similar, in this re
speCt, to the North, the South and London. ·· He noted that 

1 J. Sleeman, Retail Distribution: Some Regional Comparisonsl Scottish Journal of Political Economy, Vol IV, 957, pp 225-229. 



"the real contrast ~Thich emerges is that between the 

industrial areas of.Lancashire, Yorkshire, the Midlands 

and Wales, and the rest, for it is these areas, together 

with the South-East, which have the pattern of a large 
/ 

number of shops." This statement exemplifies the sort 
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of distinction which is important in all aspects of re

tailing. It finds expression in numerous ways, but is 

almost always of some significance. The difference may 

be found in the ownership of a region • s shops or in the1r 

·trade types. It may be expressed in the numbers of a 

particular type to be found there, in the average size of 

the turnover of a particular group of shops, or in the 

total expenditure of a population in the shops of a par

ticular trade type. It may also be a reflection of the 

purchasing power of a community, but this is one aspect 

which will only be referred to here in passing for it 

raises numerous questions beyond the scope of this study, 

which concentrates on the various expressions of consumer 

demand in the pattern of an area's shops rather than on 

the goods finally consumed. 
2 

The distinction which Sleeman makes is partly true 

for retailing in general, but as the establishments of the 

2 Sleeman op.,~it., does not distinguish retail from 
service trades, yet calls his subject "Retail Dis- ( 
tribution". The problem of definition is great in 
this field but is vital if conclusive analyses are 
to be made. 
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service trades have a distribution pattern dissimilar to 

that of retail shops (i.e. establishments that retail 

manufactured goods or food, rather than supplying per
sonal services, as their prime function),_ s>ome of the 

variations which are important in retailing are hidden 

in the pattern of the distributive trades as a whole·. 

Service trades are especially a feature of prosperous 

areas so retail establ~shments are relatively more common 
than all distributive establishments in regions like 

Wales, Scotland and the North. The actual frequencies 

are set out in Table 1, it is noteworthy that the very 

high frequency of shops in the North-West (1 to 76 people), 

where they are most common, compares with one to 70 people 
in Ireland, one to 91 people in Denmark, one to 125 in 

Canada, and one to 130 in the U.S.A. 

An examination of the regional variations in fre-

quency illustrates the sort of difficulties which confront 
this'study. The general distinction is clear enough, but 
why Scotland should have so few shops, when at first sight 
it would seem to be comparable with the English industrial 
regions, is something of a problem, especially as Sleeman3 
notes that within Scotland "the prevalence of a compara-
tively small number of relatively large shop_s is found to 
be characteristic of the industrial areas rather than of · 

3 Sleeman op • c it. 

n, 

I 
/ 



the rural areas, and in particular of the central West 

region." One partial key to the problem is the high 

frequency of large co-operative shops in Scotland and 

,in the North, where there is a similar low frequency of 

all types of shop, which makesit moTe difficult for small 

independent shopkeepers to capture a sufficient share of 

trade. Another is that many towns in Scotland and the 

North have very high ·densities of people per house and in 

consequence shops strategically situated can serve far 

larger groups of people, at the same personal inconveniencE 

to the shopper, than in the country as a whole. The high 

density of shops in the South-East (one to 9~ persons) may 

be explained by the urban structure of the region, the 

absence of a major city, and the consequent greater oppor

tunities for small shopkeepers, and by the higher purchas

ing power of the region's population. This second factor 

is one which Hall~ has considered to be of importance in 

theory for she suggests that when incomes rise the market 

becomes more differentiated since demand is then for more 

varied goods, and specialist shops can be profitable such 

is the level of that demand. 

Expenditure per head through retail shops is, not 

unexpectedly, highest in London, for this.is obviously 

~ Hall et al. (1961). 
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closely related to income. The relationship is not 

however a· direct one, for as incomes rise it is probable 

that a smaller.proportion finds its way into the retail 

trades, for other ~~ays of spending money then become im

portant. Evidence for this higher elasticity of demand 
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is provided by the sales of service trades, in which the 

regional contrast between the highest and lowest per 

capita sales is 47.8% as against a corresponding contrast 

of 34.3% in retail sales. In fact differences in retail 

sales per head of population between the regions are 

small, since only three do not fall in the range £92.5 to 

£99.8 per capita. These regions are London (£122.7), the 

South-East (£103.3) and Wales (£80.6). The high figures 

of the first t~Vo of these are in all probability reflec-

tions of higher incomes, and, in the case of London, pur-
L 

chases by non-residents. There is little evidence that 0 
( 

sugges~ that prices for comparable goods are on balance 

higher in London than in the Country as a whole. Sleeman5 

accounts for the low sales of Wales in the following way: 

"to some extent this may be due to a tendency to shop 

outside, e.g. in Liverpool or Bristol, but it must also 

reflect either lower average incomes or more frugal spend

ing habits." It might also be a reflection of a higher 

proportion of free goods in the family economy, a factor 

5 §l.~.eman op •· cit. 



'which Shields6 has shown to be of no slilall significance 

in Ireland. ·unfortunately the only evidence that can be 

provided for this country is the National Food Survey?, 

which is of doubtful utility in regional analysis as it 

is based on a small sample from only 50 parliamentary 

constituencies. It does show however that free food, 

from various sources, amounts to £6.25 per capita per 

year in Wales. Other fegions which have high free sup

plies are the West (£5.75) and the East (£5.2), whereas 

in the North and Yorkshire they only amount to £0.74 and 

in London to £1,09. Free food is therefore of no small 

significance in the general trading pattern. 

There is generally a fairly well marked inverse re

lationship between the size8 of shops within regions and 

their frequency. Thus London has the largest average 

size of shop, having the fewest shops in relation to 

population, with an average annual turnover of £13,180. 

19. 

This pattern is also found in the remainder 

England, practically in the South itself. 

of Southern IJ 
In the rest of , 

6 B.F. Shields, An Analysis of the Irish Census of Dis
tribution, 1951. Statistical and Social Enauirv So
ciety of Ireland, 20, (1957-58) pp 118-135. 

7 National Food Survev1 1958. Ministry of Agriculture, 
Fisheries and Food, H.M.S.O. 

8 "The size" of a shop is always considered in this thesis 
in terms of annual turnover, unless there is a definite 
statement to the contrary. 



Great Britain, except the North and Scotland, t-Ihich have 

been seen to be different above, smaller shops are 

found. The smallest shops are found in Wales, where 

despite broad similarities with other industrial regions 

co-operative retailing is poorly developed and in conse

quence there are far fewer large shops to 1.;eight the 

regional average. 

The general figures of the retail trades obscure 
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many other real important differences that exist betv;een 

the regions. Wider variations exist in the organisational 

pattern, as can be seen from the fact that differences in 

co-operative activity have already had to be mentioned to 

explain the general pattern. Similarly wide differences 

exist in the distribution of certain trade types. 

Hatheson9 noted that in Scotland "the deficiency (of 

shops) is more noticeable in some business groups than 

in others", and Sleeman10 that for Loridon "the excess 

(of expenditure) is particularly concentrated in certain 
. , 

trades. 

Competition between different forms of organisation, 

independents, multiples, and co-operatives, has been a 

9 W.R. Matheson, "The retail distributive trades in 
Scotland", Scottish Journal of Political Economv, 
3 (1956), pp 67-78. . 

10 Sleeman. op ., cit. 



marked feature of the history of retailing. Since about 

1955 a new form of competition has been added to this 
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traditional rivalry, new trading methods of self-service 

competing Hitll the older counter-service. Both forms of ,..JA~"'-· 
economic variation have a geographical expression, as the 

~--·- . - . ·--~·------
conditions which have favoured one particular type vary 

from one area to another. The self-service technique is 

as yet poorly documented, and indeed \vas not included in 

the 1957 sample Census of Distribution. Types of organ-

isation can be examined from the Censes data. 

The distribution of organisations is both a reflec

tion and a cause of the general differences in retailing 
which have been examined above. The turnover per shop of 

multiple retailers is fairly constant in all regions, so 

that in these where multiples are well established it is 
possible to account for above average turnovers of estab
lishments as a whole by reference to this factor. Simi
larly independent shops vary less in size than in fre-
quency so in those areas where they are most frequent the 
average size of all shops will be smaller. Co-operative 
shops are most variable in both frequency and size;/~~ must 
be considered carefully for their effect on the total 
pattern. As yet it is only possible to sketch, in very 
broad terms, the reasons for variations in the concentra
tion of organisations. They are undoubtedly partly reflec
tions of variations in prosperity, with depressed areas 



tending to be avoided by multiples, and at the same time 

being more attractive to the independent since other ways 

of.earning a living are less readily available in these 

regions. Ernest Bevin11 said that during the depressfon 

of the 1930's "many people opened a shop as a halfway 
. house between them and the workhouse, only to find that 

it brought the workhouse nearer!' 

The anatomy of shopping trips and the concomitant 

urban hierarchy 1vi1l also influence the regional distri-

bution of different organisational types. Nultiple com-

panies often demand high densities of shoppers in a 

centre, before one is considered suitable as a possible 

situation for a branch, and so ignore the more rural 

areas, fragmented industrial districts and suburbia. 

Evolution is a further major factor leading to differ

ences, as .both the co-operative movement and many of the 

multiples originally catered for working class customers 

and so were to be found in those parts of Britain which 

had marked concentrations of these people. In some areas 

however co-operatives were so strongly established as 

manifestations of a semi-political creed that multiples 

found it very difficult to attract sufficient custom from 

the existing co-operative shops. Department Stores like-

-11 quoted by R. Evely, The Future of Retailing, Fabian 
Pamphlet No. 177, 1955. 

22. 
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' ~ d !"> .., • 'J "": .1..' "'L' ·.:i.~;c ~ormcr.:!..y ce.~,.,ere. :t.or a .LlHllCea sect..lOn or Ll18 popu-

}::.tio!: i.·;hich ma.y l10i.·i have so:11e re:~lection in their dis-

tribution. An ~dditicn2l factor is that the 

:JO·.:o:r o'~ a.ll but the most ':ie:;,lby '.'i&s relatively low up 

till the ::::sconr.:l \·iorld \·:a.r anc~ so in many 2.reas demf!.nd 1·12s 

for a very limited range of goods. 

;;,nwr have been parall.elecl by chanf;es in the distribution 

'~d ''1. "C 0"" Do~ul"'t-l'on ·oort'1 "l.rro ·""a·",'·'··nr,qgeous to +-'oo"e U' " U . " ~ " -0. V , V ~ - - V V ~ V -

orcanisations which are most flexible and are able to 

GGtablish branches in the ne•o1 areas of d.em2J1d. This most 

~;trongly favours multiples, some but not all co-operatives, 

:•no is r-;enerally disadv~mtar.;eous to independents. In some 

cases institutional factors·- intervene and the growth of 

r;ml tiples is controlled but such si tu at ions are rare. 

The heterop,eneous determinants o:f the pattern of 

retailing do not apply equally to.all trades, to all 

si~es of orge.nisation, or to every. orsanisa.tion "Lvithin a 

si;:;e r.;roup, a.ncl they 1·1ill tend to confJ.ict one •.v1tl1 ana-

tilcr, so tl1at ti1e averar,e figures, Hhich are given by tl1e 

Census, may obscure their presence in a parti_::ular situa-

~:ion. !lov;ever they have for·med the present patterns and 

evc'.r)' a.ttempt Hill be made to distinguish them. 



. The classification of organisations adopted by the 

Census with the terms which will be applied to each type 

are set out in table l.A. The utility of the division 

Table l.A Classification of Organisations 

Type Number of Name 
Branches 

1 Unit shops 

Independent .2-4 Small Chains 

5-9 Medium Chains 

10-24 Small l1ultiples 

25-49 Small Nedium Hultiples 
Multiples 

50-99 Large Medium Hultiples 

24 . 

over 100 Large or National Multiples 
~-

Co-operatives 

between medium chains and small multiples is extremely 

doubtful, particularly in those trades in which multiple 

organisation is poorly developed. It is however of con-

venience to malce some such break. The terminology adopted 

for each type of organisation has been devised specially 

for this study and although some confusion could arise 

from the use of the term chain for those independents with 

more than one branch this scheme cannot be much improved, 

{

, A most important distinction is that between "Large" and 

"National" multiple. Strictly speaking some organisations 

with less.than a hundred branches might be termed national, 



for they have branches evenly related to the importance 

of shopping centres throughout Great Britain. On the 

other hand many large organisations have all their 

branches in a relatively limited region. Hov;ever most. 

organisations with a national distribution do have over 

a hundred branches and the term is used specifically .for 

these. 

Unit shops are the_most important organisational 

group as they account for 70.5% of all establishments by 

number and 48,1% of all retail sales. This difference is ~ 
---------

a reflection of the very low turnovers of many of these 

shops, and of the lo1~ average turnover12 of all shops in 

the group (£5,868). Unfortunately no dispersion of the 

size of these unit shops can be presented, which means 

that the sales figures of both department stores and 

parlour shops are included in the average figure. 

Regional differences in the amount of money spent in 

these shops per head of the population are considerable, 

ranging from £52.7 in London to £39.0 in the North. Geo

graphically the regions which have higher than average 

sales figures are very heterogeneous. They are London, 

the North-West, the West and Yorkshire. Their dissimu

larities can be estimated from the fact that in London 

12 i.e. Total Sales 
Total Number of Establ1shments 
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unit shops take only ~2.9% of all sales expenditure, 

whilst in the North-West and Yorkshire they take 51% and 

in the West 53%. This is further illustrated in that 

these shops in London have an average turnover of £8,7~ 

which is over £2,000 greater than in any other region, 

whereas those of the North-1-lest only have average turn

overs of £51~. Other regions, which have nearer average 

sales per head, generally conform to a north-south pattern 

of small, frequent shops in the north and large, less 

numerous ones, in the south. 

The size of unit shops in Scotland is remarkable for, 

despite an overall large size, they are actually smaller 

than in Yorkshire and the North. The distribution of 

these shops within Scotland is unkno\vn so it is really 

impossible to give an adequate explanation of this fea-

ture. Since the difference is not great it can probably 
?&-

be accounted for by the general connectioo/.of this type 

of shop, especially its aparlour-shop 0 variety, and older 

industrial terrace housing areas. This connection is 

clearly apparent in the general north-south differences, 

and in the case of Scotland is probably a reflection of 

the concentration of so many shops in the industrial 

Central Lo111lands. It is symptomatic of this general 

rule, when the differential distribution of other types 

of organisation is allowed for, that the proportions of 

all establishments with an annual turnover of under ., . '· 



£1,00013 range · from 17.3% in Wales to 9.5% in the 

South (table lB). 

Table l.B Percentage of All Establishments 
with Annual Turnover less than £1000 

by Standard Regions 

Wales 17.3% 
Midland 15.4% 
North Midland 15.3% 
Yorkshire 15.1% 

North-West 
North 
East 
South-West 

14.4% 
13.6% 
13.2% 
12.9% 

Scotland 
London 
South-East 
South 

10.0% 
9.6% 
9.5% 
9.5% 

Shops in small independent chains are the second most 
numerous group, accounting for 10.8% of all establishments. 
They are however only the third most significant group in 

terms of sales (12.1%) for large multiples rank after unit 

shops. Regional variations in sales per head are not 

great except that London. has a total of £18 per head, 
twice that of Wales, and nearly £5 per head more than any 
other region. These shops take over £13 per head of the 
population in both the South and the South-East where they are 
fairly large, only London and the South-West having larger 
shops. They are fairly evenly distributed throughout the 
regions, being most frequent in the North-West, Yorkshire 
and the North-Hidlands, and least frequent in the regions 
with low population densities, the West, Scotland and 
Wales. In general fairly large t01-ms provide the most 
favourable environment for this type of organisation since 

13 · There are 66,516 establishments in this category all but 1,053 have working proprietors. 



within them there are many possible shopping centres in 

which a nevl branch can be established (Table 1.1). 
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Medium Independent Chains have only a quarter as 

many shops as the smaller chains. These shops have a 

considerably higher average turnover, partly as a neces

sary result of. higher organisation costs. Regional dis

tribution is very similar to the smaller chains, the same 

environmental factors being important to this size of 

organisation. In fact the concentration of this type of 

shop in those regions \vith numbers of large towns is 

rather more marked. The frequency ranges from one to 

2,808 people in the North Midlands to one to 4,179 in 

the South, with Wales, Scotland and the West having fewer 

than one to 5,100 people. They account for a particularly 

high proportion of all establishments in urban areas with 

a population between 50,000 and 100,000. 

The total sales by Small Multiples are the same as 

the total of Medium Chains. Shops of these organisations 

are however larger and less numerous. Regional variations 

are more marked and of a rather different character. In 

London sales amount to £6.7 a head, while in Wales they 

are only £1.4. Other regions with higher than average 

sales (£4.3) are the South, the South-East, the North and 

Scotland. These variations are mainly the result of a 

larger size of branch shop rather than more numerous bran

ches. This size of organisation appears to be particularly 



encouraged by areas in which the market is expandingJ 

since it is clearly a real attempt at multiple organisa

tion rather than the simple connection of a number of 

unit shop~as many of the independent chains. It also 

would appear to prosper in areas where there are a number 

of significant shopping centres closely connected, the 

particular urban networks of Northumberland and Durham, 

and the Central Lo1vlands of Scotland accounting for a 

large proportion of the shops found in their standard 

regions. This feature also is found in the town7 size 

data (Tablel..-:1 ) for these organisations account for most 

establishments in London and those urban administrative 

areas with a population over 250,000. 

Small Medium Multiples account for 3.2% of total 
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sales and only 1.6% of all establishments, having turn

overs twice the national average. They are therefore 

marginally more important than the least significant group, 

Large Medium Multiples, in their proportion of sales but 

not of establishments. Regional distinctions are great 

with only tvro regions having sales per head exceeding the 

national average of £3.2. These regions are London (£6.9) 

and the South (£3.9). A third region, the South-East, has 

sales of £3.1 per head. These high figures are the r~sult 

of the relatively large numbers of these shops rather than, 

as in other groups, higher average turnovers.. In fact 



shops in the East are larger than those in London, those 

in the North Hidlands are large~ than those in the South, 

and those in six other regions are larger than those in 

the South-East. In frequency shops of organisations of 
· type 
thisArange from one to 3,803 people in London, one to 

6,119 in the South and one to 6,153 in the South-East, to 

less than one to 11,000 in the North Midlands and the 

East. The North has the lowest sales per head (£1.4), 

for these shops are extremely rare in that region (one to 

14,680 people), this low figure shows that the great im

portance of Small 11ultiples in the region is to some 

extent due to chance. The regions in which there are few 

shops of this type, the North Hidlands, the West, the 

East and the North are, it should be noted, all without a 

really major conurbation14• 

11any of the Large Medium and Large Hultiples are 

analysed in chapter five. The Census provides,however>an 

overall picture beyond the scope of an independent inves-
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tigation. Large Medium organisations account for sales of 

£3 per head of the population. One region, London, has a 

sales figure (£5.6) higher than the national average;for 

in it these shops are both more frequent and larger than 

14 Tyneside is the smallest of Registrar General's 
Conurbations and is particularly dominated by its 
central shopping area, Newcastle. 
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elsewhere. In the East, the only region \vith larger shops 

than London, and the Viest, which also has large shops, 

sales per head are very low)for shops of this type are 

very infrequent. A similar, although not so pronounced, 

situation existsin the North Midlands. This pattern is 

broadly similar to that described for Small Medium organ

isations. It would seem that the share of a region's 

sales achieved by multiple organisations of medium size 

is very much a reflection of the urban net1·10rk existing 

in that region. Where there are great contrasts in sig

nificance betv1een shopping centres it may only be profi

table for multiples to establish branches in the major 

shopping centre~ for 'the profit. on the size of turnover 

possible in the smaller centres is unlikely to be suffi

cient to meet organisational overheads. Predominantly 

rural areas ·have urban networks with such contrasts~with 

the County Town fulfilling functions which are met else

where only be the Central Shopping Districts of the pro

vincial capitals. This may be demonstrated by the greater 

ease with which urban hicerarchies have been distinguished 

in such areas as compared vlith the conurbationsl The 

large size of multiple branch shops in these regions is 

further evidence of such a structure. The lOiv frequency 

of multiple branch shops is perhaps even more the result 

of the distance between shopping centres. The extension 

of an organisation at an early stage of growth is to some 



extent determined by the proximity of suitable shopping 

centres which are 'vithout one of its branches. If 

shopping centres are vlidely spaced it is probable that 

an organisation will prefer to intensify the sales of 

existing branches rather than to increase their number 

and the size of the trading area (as delimited by bran

ches). 

Regions which have average sales per head through 

Large Medium Multiples may be divided into two types: 
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first, there are those in \Vhich shops are larger but less 

frequent than average, which include the South-East, the 

Midlands and Scotland; second, there are those ''here the 

reverse applies, smaller and more frequent shops, which 

include Wales, the North-West, the North and Yorkshire. 

In Wales and the North-West these shops are particularly 

common, there being one to 4,700 people. The urban net

work in the older industrial areas contrasts completely 

with the hierarchy of the West and the East in the possi

bilities that it presents for the expansion of multiple 

organisations. In terms of evolution it is important to 

remember that many multiple organisations originated as a 

way of distributing the products of mass production to 

worl,ing class customers, found particularly in the indus

trial regions. Thus although in Great Britain 54% of all

branches of medium sized organisations belong to Large 



Medium organisations, 74% in North, 69% in vlales and 60% 

in the other northern regions of these branches are run 
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· by the Large Medium l1ultiples. The North and Wales, with 
their clearly defined coalfield urban netvrorks, which are 
isolated from the main urban belt of England, are parti
cularly illustrative of this. High population densities 

provide an adequate number of shopping centres within a 

limited region. The isolation of the two regions encourages 
smaller organisations to increase their number of branches> 

so that they meet more fully the demand of these clearly 

defined regional units. Organisations of Large Medium size 
may hesitate to acquire new branches in other areas and so 
considerably raise ·all costs, Most expansion at this stage 
is achieved only by the purchase of an existing group of 
shops in a new area. 

Organisations with over a hundred branches are of 
considerable importance in retailing, not only because 
they account for 16.3% of sales, have branches which have 
an average turnover of £21,280 and form 5.6% of all retail 
establishments, but also because the central direction of 
such a large proportion of the total trade results in 
many features which distinguish these organisations from 
smaller ones, only some of which are important to an under
standing of their location. Since many of these organisa-· 
tions have deliberately attempted to achieve a national 
coverage regional variations in the.overall frequency are 



small. .Variations in sales per head however are not so 

small with the size of these shops varying considerably. 

The distribution of Large ~fultiples conforms very closely 

to the general north-south contrast shown in many aspects 

of retailing. In Southern England sales per head are over 

£1~.0; in Northern England and Scotland they are under 

£11. 2; and in the South-vlest they amount to £12.7, in the 

Midlands £12.1· and in Wales £11.4-. This southern concen-

tration shows the great flexibility of multiple organisa-

tions of this size, and is a distinct contrast to co-oper-

ative societies despite the similarities of the market 

which both catered for in the n~neteenth century. 

There are great variations in the regional distribu-
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tion of co-operative societies which will be fully analysed 

in chapter six. Northern England and Scotland have sales 

by Co-operatives amounting to over £13 per head. In 
in 

Southern England sales are under £10.3, whilejthe Midlands 

· they are £10.5 and Wales £9.1 per head. A similar regional 

contrast exists in the _frequency of shops, but the size of 

co-operatives conforms less readily to any major regional 

groupings of this type. 

The full significance of the various relationships 

suggested here between types of organisation and standard 

regions is difficu~t to appreciate for they are so complex, 

and can probably only be fully understood by the study of 

the decision making process of each type of organisation, 
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something which forms the subject matter of Section Three. 

Within each region there a.re considerable variations 

between towns which are examined as far as possible in 

Section Two. Before making these more detailed studies 

chapter tvlO shOWS hO\v some of the regional variations which 

have been· shown to exist in this chapter are far greater in 

individual business types and, within each, in different 

sizes of organisation •. 



Table I. RJi. .IL ~'RADES BY ORGANISATION ~'yp; d-ID REGION 

SALES PER ES1'ABLISHM:ENT (£' 000) 

Type of Organisation by no, of branches. 
-

N y NM E L SE s SW M mv Wales Scot. 

All 9.2 7.9 7.8 9.5 13,2 9.8 10.3 9.1 8,5 7.3 7.2 10,3 
1 5.9 5.6 5.4 6,6 8,8 6.7 7.0 6.5 5.6 5.2 4.9 5.6 

2-4 9.3 7.9 7.4 9.9 15.3 11,8 12.4 13.0 9.1 7.2 9.6 9.1 
5-9 16,2 10,8 9.4 ll.9 18.3 17.4 18,6 15.6 17.8 13.1 13.0 17.8 

10-24 24.0 lLJ. 2 16.7 23.2 20.3 17.2 22,0 17.9 20,2 16.3 14.3 . 20,2 
25-49 20.5 20, LJ. 25.9 30.7 26.2 19.8 2L~. 0 20,9 21,0 17.4 21,0 21.1 
50-99 15.1 15.1 18.3 23.1 22,8 17.3 16. L~ 22.0 19.9 13.3 12.7 19.9 
100+ 17,8 16.5 21,6 21,9 25.1 21,3 21.7 19.3 20,7 20,8 18,8 17.4 
Co-op. 24.9 15.5 22,2 23.9 35.0 23.6 25.0 20.4 25.8 18.3 21.7 22.3 

SALES IlliR HEAD OP POPlTLA'l'I ON (£ 1 s) 

All 93.5-96.1 96.0 94.1 122,7 103.3 98.6 92.5 94.1 98.9 80,6 99.8 
1 39.0 48.7 47.8 47.1 52.7 40,6 47.8 49.0 45.9 50.5 42.9 L>7. 4 

2-4 10,9 ll,2 10,L> ll,5 18,0 13,2 13,0 ll,1 10,5 10,6 8,8 12.0 
5-9 4.9 3.6 3.4. 3.1 5.5 4.8 4 .• L> 3.0 5.5 4.7 2.4 7 9 .:;>. 

10-2L> 4.8 . 3. 2 2,7 3.5 6.7 4.7 5.6 3.3 4.3 3.9 1, LJ. LJ., 5 
25-49 1,4 2,6 2,0 2.7 6.9 3.1 3.9 2.1 2,8 2,6 2.0 2.0 
50-99 2,8 2,9 2,0 1,7 5.6 2,6 2,2 1.8 2,5 2,8 2,6 2.8 
100+ 10,7 10.3 ll,2 14.3 19.9 15.9 1L>.1 12.7 12.1 10.3 11, L• 8,7 
Co-op, 19.1 13.7 16.3 10.3 7.5 7.2 7.6 9.5 10.5 13.3 9.1 20,0 

POPULATION PER ES'rABLISHMJWT 

All 98 82 82 101 107 9L• 10L• 99 90 76 89 102 
1 150 ll6 ll3 lL~3 168 130 l48 132 l22 102 115 148 

2-4 858 704 713 861 852 895 952 ll63 871 687 1082 1105 
5-9 3359 3086 2808 .3819 3357 36.37 L•179 5130 3222 276LJ. 5L•9LJ. 5358 

10-24 5065 4L•92 6288 6622 .3015 3679 3920 5435 4652 4159 10560 L•550 
25-1•9 1L•680 7889 13210 11L.80 3803 6153 6ll9 10170 7L•87 6507 "10470 6961 
50-99 5416 5217 9523 1.3270 1J160 6685 7360 12240 8089 L•681 4795 6052 
100+ 1674 2031J. 192.3 1538 1263 1340 153L~ 1519 1707 2014 1647 1969 '-'-' 
Co-op, 1305 ll37 1.369 2.325 L•686 3266 3279 2158 2474. 1375 2384 1115 "" • 
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TABLE 1.1. REI'AIL TRADES BY TO\'Jl-1-SIZE GROUPS AND ORGANISATION TYPE. 

SALES.PER HEAD OF EOPULATION (£• s) 

aloim Size Groups (000) 
Organisation type 25- 10- 2.5-(!\o. of Branches) 0 2 10 R All 1 .. 0.1 122.7 121. 11 .2 120. 10 ·3 99.1 117.6 43.0 1 48.3 52.7 55.1 55.6 54.9 49.4 50.8 '67.0 26.8 2-4 12.2 18.0 14.5 14.3 15.a 12.1 12.2 12.9 0.3 5-9 4.3 5.5 9.1 5.4 5. 3·5 2.2 2.3 0.6 10-24 4.3 6.7 7·3 5.7 4.6 3·3 3·1 2.4 0.8 25-49 3-2 6.9 . 4.3 4.0 3·8 2.2 1.5 1.5 0.4 50-99 3·0 5.6 3·9 3-2 3-4 3.0 2.1 2.2 0.6 100 13.0 19.9 13.6 15.4 17.9 14.4 13-1 13-3 2. 5 . Co-op. 12.1 7-5 13.4 13.5 15.4 16.1 15.6 16.7 7·7 

ESTABLISffillEtfT S: % IN EACH GROUP 

All 70.9 64.1 71.8 72.5 68.1 69.5 70.2' 71.3 81.4 1 10.9 12.6 10.5 11.0 12.9 11.9 10.8 10.7 6.7 . 2-4 . 2.6 3·2 2.8 2~7 3-5 2.8 2.4 2.1. 1.9 5-9 2.1 3.6 2.8 2.2 2.1 1.7 1.5 1.2 0.9 10-24 1.4 2.9 1.5 1.4 1.4 1.9 0.8 0.7 0.5. 25-49 1.6 2.6 1.8 1.3 1.6 1.6 1.3 1.2 0.7 50-99 5.7 8.5 5.0 5.0 5.9 5.8 6.4 6.6 2.6 . 100 5.0 2.3 4.3 4.3 4.9. 6.1 6.7 6.5 6.4 Co-op. 100 lOO 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 



CHAPTER TWO 

BUSINESS TYPES 

The varied nature of the retail trades is difficult 
to express through any scheme of classification, for any 
shop may trade in many different commodities, and there
fore legitimately be classified under a variety of heads. 
Some form of business or trade classification is however 
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an analytic necessityfor the understanding,of patterns of 
regional and structural differencesJof broad business 
types. 1-lhile in some circumstances1 a classification of 
shops as outlets for commodities is advantageous ·(e.g.·a 
newsagent stocking tobacco could be recorded as two out
lets), a study on broad lines must rely on classifications 
of shops as units. This is illustrated by the different 
approaches adopted by the Trial Census of Distribution2 
conducted in 1937 and the 1950 Census. The Board of 
Trades' Census classification is used as far as possible 
throughout this study (see Appendix B), 

Broad Business Types must be considered from several 
different aspects of function. First there are categories 
of shopping activity, which will be divided here into con-

1 .F.A. Learning, An Experimental Survey of Retail Shopping and Service Facilities in Part of North Leeds, Transactions and Papers, Institute of British Geographers, 1959, No. 26. 
2 Trial Census of Distribution in Six Trnvns, British National Committee International Chamber of Commerce, '1937. 



venience, frequent and infrequent types. Second there 

are business groups (referred to here also as types of 

business) which are Census classes of shops classified 

according to their major characteristics, of which there 

are ten major groups and a number of sub-groups. Third 

there are eight types of organisation (co-operative soci-

eties and. seven capitalist organisations classified by 

their number of branch shops). Clearly each of these 

divisions may contain some elements ,.;hich are not fully 

characteristic. An examination of each of the three 

major types will now be made to see to vrhat extent this 

is true, and to examine what regional differences each 

displays. 
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Two broad categories of shopping are generally dis

tinguished, but are described in various ways by different 

analyfsts. In general they are main street and neighbour

hood shopping, or convenience and shopping goods shopping. 

Jefferys3 uses the terms "convenience shopping" and "main 

street shopping", Halllt terms the former "flowgoods shop

ping" since all shopkeepers choose a convenient site, this 

type of shopping tends to follow the consumer, if necessary, 

to her home, arid shopping goods shopping attracts her to 

central shopping areas. In economic terms Holton 1 s · 

3 Eefferys (195'4) P. 51. 

lt Hall et al (1961) P. lt. 



definition5 is perhaps the most satisfactory, convenience 

shopping being for "those goods for which the price and 

quality differences among alternative sellers are small 

in absolute terms relative to the consumer's appraisal of 

the searching costs", while shopping goods are those in 

which differences in absolute terms are large, While this 

is generally satisfactory, geographically it perhaps does 

not give enough emphasis to a most important difference, 

that of frequency of demand, although "the consumer's 

appraisal of the searching costs" will be influenced by 

it, The general result of this distinction in shopping 

is that those shops which predominantly sell commodities 

classified as convenience goods must be found near to the 

consumer, and so will be more frequent and perhaps smaller 

than other types. Regionally it is likely that these 

-shops will vary less than other types, as in addition to 

smaller elasticities of demand for their stocks, they need 

not reflect variations in the structure of the urban 

hierarchy. Structurally the pattern is less simple for 

although independents may prol>per in neighbourhood shop

ping centres, with a pricing policy6 adjusted to the type 

5 R.H. Holton, "Price Discrimination at Retail: The 
Supermarket Case'\ Journal of Industrial Economics, 
VI (October. 19971, P. 18. · 

6 W. G. HcClelland, "Pricing for Profit in Retailing" 
;J~ou~rn~a~l~o~f~I~n~d~u~s~t~r~i~a~l~E~c~on~o~m~i~c~s~~V~I~I~~J~u~l~=l~~., 
P. 17 • 
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of. demand found there, there are particular economies, 
available to multiple organisations dealing in the 
relatively standardized goods of convenience trading) 
which enable such organisations to under-sell the indepen-

. dents if they can achieve a sufficiently high turnover. 
In contrast in many of the shopping goods trades the 

development of multiples has been hindered by the wide 
variety of commodities w~ich are included in these trades. 
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Although it is thus possible to consider demand in two 
categories, it is impossible to classify all gro~ps of 
shops into one or the other. Holton7 added a rider to ·his 
definition, that a convenience good for one income group 
is a shopping good for a lower income group. This shows 
that it is unreal to expect groups of shops to fall into 
such a division. The characteristics of t~e shops of the 
major types are set out in table 2.A .belmv: 

Table 2A Census Groups of Shop 
Group 

·Grocery 
Other Food 
Confectioners 
Clothing 
Hardware 
Chemists 
Furniture 
Jev1ellery 
Booksellers 
General 

7 Bolton op. cit. 

Average Turnover · · 
(£' s) . 

9,057 
7,236 
6,863 

10,520 
7,224 
9,477 

16,100 
5,723 
5,697 

283,000 

Population 
Per 

·Establishment 
297 
387 
739 
671 

1,622 
2,929 
3,047 
3,515 
5,142 

29,430 



The· first three of these groups are obviously enough ful

filling everday demands and could quite easily be con

sidered as convenience shops. Clothing is something of a 

special case for as a group it is given fourteen sub-

divisions .in the Census, an indication that it deserves 

separate attention8 •. Equally chemists and hardware gr.oups 

are differentiated from "shopping goods" shops, as much of 

their sales is made up bY. convenience goods, but are dif-

ferent from the first three groups as their frequency 

indicates central locations. The remaining groups are 

more clearly distinguishable as "shopping goods" groups. 

A more realistic division would therefore be into three 
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categories, which might be labelled: convenience, frequent 

and infrequent shopping. This would also correspond with 

daily, weekly and irregular shopping trip~ as distinguished 

by Brennan9, which are perhaps more justifiable divisions 

of shopping activity. This is a division also comparable 

10 
to that adopted by Evely in a study of company finance. 

8 It is therefore rather unfortunate that it was chosen 
by Hall et al (1961) as a 'typical' shopping goods 
trade. 

9 J. Glaisyer, T. BreQnan, W. Ritchie and P. Sargant 
Florence, County Town, a civic survey for the plan-
ning of Worcesterz(l946) P. 206. · . 

-
10 R, Evely, ••Retail Distribution", PP 234-253 of Studies 

in CornnaM Finance, edited. by B. Te'~ and R.F. 
Henderson, N.I.E. S.R. l~bl. 



None of these three categories of shopping is homo

geneous as three types of variations exist ivithin each. 

First, within the major business groups there are sub~ 

groups which belong to a different form of shopping to 
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that which the major group has been allocated. The overall 

homogeneity of a Census group can be analysed from commo

dity data provided in the Census. Unfortunately this is 

only on a national level •. If a region is found with a low 

per capita sales in any trade group this may be the result 

of a low consumption rate, low prices, or a low proportion 

of the sales of a trade's main commodity being retailed by 

shops of that trade. The lOiv sales of the grocery group 

in London, for instance, may be the result of all these 

factors: a low consumption rate - more meals being eaten 

away from the home, severe competition within the trade 

keeping prices low, and a higher proportion of groceries 

being sold in other food trades. Second, within sub-groups 

there are organisation types which have a very different 

character to the others in that trade. Ha1111 has stated 

that: "The chains with a well-known name appear to be more 

like "shopping" shops and the independents to be "conve

nience shops" - even lvithin a given trade." 

11 Hall et al (1962) P.lt. 



Third, even within organisation types there are some 

individual organisations which have very different loca

tion characteristics to the others of that size. This may 

be even extended, especially in the case of combines, to 

\vi thin the organisation itself. The importance of these 

variants is considerable to a geographical study of t·he 

retail trades, for they not only emphasise the conditions 

which determine the "normal" pattern by their "abnormality", 

but in many cases have marked concentrations in location. 

In the business types·classified as convenience shop

ping some sub-groups are distinguishable because their 

shops are substantially larger than the average, which 

suggests that they find more central locations than typi

cal convenience shops. These are dairies which have an 

average turnover of £21,210, tobacconists (£11,670) 1 

grocers with meat (£13,410) and grocers with wines and 

spirits (£12,623). The dairies are more depots than 

shops, although some shops trading under the name of 

"dairy" would be more properly classified under the 

grocery heading, The tobacconists classified under this 

heading are specialist outlets found only in central 

locations, the sweatshop-tobacconist-newsagent general 

store type of shop is not included in the group. The 

grocery sub-groups are also specialist shops found mainly 

in High-street locations or at least significant secon

dary centres. 



Wider variations exist in the·groups which fulfil 

frequent demands. In the hard'I<Tare group electricity 

showrooms (£1~,~20), gas showrooms (£16,982), radio dealers 

(£10,020) may be distinguished by their size from the 

group as a whole (£7,22~). In the clothing trade an even 

wider range exists as can be seen in Table 2.8 

Table 2B Average Turnover of Establishments 
in the Clothing Trades by Sub-Groups 

Women•s Outfitters £19,730 Women•s Outwear 
Women 1 s Outwear £1~,600 Infants 
Nens1vear £13,120 I'Jool 
Furriers £12,930 Milliners 
Hen•s and Women•s Wear £11,010 Drapers 
Boots and Shoes £10,6~0 Second-hand 

Corsetieres 

£5,973 
£3,887 
£3,512 
£3,156 
£2,866 
£ 702 
£ 522 

The two groupsJinto which the various sub-divisions of the 

trade can be classified on the.basis of their average size 

of establishmentJshow that there are.very different condi

tions in the trade. The one which has a larger than aver

age size shops is clearly meeting 11 shoppilig goods11 demand 

with shops centrally located. The groups with smaller 

than average shops are clearly only comparable with con

venience shops. 

Shops in the groups classified under the infrequent 

headi~g are more homogeneous, and although it would be . 

possible to sub~divide the general group, all sub-groups 

in the four trades are of the general character of the 

type as a whole. 



In general the larger the organisation, the larger 

is its average s.ize of shop (see figure 2A). This re la-

tionship is not a constant one and some sizes of organ-

isation may be distinguishedJsince they have shops which 

are either considerably larger or smaller than the next 

size of organisation. In the retail trades as a whole 

chapter one has shown that there is a range in size of 

shop, by organisation, from £6,275 to £21,280. This range 

may most conveniently be expressed as an index number with 

100 equalling the size of the smallest shops in a trade. 

The index number of the largest shops in the retail trades 

is therefore 34-8. The level of this index varies greatly 

from trade to trade, trade types varying considerably in 

their homogeneity, with the actual range being from 180 in 

the bakery trade to 1282 in the drapery trade. As figure 

2A shows, the smallest shops in a trade are not necessarily 

run by tinit shops, and the largest shops are only run by 

large multiples in one third of the trades for which a 

complete organisational breakdown is available12• The 

trades in which the greatest variations exist are particu

larly specialist shopping goods trades, whereas those with 

low indices are mainly convenience trades:-

12 Co-operative societies are not discussed in this chap
ter for they receive specific attention in chapter 
six. They are shown in figure 2A for the sake of 
completeness. 
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Drapery 
vlomen 1 s underwear 
Dairymen 
'Lvomen 1 s \vear 
Furnishers 
Cooked Meat 
Jewellers 

1282 
1101 
755 
620 
593 
518 
467 

Bakers 
Off licences 
Butchers 
Chocolate and Sugar 

Confectioners 
with tobacco 

180 
189 
200 

203 

The convenience trades with high indices are special cases: 

dairymen have already been examined; cooked meat suppliers 

have a high index as the result of the large size of the 

shops of small medium organisations. There are distinct 

differences in the organisational pattern of the other 

types of shop with high indices. In the jewellery trade 

multiples are very different to other organisations, having 

far higher sales and lower repair receipts (profit margins 

being greater on the latter). Women's outwear shops 

include, in their small multiple group, certain organisa

tions with very large shops (it may be for instance that 

C.andA. Modes Ltd. is classified in this trade). A simi

lar, but more marked, contrast exists in the drapery 

trade. Women's underwear shops include two particularly 

active multiple organisations in the large medium multiple 

category which, in consequence, has a large average size 

of shop. Some of these variations are shO\m in greater 

detai~ in Table 2C. They indicate great variations in the 

homogeneity of trades. Different types of organisation 

clearly cat.er for different types of demand in some trades 

and are found in different types of location, in view of 

these variations in their size of shops. The types of 



organisation which have very different sizes of shop are 

shown in the table as "special organisations", while for 

comparison the organisation type vlith the most similar 

shops is also shown. 

The small size of unit grocers with off-licences is 

a reflection of the large number of neighbourhood shops in 

that group as compared with larger organisations, when the 

off-licence becomes something of an expression of the 

"quality" grocer. Dairymen are distingUished first because 

of the inaccuracy of the classification which has already 

been examined, something '~hich most clearly affects the 

unit shops. A further difference can be distinguished 

between chains with between five and twenty-four branches 

and other organisations. 11Jhilst chains of this size mayJ 

all be composed of depots rather than shops, larger chains 

include both. In the clothing trades, d.iSinguished in 

table 2C, the contrasts reflect either differences in the 

type of demand catered for by organisational groups as a 

,.,hole or the presence of particular organisations in an 

individual size group. The contrast between drapers run 

by multiple organisations and other types of organisation 

is clear, this being a particular example of a trade in 

vrhich· independents are convenience orientated, and multi-

. ples are "shopping goods" orientated. In the '"chemists 

group the contrast is a reflection of the difference 

betvreen the tvro large multiple organisations, Boots and 

T.imothy Whites, and other traders, This sort of contrast 
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Table 2C The size o~ shops in some selected organisation types 

Trade Group "Special organisation type"1 Organisation size with most 
Type2 ·S/E3 Rank4 similar size o~ shops 

Type S/E Rank 

Grocers with o~~-
licence 1 £8,831 7 2-4 £23,810 6 Dairymen 1 £7,977 7 50-99 £29,450 6 

5-24 £56,590 1+2 2-4 £36,580 3 Women's Outwear 10-24 £90,580 1 50-99 £27,063 2 V! omen's Underwear i0-90 £lt-6, 160 1 lOO+ £1~,600 2 Men's and Women's Wear 0-4-9 £25,5 0 1+2 5-9 £1 ,360 3 Drapers 50+ £34,0~3 1 10-24 £ 6 ol~ 2 Furriers ~5~ £21 6 0 2 2-4 £16:4 ~ Chemists £22:750 1 :·5-9. £1 ,530 
Je,.,rellers lOO+ £24,010 l 50-99 £16,610 ~ Furniture 10+ £43,680 1,2+3 5-9 £19,050 

1. A size o~ organisation which is di~~erentiated by its size o~ shops 
2. Types o~ organisation by their number o~ branches 
3. S/E indicates sales per establishment 
4. Rank by size o~ shops (7 = smallest, ;t = largest) 



also exists in· the jewellery trade. In the furniture 

trade there is a distinct contrast between multiple 

organisations and independent organisations, something 

. which does not exist in the majority of cases (see 

figure 2A), Indeed the figure suggests that in many 

ways the most significant break is between small inde

pendent chains and mediu~ independent chains. 

Overall there are only four groups in which the 

size of shop increases with each succeeding size of 

organisation. Some of the most significant displacements 

of this order are in those trades where the largest 

multiples do not have the largest size of shops. This 

is characteristic of all the other food groups, except 

fishmongers and greengrocers for in these trades costs 

of organisation are probably higher than elsevThere and 

it is necessary to maximise total turnover rather than 

the turnover of individual shops. In all these trades 

there are few medium sized organisations for this very 

reason. In the confectioners and booksellers trade a 

similar situation exists for there are many branches of 

large multiple organisations which are kiosks rather 

than· shops. 

The method adopted by the Board of Trade in classi

fying chains of shops into separate organisations has 

been described on page 4 • There is no .vay in which it 
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is possible to ascertain the group into which a particular 



multiple-organisation has been classified. There are 

clearly shortcomings in any scheme of classification, 

and even with the most precise interpretation of the 

rules of classification, different sorts of shops in the 

same organisation will be classified in the same trade 

group, for in many cases it •1111 have been impossible to 

distinguish these statistically. Furthermore the size of 

branch shops in an organisation will vary considerably. 

Little data to illustrate this are available but one 

bespoke tailoring organisation has made available the 

following figures for its branches in 1961. 

Table 20 The Size of Branches of a Large Multiple 
Menswear Organisation, 1961. 

Sales per Establishment (£'000 1 s) %of Branches 

under 25 9+ 
25 - 50 38 
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50 - 75 5 
75 - 100 2 
over 100 1 

Other prominent organisations with marked variations are 

Boots Cash Chemists Ltd. which makes a clear distinction 

between its "big shops" and its ordinary branches; Timothy 

Whit~s and Taylors Ltd. with similar differences; and 

W.H. Smith Ltd. which operates establishments-ranging 

from bookstalls to minor department stores. If subsidiary· 

companies are considered the variations are even greater 

for the large combines like Great Universal Stores, 



United Drapery Stores and Associated British Foods appear 

to pay only little regard to trade divisions when they 

expand their activities. 

The significance of each type of organisation varies 

considerably from trade to trade. The large organisations 

are most significant in trades vrhich meet frequent rather 

than everyday demands, in the clothing and chemists trades, 

which deal in relatively standardized goods. They are also 

significant in those convenience trades where central loca

tion could be of advantage, especially in the confec

tionery trade. They are however also important in the 

dairy, grocery, fish and butchery trades. In the more 

specialist trades they are not so important, for they 

find it difficult to find any economies in purchasing 

pommoditiesJsince the range of stocks which these trades 

have to carry is so great. Some of these variations are 

examined in detail in chapter five. 

REGIONAL V~~IATIONS 

(1) BUSI~~SS TYPES 

Two kinds of regional variation in business types 

may be examined here. There are variations in the dis

tribution of trade types and of organisational types. 

The most marked of these are organisational variations, 

but both·exist. 
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The regional variability of trade types may be · 

expressed by two indices of variability for the sales 

per head, the size of shop and the population per estab

lishment of each business type (see figure 2A), These 

are:-

a) Co-efficient of Variability (V) = Standard deviation % 
Arithmetic mean • 

b) Heasure of Variability (MV) = mean ~aviation % 
. med1an 
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Statistical theory would suggest that values for the first 

would be greater than the second ioJhen one or two extreme 

values are the major variable elements of a distribution, 

while·MV will be higher than V when variability is more 

evenly distributed. 

The total variability of sales per head ranges from 

6.9% to 56.8% for V, or from lt.l% to lt7.5% for NV. 

Trades fall into two groups, sixteen having values of V 

ranging from 6.9% to 19.9%, and thirteen.having values 

between 32.5% and lt7.7%. Four trades· are not found in 

these groupings. Furriers are strongly orientated to 

metropolitan areas and have a value of V of 56.8%. 

Hardware, electrical goods and infants wear are found 

mid-way bet,;een the two groups. The trades which have 

. large regional variations are mainly smaller than those 

with small variations, this, for classification reasons, 

·is not unexpected, the effect of random variations being 

·far greater in these small groups. The most interesting 



cases of·variability are those which depart from this 

rule: the trades which have large numbers of shops and 

high variability; and those which have few shops and 

low variability. Trades which conform to the first of 

these patterns are dairymen, men's and women's wear, and 

grocers with bakery. The large free supp+ies of milk13, 

which are taken by consumers in rural areas account for 

the variability of dairymen. Sales of men's and women's 

wear shops are a reflection of north-south differences 

in this type of trade. The regional variations of the 

grocers with bakery trade are a reflection of north-south 

differences in the marketing of bread. In the south the 

bakers round is well establishedl4 and so there is less 

necessity for shops, other than specialist bakers, to 

stock bread; in the north convenience demands a far wider 

range of outlets in view of the fewer bakers' rounds. 

The trades which have few shops but low variability (V) 

are off licences, wool and book shops. These in fact had 

rather higher values of MV:-

Off licence 
Wool 
Bakers 

V 

15.9% 
10.5% 
10.6% 

11V 

4o.o% 
27.6% 
30.0% 

13 National Food SurJl~~ Ministry of Agriculture and 
Fisheries, H.M·.s-.o, 195b. 

14 Jefferys (19PT) P.218. 
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This difference is the result of an overall variability ~ather 
than extreme variations in certain regions. 

There are rather smaller regional variations in the size 
of shops,for shops require a minimum turnover before they can 
be profitable and this is roughly equal throushout the country 
for any one trade. The major deviant groups are the 
dairymen, grocers with meat, grocers 11i th off licence and 
infants wear shops. Trades which have particularly low 
regional variations are menswear and chemists. This shows 
that the general variations which exist in the dairy trade 
have a regional component, The specialist grocers are small 
corner shops in Northern England and large main street shops 
in Southern England, 'fhe mensy;ear and chemists trades both 
have a large number of multiple organisations with a full 
national coverage. 

The variability of the regional frequency of shops 
is very high. Values of V range from 9 to 85.5% and of 
MV·from 8 to 68,L>%, both have dispersions which are positively 
skeYred. Such variation makes it clear that to rely on 
estimates of the frequency of shops rrhen making pla.nning 
provision for new shops has little objective basis, Six 
types of shop are more variable than the others. They are 
gro.cers with off licence, off licences, cooked meat, bakers, 
wool, and men's ahd women's wear. Different social back
grounds account for the variations which exist in these 
trades. 



'These regional variations in trade type may be 

profitably examined in greater detail. The overall re-

gional variations are described in chapter one. It is 

~1orth noting here those variations which depart consid

erably from the overall pattern of the retail trades. 
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In the grocery trade London ranks twelfth in terms· 

of per capita sales instead of first; the North (3) and 

the North Midlands (1) are.other major variations.15 The 

problem is whether these differences are accurate repre-

sentations of variations in expenditure on groceries, and 

if so whether this is the result of price differences or 

consumption habits. Evidence from the National Food 

Survey suggests that prices are to some extent lower in 

London and higher in the tv1o northern regions. Consump

tion is however probably lower in London for more food is 

purchased ther~hich is sold by other food retailers, it 

~ay be however that there is more cross-trading in London 

than in other areas. Sub-groups in the grocery trade are 

not very divergent from the average. There is however a 

tendency for the more rural regions, East, West and Wales, 

to have higher than average sales per head. 

15 In this account numbers in brackets after a region 
refer to' its rank. 
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Other food trades vary far less than the grocery 

trade. Dairies. sell noticeably less, as do bakers and 

fishmongers, in the North West (9), Scotland (7) and 

Yorkshire (11). This might be expected for the closer 

network of shops and a poor development of delivery rounds 

results in a far wider type of outlet distributing these 

special commodities. The low sales of fishmongers in 

Northern England is also a reflection of the large numbers 

of fried fish shops found there. There is little regional 

· variation in the sales of fish through these two types of 

outlet. Conurbations have the highest sales per head of 

greengrocers shops. This may be a reflection of high 

prices or fewer free supplies. The regions with the 

highest figures are London, the Midlands, the North-West, 

Yorkshire and the North. 
the 

The sales ofAclothing trade are rather more evenly 
Jl'' ·. 

distributed th~oughout the country. London, as the centre 

of fashion, has the highest sales per_head in all sub-

_groups except men•s and women 1 s wear. This trade is most 

developed in Scotland, the North, Wales, the Hidlands, 

Yorkshire and the North-West, and least developed in 

London. Different social backgrounds account for these 

variations, which are also expressions of the importance 

of co-operative shops in these regions, for co--operatives 

very largely combine their sales of men 1 s wear and women 1 s 

wear in outlets of this type. The South-East (8=) has a 
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particularly lovr rank in the boot and shoe trade, and it 
must be suspected that it loses trade to London. Furriers 
are specially important in major cities, the regional 

sales pattern reflects this, for Scotland, the Hidlands, 
·Yorkshire and the North-vlest rank after London in sales 
per head. 

Other types of shop have some specially significant 
differences in sales per -head. Domestic ha:rd1vare shops 

sell more in rural areas than in the conurbations. The 

West (1), the East (2=), the South (2=) and Wales (4), 
all rank far higher in this trade than in others. Book
sellers are far more significant in Southern England 
than in Northern England. Furniture shops are poorly 

represented in the South (11), but have high sales in 

the North Nidlands (3) and Yorkshire (2), reflecting the 
dominance of ~arge London stores over the south, and 
emphasising the contrasts between the North and South in 
the sales of furniture by other types of outlet, parti
cularly department stores. 

The regional variations which exist in the size of 
shops and their frequency are-broadly similar to these 
variations in sales per head. In the North and Scotland 
food shops are relatively smaller than shops in general; 
in Yorkshire, North !Udlands, North West and ivales there 
are few deviations from the average size of shop. Food 
shops are relatively smaller-than shops in general in the 



East· and London, but are larger than average in the South

East, the South, the West and Midlands. Clothing shops 

are considerably smaller in relation to others in the 

South-East, the South and the Midlands. 

The frequency of particular types of shop shows that 

there are particular concentrations of each type in cer~ 

tain regions. Since however the turnover of shops is 

their most important element it is not surprising that in 

some trades variations are almost random. 

The patterns briefly summarised above are only now 

becoming clearly apparent and they present a wide field 

for further study, which will soon have the advantages 

of comparison of two periods of time when the 1961. Census 

of Distribution is published. 

~) ORGANISATIONS 
. . 

Regional variations, which are more definitive and 

more readily explicable than those found in business 
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types, can be observed in the distribution and significance 

of different types of organisation. These are in fact 

one of the major elements of the geography of retailing 

in Great Britain and are the subject matter of section 

three of this thesis. The Census enables the broad out-

lines of these variations to be examined. It has been 

shown above that different trades have very different 

organisational structures. It is necessary to examine· 

·regional variations in each trade in order to obtain an 



adequate picture of the elements which make up the overall 

variations described in chapter one. 

Hultiple organisations account for 20.8% of the sales 

of the grocery trade, and of this large multiples take 

two-thirds. Regionally the proportion of sales ranges 

from 37.4% in London to 13.8% in the North Hidlands. 

Other regions in which multiples account for less than 

one-fifth of sales are Yo~kshire, the North-vlest, Scotland 

and Wales. The regional pattern conforms quite closely 

to the north-south differences demonstrated elsewhere. 

The only northern region not included in the list is the 

.North itself, where multiples account for 22.2% of sales. 

This region, or rather the Northumberland and Durham coal

field part of it, would seem to have been a particularly 

fertile area~for multiple companies in grocery (see 

chapter fiver. 

The relative significance of various types of organ

isation ranges considerably. Medium .sized multiple or-

. ganisations account for 5.8% of sales in the country as a 

whole. They take 12.2% of sales in London but only 2.2% 

in the East. Generally .they are poorly represented in 

regions which have a dispersed urban network, like the 

East and the West, and Wales and the North Hidlands 

(apart from their coalfield areas). Large Hultiples on 

the other hand because of the higher concentration of 

shopping in significant centres, like the County Towns, 
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are well represented in regions with dispersed urban 

networks. The regions in which they account for less 

than 10% of sales are Yorkshire, the North-West and 

North Midlands, all regions in which their major cam-

petitors, co-operative societies, are particularly 

strongly developed. Scotland, as well as the North, 

has important co-operative societies, but conditions have 

proved particularly attractive to large multiples in both 

these regions. The proportion of trade accounted for by 

independent traders varies greatly. In London, Scotland 

and the North they ~ account for less than 48% of 

trade, In other regions they take over 55% of sales. 

This contrast emphasises the importance of large scale 

organisations in the first three regions. 

Hultip!es in the dairy trade are very unevenly dis -

tributed:-

116 SE s s1v NW Scat. Others 

% Branches 73-3 5.6 3.6 2.1 3.2 10.4 1.8 
%.Sales 63.2 6.1 5.2 2.5 2.4 4.1 16.~ '% Population 17.2 5.2 5.4 6.1 13.2 10.5 42. 

This is the result of very special conditions, it does not 

reflect the distribution of co-operative dairies, another 

important element in the distribution of miH:. In 1950 

16 The abbreviations for regions used in tables are 
listed in Appendix A. 
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four c.ompanies control nine-tenths of the total number of 

branch shops. They are almost all fully integrated, 

including collecting, processing and retailing in their 

activities. Their hea.dquarters are found either in 

London or Central Scotland, This distribution is the 

result of the economies which are available, only to 

integrated organisations, in supplying customers in 

conurbations far from the production areas.l7 In con

urbations other than London, Glasgow and Edinburgh milk 
is distributed either by wholesalers who sell to inde
pendents, which would seem to be a particularly transient 
feature of the trade, judging from the expansion of the 

large integrated organisations, or by co-operative dairies, 
which are probably particularly important in some of the 
conu~bations, and especially those with only one society 
trading in that conurbation, like Nottingham and Leicester. 

Butchers shops of organisations with over twenty-five 
branches are mainly (87.3%) run by two companie.s. This 
structural element results in a distinct contrast in the 
regional importance of small and large organisations~. 
Small multiple organisations are found particularly in 
London, while the larger multiples attempt to achieve a 
greater national coverage. Small multiples .are fostered 

17 Jeffer.ys (19lt) op. cit. P.239. 
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particularly by a close urban net\vork, which provides a 
-

large number of possible sites in a limited area. The 

London and Midland (Birmingham) regions are therefore 

particularly important. The larger organisations account 

for 19.9% of sales in the South-East but only 8.1% in the 

North-West. In three regions, the North, \vales and 

Scotland they probably account for even smaller propor

tions of trade than in tqe North-West. 1efferysl8 suggests 

that this poor representation in the older industrial 

regions is a reflection of the evolution of the large 

companies, which originally were started to market frozen 

. imported meat, a commodity \vhich v1as not welcomed at first 

in these more traditional regions. 

Multiple fishmongers, dominated by one large·organi

sation, are found particularly in London (see P.228). 

This is a result par~ly of a higher consumption rate of 

top quality fish in that region, and partly of the 

particular assessment of conditions by the dominant 

organisation of the trade, HacFisheries Ltd. 

In the greengrocery trade, ••hich is also a trade with 

fe\oJ multiple shops, multiple organisations are concentra

ted in three regions:-

18 Jefferys (1954) op. cit. P. 190. 



London North-vi est Scotland Others 

% Branches 30.8 36.lt 8.6 20.2 
% Sales 33.9 30.2 10.5 25.lt 

% Fruit Imports 32.0 18.8 lt.o lt5.2 
(1950) 

% Population 17.2 13.2 10.5 59.1 

This distribution is partly a reflection of urban net\vorks, 

but is even more a result of the presence in each of these 

regions of a major port through which fruit is 1mported.19 

Multiples based on these ports can by-pass one of the 

stages of distribution, by collecting supplies straight 

from the docks or the major vlholesale markets found in the 

ports. 20 

Multiple bakers are also concentrated on the major 

conurbations, something which is characteristic of all 

the convenience trades. Organisations \Vith over twenty

five branches have 85% of their sales and 75% of their 

branches in four regions, which have the major conurba

tions located within them - London, the North West, 

Scotland and the Midlands (lt7% of the population). Small 

multiples can locate all their branches in smaller urban 

areas, but they too are concentrated in these four regions 

(over 60% of both branches and sales). Distribution costs 

19 Jeffer.vs (1954) op. cit. P. 244. 

20 G.R. Allen, Agricultural Harket:i.ng Policies, chapter 8, 
Oxford 1959. 
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a.re· extremely important in this trade for the bulk-value 

ratio of this commodity is high, and so other things 

being equal, the larger a market found in a small area, 

the more profitable is the organisation. The proportion 

of multiples found in the four major regions is shown 

below:-
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Organisations Popu-
lation 

10-24 Branches over 25 Branches % % sales % branches % sales % branches 

'L 34.6 23.9 33.7 23.6 17.2 
NW ~.6 10.9 23.5 21.1 13.2 
Scat. 1 .9 19.9 17.8 18.2 10.5 
M 8.2 6.5 9.9 11.5 9.0 
Others 36.7 38.8 15.1 26.6 5'0.1 

The particular importance of large organisations in the 

North-West is the reflection of the origin there of a 

number of companies specially important in the trade. 

· Multiple organisations trading in the off-licence 

trade are concentrated either in regions.with major con-

urbations or the regions of southern England:-

L M SE N\V s Others 

% Branches 37.1 21.3 10.0 11.4 7.8 12.4 
% Sales 40.3 13.8 13.0 8.7 9.5 14.7 
% Population 17.2 9.0 5.2 13.2 5.4 50.0 

The trade is clearly influenced by the economies associa-

ted with close urban networks, and the particUlar social 

pattern and income level of southern Engl~d. 

In the confectionery trades multiples are even more 

. unevenly distributed:-
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London Scotland 

Organisations % sales % shops % sales % shops 

10-24 Establ. 43.3 40.7 13.5 13.8 
25-49· 11 52.0 42.7 7.5 12.0 
50-99 11 81.1 65.4 
lOO+ " 45.3 33.0 9.9 18.9 

The special dominance of London is the result of the 

possibilities for expansion, which sites on railway and 

underground stations provide, in that region. Contracts 

for these sites are usually'negotiated centrally, which 

is a great advantage to a multiple organisation. The 

growth of particular organisations, encouraged by high 

densities of people in both London and in Central 

Scotland is a further extremely important factor in this 

distribution. Within the confectionery trades regional 

variations exist which must be related to individual 

organisations. 46.9% of all "chocolate and sugar confec

tioners" are found in Scotland, compared with only 15% 

in London. Whereas "chocolate and sugar confectioners 

with ne\vsagents" have 46.4% of their sales and 33.9% of 

their· shops in London and only 4. 2% of sales and 7. 2% 

of shops in Scotland. Tobacconists in contrast conform 

closely to the general pattern. (Table 2.D). · 

Multiple chamists a:re more evenly distributed than 

any of the groups described above for the two large or

ganisations, Boots and Timothy Whites, have a national 

. distribution, and account for four fifths of all multiple. 

establishments. Unfortunately statistical data are only 
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Table 2D ·Confectionery Trades: 

% of }~ltiples in Certain Standard regiqns 

London Scotland North West Midland pthers Organisation 
% % % % % % % % % % Sales Branches Sales Branches Sales Branches Sales Branches Sales Branches 

10 - 24 33.5' 39.0 17.7 15'.6 13.7 15.4 6.4 5.6 18.7 24.4 
25 and over 5'9.9 60.7 4.2 2.9 5.9 7.4 7.1 1;1:.4 22.9 24.6 

Popu1a tion % 17.2 10.5 13.2 9.0 50.1 
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avaj)able in a gross fo:rm for organisations with over 

five branches, and so the location of small multiples 

cannot be analysed. The greatest regional concentrations 

are in London, the Midlands and the West, which are the 

regions in which the two major organisations had their 

origins, and in which some of the most important other 

organisations are found • 

. Multiple organisations in the boots and shoe trade 

are very evenly distributed. The only exceptions to 

this are the great importance of medium sized multiples 

in the south, and the low proportion of sales accounted 

for by large multiples in Scotland. A similar uniformity 

can be observed in the mens's wear trade.; In both these 

trades there are numerous organisations vThich achieve 

national status, and so regional differences might be 

expected to be small. 

In the other clothing trades regional differences 

are more marked. In .the Men's and women's wear trade 

nultiple organisations are most important in Northern 

~gland and London:-

~tiples 

Scat. 
M 
NW 
y 
L 

Others 

Organisations Popu-
10-25 Establ. over 25 Establ, lation % sales % shops % sales % shops % 
24.0 7.0 16.5 22.2 10.5 
19.1 17.7 6.2 6.1 9.0 
8.4 14.1 10.0 12.5 13.2 
8.7· 10.0 8.9 6.8 ' 8.4 

10.6 12.7 17.9 13.2 17.2 

21.2 38.5 40.5 39.2 31.7 



:It has already been seen (P. 57) that these regions have 

high per capita sales by shops of this trade. 

The drapers trade is similarly distributed, except 

that multiples are particularly important in London:-

L NW y M Scot. Others 
;:~1.: . . -

% Branches 4-.4- 23.9 15.1 10.7 2.6 4-3.3 % Sales 25.9 25.1 5.5 8.9 8.0 26.6 % Population 17.2 13.2 8.4- 9.0 10.5 4-1.7 

, There are however considerable size differences, so in 

London they account for only 4-.4-% of the multiple shops 

in the trade, while taking 25.9% of their sales. 

Multiple traders, in other trades selling vlOmen' s 

clothing, have some considerable regional variations 

(table2:E). In general, Southern England is more important 

in these trades than in the trades described above. The 

preference of upper class customers for the individual 

service provided by independent traders is reflected in a 

northrsouth contrast in the importance of multiple traders. 

The most outstanding other features of the variations are 

the concentration of specialist women's underwear shops 

in London, the large number (but not size) of women's wear 

shops in Yorkshire, the importance of small multiples in 

\vomen' s outfi tting in Scotland and the rather high numbers 

of these shops in the South, the South-West and the South-

East. 
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Table 2EWomen's Clothing Trades 

percentage of Multiples in certain standard regions 

L NW Scot M y NM 
Women's Wear% sales 25.6 20.4 11.1 9.8 8.5 8.1 

% shops 11.7 9.3 4.6 13.3 19.3 9.6 

Women's Underwear 
% sales 41.5 8.9 10.9 l;l.l 
% shops 32.8 14.1 7.9 14.8 

Women's Outfitte%s 
10-24 branches ~ sales 22.2 

% shops 31.2 
over 25 branches % sales 21.8 12.3 

% shops 23.0 10.9 

Population % 17.2 13.2 10.5 9.0 8.4 6.9 

SE S' SW 

8.9 14.5 10.7 
4.2 6.3 7.8 

5.2 5.4 6.1 
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Nultip1es trading in radio and electrical goods are 

really only important in the southern half of Great 
Britain:-

L M s SW Others 

% sales 47.9 7.4 6.7 6.4 31.6 % shops 42.5 8.5 8.1 9.0 31.9 % population 17.2 9.0 5.4 6.1 62.3 

This is probably the result of the existence of a greater 
market for these goods in this area, and the location of 
most manufacturers of these goods, and of hire purchase 
finance houses in the London area. 

Multiple organisations in the jewellery, leather and 
sports goods trade are also mainly found in the southern 
regions. Probably at least 160 of the 486 shops, classi
fied in the trade as multiples, are found in London. 

In contrast to these trades multiple furnishers are 
concentrated mainly in Northern England. No data are 
available for the East, or for small multiples in the 
South and South East, but it is clear that. this regional 
difference applies to all sizes of organisation:-

% sales 
% shops 
% population 

N y 

7.4 11.0 
7.6 11.3 
6.4 8.It 

NM L l-! NW Wales Sect Others 

18.6 10.2 18.2 6.8 10.9 9.4 16.5 8.2 18.6 8.6 8.0 14.4 
17.2 9.0 13.2 5.3 10.5 ~3.1 

The regional variations which have been demonstrated 
in this chapter make it clear that there are broad regional 
differences which are of the greatest importance to a gee-
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graphy of the retail trades. These variations exemplify 

general variations in the geography of Great Britain, 

particularly the north-south division which is generally 

very important ·in social geography. The environmental 

determinants of the distribution of business, trade and 

organisational types, which have been suggested in this 

chapter, are examined in more detail in the succeeding 

parts of this thesis. All studies of retailing should be 

constantly aware of their existence and of the regional 

variations which result from them. Two major considera

tions appear from this study of the regional pattern of 

retailing. The first, is the importance of the network 

of shopping centres in a particular area, and the second, 

is the distribution of particular organisation types. 

Section t'vo of this thesis considers the network of 

shoppi~g centres; and section three the incidence of 

organisations. 



SECTION TWO 

THE URBAN PATTERN 

11A central place of any given order is a source of capital goods and services of all types available in any of the lo,ver-order central places vrithin the system of which it is a centre. ••• It is a source of central goods, the market ranges of which cover those centres and areas included within this system. 11 
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R. Vining: 11The Delimitation of Economic Areas: Statistical conceptions in the study of the spatial structure of an economic system. 11 Journal of American 
Statistical Association, Vol. l.J.B, 1953, p.57. 
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INTRODUCTION 

THE CHARACTERISTICS OF RETAILING IN T0WNS 

The regional characteristics of retailing discussed 
in section one are the result of many separate factors. 
ov·erall these may be classified into two major types, 
which are however interconnected. Regional variations 
are due to differences in social character, and to the 
distribution of different types of shopping centre. 
Social differences are not a major subject of study in 

this thesis, but they do. of course have profound affects . 
on the distribution of shops. Urban differences, to 
which shopping centres are closely related, are however 
at the core of this thesis, for they are variations to 
which the geographer is particularly sensitive. It is 
the aim of this section to shoiv how these influence the 
distribution of retail elements of the trades, so that a 
full study of the trades may be able to place them in 

their true perspective, alongside the social differences, 
The distribution of shopping centres in any region 

is broadly the result of the age of settlement, the type 
of economy~ the social structure and the physical geo
graphy of that region. This distribution is most impor
tant to a true understanding of the retail trades for in 
those areas where shopping centres are widely separated, 
shopping can really only be a weekly activity for most of 
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the population. In these areas, many shops are therefore 

not meeting convenience demands, in the sense that this 

term is used in the discussion of conurbations. A some-

what similar situation may exist in those areas, including 
-al 1 some of the conurbations, where personjmobility is great. 

S~ops in these areas are both larger, and less frequent, 

than shops in areas \vhere shopping centres are found close 

together, and where mobility is lovr. To the economist, 

the problem which emerges is whether this means that 

retailing is more productive, given that there are econo

mies of scale (see P.l02), or whether the very factors 

which have led to the large size of shops, cause the 

retailer to have higher costs, such as costs of delivery, 

advertising and site costs,in the relatively few shopping 
centres which attract customers. Chapter two has shovm 

that each trade differs considerably in its characteris-

tics, and for a true picture of the interaction of demand 

and the character of shopping centres, each should be 
examined here. Unfortunately the data that are available 
makes this possible only for towns with populations over 
25,000 (Chapter four). The importance of the size of shops 

1 Personal mobility should be taken to include not only fairly obvious facts like transport nets, car ownership and work-place induced movements, but also 
indirect factors like the household ties of the housewife (such as the number and age of children), the extent'and force of retailers' advertising, and the 
attitute of housewives to shopping. 
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is such that this is considered in greater detail than 

other characteristics of retailing. 

Berry2 has shown that studies of central place sys

tems may be of two types: aggregate analyses and elemental 

investigations. The former 11abstrac.ting from spatial 

arrangements, vlill almost inevitably emphasize the impor

tance of continuous functional relationship. Elemental 

investigations, in which the spatial parameter is explicit, 

1vill usually identify the hierarchy as the dominant feature. 

Both continuous relationships and hierarchies, and blends 

thereof, may be produced from the same data, and it there

fore seems foolhardy to continue the argUments as to which 

is valid. ·Both exist." The study which is made in 

chapters three and four is in fact an aggregate analysis 

of census data, but it distinguishes as far as possible 

what hierarchical, and other factors, determine the 

pattern of trade in Great Britain. There are some 

hierarchical conclusions vlhich may be drawn from this 

data. Comparisons are to be made with some existing 

studies of urban hierarchies. 

2 B.J.L. Berry and H. Mayer, Comparative Studies of 
Central Place Systems, Final Report No. NR 2121-18, 
NR 389-126, Geography Branch, u.s. Office of Naval 
Research, February 1962, P. 29. 



In retailing many outstanding problems could be 

solved if it was possible to define ;;ith reasonable 

degrees of certainty the size of the market. In economic 

theory the size of the market is often taken as given, in 

a geographical study it is supremely important, for spa

t·ial differences are largely the result of variations in 

this one factor. Vertical differences in the market 

(class, income and social differences) are of importance, 

particularly in the case of individual establishments or 

organisations. In the aggregate however it is probable 

that horizontal or spatial differences are even more sig~ 

nificant. In Great Britain there is an increasing know-

ledge of the areas which look to certain tmvns for parti

cular functions. Geographia3, using the sales of evening 

newspapers and the accessibility of towns as bus centres 

as criteria, has published maps which delimit the areas 

which are subsidiary to third and fourth order centres. 

The relationship betv;een retail sales in the region, 

including the centre itself "corresponds very closely 

with our estimate of what the total consumer purchases by 

the population of the whole region are likely to be, when

ever they are made." In fact for two regions, the 

3 Geographia - Great Britain, A Harketing and l1edia 
Survev. 1961 Introduction Part 2, pp 9-12. 
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Leicester and the Oxford marketing regions, Geographia 

was able to estimate sales to degrees of accuracy set out 

in Table 3A. 

Table 3A Geographia's estimates of retail sales expressed 
as a percentage of the expected sales (at the 

national sales per head) 

Region Total Retail Clothing Furnishing Food 

Leicester 99.8 99.7 ~8.5 101.3 Oxford 97.1 t•·8 lt. ~!' 110.0 Bedford 88.0 3.1 82.7 97.0 Haidstone -92.0 95.3 89.0 96.2 

Not all regions are as self-contained as this, for most of 
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Geographia's areas are delimited by one characteristic, 

evening newspaper circulation, and anomalies clearly exist, 

the result of the activity of individual newspapers. It 

ioTOuld be possible to obtain higher degrees of accuracy by 

using several methods to delimit the hinterland. However, 

like Bedford and Haidstone, some regions are not so self

contained, since centres of higher rank than the third 

order draw significant proportions of their trade. In 
densely built up areas the problem is more involved, 

although L.P. Green4 in a study of South-East Lancashire 
has shown that· a simple grouping of urban administrative 

units can achieve fairly comparable results. The regions 

being considered are those which are self-contained 

particularly for occasional shopping needs. Smaller, or 

4 L.P. ~~~en Provincial Metropolis, London 1959, Chapter Seven. 
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fourth order regions may well be self-contained for fre

quent needs. · In terms of the towns found inside th.ird order 

. regions it is difficult to distinguish clearly defined 

types for the occasional needs, as some such demands are 

fulfilled by almost all towns. At lov1er levels of the 

hierarchy than these third or fourth towns Berry5, amongst 

others, has demonstrated that it is possible to distin

guish between "hamlets,. villages and t·owns" in qualitative 

terms. Higher levels hovrever are only distinguishable in 

quantitative terms (e.g. the number of alternative suppliers 

of a particular good) rather than in qualitative terms 

(e.g. the appearance of suppliers of different types of 

good). 

Third order regions are distinguishable from all 

regions of loi·ler rank by the fact that they, alone, cater 

for all types of demand. In a fourth order region, of a 

fourth order centre, some demand is fulfilled by traders 

situated outside the region. Since·all shopping trips may 
include purchases of very different commodities (e.g. a 
woman buying clothing may also do some food shopping) it 

5 Berry op. cit. He attempts to distin~uish a fourth category in his hierarchy - "a city" - with a population of about 10,000 in Iowa. It would seem that his evidence for this is not so conclusive as for .the lower orders of the hierarchy. It is interest-. ing to note hovrever that there are tovms in Britain which would seem to be very comparable with these cities (e.g. Penrith and Evesham). 
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is theoretically impossible to delimit completely self-

contained areas of lov1er than the third order for any 

type of shopping. Reilly6 in his classic Law of Retail 

Gravitation stated that the 'pull' of a tmm is in general 

directly proportional to size, expressed in terms of pop

ulation, and inversely proportional to distance squared. 

This however is only truly applicable, as Losch7 has 

pointed out, when the two towns are of equal rank. The 

reason behind this, is th.at tovms of one rank have not 

only a wide hinterland corresponding to that rank, but 

also have the more restricted hinterlands of lov1er ranking 

places~ Definition between the two types is fairly clear, 

but there are considerable differences between the hinter-

land of, say, a fourth order centre, and the fourth order 

hinterland of a third order centre. The latter will be 

more extended, as a result of the greater attractiveness 

of the third order centre. It is therefore extremely 

difficult to construct a theoretical scheme which could 

effectively inter-relate the urban hierarchy and retail 

trading. Further problems confront . an empirical study 

in Great Britain. In chapter two it has been shown that 

an effective study should really consider each trade 

separately. Local data giving a trade breakdown is 

6 W.J~ Reilly The La'" of Retail Gravitation, New York, 
1931. 

7 A. Losch "Economics of Loca.tion~' New Haven, 1953, 
P. ltll. 



limited _to tmms with over 25,000 people. 

Something· of the spatial structure of retailing can, 

however, be illustrated by the use of aggregate figures. 

An area which exhibits classical features of the~ban 

· hierarchy is Herefordshire, with the County Town acting 

q.s the third order centre, and a series of market towns, 

Leominster, Ledbury Ross, Kington and Brom.vard acting as 

. fourth order centres. Table 3B shows some of the trading 

characteristics of these towns. There is a distinctly 

Table 3B Herefordshire Retail Trading 

Region 1 2 3 
Hereford 56,940 1~~:~. 148.3 
Leominster 14,707 101;..8 
Led bury 10,300 72.4 9CJ.Q 
Ross 15,000 90.3 97.8 Kington and 4 

Bromyard 18,112 1;.1.7 104.5 

1 = Population of" fourth order region <.EstimG.tG of "VI est 
Hidl;md Group" J 

2 = Sales per head (£' s) of region's population in the town 

3 =Sales per head (£'s) of region's population, adding £34 as an estimate of the purchases of the hinterland population in the hinterland, as against the town itself (this is the Census figure for areas outside the four towns). 
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l;. = Kington and Bromyard, no census data are available, but the vlest Hidland group calculate that there are 
nearly as many shops in these two towns put together as in Ross, the sales are calculated on the basis that there is no difference in size betiveen the shops. 

higher figure for retail sales per head·in Hereford in 
contrast to the other regions, a reflection of the tg!rd 



order functions of the county tovm. Other towns show great 

variations in per capita sales, except ,.,here some estimate 
of purchases made in the hinterland have been made. 

Fleming8 in a study of Scotland has achieved results 
which would appear to contradict this thesis. He found 

that there was a close relation between sales of a central 
place and the population of trading areas for areas with a 

population under 30,000 (figure 3A). He did however point 
out that the relationship was considerably less close for 
larger areas, something ~orhich he explained in much the 

same way as the Herefordshire example. Fleming however 
made no estimate of the proportion of sales made in the 

hinterland area. In Herefordshire there is a very l~w 

correlation for such uncorrected figures and it is diffi
cult to arrive at a satisfactory estimate. The reason why 
Flaming found such a close correlation is of interest. 
In Scotland, as a result of low population densities and 
physical barriers, the classical pattern of a 11nested 
hierarchy" of trading areas is poorly developed. There are 
few centres which rank as third order centres in the 
English sense, and so many fourth order centres take on 
their functions, since a journey to one of the provincial 

8 J .B. 'Flaming "An analysis of shops and services trades in Scottish Towns" Scottish Geographical .tl.agazine Vol. 70, 19~, P. 97-106. 
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capitals is a rare occasion. Fourth order regions are in 

fact far more self-contained than their English counter

parts. In retailing this finds expression in a rather 

lower degree of specialisation amongst traders. 

The trading area of a town may be considered to be 

composed of three sections: intensive, extensive and fringe 

areas.9 As yet it is impossible to give statistical meaning 

to these three zones, for.this would ohly be possible after 

exhaustive local studies which have been beyond the scope 

of British geography. This study, therefore, turns to an 

examination of the towns themselves, in order to distin-

guish some of the regularities in the pattern of retailing 

which is the end result of the flm; of customers .to shop

ping centres. 

THE DATA 

Before examining each of the main characteristics of 

retailing a short note on the meaning~lness of the data 

on which this examination is to be based is a necessity. 

The data of the Area Tables of the Census of Distribution 

are provided for urban administrative areas, which are 

not all "centres" or indeed "tmms". Some areas are sub-

urban ~actions of tovms and some may contain several centres 

9 H.E. Bracey, Tovms as Rural Service Centres: An idea of 
centrality with special Reference to Somerset, 
Institute of British Geographers, No. 19, 1953, P. 98. 



of equal rank. The distribution of shops within e·ach area 

may vary considerably, and this vrill influence the statis

tical "average shop". In addition the proportion of a 

town contained in an administrative unit ·Hill vary consid-

erably; some administrative areas will contain the central 

shopping areas and only a small proportion of the neigh

bourhood shopping centres of a town, whilst others will 

contain all the built-up area of a tmm. Some of these 
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considerations are examined in section four for County 

Towns. The only statistical information which is available 

is that resulting from a Board of Trade10 sample survey 

made in preparation for the 1961 Census of Distribution. 

The Board of Trade surveyed six .towns of different 

character, although not of completely different type. The 

findings of this study are set out in Table 3C below. The 

Table 3C 

T 1 Retail Trade 1 in central area 

S/E * 7• 
Town Shops Sales shops sales S/E 

£'000 £'s L's 
Doncaster 1151 21,369 18,565 40 67 30,724 
Gloucester 798 15,192 19,037 ~g 66 35,778 
Torquay 749 11,626 15,522 67 24,506 
High vlycombe 452 9,198 20,349 3.9 63 33,098 
Ashford, Kent 316 5,010 15,854 52 68 20,853 

Nottingham 4331 43,040 .,9, 93'7 14 44 30,566 

x S/E is the standard abbreviation for sales per establishment 

10 Census of Distribution for 1957 - Further Analyses of 
Retail Shops, Board of Trade Journal, 5th August, 1960. 



remarkable feature of these results is "that in tovms 

other than Nottingham, the proportion of the total trade 

handled in the central area was very similar." The size 

of establishments was not so similar. The factors which 

explain these differences are not easy to distinguish 

from such a small number of tmms, especially as no 

objective method of delimiting the central areas was 

adopted. There is no reason why the central area of 

Gloucester should have larger shops than Nottingham.ll 

A priori the reverse would be expected for Nottingham is 

clearly a more important shopping centre. This evidence 

suggests that there are no average economies of scale above 

an average size of shop of £35,000, which is a size which 

is found in towns of the size of High Wycombe. Even in 

the West ~d of London it seems unlikely that shops, on 

average, are much larger than this: in Westminster they 

average £28,121 and in St. Y~rylebone £33,550. Larger 

department stores are found in the.se centres, but there 

are clearly possibilities in them for smaller speciality 

shops. 

11 In fact since the data for Nottingham refers to 1950, 
rather than 1957, shops there may be larger. Price 
changes during the period would probably give shops 
there an average turnover of £39,640 in 1957. Other 
cha'nges will also have resulted in cd:if.f(;r~pcC>s. 
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The amounts of information available for different 

sizes of tovm vary considerably. For towns with a pop

ulation over 25,000 the Census provides a complete trad~ 

breakdown. For smaller towns hm~ever the only figures 

which are provided are totals for all the Retail and 

Service Trades, thus in addition to the retail trades, 

which are the specific subject of this study, the service 

-trades which include such trades as caterers, hairdressers, 

shoe repairers, and motor dealers are included. In Great 

Britain these trades account for 15.4% of total sales and 

22.5% of establishments so the total pattern will be con

siderably influenced by their distribution. There are 

therefore two rather different studies in this section: 

chapter three considers all towns, and chapter four only 

large towns. 



CHAPTER THREE 

ALL TOWNS 

Retail sales per head of nopulation 
The level of retail sales per head of the population 

has been used by many students of urban areas. Maser and 
Scott1 , for instance, call it "a traditional index of 
prosperity". As such, however, it is far from precise as 
their simple regression analysis has shown, the highest 

. correlation coefficients being:-

0.566 % illegitimate births 1950-1952 0.536 % illegitimate births 1953-1957 0.475 % occupied in finance -0.459 · job ratio 
0.454 % population aged 65 and over -0.427 Population change 1931-1951 % 
0.426 % one person households -OT417 % population aged 0-14 

due to natural 
change 

It is of interest to note that the correlation coefficient 
of Sales per head against population is only 0.140. Hinter
land studies achieve far higher correlations than this for 
all ranks of town. Fleming2 for instance obtained a corre
lation of 0.96 in Scotland. 

1 Moser and Scott, British Tov.ms, London 1961, P.33. 
2 Fleming, An analysis of shops and service trades in Scottish Towns, Scottish Geographical Hagazine, Vol. 70, 1954, P. 100. 



· For the study of small towns, the simple quotient, 

unadjusted for the hinterland population, of retail sales 

per head is hO\·Tever still of much interest. Large towns, 

on the other hand, have lower per capita sales than small 

·ones, for the proportion of sales in these tmms, which 

is attributable to the hinterland population, will be 

smaller than in the small ones, since they have many func

tions other than service centres3. Tovms whose size is a 

close reflection of their retail functions may be grouped 

into four categories on the basis of per capita sales:-

A sales over £250 
B sales £220 - 250 
C sales £200 - 150 
D sales under £120 
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These categories, as it will be seen, are distinguishable 

to some degree in most regions. Tovms of the first, how

ever, are exceptional in England and Wales. In Scotland 

the special significance of many of the .small tovms, and 

the absence of muny. advantitious4 industries in these towns, 

means that many have very high figures. Those cases in 

England and vlales with comparably high per capita sales 

3· This feature is referred to below as the "hinterland 
factor" 

4 Adventitous is used here for industries in the sense 
adopted by Stamp for population - i.e. the popula
tion found in rural areas Hhich has no immediate 
connection with the rural economy. 



are usually the result of unusually high hinterland pop

ulations.5 Towns in group B are especially interesting. 

They are market tmms of particularly great importance, 

and include many towns which are comparable with the "city" 
class referred to by Berry (see P. 79).- In Carruthers' 
scheme of classification they are mainly ~A centres. 

Group C is composed of ordinary market to\ms, while those 
in group D are urban area's which are residential and 

industrial subu'rbs of the conurbations. 

Figure 3B shows the value of sales per head by 

urban areas in regional groupings, and demonstrates that 
most of the industrial areas basically have a bimodal 

frequency· distribution (the North, Yorkshire, the North 

Midlands, Wales, and Warwickshire and Staffordshire). 

The two 'populations' found in these areas are either 
urban areas which have central functions, or those which 
do not. The former have a net gain of retail trade, while 
the latter have a net loss. In the Northern region, how
ever, a third mode appears. This is a reflection of the 
presence of a number of small towns of group B in the rural 
half of this region. In the remaining regions of Great 
Britain rather different frequencies can be observed, since 

5 L.s. Jay in a personal communication, 2.1.1962, notes that Blandford Forum and Diss, with two of the highest per capita sales figures, have large military bases in their hinterlands. 



in these re·gions far more urban areas have central func

tions. In the Home Counties variations, as can be expec

ted, are small. In the South some suburban areas near 

Southampton, Brighton and Bournemouth have lOiv values, 
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and some tmms of group A have high values in an essentially 

normal distribution. In the vlest a positive skew is 

revealed, since almost all towns have important central 

functions. In Scotland, in'contrast, a negative skew 

reflects the fact that the majority of urban areas there 

are industrial in character. The length of the 'tail' 

of the distribution shovls the importance of some very small 

towns in that region. In the Welsh i1arches and East 

Anglia the trimodal features of the northern region are 

even more prominent. The important market tovms of group 

B, the ordinary market towns and the regional centres, and 

suburban areas may be clearly distinguished in these areas. 

In the North figure 3C shows that the relationship 

bet\veen average per capita sales and the figure for each 

town becomes closer as towns increase in size. There are 

however some very important deviations from this general 

pattern. Newcastle (£192) has a percapita sales figure 

commenserate with its regional significance, if the general 

relationship described above is remembered. This figure 

is far higher in fact than those for other similar towns:-



Hanchester 
Nottingham 
Derby 
Leicester 
Edinburgh 

:£179 
:£168 
~£165 
:£163 
:£153 

Leeds 
Cardiff 
GlasgoH 
Birmingham 
Bristol 

£147 
:£142 
£137 
:£135. 
£124 

Sheffield 
Liverpool 
Stoke 

:£124 
:£123 
:£122 

It, and the other variations found in this list, may be 

explained by the proportion of the conurbation vlhich is 

found in the central City. In the case of NeHcastle the 

dominance of the central shopping area, over the suburban 

shopping centres of the Tyneside conurbation, seems to be 

marked, and some of the secondary shopping centres within 

Newcastle C.B. attract considerable custom from outside 

its boundaries. 

Carlisle (:£193), the sub-regional centre in the 

Western section of the region, has a figure which may be 

taken as an even truer reflection of its regional impor

tance, Scarborough (:£234) has a value of per capita sales 

indicative of the high purchasing pov1er of its residents 

and of its large numbers of holiday visitors. Darlington 

and Stockton, two other large to~~s with important regional 

functions, reflect these functions ivith fairly high figures. 

Small tovms in the region may b·?. grouped into three 

of the four general categories described above, there 

being no places 1-1ith sales of the first order:-
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Broup B (£200-260) Group C (£160-180) Group D (under £100) 

Hex ham 
'Northallerton 
Keswick 
Mal ton 

Morpeth Cockermouth 
Almvick Windermere 
Whitby Durham 
Richmond 

The remainder 

The only exceptions to this are Barnard Castle (£197) 

which would normerly rank in group B, except it has a 

restricted hinterland in view of the relief of Teesdale; 

Amble (£123) and Pickering (il44). 

The West and East Ridings of Yorkshire reveal a very 

different trading pattern from that of the North. Green6 

has related sales figures to hinterland populations in the 

Vlest Riding, and found that three tmms, Harrogate, 

Bradford and Leeds, have a markedly higher than national 

average per capita sales figure for their fourth order 

trading areas 1. populations. Ignoring the hinterland popu

lations figure 3C shows that per capita sales rise to a 

level of about £150, a r1se which is only slightly related 

to size of tmvn. Large tovms in fact all have per capita 

sales of about £150. The only towns •1i th higher figures 

than this may be explained as special cases. One feature 

of interest is that the largest tmms of all have rather 

lower per capita sales than the average. This is the 

. 6. R.H.Iv. Green, Community of Interest and Local Govern
ment Areas, Public Administration, 34, 1956, PP. 39-
49. 
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result of the 11 hinterland factor", but also in this ·parti

cular case, of the conflicting claims to supremacy of the 

largest towns, Leeds, Bradford, Hull and Sheffield, and 

of the very special regional significanceof smaller towns 

like Doncaster, Huddersfield, lvakefield, Barnsley and York. 

Towns in the region with high sales per capita are 

headed by Harrogate (£208~ which has a very high level for 

a tovm of its size, m<ing, to its special social character

istics. Other important towns are places like Skipton 

(£223), Ripen (£208) and Selby (£174), situated on the 

edge of the main industrial areas. In the East Riding 

Driffield (£197) has considerable significance as the 

market town for the \-folds. Beverley (£136) loses trade 

to Hull, only ten miles to the South-East, and has a 

larger population than its central functions vrould warrant, 

as is shown by the numbers \vhich travel to Hull to \vork. 

Many of the smaller urban areas in the West Riding fulfil 

little more than the immediate needs of their inhabitants, 

having sales figures below £50 per head. Places like 

Dod\vorth, \vorsborough, Stanley, Darton, Conisbrough, and 

Darfield fall into this group. 

The special significance of large towns in the retail

ing pattern of Lancashire and Cheshire is similar to 

Yorkshire since in both regions few areas are far from 



towns of· this type. Freeman? in his discussion of the 

Manchester conurbation has shovm hmv the census figures 

reflect Fawcett's conception of the South-East Lancashire 

· conurbation as a multi-centred urban region, Rather sur

prising is the great difference bet1veen .1-lanchester (£179) 

and Liverpool (£123). Freeman suggests that both Chester 

and Southport draw significant numbers of customers from 

Li.verpool' s hinterland, owing to their special attractive

ness to particular types of shopper. Even so the difference 
is considerable. The highest figures of all in the region 

are found in Blackpool, Preston, Wigan, Warrington, 

Southport and Lancaster which are clearly all towns with 

special urban functions. Other places with high values 

ihclude the specialized settlements of l1orecambe, Lytham 

and Crosby. Small towns with high values are places found 
considerable distances from the main centres, like Grange, 

/Ilverston, Clitheroe and. Carnforth. In Cheshire towns 

like Knutsford, Northwich and NantHich are important, 

having significant rural hinterlands for which they supply 
most retail services. Chester (£316) is the main point of 
interest in the county for it has an extremely high figure. 
This is partially a reflection of its great importance as a 

7 T ,vi. Freeman, The Conurbations of Great Britain, 1959 
P. 1411-. 
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shopping c_entre, but is also a result of the extent of 

the Chester conurbation. Robinson8 estimates the pop

ulation of the conurbation as 72,000. If the suburban 

population (the population of the Chester C.B. is 48,680)' 

spends £50 a head in the city, as \vOuld seem likely from 

Hoole, a suburb for which the census does give data, the 

remaining sales of Chester would be £13.9 million, which 

means that expenditure is £209 per head, a figure which 

corresponds more truly to Chester's regional significance 

a~d the spending po·~;~er of its population. 

In WarvTickshire and Staffordshire there is the same 

general tendency for per capita sales to increase to a 

certain level (£130), and then to be of fairly constant 

value. All large towns have high values, and. to this 

extent it is true to say that sales per capita increase 

with town size. Wolverhampton (£168) is hO\·Jever the only 

one of the four largest to show this clearly. Stoke, 

Coventry and Birmingham have figures between £121 and 

£135· In contrast four medium sized to>ms which have 

figures between £134 and £154 are Nuneaton, Rugby, 

Stafford and Burton. Leamington, one of the exceptions 

_ that does exist, has per capita sales of £201, which may 

8 G.W.S. Robinson, British Conurbations in 1951 : Some 
Corrections, Sociological RevielV, New Series Vol. 4 
1956. p. 91-97. 
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be explained, first by higher purchasing povTer of its 

inhabitants, and second by the attraction of many of the 

inhabitants of War\·Tick to its main shopping centre. A 

joint per capita sales figure for these two tO\ms is £169. 

There are a number of small to1ms v!hich may be classified 

in group B, such as Tamworth, Li·-c hfield and Uttoxeter. 

Stratford (£251), with its special functions, is more com

parable to centres in group A. 

In the North Midland region all major to1ms have 

values above the median. The "hinterland factor 11 is 

clearly operative in the region for Lincoln (£178), 

Peterborough (£183) and Jvlansfield (£183) while the largest 

towns Nottingham, Derby, Leicester and Northampton have 

10\ver values. The high value of Mansfield, perhaps a rather 

unexpected member of a group including tvlO County To1ms, is 
) 

a reflection of 11ansfield M.B' s situation in a wider con-

urbation of 141,000 people. Smaller towns in the region 

fall fairly readily into the groups distinguished above:-

Group A 
Group B 
Group C 

Skegness 
Bakewell, Ashbourne, Brigg. 
Bourne, Grantham, Sleaford, Louth, Ho·!t'ncastle, 
Gainsborough, Newark, Clay Cross, Buxton, 
Oundle. 

A further group of tO\ffiS which have per capita. sales larger 

than £194 lie between groups B and C. They include 

Stamford, Oakham, Market Harborough, Boston and Spalding, 

and generally are more similar to the former group than the 
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latter • 

. The majority of urban areas in the Home Counties have 

per capita sales fa~y close to the average, since, apart 

from the West End of London, shopping trips in this region 

are not concentrated on a limited number of centres as in 

other regions. Four, however, have significantly higher 

figures than the rest: Guildford (£234), Canterbury (£240), 

Horsham (£238) and Chichester (£219). Each of these has 

special regional functions, but some of these high sales 

must be the result of the higher purchasing power of their 

inhabitants. Other towns which have r§gional functions, 

may be distinguished by figures over £170 per capita: 

) 

Hertfordshire: Bishop's Stortford, \vatford, St. Albans, 
Hertford, Hitchin. 

Essex: Chelmsford, Saffron Walden, Halstead, Colchester. 
Surrev: Dorking. 
Kent: Tunbridge vlells, Sevenoaks, l1aidstone& 
Sussex: East Grinstead, Le1.;es. 

In contrast purely suburban areas have low figures. This 

is true even for such large areas as Thurrock (£83), 

Gillingham (£76) and Hornchurch (£65), which might have 

been expected to be rather more self-contained than these 

figures indicate (i.e. they have net outflows of trade 

amounting to between 29.7% and 44.9%, at a national 

estimate.of sales per head). 
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An interesting contrast in the Southern Region 

exists betHeen.Southampton (£143) and Portsmouth (£123) 

on one side, and Oxford (£202) and Reading (£190) on the 

other. This is partly a reflection of the larger size of 

the two ports, and hence the operation of the "hinterland 

factor", but is also of a·reflection of their smaller· 

regional significance and differing social structure. 

Bournemouth (£236) is a special case. Six small towns 

have particularly high figures: \olallingford (£238), 

'l'limborne (£259), Dorchester (£265), Newbury (£275), 

Bridport (£282) and Blandford (£351). Blandford 1 s 

special position has already been noted. The others, 
' 

with the possible exception of Hallingford, which has 

special functions as a "watering-place 11 on the Thames, 

are clearly towns with special regional significance. 

In the 'lA/est Region the largest towns, Plymouth 

(£116) and Bristol (£124), have very lovl sales figures, 

lower, for instance, than Southampton. More significant 

in the trading pattern are the County Towns: Exeter (£174), 

Gloucester (£185), Yeovil (£207), Taunton (£211), 

Salisbury (£212), Truro (£262). Small towns are not so 

easily grouped as in other regions for holiday populations 

give many additional sales to their regional function, but 

even so the most significant places like Launcesten (£289)., 

Newton Abbot (£231), and Cirencester (£212) can be distin

guished from these figures. Malmesbury, owing to its 



distance from a major centre, has a hinterland population 

larger than its_own population so accounting for its high 

per capita sales (£255). 

In East Anglia and the vlelsh Narches the larger tovms 

fall ihto three groups. First, there are the County 

Tmms, including Hereford, ShreHsbury, Worcester and Bury 

St. Edmunds, vrhich have values over £228 (i.e. higher than 

all to\o/lls of comparable size, save for Guildford, 

Sca.rborough and Chester). Second, there are other regional 

centres, which include larger to\o/lls like Nonrich (£183) 

and Cambridge (£189), and less important ones of equiva

lent size like Bedford (£203), 1tlisbech (£211) and Kings 

Lynn (£213). Third, there are tovms ivhich have, in com

parison, little regional importance: Ipswich (£158), 

Yarmouth (£152),S.tourbridge (£llt5), Luton (£1lt0) and 

Lowestoft (:£131). This would seem to be remarkably realis

tic division of thes-e tovms in relation to the significance 

as shopping centres, and what is more the spacing between 

each to•m is also realistic. Small towns fall fairly 

readily into the four general categories suggested for 

these towns. The first two of ;vhich are shown below:-

Group A - Diss, East Dereham, Oswestry, St. Ives, Cromer, 
Hunstanton. 

Group B - Sudbury, NeHport (Salop), Doio!nham Harket, Harket 
Drayton, Bridgnorth, Ledbury, Leominster, Ross, 
Evesham, Swaffham, Ludlo;v, Stowmarket, Thetford. 
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· In Wales the existence of two distinct types of _(:)CO-. •. ? 

nomic landscapes' means that there is a wide range of con-
. -- ·-· --··- I 
ditions. In the industrial area of the coalfield per capita 

sales increase with town size, so that Cardiff (£142) has 

· an average which gives it a fairly high rank amongst pro

vincial capitals. Particularly important centres in the 

coalfield lilce Neath (:£165) and Llanelly (:£166) do have 
tJI ,..;.. ·- NJc~IJ .{1 
'- ' ·I 

higher figures than this b.ut they are fel-T in number. Smal- d., .• ? 

ler towns, which include both industrial and other settle

ments are found distributed roughly in the four per capita 

sales groupings. There are those ivhich belong to group A 

like Pivllheli (:£308), Tenby (:£271), Llandudno (:£258) and 

Carmarthen (:£238) which all have rather special functions. 

There are important market to~-TUs like Chepstow (:£197), 

Welshpool (:£186), Caernarvon (:£191) and Aberystvryttr (£195) 

in a group mth sales over :£160. Then there are tOims which 

do not lose much trade, butact as fourth order centres for 

a limited hinterland. Only Porthcawl of the urban areas of 

the coalfield is found in this group, and it is clearly 

distinguished, by its resort functions, from the other 

towns of the area. 

In Scotland the dispersion of values, shovm in figure 

3B, is revealed in more detail in figure 3C to show little 

relation to the size of toim. The most noticeable feature 

is the high sales~er head index of a number of isolated 
I 

towns:-



Kirkwall (£277) 
Thurso (£286) 
Kelso · (£333) 

Castle Douglas 
Fort Hilliam 
Kirriemuir 

(£335) 
(£338) 
(£339) 

DingHall (£341) 
Turriff (£378) 

The special importance of these toHns has already been 

noted (P. 82). Larger tovms with high sales are those 

••hich Fleraing 9 found to have higher sales than their 

fourth order hinterland warrants. They are Inverness 

(£235), Dumfries (£229), Stirling (£212), Ayr (£206), 

Perth (£195), Falkirl{ (£191) and Kilmarnock (£172). It 

is significant that these to1ms have per capita sales 

equivalent to most English County tO\ms of comparable 

size and status. They are in fact third order centres. 

The largest towns have considerably lov1er per capita 

sales than these towns, it is significant that Edinburgh 

has higher sales than Glasgow, and Aberdeen higher than 

Dundee. These variations are reflections of the impor-

tance, in relation to their size, of regional functions 

to these tovms. Edinburgh is not a much more important 

centre than Glasgow, but since it has a smaller popula

tion its regional functions may be said to be relatively 

more important. 

9 Fleming op. cit. 
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Population Per Establishment 

The numbers of separate establishments engaged in 

retailing is of interest on two counts. First, in 

economic terms, the number of establishments selling goods 

is linked with total costs of distribution. Second, in 

social terms, it is often the task of planners to estimate 

a desirable number of ne\v establishments to place in a 

developing area. Some studies have analysed temporal 

variations in this index, but few have investigated 

spatial differences in any detail. 

Ford10, by using estimates based on directories, 

examined the numbers of shops found in Yorkshire and 

certain towns found else\.;here, during the period 1901 -

1931. He found that total numbers remained constant, 

but there were considerable changes in the numbers of 

different types. This was explained by Ford as a conse

quence of increasing sales productivity in shops selling 

staple articles, which had decreased in number, and by 

the increased consumption of luxury goods with rising 

incomes, shops selling which had increased in number. 

10 P. Ford, Competition and the Number of Retail Shops, 
1901 - 1931 Economic Journal, 1935. 

and Excessive Competition in the Retail Trades, Changes 
' in the Numbers of Shops, 1901 - 1931, Economic 

Journal, 1936. , 
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Ford accoUnted for almost all the fall in numbers of 

shops in staple goods to the economies of 11 massive 

retailing". He noted that numbers of ne>v shops had been 

constructed on housing estates, but failed to consider 

that these did not keep pace ivith rising populations or 

the clearance of older housing areas, which do of course 

have high densities of-establishments. In fact, if the 

same total population was· to be served, productivity v1as 

forced to increase. The changes \oTere a result of changes 

in the spatial economy rather than a cause of these 

differences. 

Ha111l has produced evidence from the u.s.A., relat- . 

ing the number of shops per 10,000 people in each state to 

levels of per capita income. In 1920 no significant 

correlation between the two variables \•Tas recorded for 

food shops, but in 1948 a strong negative correlation -v1as 

found. She• explains this feature by stating that high 

productivity in food trading, the result of self-service 

techniques, is likely to be greatest in the >veathly 

regions, because of the extra spending povTer available 

there and ·'che attractiveness of other occupations in these 

areas. Later she12 explains a relatively small size of 

11 Hall op. cit,l961, P. 20-21, Fig. 1 and 2. 

12 Ibid, P. 83. 
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shop in these regions by stating that in \·lealthy markets 

demand becomes differentiated and so speciality shops are 

able to trade satisfactorily. These two accounts \vould 

seem to be self contradictory. A more reasonable explana

tion of the pattern for food shops is that in the 1vealthy 

regions far more new building occurs, and the congestion 

of city centres is most advanced so more neiV shops are 

built, and more of the old ones are pulled down. It would 

seem that construction 1Vi11 operate Hith a time lag after 

demolition. It may be concluded that the spatial element 

is of considerable importance in explaining these temporal 

variations. 

What spatial characteristics, then, determine varia

tions in the frequency of separate establishments? The 

relation of a to1m to its hinterland is clearly a factor 

of major importance. Urban areas which do not have 

central functions have relatively fe\V shops1f while those 

which are important centres have large numbers of shops. 

This relationship is hm-1ever not a fully direct one. Size 

is so clpsely linked with number that to separate the two 

is impossible. Ho111ever in those cases where the urban 

component of a trading area is proportionately greater 

than the rural component, the number of people to each 
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shop \·Jill'be relatively great. Green13, in fact, has 

related population to the number of establishments in a 

tmm in the South West, and achieved a coefficient of 

correlation of 0.73. He found that this very close rela-

tionship vms departed from in two types of case. Resorts, 

since he was unable to estimate the importance of holiday 

.population, had far more shops than other centres. l1ajor 

shopping centres had fewer' shops than average, although 

some of this may be accounted for by shops found in the 

Table 3D Population per Shop, relation fiEt\veen trading 
area population and number of shops (after Green) 

1 2 

Torquay 57 47 Gloucester 
Plymouth 93 70 Bath 
Bristol 86 73 Exeter 
West on 74 81 Taunton 
Cheltenham 70 85 Salisbury 
Swindon 103 91 

1. Population Trading Area 
Number of Shops 

· 2. X = .167 - 120 Tmm Population 

1 2 

94 9lt 
95 95 

111 195 
142 115 
156 121 

Trading area Population 

hinterland areas, much of it must be a reflection of the 
~: 

larger size of establishments in these to<ms - the County 

13 

and 

F.H.H. Green "Relationship between the number of shops 
in an Urban Centre and the population served by that 
centre." Unpublished manuscrint. Ninistry of Housing 
and Local Government 1949 (?). 

Green, Transactions of Institute of British Geogra
phers 1948. 
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J:'mms ranking particularly lm·l in this list. Large shops 

are not only those i·lhich fulfil occasional demands but 

also those which trade in food (seeP. 153)._ 

Other characteristics which ~etennine the pattern 

c.:m best be examined by reference to particular examp~es 

(figure 3D). 

In the North values of populrltion per :>hop, of the 

urban area itself, plotted against population sl10\·J a tri

angular dispersion, i·Jith the largest tmms being found at the 

apex of the triangle. This apex corresponds fairly closely 

to the regional mean; the urban areas have 7G, and 

Nei·lcastle 72 people per shop. A significant difference 

can hoHever be noted beh1een Darlington (58) and Carlisle 

(66), Darlington has more shops than Carlisle, although 

smaller sales. The greater significance of Carlisle as a 

regional centre will make it more difficult for small shops 

to survive the competition of those, like multiples, attrac

ted to the trading possibilit"ies of the to•t~n, ,,.,ho have superior 

capital resources to those available to the small independent. 

Alternatively this may be due to the more extensive areas 

of terrace housing in Darlinston, with their concomitant 

numbers of parlour shops. l'io de.f'inite evidence, hm·.•ever, 

can be :found to establish that there are larger areas of 

this type of housine;. The total number of new houses 

completed per 1000 population beti,een 1945 and 1958, 
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which in ·narlington number 44 and in Carlisle 76 would 

suggest this but it is far from conclusive. Scarborough 

1dth only 38 people per shop is clearly differentiated 

from other large tovms in the region in this respect, as 

indeed it is. generally in function. 

Small towns in the North may be grouped into two 

types. The first includes: 

KesVTick ( 26) Northallerton (34) Penrith (36) Hexham (38) 

Barnard Castle (32) Cockermouth (37) Whitby (37) Nalton (42) 

Also in this group are some less important market towns, 

but these have rather more persons per shop. In this first 

group are found all those tovms classified as group B by 

per capita sales.C~ckermouth and Whitby, group C centres 

for sales, appear in this group as a result of the-opera-

tion of special features. Cockermouth probably has rela-

tively fe1v multiple traders, hence rather more and smaller 

shops than in similar places, since it is located so far 

from a close network of shopping centres (see chapter ~ive). 

Whitby appears in this group because of its special holiday 

resort functions. 

The second type into vThich small tmms in this region 

may be classified includes the industrial and mining settle

ments of the region. Shops in these areas are run by large 

organisations: co-operative societies and multiples. 

Extreme cases.in this group are: 
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Scalby · (199) 
Longbenton (14-2) 

Seaharo (139) 
Seaton Valley (138) 

Boldon (132) 
Billingham (123) 

which may be distinguished as suburban areas, areas of 

recent development or mining settlements. 

In Yorkshire, Lancashire, Cheshire, Warvricl~:shire, 

Staffordshire and the North Midlands there are more uni-

form economic landscapes. The only really significant 

differences exist in the ~ubsidiary urban areas of major 

towns (Table 3E). 
Table 3E Population Per Establishment selected Urban Areas 

Yorkshire Lancashire viarvrick & Staffs. 

Worsborough 134- Huyton with Roby 258 Aldridge 125 

Haltemprice 130 Fulwood 170 Sohihull 110 

Darton 129 Tottington 160 Wednesfield 107 

Adwicl~: le Street 121 Billinge lltl Tettenhall 100 

Stanley 110 
Darfield 102 
Conisbrough 100 

Cheshire 

Hoole 128 
Bebington. 118 

North Midlands. 

Staveley 121 
Ashby Woodhouse 120 
Corby 115 
Hansfield vioodhouse 10$" 

A high proportion of these are suburban areas of the major 

to•ms, and are areas which have high percentage population 

increases during the period 1931-1951. During this period 

planning authorities limited the development of ne\f shops. 

In newly built areas independent traders would required 

more capital to commence in business than in ·those areas 

where there are large numbers of premises which could be 

easily converted. 
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Larger settlements in these regions generally show 

little variation in the number of their shops in relation 

to population. The only exceptions are large suburban. 

urban administrative areas like Cheadle (89), Hoylruce (87) 

and Ellesmere Port (94-) •. These "newer" suburbs (they 

had an average increase of population of 28.6%) contrast 

completely with the "ol~er 11 suburbs like Altrincham (4-9), 

Macclesfield (4-3) and Hyde (4-2) which had an average 

increase of 2.7% in the 1951-1961 period. 

In the Home Counties the relationship between popu

lation and the numbers of shops is broadly similar to that 

found in regions examined above. vlehryn Garden City (190) 

is compar~ble with other nei~ towns like Billingham and 

Corby. Hornchurch (134-) and Thurrock (118) are examples 

in this region of the suburban pattern found elsevThere. 

The three remaining regions of England have broadly 

similar patterns, although these are very different to 

those found in the industrial regions. They show a dis

tinct tendency for the number of shops found in a town to 

fall in the larger towns. This feature, as noted by 

Green, has already been noted. Some deviants can be 

observed. In East Anglia, Old Fletton (112) is a suburb 

of Peterborough, and Kempston (94-) is a suburb of Bedford. 

In the 1;Jelsh Narches, those parts of Worcestershire and 

Shropshire which are suburban parts of the Hest Nidland 

Conurbation, have high figures: Daidey (91), Oldbury (88), 
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Halesowen (8~)" and Bromsgrove (78). In the West, Torquay 

(2~), and in the South, Bournemouth (52) have very differ-

ent numbers of shops to t01vns of comparable size as a 

result of their resort functions. In both regions a 

number of suburban areas have few shops:-

Urban Area 

Torpoint 
Charltoni.Hngs 
Fare ham 
Go sport 
Eastleigh 
Portland 
Linslade 

Population Per Establishment 'Parent Town• 

126 
123 
103 
96 
94 

1~~ 

Plymouth 
Cheltenham 
Portsmouth 
Portsmouth 
Southampton 
vleymouth 
Leighton Buzzard 

One town with an unusually small number of shops is Norton 

Radstock (111). This is explicable by a rather large size 

of shop (£9764) for its importance as a regional centre. 

The relationship in Wales bet1.reen population and the 

number of shops generally conforms to that found elsewhere. 

P1-11lheli has the most shops, one to every t1venty-one people, 

and Caerleon the fewest, one to every 111 people. Wrexham, 

Neath and Llanelly of the larger urban areas have relatively 

large numbers of shops, but otherwise there is nothing very 

exceptional in the pattern. 

In Scotland, small urban areas have particularly large 

numbers of shops, a fact which relates well ivith the typical 

nature of the urban hierarchy in that county. Edinburgh, · 

Glasgow, and the other major cities have values correspond

ing fairly closely to the linear mean. 
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Sales Per Establishment 

In an aggregate analysis the average size of retail 

establishments is a very important index of the retail 

function of tmms, furthermore it is tl1e only major 

characteristic \·lhich can be analysed completely indepen-

dently of population. The average size of retail estab-

lishments is affected by four major factors, viz; the 

type of trade conducted by a to1m' s shops, \·lhether it is 

for infrequent, frequent or convenience shopping demands; 

the type of organisation mming shops in the to1m; the 

total trade of the tovm; and the distribution of shops 

bet1·men main and subsidiary shopping centres within the 

tmm. Separate analysis of these factors is however 

limited by the nature of the Census figures. The first 

factor vlill be considered at length in chapter four for 

those towns for vlhich a trade breakdovm is available. 

The second factor is impossible to analyse comprehensively, 

it. is hO\oJever examined in succeeding chapters, and some 

organisatio~al variations may be seen in an examination of 

-
1-1ages. The third factor can be closely analysed. Figure 

3A shows the relation betv1een sales per head and size of 

establishment in tmvns found in those areas of England not 

directly influenced by a major conurbation. 14 This means 

14. Lincolnshire, Soke of Peterborough, Huntingdon, Rutland, 
Cumberland, Westmorland, the South (except Sussex); the 1ilest, 
and the East (except Essex and Herts.), Hereford, ~orcester 

and Salop. 
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in fact that most towns Yli th a population over 100, ocio are 

excluded, and since the fourth factor is of particular impor-

:fiance in these tovms this exclusion is an added advantage for 

analysis. 1'he relationship is mainly linear, but there are 

some trends Ylhich may be suggested in the diagram below:-

w B - A 

X 

c 

S/H 

A represents the general increase of size with increasing 
sales per head, 

B represents a slight tendency for some towns to have a size 
of shop not warranted by their sales. These towns are 
places like Oxford, Salisbury, Cheltenham and Taunton. 

C represents the second major trend. The sales of market 
towns increase faster than the size of shop found in these 
towns. 

X indicates a group of towns which stand somewhat apart. from 
the trends A and C. '£hey are found between co-ordinates 
of sales per establismnent of £9,500 and £10,600 and sales 
per head of £194 and £230. They tend to be specially 
significant Mc>.rket Towns of the t;ype referred to above as 
Group B (the "cities"). 

They are: 
King's Lynn 
Ban bury 
Aylesbury 
Newmarket 

EveBham 
Stroud 
Newton Abbot 
Petersfield 

Chipping Norton 
Cirencester 
Bicester 
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The fourth factor affecting the size of shops within 

a tmm is the distribution of these shops. The evidence 

of the Board of Trade's survey has been discussed in the 

Introduction to this Section. One remaining source are 

those tmms which are spread over a number of administra

tive units. Table 3F shows the main features of these 

tmms. Only one suburban unit, Kingswood, a suburb of 

Bristol has a larger average size of shop than its central 

to11m. This is a reflection of Bristol's small size of shop 

in 1950, before the construction of the Broadmead Shopping 

Centre, and of the presence of a particularly important 

secondary shopping centre in KingsvlOod. It is hoHever 

something of an anomaly. The effect of suburban shops 

on the average size of central shops is not excessive, 

but is significant in every case. The greatest reduction 

in the average size is in the case of Newcastle, '~hich 

shows a lo111ering of the average from £i3713 to £11385 

\vhen adjacent urban areas are joined to it. This \vill be 

seen ·to be specially significant belmv. 

As in"the two previous sections of this chapter much 

can be learnt from an examination of variations 111ithin 

each region (figure 3E). 

In the North t\vo to11ms have significantly larger shops 

than all the remainder. Newcastle's role as the regional 

capital is well shown by the average size of its shops 

(£13,713). This, as in the case of sales per head, is 
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Table 3F 

Size of Establishments in some Conurbations 

Joint 
i'lain Tmm S/E Suburbs S/E S/E 

(£' s) (£'s) (£' s) 

Bedford ll,620 Kempston 5,265 ll, 018 
Slough ll, 987 Eton 6,500 11,529 
Cheltenham 12,598 Charl tanking s 5,306 12,254 
Hacclesfield . 5, 896 Bodlington 3,479 5,574 
Chester 13,553 Hook 6,366 13,130 
Falmouth 9,863 Penryn 6,952 9,358 
Plymouth 10,687 Torpoint 5,775 10,466 
Plymouth Saltash 7,750 
Bristol 9,048 Hangotsfield 5,141 8,940 
Bristol Keynsham 6,943 
Bristol · Kingswood 10,277 
Kidd.erminster 7,791 Stourpoint 5,662 7,165 
Kidderminster Be'tldley 4,160 
Brighton 9,411 Hove 8,835 8,822 
Brighton Southvlick 5,490 
Brighton Shore ham 6,239 
Brighton Portslade 5,274 
Southampton 10,921 Eastleigh 8,604 10,641 
Vleymouth 9,436 Portland 5,167 8,464 
Bideford 7,960 Northan 3,547 7' 065 
Grimsby 7,230 Cleethorpes 4,710 6,629 

· Peterborough 10,340 Old Flelton 5,208 10,000 
Newcastle 13,713 Gosforth 8,737 ll,385 
Newcastle Gateshead 7,284 
Newcastle New burn 6, 852 
Newcastle Long Benton 7' 585 

.NeVJcastle Vlallsend 8,111 
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considerably higher than other comparao.Le tmms:-

S/E Rank S/E Rank 
(£' s) ~/H (£'s) S/11 

Edinburgh u, 4-57 4- Derby 8,908 9 
Glasgo\>1 10,94-2 7 Birmingham 8,905 8 
Cardiff 10,14-8 6 Leicester 8,719 3 
Hanchester 9,651 1 Nottingham 8,701 10 
Liverpool 9, 563 ll Sheffield 7,6~0 12 
Leeds 9,!84- 5 Stoke 7,04-0 13 
Bristol 9,04-8 9 

This list should be compared with the list on p. 91, \>Thich 

shows the per capita sales of these tmms. Table 3F shows 

that Newcastle's high average figure may well be the result 

of the administrative structure of the Tyneside conurbation. 

Although it may be somei·That of. an aside it is of interest· 

to examine the thirteen toYms mentioned above together. 

The large average size of shops in the two Scottish cities 

and Ne1vcastle is probably due to the high density of 

.households in these cities. The order of these fourteen 

toYms (those listed above with Ne1>1castle) has been compared 

with the variables listed by Moser and Scott. 15 The 

closest relationship is with overcro\oTding figures, v1hen a 

mean deviation of rank of 2.8 is recorded. The next 

closest characteristic is the percentage of social class 

I and II, when a mean deviation of 3.4- is recorded. Other 

variants are less closely related. 

I5. Moser and Scott, op. cit. 
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In ·the North, the second tovm which may be distin~ 

guished Hith particularly large shops is Carlisle (£12,370). 

This is the regional centre of the 1-1estern part of the 

region and its large average size of shop clearly reflects 

this function. Three other tmms have average figures of 

over £10,000 in the region. Sunderland, 1-1ith an average 

figure of £10,225, is important enough as a centre to have 

a large central shopping· area, has overcrm·Iding figures 

higher than Newcastle, and probably has an unusually high 

proportion of its shops run by multiple organisation. 

Ashington (£10,597) and Chester-le-Street (£10,333) are 

interesting examples of shopping centres Tound on the 

periphery of a major conurbation area. They are near 

enough to this area to have been colonised by multiple 

organisations based on the conurbation, but are suffi

ciently far av;ay from it to have fairly large hinterland 
the 

populations. Other tmms in ;region grade very much 

according to their regional significance, although the 

significance of organisations which control large shops 

can be seen as a factor leading to anomalies like Seaham 

(£9695) and Seaton Valley(£8958) >Vhere co-operative shops 

are of particular importance. 

In Yorkshire the special significance as shopping 

centres of medium sized tovms in relation to the major 

towns of the county is clear from their fairly large size 

of shop. Barnsley (£8752), Doncaster (£8802), 
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Huddersfield (£8206), Rotherham (£8,083), York (£9025) 

and Hakefield (£7808) all have relatively large shops 

(the average size of shop in the \vest Riding is £7209). 

Leeds, the regional capital, does it is true have larger 

shops (£9184) than these towns but these are considerably 

smaller than might be expected, even though it ranks 

sixth in the list of provincial cities (tableP.ll~. 

Bradford and Huddersfield have shops Hith an average size 

comparable to the other tmms, and Sheffield far smaller 

shops. Harrogate once more gives indication of its 

special character by having large shops (£10,569). The 

only small to-vrn in the region vlith relatively large shops 

is Skipton (:£9,591), v!hich might well be compared with 

Chaster-le-Street and Ashington in its location and 

general trading pattern. 

In Lancashire large tmms are generally rather more 

important t·han the medium sized tovms. The towns which 

have particularly high figures are Blackpool (£8557) and 

Southpor~ (£8510), which both have special importance 

for shopping trips. Another medium sized town \·lith large 

shops is ·warrington (£7879), something which is not easily 

explained. The largest average size of shop is found in 

Crosby (£14, 552), and Huyton' s shops, although so fe\v in 

number do have a high average figure (£9856). Lancaster 

(£10,039) reflects the general trend of regional centres 

quite clearly. 
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In Cheshire only Chester itself is of special signi

ficance. It has an extremely high density of shopping 

and in consequence is found to have an average size of 

shop £13,553. 

In vlarv1ickshire and Staffordshire the first signifi

cant point to be noted is that Birmingham, Stoke and 

Coventry (£8826) all have rather small shops in relation 

to their regional significance. In contrast Wolverhampton 

(£10,725) has larger shops. No ready explanation can be 

advanced to explain these variations, it may be that the 

redevelopment schemes since 1950 will have altered this 

picture considerably, and that 1950 reflected an unusual 

situation. Other tmms with relatively large shops are 

those with significant central functions include: 

Nuneaton (£8,889), Rugby (£9093), Stafford (£9062), 
Tamworth (£8,936) and Lichfield (£9239). Two towns in 

the region which have special functions.Stratford (£12,311) 
and Leamington (£11,187~ reveal these in the size of their 

shops. 

Nottingham, Leicester, Derby and Northampton all have 

an average size of shop very similar to Birmingham and 

Coventry. The reasons for this midland pattern are far 

from clear. The relatively small size of Nottingham's 

central shops, as shown in Table 3C, suggeststhat central 

shopping may be rather less vlell developed in this area 



than in other regions of the country, and givessupport to 

Brown•sl6 su~sition that the importance of these cities as 

shopping centres has been exaggerated, or at least so 

Hould seem to be the case in 1950. Hovrever there is not a 

great difference in size between the shops of these cities 

and other cities. It will be of considerable interest to 

examine the data of the 1961 Census for it may v1ell be 

that 1950 situation was particularly unusual, and consid-

erably underestimated the importance of these cities, as a 

result of building restrictions in force at that time. 

Department stores in 1950 were particularly affected by 

these controls. 

Four tmms in the North Hidland region do have shops 

Hhich are significantly larger than the average. The two 

most important are ~incoln (£10,314) and Peterborough (£10,340), 

.which as the figures shov; are remarkably similar. The new 

to1m of Corby (£11, 265) reflects its planned character, and 

its high proportion of multiple tradersJwith a large size 

·of shop. An exceptional case is Clay Cross (£11,386), 

without a detailed survey no full explanation of its large 

average size of shop may be advanced. It is one of the 

many local variations 1</hich it is the purpose of this 

general study to reveal to be of general interest. 

16. P.A. Brown, Centres of Retail Distribution in the East 
Midlands, East Midland Geographer, No. 6, Dec. 1956, p.7. 
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In the Home Counties no clear pattern exists, for the 

dominance of the West End of Lonclon has meant that fe1v 

other shopping centres in the region e:dst vrhich have marked 

. superiority over neighbouring centres. In addition there 

are fel·l differences in the organisational pattern of 

trading, since distances both actual and mental, are small, 

and in consequence multiple organisations have colonised 

the region 1olith fairly even intensity. Three tmms have 

shops which are considerably larger than average. 

Hellvyn Garden City (£22,51J.2), with its Department Store, 

over tvrice the size, in sales area, of ·the largest store 

in Guildford, has the largest average size of shop in 

Great Britain, except for certain of the London Boroughs. 

Guildford (£1~,881) has great regional significance in 

Surrey, as well as a resident population with high 

I -. ) purchasing power. Letchworth, the other, to tvehryn 

Garden City, pre-~var nHI to•m, reflects its planned 
( ' 

character \vith shops ~Vhich have an average size of 

£14,053~ 

Regional significance in the Home Counties is usually 

evidenced by a large size of shop. To~Vns \·Thich have shops 

vli th an average size over £11,250 are:-

Romford, Colchester, Y~idstone, Dartford, Chelmsford, 
Canterbury, St. Albans, \vat ford, Eastbourne, 
Chichester, Sevenoaks. 
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Oxford's shops have an average size of £16,082, 

ivhich makes tl1em far larger than those in any other tovm 

in the South. This is the result of an unusual combina

tion of regional functions and special functions as 

University city. It must also m;e something to a 

particular high density of shopping, the result of the 

presence of 23,000 people living in suburban villages in 

its immediate hinterland. 17 Cambridge, in contrast, has 

an average size of shop of £13,820. Other tovrns in the 

South with over £11,000, as their average size of shop, 

are Bournemouth, Slough, Aldershot·, Winchester, Dorchester, 

Andover and Sherborne, all of which clearly have special 

shopping functions. In general hov;ever shops in the 

region do not differ so greatly in size as in some other 

regions. The village store generally has far higher turn

overs than the parlour or corner shops of industrial 

settlements. 

In the West, apart from Bristol and Plymouth, both 

of which ivere still suffering from war damage in 1950, the 

largest shops are found in the largest towns. There are 

Salisbury (£12,020) Truro (£12,240), Chelteham (£12,598), 

Gloucester (£12,656), Yeovil (£13,216) and Taunton (£13,ltlt9). 

Exeter has rather smaller shops fll,710, as has Bath 

(£10,512). Small towns with large shops are generally 

17. Freeman op. cit. p. 274. 
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fairly important as regional centres: Launceston (£10,067), 

· Stroud (£10, 485), Ne1vton Abbot (£10,51+0), Cirencester 

(£10,604) and TroHbridge (£10,744). 

In the East Anglia and l'lelsh J.!arches areas three 

tovms have by far the largest shops. These tovms are 

the County Tmms of the Harcher Counties, 1:lorcester, 

Shre1vsbury and Hereford all of ~Vhich have shops ·'·Ti th an 

average size of over £12,500. Tmms found Hith shops of 

average size bet~Veen £10,400 and £11,750 are of two types. 

There are first the regional centres of East Anglia, like 

Nori-Tich, IpsHich, Cambridge, Bedford and Bury St. Edmunds. 

Second, are smaller tovms, more heterogeneous in character 

but some of lvhich are of "the city" category referred to 

above. They are East Dereham, Stowmarket, Huntingdon, 

\'food bridge· and Eves ham. One place vTith an exceptionally 

large size of shop is Diss (£12,682), the special impor

tance to ~Vhich of military bases has been noted. 

In Wales there are two distinct economic landscapes. 
I 

The southern coalfield and the remainder. In the former / 
I 

there is a general direct relationship betvTeen the size of 

shop and the size of to~Vn, culminating in Cardiff (£10,148). 

In this area there is an interesting contrast bet;~een 

Nev~port (£:~9,146) and S1vansea (£7,748). The 1961 Census 

Hill make interesting comparison vlith these 1950 figures, 

to see what effect rebuilding schemes ~Vill have had in the 



case of S1;ansea. The second economic area in Hales is 

characterised by fairly distinct contrasts in the size 

of a t01m 1 s shops, which ·may be related to differences 
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in urban rank (see p. 1ljJ). T01ms vli th shops .which have 

an average size over £9,000 are LLandudno, Wrexham, 

Colwyn Bay, Rhyl, Bangor, Carmarthen and Tenby. The 

only exception to this division is Bridgend (£9,644) which 

has a far larger size of shop than any similar sized 

settlement in South \vales. 

The relation bet1veen size of establishment and the 

size of town in Scotland gives further support to the 

thesis that trading conditions there are rather differ.ent 

to those elsewhere. Figure jE shows that almost every 

large to1m has relatively large shops, all with a population 

of over 30,000 averaging over £8,945. 

fact be grouped into three types:-

£8,945- £9,825 £10,660 -
£11,500 

Coat bridge 
Kirkcaldy 
Greenock 
Dundee 

Airdrie Hamilton 
Hotherwell Glasgovl 

Clydebank 
Edinburgh 
Paisley 

These t01ms may in 

over £12,000 

Ayr 
Perth. 
Kilmarnock 

Dunfermline 
Aberdeen 
Falkirk 

These types correspond fairly vlell to regional signi

ficance, except in the cases of Edinburgh, Glasgow and 

Dundee, which have the smaller size of shop which is ex-
pected in the ~argest cities. The largest shops of all 



are found in Fort William (£15,028), Turriff (£15,1~7) 

and Inverness (£15, 355), places \·/hose isolation results 

in regional significance comparable to the English 

County Tmms. Dumfries, Kirln1all, Castle Douglas, 

Lockerbie and Elgin have slightly smaller shops but in 

each case the average is over £10,000. 
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lvages as a Proportion of Turnover18 

The Census tables of Hages and salaries are useful 

in an analysis of the geography of retailing, for they 

give some indication of the types of trade and of the 

type of trader found in many settlements. The tables 
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include all \vages paid by .retailers to · all employees, 

both part-time and full-time, but do not include the 

dra\vings of proprietors. They apply to the vleek ending 

2ltth June, 1950, and so do not reflect &n annual Hage 
' 

bill in all areas equally. There is some evidence 

provided (the Employment Factor) \vhich makes it possible 

·to distinguish tm-ms which have either a particularly 

large or lovl bill that \veek. Those Hith large i·lage bills 

are mainly resorts. In St. Ives, Sandmm, Filey and Rhyl 

the wage bill is approximately 20% more than annual 

average Heekly ivage bill. In all other cases it \vas 

lm·.rer than this. 
I 

18·. This has been selected in preference to the number of 
employees. per establishment. Figure 3H shov1s both 
for Scotland. The advantages of 1-1ages as an index of 
one aspect of size, rather than the number of employ
ees are slight, but are real since they are a direct 
measure of costs rather than an indirect one. 
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Table 3G· Percentage of Turnover paid as Hat;es by Trade 
type. 

Grocery 
Other Food 
Confectioners 

Catering 
Hairdressing 

Retail Trades 8.0% 

5.8% Clothing 8.4% Chemist 
9. o% Hard Hare 9. 67~ Furniture 
3.3~~ Books 11.6% }ev:ellery 

General 10.4~o 
Coal 9.3% 
Other Food 12.6% 

Service Trades 

11 o<'! • //:; 
8. 9% 

10.0% 

21.8% Funeral Furnishers 
26.5% Portrait Photogr<:mhers 

Repairers 18.b;; 
11otor Vehicles 6.3% 

19.0% 
14.6% 

Ho tor Repairers 11. 6~~ 

Table 3G shovts that any variations in the figure for 

a tmm must, to some extent at least, be due to proportion 

of sales accounted for by particular trades. In general 

it may be noted that the retail trades with the highest 

rates are those which are most concentrated. Other. 

things being equal therefore a high figure for a toHn 

indicates the importance of central functions. 

The organisational structure of trading further 

influences the figure for 1-Jorking proprietors do not 

figure as a labour cost, so in those areas lvhere indepen

dent trading is strong the index Hill be low. Wage agree-

ments bet1veen shop workers and multiple organisations 

result in differential wage rates for workers in multiple,-. 

independent and co-operative organisations. 
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The labour productivity of retailing is a factor of 

considerable importance. It is h01;ever impossible to 

shoH Hhether this has any geographical variations. It is 

clear that some types of organisation achieve far higher 

turnovers per employee than others. The spread of self-

service trading in particular vlill introduce variations of 

this type. Fortunately, for this analysis, self-service 

techniques 1·1ere poorly developed in 1950, and so 1-.rill not 

unduly inf1uence the Census statistics. 

At a regional level trends similar to those described 

in Chapter one exist. Northern and Southern England are 

easily distinguishable as t1w separate economic landscapes. 

The t1w 'northern' regions >Vith the highest figures are 

Scotland and the North itself. London has the highest 

figure of all, and Wales the lowest. 

Table 3H Retail Trades \<lages as Percentage of Ttlrnover 

N 7.5 
y 7.2 
NH 7.3 

E 8.0 
L 8.8 
SE 8.4 

s 8.5 
stv 8.4 
r1 7.2 

Nvl 7.4 
Hales 6.9 
Scot. 7. 8 

vlithin regions some considerable contrasts may be 

observed, since regional variations are so great these 

have been plotted using the quartile ranges of the dis-

persion of values in each region (figure 36). Certain 

common trends may be noted in all areas. 
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Holiday resorts generally have high values. This is 
the result of the weel' during which the Census was taken. 
The values are, however, even higher than could be 
accounted for by this factor alone. In fact the type of 
trade found in holiday resorts is particularly labour 
intensive. 

Regional centres of the County Tmm type and impor
tant market towns also have high values. The composition 
of trades found in these tovms accounts for a high pro
portion of this. A further factor is the size of shop 
usually found in tovms of this type. The largest shops 
have high wages, for not only is the labour of <vorking 
proprietors proportionately less significant in the total, 
but these shops conduct many of the activities carried out 
by wholesalers for smaller shops. 

LoH values are usually characteristic of large tmms, 
for although the large shops of these to>ms do have high 
l·mge bills, some shops, particularly food. stores are able 
to use labour more intensively in the larger markets found 
in these tovms. In addition service industries of the 
type included in the Census are proportionately less sig
nificant in these tovms, these trades have particularly 
high percentages of turnover paid as wages. 

In South and the ·south \-lest, as shmm in figure 3G, 
the resorts of Devon and Somerset have particularly high 
values of the ratio. Some, however, are exceptions to this: 
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Northam (7.9%), Brixham (7.7%), Da:.;lish (7.750, 
Budleigh Salterton (7.4-%) and vlatchet (6.4-%). None of 
these are recorded by Green or Carruthers as motor-bus 
centres, something i•Thich is clearly reflected in these 
figures, for despite their holiday functions they must 
supply few central demand.s. There is· a contrast betv1een 
the Devon and Cornish re::;orts Hhich can be explained in 
a similar v1ay. This contrast is, hmvever, a reflection 
of the poor penetration of multiple organisations into 
Cormvall. Another feature of significance in this region 
is the greater importance of wages in the vicinity of 
London. This is particularly true of the towns of the 
Thames Valley. This is probably the result of multiple 
organisations found particularly in the region. It is 
also a reflection of the higher labour costs of the 
London area. Tovms like Taunton, Bath,, Oxford, Winchester, 
Aldershot, Salisbury, Newbury, Bridgwater and Exeter all 
have values above the median, shoHing the significance of 
central functions as an explanation of high values of this 
index. 

In the East and tl1e North Hidlands, corresponding to 
the greater general contrasts bet•veen towns, some more 
clear-cut patterns can be distinguished. In East Anglia 
tv;enty-three out of tHenty-eight tm.;ns are found with 
values above the median, and seventeen of these are in 
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the upper quartile. In contrast to this uniformity the 

pattern in the North Hidlands is far more varied, The 

predominant pattern there is one I·Jith high values in 

the more significant centres and loH values. in the suburban 

areas. Some of the values of urban areas are shm:m belO\v:-

Nottingham 8.6% West Brignorth 8.2% 
Beeston 7.9% 

Burton Latimer 4. ~ 
Hounds 
Irthlingborough6. 05o 

Huclmall 
Carlton 
Arnold 

7.2% 
7.2% 
6.8% 

Hi~ham Ferrers 6.0~ 
Desborou 
Roth1,rell 
Rushden 

The contrast betHeen a market tovm pattern and the 

industrial pattern is equally clear in the Northern Region. 

Harket tovms in the region all have values of about the 

average, except Cockermouth, Barnard Castle and Amble. 

These tmms shovl evidence of their isolation, and hence 

their lmv proportion of large retailers "oy having lo1v 

values of this index. In the industrial part of the 

region the major centres mainly have high values of this 

index. In County Durham for instance the follovling t01ms 

have values above the median: Darlington, Stockton, 

Hartlepool, Spennymoor, Durham, Chester-le-Street and 

Sunderland. This is however not a completely exclusive 

list of such centres. Bishop Aucldand, for instance, has 

a figure belm-1 the median. 
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InHales-this sort of contrast is again apparent. 

In the South i'lales coalfield only Ebbiv Va.le and Pontypool 

have values above the median, Hhereas the resorts of the 

North \vales coast and the marl~:et centres of the Harches 

all have high values. Market t01ms in other parts of 

Hales have relatively lm1 figures for multiple trading is 

poorly developed in these areas, vJage bills are lov1, 

since they are far from the major conurbations. 

In Scotland the pattern is far less simple (figure 

3H). It can be compared in this case i·lith another 

measure of scale in retailing - ivages per establishment. 19 

Differences beti·Jeen the t1-10 measures are not great, al

though some may be noted. There is a slight tendency for 

high wages per establishment to be concentrated in the 

Central LOI·Ilands, since multiple and co-operative organi

sations are concentrated there. In contrast high Hages 

as,:a percentage of turnover are recorded in the Horay 

Firth t01ms_, ivhich probably have a large proportion of 

service trades for holiday marlcets~ but Hhich also may 

use labour less intensively than elsewhere. 
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1'..QYLns vrith a Ponule.tion Over z.'2.000, 

Although these towns are the subject of chapter four 

the relationship between sales and Vlarres in certain trades 

can be most conveniently considered here. Figures 3,1, and 

).J. show this relationship for two trades: the Grocery 

'l'.rade and the Clothing 1'rade. 

In the Grocery Trade the. towns wi1ich have below mean 

values are found !Jarticularly in rural areas, and the working 

class residential areas of the conurbations. nigh values 

are found in South-East England, on Merseyside, and to a 

-lesser extent in the lforth East - all areas which have 

special concentrations of multiple traders. 

In the Clothing Trade high values are found in the more 

important shopping centres, and in Southern :England. Low 

values are recorded especially in Lancashire and the. V!est 

Midlands. This distribution also accords well with the 

distribution of multiple traders. It is noticeable however 

that there are far fewer towns which accord values of more 

than two standard deviations in this trade than in the 

Grocery 'l'rade. 
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The Urban Hierarchy 

The various statistics which have been examined in 

this chapter can, in conclusion, thrm; considerable light 

on the distribution of the various elements of the retail 

pattern of t01ms in Great Britain. Some of these elements 

have been used by various \·JOrkers in studies of the urban 

h~erarchy. Other studies have used indirect measures to 

examine this hierarchy vlhich show these main elements. 

The use of the Census for this task is to be justified 

on two counts: first it is the only source of quantitative 

data for the whole country, and second the variations which 

successive Censuses will show vlill allOI·T a study of change. 

in the rank of towns to be undertaken. This is not the 

only, or indeed the most important, reason for a geographi

cal examination of the Census but is a fairly significant 

one in view of the existing vTork on the geography of tmms. 

A few comparisons \vith these existing studies will there-

fore be of interest. 

(1) Wales 

Studies of the urban hierarchy in Wales include 
20 21 22 

those of Smailes and Carruthers. Carter has made a 

20. Smailes (1944) 
21. Carruthers (1957) 
22. Carter, Urban Grades in South \vest Wales, Scottish 

Geographical Haga.zine, .J25.5_A.pril. 
and The Urban Hierarchy and Historical Geography: A 
- Consideration ~Vi th reference to North-East Wales. 

Geographical Studies Vol. 3, No. 2, 1956. 
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number of.significant studies of specific areas in the 

region. Figure "3F shows the results achieved by Smailes 

and Carruthers. They are reasonably comparable, sQv.e 

that Smailes found a number of places ranlcing as tmms 

in the South \vales Coalfield which Carruthers did not 

rank as motor bus centres. The map of sales .. per estab-· 

lishment shovls a remarkable correlation Hith both these 

systems, and particularly ,\olith Carruthers'. The deviants 

which are especially significant are some of the resorts 

of the north coast, particularly Llandudno and Tenby, 

\·lhich have larger shops than might have been expected, 

and the small size of shops in some tmms in Western 

Wales. Aberystwyth for instance, although clearly an 

important centre, only has an average size of shop of 

:£8,987. 

Carter 1 s detailed study of North-East Wales shol·ls 

that a more refined examination of the urban hierarchy 

gives a very close cor relation vli th the Census. Table 

3I compares his grading with Census figures. It \'I ill 

Table 3I North East 1ilales 
£ £ 

·Town Carter's Classification S/E S/H 
vlrexham Major Town 10,632 219 
Rhyl ) 

A 
9, lt46 223 

Denbigh ) Fully Fledged 7,477 123 
Holyv1ell ) B Tmms 7,072 . 111 
_tiiQlQ 2 2:~2:20 162 
Ruth in ,380 172 
Prestatyn 6,926 121 
Llangollen Sub Tovms 6,044 173 
Aberge1e I)' 796 97 
Flint 5,500 77 

be 
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seen tha:t only Mold is anomalous in respect to size of 

shop. Sales per head figures in contrast are very 
variable. Mold was found by Carter to have "a degree of 
incoherence in its internal structure", so it might have 
been expected to have a low average size of shop. 

Table 3J shows Carter's results for South West 
Wales compared with the Census figures. The correlation 

Table 3J South Hest Wales 
£ £ Town Carter's Classification SlE S/H 

Ten by 9,371 271 Carmarthen Grade 1 9,158 238 Haverfordwest 8,390 227 LlaT]ellv z, 4-ZZ 166 i1ilford Haven 7' 297 108 Cardigan 7' Qlf2 191 Lamp et er 6,134- 166 Ammanford Grade 2 6,134 173 Pembroke 5,264 113 Fishguard 4-,071 106 
in this case is complete in the case of sales per estab-
lishment, although there is not much difference between 
Llanelly, a grade one centre, and Milford Haven, a grade 
t1-1o centre. 

(2) Southern England 
23 The studies of H.E. Bracey of the pattern of service 

centres in Southern England have effectively isolated the 
rural component of a tovm's significance as a place of 

23H.E. Brace.v, "A Rural Component of Centrality, Applied to Six Southern Counties of the United Kingdom", Economic Geography, 32 (1956) pp. 38;50. 
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service industry. Figure 3A shm·;s a comparison of tmms 

in four counties, vlhich have similar economic landscapes, 

ranked by Bracey's Centrality Index and by their average 

size of shop or sales per head. The former is shmvn to 

correspond rather more closely than the latter to 

Bracey' s index. Hmvever an examination of size of tovm 

shm>s that the sales per head relationship, really includes . . 

t1w different types. Large tmms are relatively less 

significant in terms of sales than in centrality and, 

what is of particular significance, this is at a fairly 

regular rate, especially in the case of the largest 

towns. The correspondence of the Census figures and 

Bracey's findings is important for it means that it may 

well be possible to use such figures in an examination 

of change in the hierarchy when another Census is 

available. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

URBAN AREAS POPULATION OVER 25,000. 

The concentration of service trades in large tOims 

varies from trade to trade, but almost all are to some 

degree so concentrated. In the retail trades table 4A 

shows that all but the smaller general stores· are more· 

frequent in tovms of this size than in the country as a 

whole. In terms of sales the concentration is less in 

some trades but more marked in others, like clothing, 

furniture and jewellery. Greater London, as the major 

urban area of Great Britain, shows somei·rhat similar 

tendencies although, as section one has shovm, certain 

regional rather than urban characteristics account for 

important parts of its trading pattern. These explain 
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its loiv percentages in the grocery trade and relatively 

high ones in the other food trades. It is significant 

however, that London has particularly high concentrations 

of distinctly urban trades, like large general stores, 

bookshops and je\vellers·. Also shmm in table 4A are 

concentration figures for. the seven County Tovms. These 

have very high proportions of sales of shops like jewellers 

and clothing, and in only tiw trades, other food and 
I 

bookselling, is the concentration of sales in these tovms· 

less than in London. 



Trade 

TABLE ItA CONCENTRATION OF RETAIL TRADES 

IN URBAN AREAS 

Urban areas Greater London County Towns 
sales 3 % sales % sales % 

1 

% Index Shops % Index Shops % Index Shops 
Grocery 1t9.6 1.03 53.1 llt.o 0.81 9.7 0.92 1.30 0.79 
Other food 53.3 1.11 51;-.5 22.3 1.29 15.6 0.91 1.29 0.83 
Confectioners 52.1 1.08 52.9 26.2 1.51 17.8 0.93 1.31 0.71t 
Clothing 68.5 1.1t2 56.2 21.2 1.23 15.lt 1.52 2.15 0.91t 
Hard1vare 1t9.7 1.03 50.It 19.7 l.llt 16.7 0.93 1.31 0.68 
Booksellers; lt8.6 1.01 59.3 29.6 1.71 19.0 1.16 1.61;- 0.98 
Chemists 51;-.5 1.13 53.3 20.7 1.20 18.7 1.31t 1.89 0.91 
Furniture 63.7 1.32 57.9 22.6 1.31 19.5 1.37 1.91t 1.21 
Je.wellery2 60.3 1.25 55.5 26.0 1.50 17.1t 1.62 2.23 1.20 
General A 31;6 0.66. 33.3 16.1;- 0.95 13.2 
General B 57.1 1.19 61.6 30.3 1.75 22.3 
All Trades .2 1.1 .o 21.0 1.21 lit. 1.20 1.6 0.81;-

0.71 

1. County Towns are Carlisle, Lincoln, Horcester, Shrewsbury 
Salisbury, Taunton, Hereford. 

2. General A are general stores 1-1ith sales under £50,000 
General B are general stores with sales over £50,000 

3. Concentration Index = % of sales in particular trade 
% of population 
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A detailed examination of the trading pattern of large 

tmms, which is so clearly desirable from this account of 

their specia1 significance, is possible as a result of the 

trade breakdown of the census. Certain special difficulties 

are ho<Tever present in such an analysis. Burnsl has 

expressed these clearly when he wrote that analysis of the 

census is· "a hazardous game, and the more diverse the unit 

the more hazardous does it become." The major problem i~· 

that in some trades in all tovms, and in most trades in 

some towns, the n~~ber of trading units is small and so 

any minor variations in the classification of these units 

will \veigh heavy in the final analysis. Some examples of 

the sort of problem which is presented to the analyst 

should clarify this. 

In the bookselling trade table 4B sets out a typical 

example. Difficulties of classification have in this case 

TABLE lrB SALES OF BOOKSELLERS 

Population ('000) 
Booksellers sales (£'000) 
Nev1sagents sales (£'000) 
Combined sales (£ 1 000) 
J~ of Confectionery Group 
Sales by Newsagents 

Aberdeen · Southampton 
188 181 
600 307 
226 469 
826 776 
11.6 24.0 

Dundee 
178 
253 

1043 
1296 

53.6 

probably resulted in some outlets recorded as booksellers 

in Aberdeen being classified as newsagents in Dundee. 

The outlet structure for goods normally sold in booksellers . 

. . ' 
1. w. Burns· The Surveyor 13th August 1955 P. 797 
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may be different in Dundee for it 1:1ould seem unlikely that 

there should be such contrasts bet1·1een these tovms. The 

high proportion of the confectionery trade taken by 

newsagents in Dundee suggests that there is some evidence 

for this. 

It is usually not possible to demonstrate so clearly 

the ex rstence of "cross-trading", as the sale of most 

commodities may take place· in shops classified in one of 

several different census groups. This is especially 

true of those commodities Hhich figure significantly in 

the trade of Departmental stores. Tv/0 trades dealing in. 

such commodities are furnishers and jev/ellers, the trading 

pattern of which· is setr. out in table 4c for a series of 

medium sized towns:. The sales of these trades vary con

siderably from tmm to tmm, and for a particular town 

from trade to trade. Only Bedford, l·lith the highest 

sales, and Scunthorpe, Nuneaton, and CreHe, I·Tith the lo1:1est 

sales, are clearly distinguished in both trades. Great 

Yarmouth. may be distinguished by its very low sales of 

furniture, something partly compensated for by very high 

sales of "je~Vellery". In contrast to the sales ·pattern 

the average size of establishment of the two trades varies 

considerably less from to11n to town. It is therefore: 

more easily possible to construct an adequate ranking 

table from these figures. This ranking order does in 

fact correspond fairly closely with most subjective 
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Ha id stone 
Peterborough 
Scunthorpe 
Nuneaton 
Bedford. 
CreHe 
Dewsbury 
Lancaster 
Great Yarmouth 
l1ansfield 

TABLE 4C S0!'-1E TOHNS yiiTH POPULATION BET\•JEEN 

50,000 and 55,000 

Retail Sales .£: •ooo 
Furniture. Jewellery Average 
sale · ran sales rank rank 
541 7 185 2 4.5 
561 5 183 3 4 
450 8 71 9 8.5 
434 9 10} 8 8.5 
685 1 145 4 2.5 
557 6 69 10 8 
577 4 133 5 4.5 
578 3 122 6 4.5 
170 10 236 1 5.5 
593 2 114 7 4.5 

Sales 
Furniture 

sales rank 
18,033 3 
16,500 4 
13,636 8 
u, 952 7 
25,370 1 
15,914 5 
14,795 6 
19,261 2 
10,625 10 
12,891 9 

Per Establishment £'s 
J e1vellery Average· 

sales rank rank 
7' 708 3 3 
5,382 4 4 
3,550 10 9 
3, 850 9 8 
9, 047' 2 1. 5 
4,313 6 5.5 
4,156 8 7 

10,167 1 1.5 
5, 244 5 7.5 
4,222 7 8 



rankings or these tmms •. 

. This conclusion, regarding ranking, can be further 

examined in table 4D, which shm1s a number of smaller 

towns and two trades ·which are not so comparable as measures.· 

of centrality, but which do have a certain amount of cross

trading between them. Correlation is not so great in either 

sales or size of establishment. There is however, a great 

correspondence between the two average rank lists. In 

both lists five tovms, Inverness·, Boston, Stirling, Canterbury 

and Dumfries stand as especially significant, as indeed 

they do in the urban hierarchy. The tmms \1ith relativelY, 

lm; sales of furniture in relation to hard\·Tare are 

\vellingborough, \'linchester and Maidenhead. They are a. 

descrete group'of important centres for local trade, of 

higher rank than ordinary towns, but since they are 

relatively close to major tbt,hs·; like Northampton, 

Southampton and Reading, lose much of their speciality 

trade to these tmms. 

Whilst the average size of shop is the best single 

expression of a town's regional significance, a grouping 

of sales figures may be used with some confidence for 

such grouping reduces the effects of cross-trading to a 

minimum. The best grouping would seem to be the Food 

Trades, containing the grocery and other food groups, and 

PhoppingGoods, containing the clothing, furniture and 
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Ashington 
·Horkington 
Inverness 
Hellingborough 
Stirling 
i'Jinchester 
Aberti11ery 
l'·laidenhead 
Canterbury 
Dumfries· 
Bexhil1 
King's Lynn 
Coa1vi1le 
Paignton 
Bognor Regis 
Boston 

TABLE 4D SO!'-'lE TOHNS HITH POPULATION 

BETHEEN 25,000 and 30,000. 

Sales' £'ooo. Sales Per Establishment £'s. 

Hard Hare I Furniture· Hardware Furniture 
Averag Average 

Sales Rank Sales· Rank Rank Sales Rank Sales Rank Rank 
106 15 364 4 9.5 5,047 16 36,400 1 8.5 
128 14 265 8 11 5,333 15 16,063 7 11 
325 1 290 6 3.5 19,l18 2 3.2,222 2 2 
216 4 235 10 7 7,448 10 10,217 13 11.5 
163, 10 413 

la 
6.5 8,167 9 27,433 3 6 

180 7 110 10.5 10,588 4 6, 71 16 10 

54 16 60 16 16 5,400 14 12,000 10 2 
248 ~ 113 13 8 20,667 1 7, 533 15 8 

195 518 1 3.5 9,143 7 17,862 5 6 

307 2 190 ll 6.5 15,350 3. 13, 572 9 6 

155 12 279 7 9.5 5,938 12 11,641 12 2 

172 9 348 5 7 5, 548 13 18,316 4 8.5 
158 11 83 15 8 9,294 6 ll,914 11 8.5 

177 8 123 12 10 8,850 8 8,200 14 1 

149 n 238 9 11 6,208 11 15,866 8 9.5 
197 5 456 2 3 • .5 9, troo 5 16,300 6~ 5-5 
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jewellery groups. An analysis of sales figures of these 

two groups is shmm in figure 3A for Rural Counties 

(see appendix A). In the Food Trades inter-urban variations 

are very small in sales per head. In the Shopping Goods 

trades on the other hand values grade from £70 per head to 

£10 per head. In neither case is there any apparent direct 

relationship between the size of tovms and per capita sales. 

Indeed the largest towns of all have lmver per capita sales 

of shopping goods than many other towns,. something ivhich 

is only partially the result of the special importance of 

department stores, not included in the group of trades, 

in these tovms. 

Ranking high in sales of foodstuffs are two types of 

town, resorts and regional centres. While places with low 

values are of mixed character, but are predominantly 

suburban. Examples of the tovms so classified are:-

Resorts Regional Centres Suburbs 
Bournemouth Torquay Oxford viorcester Gosport Farnborough 

Eastbourne vlorthing Hereford Bedford Eastleigh Fareham 

Bognor Bexhill Taunton Peterborough Camborne 

In general hoVJever, it should be noted that variations are. 

small. 

The pattern of sales per head differs in the Shopping 

Goods trades for more descrete grouping exists. Tovms 

ivith a population under 50,000 fall into tVJo such groups. 

County Towns like Taunton, Salisbury, Hereford, ShreVJsbury, 
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King's Lynn and Boston, and resort Torquay, have sales over 

£55 per head. The remaining towns have sales of under 

:£45 per head, and are places lilce Kidderminster, vJeymouth, 

LovTestoft, Aldershot and Bognor Regis. Larger tmms \·Tith 

a population over 50,000 shmv a less clear-cut pattern, 

although there is some tendency for more important centres to 

have high sales, County Towns like Bedford, Horcester, 

Peterborough and Norlvich have sales over £49 per head, 

but others like Gloucester, Lincoln and Carlisle have far 

lmver sales. A group of towns which have uniformly high 

sales are the resorts and spas like Bath, Cheltenham, 

\~orthing, Brighton and Bournemouth. 

An interesting application of the figures for individual 
• 

trades has been made by Odell 
2

, who estimated the total 

population served by a particular trade type by dividing 

the to\vn 1 s sales by the national average expenditure. 

This forms a most illustrative exercise, although it is 

perhaps better to use a regional average than the national 

average. Table 4E shaHs thecalculations for Coalville, 

Hhich \·Jas classified by Carruthers as a 4A centre. The 

figures shmv that the town attracted some additional 

p.opulation for hardHare sales, \vhilst "losing" much of the 

custom of its own inhabitants for je\·lellery and furniture, 

a fact \vhich clearly corresponds to the nature of fourth 

2 P.R. Odell, The Hinterlands of Nelton HoHbray and Coalville, 
Trans. and Papers, Inst~ of British Geog. No.23 1957,ppl75-90 



Table 4.E. Coalville : rtet~ il :_Crc.de 1950 

~·~Brc.;v!are 

3oots ' G'noes , __ 

~~bG.llists 

:tj\ul'r.ti tu re 

Je1·1P.llcry 

Total ::;2_1e s 
(i: I 000) 
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6Lr 

73 

"~ 0.) 

21 

") ;.' ,...\(\,.... 
..) ..1' : .... ·) 

23,704 

2? [li"> _, -·J 

16,939 
p l')L 

..) ' .:;.. . 

33,Sl7 

25,600 

24,333 

14,821 

l4,ooo 

Population of the town in 1950 was 25,720 

14-6. 
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Similar· calculations could be made for every 

tO\m for ~Jhich the census provides a trade breakdown, it 

is hm~ever, sufficient here to demonstrate the importance 

of such an approach. 

THE SIZE OF SHOPS 

The average sales per establishment is one of the 

most significant of the statistics l·lhich can be derived 

from the census. In chapter three it \vas possible to shovr 

conclusively that large shops are found in those tovms 

vrhich, for their size, are important shopping centres .• 

It was not possible to show there whether this is the result 

of the types of trades found in these centres, or whether 

it is the result of a more effective explo:i:tation of any 

economics of size of shops there. These problems can no~V be 

given some attention for the larger tovms. 
. 3 

These problems have been examined in general by Hall , 

who analysed in particular the grocery and clothing trades. 

Hall found that grocery shops in Britain, in contrast to 

North America, varied in size almost entirely in relation 

to the occurance of those organisations I•Thich have large 

shops. There is hm;ever a tendency for all establishments 

to be largest in the medium siz.ed towns, something vrhich 

is especially true of multiple shops. Co-operative shops 

increase in size vrith each tmm-size group. Independent 

shops are largest in the medium sized tovms. In the clothing 

3 Hall et al (1961). 
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trade on the other hand increases were found to occur with 

town size, until the largest (or next to largest) tovm size, b~~ 

"a very curious and striking feature of the trade in all 

three countries is that the average size of shop, taking 

the regions as a whole falls with rising per capita income."4 

It is not the purpose of this account to take issue 

with these points, for Hall >'ias mainly concerned with 

international comparisons, and in almost all cases Great 

Britain seems to weigh light in her argument. Indeed in 

most cases her general description of trading conditions 

corresponds rather poorly with actual conditions in regions 

and towns of Great Britain. This is partly a result of 

shortcomings of the statistical data on \o/hichit}T_as based. 

TO\m-size groups are not a good measure of urban functions, 

especially in regional groupings like the British standard 

regions. "The striking and curious feature" of the clothing 

trade can almost completely be explained by this one fact. 

For instance, the region vlith the highest per capita income 

in Great Britain is London and the South East, in which the 

two towns with over 250,000people are Croydon and Wandsworth. 

The major shopping centre of the l·lest End is found in the 

boroughs of Kensington, Hestminster and St. Harylebone 

\o/hich have populations ranging from 78,260 to 177,400. 

Rank and size show little relation. 

Another example of the dangers inherent in this approach 

4 Hall et al (1961). P.Jllt. 



can be found in a. general statement, presumably meant· to 

apply to Great Britain as well as the U.S.A. and Canada, 

that "in the food trade there appears to be an optimun 

average size of shop, i·Jhich is reached Hell before the 

largest and vrealthiest tovms in our ranking." 5 Detailed 

examinations of the largest and Healthiest tovms which f.ollovT 

show that this cannot be supported by the actual facts, 

indeed some large tmms lik;e Edinburgh, Glasgm; and NevTcastle 

have figures far higher than the majority of smaller toims. 

The concept of an average size shop is so involved, is 

dependent on so many variables that detailed examinations are 

absolutely necessary before any satisfactory account of 

variations can be advanced. 

All studies of retailing using census data have to be 

aivare that for the most part figures derived from them are 

arithmetric means; there is no indication of the dispersal 

of values, for instance in the sizes of shop in any town. 

Only at regional level is such information available. The 

dispersd of values is of such importance that every attempt 

should be made to find some method, however indirect, of 

achieving some frequency distribution so that the factors: 

ivhich determine it may be more clearly distinguished. 

Figures 4A and B shoH two such distributions. Figure 4A 

shmvs the size of shops in local authority areas, as the 

basic unit for each trade, expressed as percentages in 

5 Hall et al (1961) P.114. 



each size group. Figure 4-B shaHs these areas in absolute l50. 

terms.ranged against Hoser and Scott's 6 component-analysis 

classification of. tmms. Both shm-1 very great variations 

in almost every trade, for the average size of shop is no 

simple quotient. The variations are greatest in shopping 

goods trades, particularly in furniture, 1-10rnen' s \·rear, 

men's and Homen' s \vear, and are least in the convenience 

trades. This contrast is a direct reflection of variations 

in urban rank. 

Further examination of the frequency distribution 

here takes tvro forms: first, attention Hill be given to the 

overall characteristics of each trade: and second, each 

trade l·lill be examined in terms of those tovms which have 

the highest average figures. 

General Variations in Size 

In the grocery trade there is a dispersion of values. 

broadly similar to the retail trades as a l·rhole. There is 

little variation bet1veen tm-m sizes, particularly if it is· 

remembered that there are fevl tovms in the largest size 

group. Town-types are ho\vever, arranged most significantly. 

In this trade the thirteen types (see Appendix A) may be 

re-grouped into three. First,groups 9-12 (the suburban 

groups, but including such towns as Luton and Slough in 

group 12) all have values considerably in excess of the 

· mean; second, groups 1-3 (the re sorts, the "professional" 

centres, a.nd the commercial centres) and group 13 (the 

6 Noser and Scott, British Tovms, a statistical study of their 
social and economic differences. London 1961 



l'iO~ER & SCOTT 1 s TmvN GROUPS (See Appendix A). 

Hainly Resorts, Administrative and Cqrrunerci..Ql To1ms. 

Group 1 (mainly SEASIDE resorts) • 

. Group 2 (mainly SPAS, PROFESSIONAL AND ADblH. centres). 

Group 3 (mainly COHNERCIAL centres) . 

HainlY Industrial To>mS-. 

Group 4 (including most .of the traditional RAIUTAY centres). 

Group. 5 (including many of the LARGE .PORTS). 

Group 6 

Group 7 

Group 8 

Suburbs and 

. Group 9 

Group 10 

Group 11 

(mainly TEXTILE centres}. 

(industrial tovms of NORTH-EAST SEABOARD and 
HINING TOivNS of SOUTH \!TALES). 

(including the more recent NETAL HAIIDFACTURIHG to•ms). 

Su b..!U:ill!n Type Toyms. 

(mainly "EXCLUSIVE'.' RESIDEiiiT IAL suburbs). 

(mainly OLDER rlilJCED RESIDENTIAL suburbs) • 

(mainly NEVJER HIXED ·RESIDENTIAL suburbs). 

Group 12 (including LIGHT INDUSTRIAL suburbs etc.). 

Group 13 (mainly OLDER WORKING-CLASS and INDUSTRIAL-suburbs). 
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older .industrial suburbs) all have values slightly above 

the mean; and third, the remaining four groups (the industrial 

t01ms) have values below the mean. The first of these 

groupings has high values because toHns in it have relatively 

few grocers shops, a relatively high ratio of multiple to 

other types of trader and particularly fevT parlour shops. 

These characteristics are the result of the age of develop-

ment of these tovms, for much of it i·Tas during the period 

v1hen multiple organisations v1ere particularly actively 

groHing. Jefferys7 has estimated that, during the period 

1926-1930, 906 nevr multiple branch shops v1ere set up, a 

figure which is over twice that recorded for any other similar 

period. The second grouping has rather a greater cross 

section of types of grocery shop, including numbers of both 

very small and very large ones, the former depressing the 

average, while the latter exemplify the central significance 

of the tOim in '"hich they are found. In some of the towns 

included in this group conditions are particularly attractive· 

to independent trader.sboth commercially and residentially. 

lioivever if the town is too small in extent (i.e. if a very 

high proportion of internal trade as well as regional trade 

is concentrated in a major shopping area) commercial 

opportunities vrill be poor for the small independent trader. 

A certain minimum size of town is necessary for· conditions-

to be favourable in this-iVay, In the case of the County 

7 J effervs·. Cl954) 
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Tovms this point is illustrated by a far larger size of shop 

in Hereford than in the others:-

Carlisle no,Y+6 
Lwcoln £7,1:539 

Worcester £10,000 
Shre\vsbury £10,218 

Salisbury £10,843 
Taunton £16,538 
Hereford £1.6, 689 

In the third grouping this "supply factor" of shopkeepers 

is of key importance for in the industrial tmms entry 

into the trade is particularly easy in their extensive 

terrace-housing areas. Furthermore alternative possibilities 

of \vage-earning have at various times been very poor. The· 

difference bet\veen these towns and the towns of groups 1-3 

is in large part a reflection of the relative significance 

of the central shopping areas. In regional centres more 

trade is concentrated in central shopping streets, as a 

result of the custom of the hinterland population. 

The butchery trade is more homogeneous than grocery, 

and in consequence there are fewer variations between towns, · 

those variations vlhich do exist hmvever, are very much of 

the same pattern as in the grocery trade. The suburban 

town types all have ve~y high values, the resorts and professional 

centres have high values, and the remaining town types, 

including, as was not the case in grocery, the commercial 

centres have lo\v values. The only likely reason for this 

minor difference is that since multiple trading, \vith its 

concomitant demands for a large 11 threshold" size of shop 

is not so well developed in this trade as in the grocery 

trade, fe\v organisations are in existence whose main fUnction 
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is to exploit any economics of scale in the actual retailing 

of meat, lvhic h are usually found particularly in these 

commercial centres. 

Variations in the size of fishmongers shops are no . 

greater than in either of the t1w prece.d ing groups. There 

is however, some tendency for the smallest tmms to have 

more high values than the remainder, but it cannot be said 

that this is great. In terms of tovm type the variations 

observed for other trades exist, but each group of tovms 

is far less homogeneous. This is mainly, although not 

entirely, the result of regional differences. Thus, inland 

tovms, which have high values, such as Birmingham (£13,620), 

Leeds (£13,539), \Vest Bromwich (:£10,300) and Dudley (:£11,000), 

are clearly a group in themselves in this trade. "Supply" 

factors must largely account for this, since the organisation 

necessary to successfully operate a fish shop in these 

towns,, far from the ports, is much greater than in a town 

nearer to the ports. In fact fishing .ports have rather 

small fishmongers shops (Grimsby £5,680, Hull £4,897 and 

Fleetwood £3,222), so adding force to this argument. 

The average size of greengrocers' shops varies very 

little. There is no discern! ble relationship lvith tovm 

size, and even tmm types sho;; little variation, although 

there is some evidence of the general trend of-food shops. 

This applies particularly to exclusive residential suburbs, 

probably reflecting a high individual demand for this type 



of -commodity. Group 3; the commercial centres, has. 

particularly low figures, and is rather more homogeneous 

than many of the others. This is probably the result of 
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a "supply11 factor, for entry into this trade is particul.arly 

. attractive in to1:ms situated near important fruit and 

vegetable growing areas. Tovms such as Norwich, Lincoln, 

Peterborough and Worcester all shm-r evidence of this. 

The bakers trade is far less homogeneous than any of 

the other food trades, and whilst this can be expected to 

some extent, it is in the main a further reflection of the 

unsatisfactory nature of the classification here. This 

lack of homogeneity applies equally to all sizes and types 

of tovm. 

The confectionery trade varies in almost entirely the 

same i·lay as the food trades as a ;rhole. 

Hardv1are and chemists shops, intermediary in character 

between convenience and shopping trades, have some of the 

characteristics of both. Hardi·mre shops group town-types 

in much the same way as food shops. High values are found 

in towns with important central functions and in suburban 

areas, but not, it is interesting to note, in the resorts. 

Chemists shops are rather more similar to shopping goods 

trades than this. Suburban groups have only average values, 

while groups 2,3 and 4 have higher than average values. 

This indicates the marked similarities of some chemists 

shops, particularly of the major multiples, to minor depart

ment stores. 



Booksellers a.nd j ev1ellers shovl clearly the typical 

characteristics of shopping goods trades. In general the 

size of each increases with the size of tovm, a fairly 

typical characteristic. Tovm-types are hov1ever not so 

clearly differentiated as in other shopping trades, but 
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the importance of groups 2 and 3 is clear. The main reason 

for this lack of differentiation ivould seem to be that, 

exceptionally, in this case size of tovm is more important 

than function in determining size of shop, 

Furnishing stores, partly as one of the groups i;hich 

present special difficulties of classification, and partly 

as one in which differences of urban rank are important, 

vary considerably in average size. Just as in the case of 

the two previous types of shop there is a tend~n:cy for the 

largest towns to have the largest average size of shop. 

In this trade however, town types can also be differentiated. 

Groups 2 to 8, and 13, have higher than average values, 

for they contain those towns vrhich have important central 

functions and those in i~hich the ratio of multiples to 

independents is high. Furniture multiples are strongly 

orientated on industrial working class markets. The resorts, 

group 1, and the suburbs have lovr values. 

In the clothing trades Hall noted a tendency for the 

largest shops to be found in medium sized tovms. Figure 

4A shows that this is only the result of the use of regional 

arithmetric means, for the frequency distribution presents 

no differences between towns of 100,000 people and towns of 



250·, ooo, .both of which can be seen to be generally larger 

than the smaller towns. The tmm types which have high 

values are groups 1 to 3, and group 5, which contains 

regional capitals like Birmingham, Nevrcastle, Liverpool,. 

·Swansea and Hull. Another group with high values is the 

"older mixed residential suburbs" group, \·rhich contains 

places like Croydon, Ilford, Hendon, Wood Green and 

\•/imbledon, all of which have a class A shopping centre 

according to Smailes and Hartley. 8 

The two clothing sub groups •1hich shoH least different-

iation are boots and shoes and men 1 s \o/ear. The shops of 

these trades do show some tendency to be larger in the 

large towns but they vary little from one town type to 

another. This characteristic can be explained by the 
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importance of large multiple organisations in the trades, 

Hhich have near national distributions of their branch shops. 

The men 1 s and women 1 s wear, and the women 1 s \·lear sub 

groups are both greatly differentiated. In both, size of 

shop and size of to~~ is related, but even more variation 

exists betHeen to\m-types. These variations are in complete 

accord with the overall variations of the clothing trade. 

To generalise this account of variations in the size of 

shop with tmm size and town type it \o/ill be seen that four 

groups of to\VU emerge, each of which is differentiated by a 

8 Smailes and Hartlev (1961). 
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particular combination·of large shops. This grouping is 

set out below:-. 

Food Trades Frequent Demands Shopping 
Suburbs ~ 

Centres ~ ~ ~ 

Resorts * ~ 

Industrial towns + 

* Indicates larger shops than average in all trades. 

+ 11 11 11 11 11 in some 11 
• 

The Highest Average Fieures. 

A second way of examining the av8rage size of shops is 

to examine the tmms which have the highest figures regard-

less of size or tovm-type. This has the advantage that 

it is possible to consider all types of tmm with population 

over 25, 000; l·lhereas Hoser and Scott 1 s tmm-types were only 

of tmms over 50,000. The towns lvith the highest values in 

each trade are listed at the end of this chapter. 

Towns 1-1ith particularly large grocers shops are shovm 

Goods 

in figure 4c, and are to be differentiated either by the type 

of organisations found in them or by function. Concentrations· 

in Central Scotland and North-East England shovl the corn-

bined effect of multiple and co-operative organisations 

on size, lvhile those in the Home Counties and on the South 

Coast are a reflection of a larger sized shop of all 

organisations. The towns outside these areas viith high 

values are regional centres like Hereford, Taunton, Aberdeen, 

Inverness and Dumfries. 
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High average values of sales per fish shop are found 

in tmms shovm. in figure 4-c. These are mainly inland, 

although a few resorts like Eastbourne, Torquay, Bournemouth 

and Lytham do also have high values (the result of high 

demand). The most important group of inland to-.ms is the 

County Town group (six of the seven are plotted on the 

figure). The remaining places are mainly in the 11idlands:. 

To1ms 1vi th large butchers shops are in the main the 

same as those ~Vith large grocery shops. (15 out of 23 tmms 

Hith butchers shops,,averaging over £10,000 are also places 

I·Tith large grocers shops.) These places are mainly those 

found near to London or in Central Scotland. Regional 

Centres are not so significant in the list as in the grocery 

group. 

The tmms with large bakers shops show a similar 

correlation with those which have large grocery shops. In 

this case however, there is another group of towns l·fhich 

is far more numerous. This group, the tmms vlhich do not 

also have large grocers, are shown in figure 4-c. A distinct 

~lidlands orientation may be observed. This is a result of 

the high proportion of all trade accounted for there by 

co-operative societies (see P. 279), for co-operative 

bakers shops, particularly in this area, are large. 

The towns with large greengrocers shops do not form 

much of a pattern. Variations are however sma1·1 so this 

randomness might be expected. The only noticeable feature 



of the distribution is that generally such places are. not 

tovms lvith large· other food shops. Four of the highest 

ten values are in the North, ivhich generally has a lm·r 

consumption rate, places like Stanley, Houghton-le-Sprin& 

and Consett. 
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A very different group of tmms has large confecti~mery 

shops. Two main types of to1m can be distinguished. 

There are first the County. Tovms, vlith Salisbury having 

the highest figure outside London. Second, there are 
~·'-

Suburban areas like Huyton vri th Roby, Ellesmere Port, 

Hoylake and Solihull. The importance of the Herseyside 

areas is a reflection of multiple organisations based on 

Liverpool •. 

County T01ms also have large hardivare shops, something 

Hhich may be explained by the high density of shopping in 

their highstreets, and by demands of farmers for goods of 

this type. Some exceptions do occur, like Bootle, Hest 

Hartlepool and Scunthorpe ·.but these are few in number. A 

similar pattern exists in the chemists trade, but in this 

trade more exceptions exist. These, in the main can be 

explained by particular· social conditions, ioJhich either 

make it less desirable to a qualified pharmacist to set up 

in business in industrial areas, or vlhich increase demand 

considerably above the average. Large shops are therefore 

found in places like Consett and vlarrington, ivhere there are 

few shops and the first factor is important, or in towns 
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·-
like Cheltenham and Tunbridge \llells \·!here the second is 

important. 

There are relatively few tO\ms in the bookselling 

trade \·lhich have shops larger than the average, but some. of 

those olhich do have high values record very high values 

indeed. Some variations appear to be rather fortuitous, 

Camborne for instance appears on the list, but clearly 

regional capitals rank h~ghly. The highest values of all 

are found in Oxford (£33,03,5) and Cambridge (£23,756). 

Jewellery shops are largest in the regional capitals. 

In Newcastle and Aberdeen they average £13,000, and in 

GlasgoH, Edinburgh and Bradford over £9,000. County Towns: 

also have high values. 

161. 

The towns \·lhich have large fUrnishing shops ( shO\m in 

figure 4c) are rather different to the groups so far 

considered. They are shopping centres === of the industrial 

regions like Ashington, Blyth and Port Talbot, which have 

high ratios of multiple traders. Regional capitals like 

Newcastle, Aberdeen and Glasgovr also have high values. It: 

is interesting to note that the London boroughs of St. 

Pancras (£79,808) and Eolborn (£55,341) have very high 

values. 

There is a great range in size in the largest average 

figures for the clothing trades. Six to1ms ho1vever, have far 

higher values than any others (Neo/castle, Torquay, Guildford, 

Taunton, Winchester and Cheltenham). These tovms are a fair 
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cross se~tion of all tO\ms viith have large clothing shops. 

There are 39 tclims in the clothing trade which have clearly 

higher figures than the remainder. In each of the sub-

trades there are:-

· Hen 1 s and \.Jomen 1 s Wear 
Boots and Shoes 
Men's Hear 
Homen 1 s Wear 

17 the same with 
15 11 11 11 

ll 11 
" " 

24 11 " 11 

21 others 
9 others 

15 others 
10 others 

\>!omen 1 s vlear, and shoe shops reflect this general pattern 

most closely. In the other t'IIO trades exceptions are more' 

marked. Regional contrasts, mainly in the incidence of large 

scale organisations, account for variations like the larger 

shops in the men's and women's wear trade in Clydebank and 

Castleford.. Similarly, in the men 1 s ivear trade Harrington, 

Hamilton and Doncaster have particularly large shops. 

The foregoing analysis has shovm, amongst other things, 

that those tovms tmvards the study of vlhich this thesis is 

particularly orientated are clearly differentiated in terms 

of the size of their shops in a number of trades. To a 

considerable degree)however, this only occurs in the ordinary 

trade groups. One census group of shops in which they are 

not so significant is the General group, which contains 

department stores. 

Geographical studies of tm-ms have often sought· to 

establish the existence of a hifrchy. The evidence i<hich 

the Census provides for ans><ering this problem can novl be 



sumniariseQ. in the foll01ving ·vray. Chapter three sh01ved 

that centres are distinguishable from non-centres, according 

to a net gain or a net loss of trade, and that market 

to-vms, the most significant of these centres, are distinguish

able by their very high sales per head of resident population; 

tmms of higher rank are distinguishable by their average 

size of shop, and this chapter has shovm thc.t the most 

significant of these are d,istinguishable by their size of 

shop in particular trades. Tovvns \·lhich are of even higher 

rank can ho\Vever, only clearly be distinguished by the 

absolute numbers of the largest shops. The last section of 

this chapter therefore examines Hhat evidence there is 

available on this point. 



·~:,.,~ n·'"'C ed·i "" c·1·1· ~c---,sl· '"' .!. tJ,\:, _JJ. 1... .._,~.J 0 ..,) U-.. V ..• l1::..s be8l"'.! conUucted in terms 

. yf l~ i1y ~)ot~Jet ical average size Clearly t~cre are 

Jn'7 fe~t~re of the size of sl1ops t~3~: it is possible ~o 

l~:~e shops. fhe data collected for ti1e C~nsus nllows t;1is 

to be a~pro~ch.ed from two slif~tJ.y diffGrent &nsles. In the 

of volulne fiven 

~or tte Gen~r2l GrouD of s~1ops, n type classified with 

re .f·:·-rence to the r:1ini~num turnover of c o~nmod it ie s 

~;toc1ced. A S'[)ecial t2.ble ~jrep::red :lor this study by the 

.Goard of ·7ra.de mo.'·es it yossi~Jl: to e:·~arniDe the 0istribution 

of shops with turnovers over £100,000 in c~r~ain tra6es. 

('ren-:·ral Stores 

The Board of Trade's classification of General Stores 

inclujes ;nany l::rge shops •. 7.'brre types. me.y be distinguished. 

:JGI<'rtment stores, \·.:hich b.2~Ve sales ·exceeding :2lOO,OCO and 

'•.'hich ha.ve sales ov"'r £5,000 L-1 e2.ch o:i' a nu;nter of commodity 

:;roups, are the most iE1)ortant. The definition o:::~ the t}:Je 

has hrn1ever resulted in ~any anomeJ.ies in the ·classification. 

A comparison of the 1950 2nd 1957 censuses shows th~t of the 

529 siwns in this category in JS50, 113 couJ.d not be so 

clas<:<,ified in 1957, even tt:ough tb0y \\'er·c still in business. 

- t ~ 301 . ~ "" 7' Q - • ~ • Cl' d ' t .tn con ras~ st1ops ou~ OL .LV C.la.s"u J.e as eparcmen 
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stores. / 
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T~era ~ra •on- ~ood 
... L ...., c;-, ...., -' ·-··- ,-_, 

, .. ("o-~~ -rol" J.'c'er.~ -~---rl'a-'-l'o·""'c:; 
!'~.:;.;· .• ) .u.J .1- !;,.. .t .:·-. \'c:, V ~:.~, such as on one hand tt1e ra~id· 

'- r·•u'"' 
t... <... '-' ' 

and on the otter t~r pre .. :ises 

rosultiD[ in the construction of s2p~rate shops ·for different 

J_ 1- ' ~ t' \., r.•. V ... ......~--.-. '] '• . ,..., ., 1 ~ .t.., - .~- • 

1..-r18Se 00 .110 .tv>:!€ er ~:;~',!J .. o.lu 8.J. .. L.t18 Vai'lS.vlODS 

' 1-. ] ,. 
11.1.-~Y, ~ great number of tl;ese chanr.cs must simyly be the 

o.c- Plr.lr"'in""' 1 
:.L .. :.. E- .tO.~- adjustme~ts in ~h~ ch2rocter of these shops. 

~!Je Variety Baz<~.:ccr. In 1950 ther·e ,._;ere 913 shops trading 

under this heading, and all but 23 were operated by organisations 

1·:itll other 25 establishments, belonging presumably to four 

chief companies. It shoulc1 \'wwever, be notec>. that these 

companies had more branches than 013. 

The tHajor variety chclins had a total of 1089 shops in 

Woolworth 761 
darks & Spencer 240 

Total 1089 

Littlewoods 38 
British Hrn~e Stores 

A third type of shop included in the Group is the 

50 

Other· General Store~, Hhich ngenerally have sc.les of £20, OCO 

or more ••• which though selling a wide ran~e of ~oods Rre not 

c)pr·opriate fo~ classification under Departa1ent Stores or 

s·. Census Distribution 1957 : Je~artme~t 
:i3o::>.rd of 'i:'r-ade Journc:.l 30th October 

Store Trading, 
1952 
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c~i2~'ly 

;neo.ns t;~D.t tC1ese shops uere. not lar.=··e c~~oug~1 to be cl2.s:: ified 

as DepEl'tmcnt Stores). 

·' I 

typos of shop is su:nmaris~~o_ i:1 te.-Dlc L:-.E. ~~~~0 .n<7_jor- feature 

of these stores BnJ their size (0.8136 fer ths standard 

"or c.J..<1os~ e.ll the regione.l va.riatton. The fortll and the 

. ortli-':iest he.ve relatively hi;:;h nu:nb:?l'S o stores in reL::.tion 

the ~i~nificance of l~rge towns in their pattern of trade and 

t;i:e L::i~·jorte.nce of Co-op<:rative Ol"'0a.nisat::.vn:-; -..-:iti1 their ce~.1tre.l 

eooorL in their orr:anisattonal str·ucture. In the South the 

si~nificance of sueciality trade to manv towns finds expression 

h 
.. < 

'· 
• 

1~1 an eq.uo.lly high ratio o:f shops to poyu1ation. 

In the Korth only a quarter of these General Stores are 

found i11 the Tyneside Conurbation, an 2.rea 1:ihicb includes 37~S 

O
.r.o l.l.- a 
I. Ud ... re~ion's population. These stores are however far 

l:·rg0r tha~ those found elsewhere is the region, for in the 

it is nossiblG to moi'O -<:ullv - . ' 

- ~ 
exploit economies of 

sc~le since shopping oopulations &r~ more concentrated. 

Ti·.'elve Department Stores, half o:f ·,·.'hi eh are in i{eHcastle, ;~:.cl'e 



r!ll··c {·o·;, .. •,-,,.c,, fv-..·, .. ;d-:-:(,t.... ~-h-ie f~•--11'"'•--:. 1· .... !""\"'~')il"hl-e -:>PA ·-

_,J, ... V - .._ ,'.il~J..-•ll \.1-...L-•J , ~,_,' _1,. "} U.V<..• .. _._, __ l-i Q_ ~- ~ 

1'-~o.ncl1ester 

~;:s·~·lCD.S ~le 
-;.J i Y• •. ,., 1' '1 ,.... 1.-. ') 'Yl 
:J ... ,I. •• 1 '·""i.) llr.:.d;~ 

f.', '·r-1 o·o·o ;, .. J., ··:·J. ' 

~- - "7 000 :C.l, lv , 

£1,074,000 

thrul ~hose found.else~ller~ in the recion. 

The size of all General Stores does not corrcsvond very 

closely \Jith variations in the si~·nifica.nce o~ towns, this is 

larcely due ~o tte somewhat random 6istribution of the Other 

c,e;wra.l Store Ca_te~ory. A r·ather more a.ccurate .·l'111""' Y'e c:, C' -; O'l 
• ''"l.-'- .... ,..) - • 

( 

size o:f e. tcun 1 s genera.l stores is coi-il_pe.reO \•Iith t:1e re;zional 

average (l'able l+.F.). In the Horth, hevica.stle e.nd J·u.nderlt~nd 

hr~ve Qistj_nctly letr;se shops oi' ~his type. The national 

pattei·n i~; rath~=r :uore confusing because_ of certa_in special 

fGatures as it ~ill be seen. 

In the ~·.Test Yorl-~shii'e Conurbation (41% of Yorlcshil"e 1 s 

;:opul2tion) are :found 35~; of the reeion' s General Stores 2.nd 

"'·o~e ~cnount por cc<< 
u~tt;;J C. \... l )0/...- sales of tl1is type of shop. 

in pe..rt re:f:'lects the im)ortance o·f tl-le Conurbation c.s the 

This 

of the special opport-c.nitiss ava.11:.-::tle to oHners of this ty:9e 

o~ shop in ConurlJations. 9 of the 31 stores in the conurbation 



1- ,. ,.( (,- .. 
__:~ 

::'.13 
? ·u·~ ~-.. 
2.02 
j_. 93 

. 1. 93 
1 Cl ........ ·-
1. 77 
]_. 7 2 
l.60 

1.0 

Cc;.rcJ if:f 
Leicester 
:,;ot'·l' '1r' 11 .-.r· 
-· Lo - <:Jt~c..tl 

Lc:-eds 
L·anchestcr 
C':-l&sgo\·I 
h(n,; c 2. s t J. e 
't...lo...,;:.: n~ 
.1,\.;, C.· . .'V _l_ <:) 

Q:cford 
Sunder} and 
EO in burgh 
]:Journc,:louth 
Erir::hton 
:Sir:nin?ham 
S\·Jc.nsea 
"! C"Ll ~ Li '=! "'Pl)~ 0!"1 
,J 1 t...l.c.•-1;; V 

Liverpool 
viol V t;rhampton 
Bristol 
l:~i(Jclle sOrou rh 

•O 

D ,...~ .... ,o,. 
'· .L ./ 

Gatcsl:e.s.d 
She·~·rield 

Forts;:1outb 
3o~1 thond 
Abcr·cieen 
Ut1nd 2e 
Stoke 
Snuti1 .Shields 
Ply;1touth 

~2 
0? . ,_ 

2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

3A 
' " .)A 

3A 
2 

3B 
2 

3A 
P2 

2 
') , .... 
.)~ 

3C 
2 
2 

P2 

P2 

Index 
o. ~-0 
0.73 
0.76 
0.60 
0.49 

.... ., , -

.cJ>"C.i.~_900l 

~-OI'\·:ic(.~. 

:!:: ir>:'"':i1eed 
~-;orth[~.r:pton 

Rhondda 

3G 
?2 

.3A 
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tur~over. Outside the Conu~batian 3~effield ~ith 14 stores 

-:-..:.;~r~ificance is prot~a_bl_y~ :Lc:irl.:: ·~·:ell expressed by tht:::::.· 

nu!-_1bers. ;Ehe only av2.ilabl0 irr'~"'or:,w.t1on Oil the location of 

0opartsent Stores in this area is th~t She~field has 8 such 



fo~1rtecn. It mcy be 

i f] ~:~or:'~ 3.:1,:J ;;uu. 

·--"1 tho !·.: l)r t h 

Lriccster (7), Derby (7) and 2orthc·rr~ton (S) account fer 30 

stores. ·~-" on.L~ V t1 . .JCjL..:....,;_-(' .. l"'O r'·c·-·"'':'lrJ..n;':'>;lt- rJ·o·r·es 
_..., ~·.J u1.c .. uJ .. \...,. ;_Jt. u ... ~.; ........ uL-, are 

F c te rbo:c·ough. by the 

rer.-ion. 
" 

~z·o o~ pcrticul~r signific:nce in the pattern of tr~de. This 

f:L!1ds e:r;11·e~sion L.l the si:le.ll pro)ortion or stoJ."es found in 

~-.he fe\\1 J.c.,rge to~·nls. In t:1e 2ast only 16 out of 113 stores e.re 

located in Korwic~ and Ipswich. In the South-Bast Brighton 

ha:; o~1ly 9 o-u.t of 101. Another consequence of the relc:.tively 

dispersed population pattern is that stofes are relativ?ly 

sr:-:ml1 in both these regions. The ratio o·~ val~iety stores to 

and even the variety s~ores tend 

t- be si:1a1ler herr.; thc:.n in otbsr r~·,:::i.Jns of the country. 
lO 

"' 1 these COI'Sl.o'er~~'o·~, ~·"e 
··-'--- . l. ·. c.t...l J.R::O Gd. ' of course, g:neral reflections 

lC. J.vlarks ..:: 3lJenc:-:r tol" 
area o~ over 20,000 

instance hEd no stores with a sales 
pt . . . C! J..• ~, J • 1'"'~1 

squ.~ . 1~ ~ne -ou~n ~asc 1n -)o 
(figure 5.B.) 
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the ~o:.1inance of London, p~rticul~rly notice2ble i~ ~~is ~art 

zny oth:'r 

~~ .... rr-rr, "(' t:J\•.;•)C, ~·to 
··-. . (l .... - • l... '· 

c~ u 

in. ··.·~c·!·. ~-~-:-vc• ...-.':'1"-hr..-y• '·1r:•,_op -•f"r;· . ......,ro;-~ .......... (" nr:_· ~.~7-::-J·rP.~ tl-,;~_l'i. f-.~.-~tr· 
-~ ,_. ~ .~:..· ... ;.,_,t,lt<.:. •• U • ..L._,l ........ .1-'.)_,v_...,.,, .... ) _ -~ __ ,_. •--- vt;"_ 

t,7 ou i; of 106 

., , ....... ,.,,.)"on ( l ' ) 
)''-' · ~ ... l.<)•u~ L. ....... L ' 

., nd c-..~fr, ., .. r~ ( r.;) 
0,. ,,, V.J- .._( ; • 

':\11 l'!.'i]Dq 
..,....._ ....1. • .... o:; ·-. \..; .... ' \·:he rea s 1 '"\l •• ~-- ,....,.'."' .l...'tJ,.., ,., ,. .• t -- . - •• - ""J... 

on~.y 5~~ v.~ G.~ ~e~lOD s ~ovu~~Glon 

The· concentration of stores in the South-West is lower 

:. \.,,.... '1 
lo\..lO.o. i1! the South, b'c;t llip;hGr 

En~l2nJ. 12 stores arc found in 3ristol ~na ll in Plymouth 

out .Jf a totaJ. of 102. tbese 

sto~cr:s 2~1·e not much larger t~12.n stoi"'es i'ou;nd clse;,:here in the 

I"?Cion : in such itnportccnt centres c.s T.:runfon, L>~cter, Gloucost8r 

2.nd Torquay. 

i t'• .. .-'a"" ~r' ..... n .. e "'"· 1.. .• L .... 1a 

conuriX\tlon, anJ these c:.ccount for sli,:-:ht1~1 :nor2 than hE.lf 

. , .. _,;_c 1. J>) 
~;(_.~!v. __ (._l.t 0 ~ • 

"r-\ )l".l '' L·. i'1 
,_ ~-- ' .... ,, ' -

1~~-I·~eslc to\vn outSide the Conurbe.tion, has 9 dep2.rtment stores, 



in Birminrham. 

o? stores fountl it-: tLe conurbat.lons : .. ''>!",; - . ·'-. .. ~- ... 

.r1 ,o 
s~.J.es 
Es tc'. bl isl1.e1ent s 
Population 

0C'pt r· t::~C;.Jt 
[)+ 

72 

~1'"'\ .,,.L..: "'~V 
r~··.L L ·~.: 

77 
57 
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-~:) ~heir size:-

c'ypes 

Interestinc; (iif~'ercnces may be noted oet"vi8(2L .:1nchcster 8.nd 

Livsrpool. ~· .. ancheste~: h.?s only t\•io r:1orc stor-:-:·s ;~.han ~ivorpool, 

but, in c.ll, it.s .sto.c"es bavo ;~ turnover· of over :212, OJO, 000 

;.;anchester has only 10. 

The pattern et stores fm.<nd il'. ':.!o.les is 'i''ry diffele.1t 

s·?0-:,~ ~-Jo;;sibJ.e to distinguis~1 c:.L En;Slish pattern and a Celtic 

;2ttern 0f store trading for there &re marked similarities 

HitL tr1e Scottish p.c·ttern. 35 stores out of 118 ce.n be located. 

15 are found. in C2.rd iff, and ten ea. eh in SHansea and Rh.onCr.1c'.. 

This last area is of special interest for stores' sales tbere 

D.F_:~:..::.£§. only £52,000, 1·1hich means tiE~ ':;·1el'e can scarceJ.y be 

the large storesstocking a wide range of goods and therefcre 

;'.:l.lling in this group ra.th·~r tban in an.\' of 'cbe specialtsed 
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groups o:f tl1e Census. 

In Scotl:xnd a simil~·.l' sitl)~ ::.iJn e:·~i::;ts iJ.1 the "rural 11 

areas. In suci1 ureas 88 star· ·. ~~·c fa~n~ :~ith an average 

turnover of _£1CO,OCO (the sto:_::. ,.....:· T·,_:.--· -........ les hc:ve c.n avcre.gc 

turnover of £90 1 000). r~ wouJ.d s~~~ .! .. ~. --t these stores 

fulfill those f~2ctions c: th: ·c~ ar~ normally 

p. 82 ) . "1 t··"' 
l~ t~~:[OH '·. J. i ; : s 

in Scotland, GLi l·t- ~-,~ ~-,_··i l•u·,,.-[, 
V Col,(j ,.J<.'_n, l '', 2CC0lll:..t :or ov'?r ;_<~f the 

of sales. 

The Board of Trade b2s mr,~c figures, fro~ the 1957 Census, 

specially avHilablr; for tiJis <J.ccount. 'i.'\1ese incl,.Jc aL. :.mms 

1~ith five or Bore s~1ops o~ this size in certain '· ; ... ~ '7' .. ,'"') C' 
u .. :• ~- ;:! • 

7\:oy D. re set out in ~2ble ~·- l~· * ' ... 0 

The first fenture of sig .. :: .----~1..·.·; sl1mm 

th:,:; ti1e population :!:JBi' shop l'<'n~·es. frolil 23,LJ·l2 in .3toc::port 

to ct,ly 2, ;:5t" in Stirling. This va.ri2.ble is not closel•.' 

reJ.c-,ted to t;1e overall size of a tmm e::cept in the c:?.s-:o of 

a nu8ber of the smallest towns, those witl1 a population ~~~er 

"5 000 .,h' i '~ • f ''']' ~·'·' ., .-, ,. -,. , , , ... .~.c 1 n •.. ve "- al1 .y u ... _, . ')J --'-/ 

------------------------------
n. Tbese include gen'2r<-;l stor-es, clothinp; and 

goods shops. Census of Distribution 1957 
1 l "' .., 11ouse.1o...:..c. 

Oi) C it 

11 
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inhabi-tants per sLop of this type (i.e. ':he hinterland-factor 

people to each shop are: 

Ii'el·;castle 
Stirling 
Horl:sop 
Kilmarnock 

Doncastor 
Oxfotd 
•\ .... hl. '1~~on 

.... " • .) \J. l G V 

Taunton 

G,.1' ~,- ·ord 
Bai·nslGy 
Ca"1bi'icige 

Perth 
-"-.yr 
-_, f-ll'''OP''"' te 
··-0. ... oC:."' 

Tl1e se 2.re an inter13~~i1)e selection for they i;:~1u6e t . .l~·ins 

by upper clnss custo~ers, and 8lso 

workinc class shoppine centres. 

PRrhaps of r~ther greater si~ci~icance is the sales of 

these shops per he"ci of popul-0 tion. '::'hi? .. shm1s a range of 

from £91.7 I1eHcastle to :£10.0 in PooJ.e. Tmms in 1-1hich sales 

amount to £4-0 a heacl are :-

Nm;castle 
Stirling 
Gloucester 
Guildford 
Scar borough 
Hat ford 

C[1ester 
Oxford 
Cheltenham 
Taunton 
Nottingham 

Sunderland 
-r~ !1 j~ ro -::·~-:::. te .._.J.e<~ et;~ 

HeaOing 
Forl·.1ich 
Bo·cJrneJ;ou t h 

Bath 
Exeter 
Cambridge 
\·jorksop 
Doncaster 

':'hese form a group Hhich is more uniform, being very largely 

u;ver class shopping centres. 

ToHns with a small sales total bv shops of this type form 

a i(roup which is fairly uniform bot\1 in social structure a.nd 

in subjective ranking of their sir;nifice.nce c.s shoppin<; centr-es: 

Stol{e 
Southend 
Stockport 
Luton 
Huddersfield 

1;/alsall 
Preston 
South Shields 
Black burn 
Paisley 

Grimsby 
Suindon 
Poole 
Slough 
Greenock 

~·Jig an 
Hastin[;s 
·~·Jrexha~r! 



The only rath?r exceptional c,,ses e.re Presto::J and 1:!rexham 

which arc considered to be of greate~ si~nificance in the 

hierarchy of shopping centres. 
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The avel'age size of these large shoiJS ver:Les from £136,000 

to £800,000. The towns which have average figures of over 

:£500,000 are: 

Birmingham 
Liverpool 

· Nanchester 
Nottingham 

Bradford 
He1·1castle 
Bristol 
Gateshead 

\:J:1tford 
G:~ouce ster 

This is a very different sort of grouping to those found above, 

one in which hierarchical significance is a far greater 

element. In fact all second order ceY"1tres hc .. ve fairly large 

stores. Those not listed above are: 

Gla.sgow 
Leeds 
Sheffield 

£lt-ll, 000 
£492,000 
:£415,000 

Hull 
Leicester 
Stoke 

£494,000 
:£422,000 
£367,000 

Cardiff :£4 33, 000 

The relationship betv1een the size of these shops and the 

ran!<: of tmms is set out in table 4.H. It shO\vs that· there 

is a fairly good relationship in ranks 1 2 1 
, 

1 3A 1 and the other 

'3' centres, but that '3B' is not distinguished from '3C'. 

A partial reason why this lack offfi~tinction exists is that 

Table 4.H. Hierarchy ancl Size of lar:?e shous (£'000) 

under £250 £250-399 over £4-oo,ooo 
2 5 13 
3A 1 13 8 
3B 8 G 1 
3C 5 13 2. 
3G 2 8 
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many 3B centres have a rel<.>.tively large number of small shops. 

T01ms with a population of over 4o,oco 1·1hich are not 

recorded as having five stores v'lith sales over :£100 1 000 are 

all relatively minor centres. Apart from suburban areas of 

the major conurbations they may be classified as follov1s:-

Lancaster 

This 

.aere are 

by Census 

is 

3B 
1 

the 

section 

bet111een 

only 

has 

the 

information 

3C 
8 

3G 
7 

Others 
14 

3B centre in this category. 

attempted to shov1 what relationships 

character of a tmm' s shops as revealed 

and the t0\111 1 s rank or regional location. 

-It 1~111 be possible to show something of these relationships 

with far greater precision Hhen the data of the 1961 Census 

is available. This v1ill have the added advantage that is ,,1ill 

be possible to make comparisons in time, a necessity for any-

real understanding of urban structure. The remaining parts 

of this thesis are devoted to a study of ~ore of the determinants 

of the pattern of retailing, particularly the organisational 

mtrols. 



Table 4-E EXPLANA1'0RY !W'l'E 

This table refers to the general Stores Group 
of the Census, "hich is, in some Census tables, 
further subdivided into "Department Stores" and 
"Variety and other General Stores". It brings 
together all available data on the distribution of 
these shops. It should be read by regions in the 
follm,•ing 111ay:-

(a) The Northern Region - speaks for itself. 

(b) The Tyneside Conurbation - Registrar 
General 1 s Conurbation area. 

(c) Ne\vcastle - The C.B. 

(d) Rest of Tyneside - The are& of (b) less 
(c). 

(e) Gateshead and South Shields - The C.B 1 s. 

(f) Rest of Tyneside - (d) less (e). 

(g) Rest of North- (a) less (b). 

(h) Hiddlesbrough and Sunderland- TheC.B 1 s. 

(i) Remainder- (g) less (b). 

Other Regions are subdivided in similar 111ays. 
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Dundee 
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3.0 337 
2.8 llO 

15.2 199 
3.7 218 

11.4 229 ----· 
166 70.0 lf-22 

58 ]2.1 553 
28 28.4 1015 
30 3.7 122 
lr.l.f 25.11. 577 
26 16.4 632 

8 2.0 252 
10 7.0 695 
64 22.5 352 

6 2.0 338 
19t 39.3 255 

3lf- 18.5 91-4 
17 8.3 t,g7 

103 12.5 121 
8 2.0' 25'5 
7 1.7 242 

38 8.8 100 
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Table 4-.G. Sho1)s 1·1ith Turnover of ;":J.OO, 000 end over in 

Certain Kinds of Jusincss (1957) 

l " :> 4-,, 
s7E PZE: ~/'- ' of 1920 u 1.1. e 

Birmingham 20.5 25 500 10 
Glasgow 10.8 " () ju 4-li 28 
Liverpool 14-.7 1:.!.:. 6'23 33 
i-iancbester 16.4- l~ 3 6?3 23 
Leeds 13.8 36 lL82 . / 24 
·Si1ef.'ficld 12.0 35 I J ~ +.) ?_7 
·EdiDi)Urgh 10.1 38 ") ~ r 

J~-u 25 
Bristol 19.8 20 :/oo 16 
i'!ottinsham 14-.2 41 5D2 2'" -' 
Coventry 2' r: :J•) 21 lr62 23 
Hull 19.0 26 4-92 23 
.Bradford 2lr. 6 . "< !67 llt-"'J Leicester 11.9 37 '+ :>? 21 . ~ 
i·:mvce.stle 6.0 g2 5'+9 44-
Stolce 22.1 i6 367 13 
Cardiff 11.7 37 lt-34- 28 
Portsmouth 13.5 31 4-16 23 
Southampton 13.6 'r: 4-73 28 J/ 
Ply;nouth 12.8 37 4-81 32 
3under1and 11.8 43 511 37 
Aberdeen 7.2 37 270 23 
Dundee 11.1 3' Q 4-04- 26 
Swansea 15.2 ")r::' 373 23 '-.I 
Southend 12.6 20 254 15 
Brighton 10.9 "3 35''+ 20 j 
Bolton 14.7 21 304 16 
i-'dddlesb.6rough 9.8 38 377 34-
:Bournemouth 8.1 51 411 24 
Bla.cl\:pool 10.1 28 279 16 
Wolverhampton 12.5 39 lj.qlc. 22 ' ' 3tockport 23.4 11+ '?J 11 ;)~ 

Birkenhead 17.7 2(• 
V 360 18 

Derby 7.8 37 301 21 
Luton ; 6.4 . 20 322 17 
:-Iudd e ;.· sfield 13.0 20 256 13 
Korl>~ich 7.5 l:-2 317 23 
Reading 12.0 4-3 510 23 
l<i2.1sall 19.7 17 330 14 
Ipswich 9.0 31 279 22 
Romford 15.0 30 382 27 
Preston 16.lt 16 ') r:' 9 '-/.) 

1\iel-.'port 15 ,lr 23 '/0 18 ;)0 

South Shields 18.2 20 363 -20 
Oxford ' 6.6 4o 4-27 24 / 

Blo.ctbutn 21.0 13 271 10 
Horthampton 17.6 18 310 11 
York 7.5 31 238 20 
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Tab~e 

) . +.G. cont. 

_1 ---· __ 2 l.l-
p j~ a H c, of 19'50 

Gateshead 20.7 30 30 
Paisley 16.2 20 
C:rimsby 16.1 17 13 
Cambrid r.e 6. Lr r;2 333 29 0 -' -S1·1indon 10 ... u.:> 12 220 . 10 
Poole 17.6 10 136 10 
Doncaster 6.6 )+1~ 290 2lf 
RotherhaJn 8.5 31 ~'" 21+ c.Oc. 
Da.rlington 9.4 34 ..,., r:-' 21 _. -'- .... 
Southport 10.2 "')0 2-'-'" 16 c.U -' 1..-f - ' Stockton 8.2 ~a t10 31 -" .)..LV 

Bath 8.1 ' ·, -. .... ,., 
23 . ..: :) c. ( 

Slough 1j,!.f 1( '1"'4 14 { . .) 

Greenock 10.0 ., ~ C•J 18 .Cv 1'-'J 
Exeter 7.3 t~o 293 24 
~·Jorthing 10.0 20 :.::~89 20 / 

Higan 15.5 20 311 13 
\~est Eartlepoo1 n.o 25 272 22 
Lincoln a 6 ... ~ ''7 22 /' _;.) J) 
Hatford 13·3 L:-1 616 22 
~·larr ington 12.6 21 267 1'+ 
Barnsley 6.2 40 21+6 25 
Cheltenham 8.0 l:) 378 28 
Cal'lisle 10.2 <0: 365 19 ~--J;otherl·:ell 10.0 .-, ~. 232 21 ,.::.) 

Gloucester 11.9 55 639 31 
ChGsterfield 9.8 ol:. 328 22 J' 
Eastings 13.2 18 231 12 
V! ore ester 9.6 20 177 a 

/ Colchester 8.1 ')" 231 19 · .. ·-
Bedford 12.7 31 Yi9 lt'. 
Hrexham 12.5 19 232 l7 
Peterborough 10.3 2)+ 21+~ l ,;; 
\·J al<:e r ie 1d 8.6 23 20~ i5 Eastbourne 10.1 37 371 19 Ea.idstone 10.0 27 223 15 
Chester 6.7 50 328 19 ;,arrogate 5.1 1+3 213 16 
Torquay 8.7 30 266 17 Guildford 6.0 52 309 25 ;.!ansfield 10.6 ... ' 383 20 )0 
Gt. Yarmouth 10.6 31 324- 25 
Gravesend 10.3 20 210 16 
3t. Albans 8.4 28 230 17 Shrmvsbury 7.1 36 . 254 18 
Foll~estone 8.8 31 277 18 
Heston 8.8 23 199 14 
Ayr 5.4 39 210 19 



Table lt.G. cont. 

1 2 ) lt 
PZE '/"" S~E C::' of 1220 :.)-_J-1 I' 

Royal Leamington t;. 6 30 2o0 18 
Sca.rborour;h 7.1 l..:5 318 19 
Kilmarnocli: / ~ -. ,..., ") (; 19 o.l j.) .::...._j 'J 

Perth 6 a . / ?>' ._u - ql .L_,+ 15 
Hereford 8.1 -, ~ 

.)t:. 2C.:8 
/ 17 

Tunbridr:;e 3.0 37 ~96 19 
1'1 or le sop 5.7 51 289 39 
Fallcirk 7.6 ,- 153 16 ..J.L 

Pontypridd 7.1 23 1 OQ 18 -// 

Taunton ~.o· 47 233 23 
Stirling 2.6 59 147 27 
A's\1ington 5.4 27 139 18 

1. =Population per Large Shop ('000) 
2. = Sales by Large Sbops per Head of urbcm 

rirea's population (£'s) 
3. ~~ales per Large Shop (£'000). 
4. = ~ of Total Sales (1950) accounted for 

by Large Shops (1957). · 

182. 

Source : Special Table Prepared by Board of Trade. 



SECTION T:IREE 

THE ORGANISATION PATTERN 

11The geography of the firm is an attempt to go beyond 
the analysis of mere things in economic geography to a 
consideration of man himself and his social or~anisations~ 
•••. ·If one carries the views of Vidal de la Blache to their 
iogical end and applies ti1em to the modern urban-industrial 
world, it··.is difficult to escape the conclusion that the 
most important single institution in the urban-industrial 
genre de vie is the modern corporation.~ 

R.B. NcNee: Tijdschift Voor Economische.·En Socials 
Geographie. August 1960. · · · 



CHAPTER FIVE 

11ULTIPLE RETAILERS. 

18lt, 

The situations (i.e. general locations rather than 

actual sites) favoured by multiple organisations v1hen 

establishing new branch shops are related in one of t\~O ways 

to an overall location patter~. There are first those 

organisations to which a close net of branches is most 

important, and second those to which the density of shoppers 

around any particular site, wherever it is found, is the 

major consideration when selecting situations. The first 

typ·e is to be referred to as the network pattern and the 

. second as the hierarchical, for the former leads fundamentally 

to a large number of shops in a small area, vlhile the latter 

leads theoretically, although as it will be seen rarely 

completely fully in practice, to branches being set up in 

shopping centres in their national order of importance 

(e.g. for some types of trade the order might be the West 

End of London; Narket St., Nanchester; Sauciehall St., 

Glasgow ••• ), A simple distinction of this type is of course 
' a gross over-simplification of the total actual pattern. 

Nevertheless while all organisations pay some attention to 

a hierarchy of important shopping centres, for land values 

insist that they should, network orientated organisations 

limit their consideration of the relative importance of 



shoppi~g centres to a particular area. 

In 1950 the Board of Trade 'vas .able to distinguish 
1,769 separate multiple organisations. In 1957 this number, 
owing to difficulties of classification, to the more limited 
extent of the Census, and to a series of important amal
gamations, had been reduced to 1 1151. Attempts have been . 

made to examine as many multiple organisations as possible, 
the total number involved is hO\·Iever great. Nany important 
organisations refused to provide any information and so 
important gaps remain in the coverage. In the account that 
follows, description is based on full lists of branches which 
usually form the basis of maps or tables, on rough lists 
compiled from various sources 1 , or on simple trade directory 
entries (these more incomplete lists have usually been 
generalised viz·- Liverpool and District). The possibility 
of ever achieving a full coverage of multiple organisations 
cannot be great, -but it should be noted that only one 
organisation refused an address list when. it had been possible 
to arrange a visit to a headquarters. 

Before examining individual trades t\~o questions of 
-g·eneral importance should be mentioned. They are, firstly, 
the degree of independence provided by a company to its 

1. Telephone Directories are of little use for compiling full lists of branches ·e.g. Hontague Burton Ltd. - only 450 out of 497 branch shops are listed in· current directories. 
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subsidiaries, and, secondly, the general methods by vlhich 

multiple organisations have acquired additional branches. 

The independence of subsidiary companies varies enormously, 

but unfortunately only in a limited number of cases is it 

possible to be completely sure of the exact nature of the 

effects of this sort of connection in questions of location. 

A question of major geographical concern is the 

expansion of organisations. As an initial working hypothesis 

it was thought that some attempt should be made to trace the 

precise order in which branches were acquired by a company, 

in order that a full test of the significance of hierarchical 

factors might be achieved. Few organisations were able to 

supply such detailed records. The expansion of retail 

organisations may occur in one or tvlo ways, or in a combination 

of these ways. New branches maybe established, or individual 

existing shops acquired, in shopping centres in which a 

company has no existing branch, thus gradually building up 

the. net\'JOrk or extending the coverage of. the hierarchy. 

Alternatively the organisation may grow by acquiring complete 

organisations either to consolidate the coverage of an area 
in which it already has branches:, or to extend its activities 
into a new area. In general the first of these methods is 

most significant in those cases in which hierarchical 

considerations predominate, and the second in those in vlhich 
network factors are most important. This is understandable 



for there are considerable problems to be faced by a network 

organisation when setting up branches in a new area. The 

conditions are always strong Hhich initia.lly determined the 

extent of the existing activities of the company, such as 

distance from a central depot, ease of administration, or 

first hand knowledge of conditions in a trading area. 

Expansion is therefore achieved very often only by the acquistion 

of another existing netl'lork of. branches, with established 

Jepots, and often \~ith executives who have had experience of 

trading in the new area 2• The special importance of the 

last two of these three factors can be seen in many examples 

of amalgamations, \~hen a large number of the shops of an 

organisation are closed following amalgamation. Thus 

Greem10ods Ltd. closed nine out of a chain of seventeen 

stores three months after it had acquired them in order to 

extend its coverage of branches from Northern England to 

South Wales. The two methods of expansion are not mutually 

xclusive. Indeed both may occur in the same company. 

2. "Executive Buying" has played a very large part in many 
of the amalgamations of recent years. Hontague Burton 
Ltd. acquired its interest in Jackson The Tailor Ltd. 
largely to boost its executive team after the death 
of Sir Montague Burton (the present chairman of Burton's 
is Lionel Jacobson, formerly chairman of Jackson's). 
Fitch Lovell largely acquired Green's Stores for the 
experience of the chairman of that.company. 
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Hany of the largest 3 organisations he.ve developed a chain 

of national extent by the first method, and then have 

acquired various subsidiaries to fill in tb:eirnetworksin 

certain areas, or, rather more frequently, just to acquire-a 

far greater share of the total market. It is rare hO\·lever, 

for location factors to be of no significance at all in this 

type of merger. 

This chapter takes the form of a number of studies of 

particular trades, examining those particular trades in 

\vhich it vlas possible to achieve a fairly full coverage of 

all organisations. A trade approach is an absolute necessity 

for the factors which are important in terms of location 

differ quite markedly from trade to trade. Once more it 

is necessary to emphasise that this is a study of the 

Retail Trades not the Retail Trade. 

The terminology used in this chapter is that introduced 
in chapter two: small multiples . 10-2~ branches· 
small medium 25-~9i · large medium 50-99; and large 
or national over lOu. 



VARIETY CP..AIN STORES 

A variety chain store is a reasonably accurate indicator 

of .an important shopping centre. Initially stores of this 

type were sited in major centres so that they could take 

advantage of the impulse purchases of the large numbers of 

shoppers found in such centres. More recently, particularly 

in the case of the three srnaller.organisations, they have 

become important attracters of custom to shopping centres 

in which they are found. Smailes 1 4 assertion that they 

"are an exceedingly valuable gauge of shopping importance" 

is very true. 

The companies which are classifable as variety chains 

are:-

F.W. Woolworth Ltd. 
Harks and Spencer Ltd. 
British Home Stores Ltd. 
Littlewoods Ltd. 

1050 
237 
74 
62 

Branches 
11 (M & S) 
11 (B.H.S.) 
11 

The significance of the hierarchical factor in determining 

the location of their branches is shown in Table 5A., which 

also shows the numbers of stores in each standard region. 

·Figures 5A. and 5B. show the distribution of the branches 

of the two largest companies. 

4. A.E. Smailes (1944-) P.42 
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0 
0" 
r-i Table 5.A. Variet .. Y-. Chain Stores 

Company N y 1\TJ-; E L SE s SW· N N\'J ·wales Scot. 
i'/umbPrs of' Shons: 

Vlool,~orth 55 4-3 61 76 223 67 71 78 96 106 62 83 
1·:1. & s. 3 5 8 8 18 7 3 7 5 6 4-' --
B.H.S. 14- 20 1'7 19 l~5 20 18 18 18 25 9 12 
Littla- 2 3 2 2 8 4- 5 4- 10 11 5 3 
woods 

Pooulation Per Shon: ( 1 000) 

\·Jool\·!orth 59 95 60 4-9 37 lt4- 4-o 35 4-9 62 lt3 61 
~;. ~ s. 132 208 214 197 182 1)+7 157 189 264 263 293 4-31 
B.H.S. 1, Oo4 834- tl-)'+ 417 4-54 1±17 938 487 951 606 660 
Little- 1,626 1,389 1,817 1,868 1,021 730 564 852 ll-75 330 528 1, 725 
1'1 ood s 

Tote.l Hetail 3.:.1cs 1C?5Q.. : ;·Jumber of' Stores : (£'000,000) 

h1ooh/Orth 5.3 9.2 5.3 3.8 4.6 3·9 3.9 3.5 4.3 6.0 3.4- 6.2 
1YI• C: S. 21 20 19 15. 23 13 15 15 23 14- 23 4-3 
B.H.S. 98 79 41 36 57 38 87 40 83 106 52 
Little- 14-7 133 162 144- 129 66 52 70 42 58 50 172 
\-IOOd S 
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The larger size of the first t\~o organisations is only 

partly the result of their longer period of grO\~th (M & S was 

founded in 1884-, Hooh10rth (in England) 1909, B.H.S. in 

1928, and Littlewoods in 1937.) 

Woolworth's have four times as many branches as M. and s. 
since they are prepared to trade in very small shopping 

centres. This policy is partly a result of the types of 

goods which they sell, and pa~tly the result of an almost 

imperial drive of Woolworth to establish a thousand branches 

in Britain. Indeed policy at one time was based on a self

confidence that may be expressed in the following \~ay: 

"if Woolworth was not \~here the trade was, the trade would 

come to Hoolworth". In view of this the close relation 

between Woolworth's branches and the lower ranks of the 

hierarchy is remarkable. 

V~rks and Spencer in contrast are co~nitted to a policy 

of large stores, and in fact their average turnover per store 

has risen from £313,3lt7 in 1951 to £708,44'3 in 1962. Their 

redevelopment scheme is so phrased that for.the next ten 

years, at least, it is reckoned that all existing stores will 

only be modernised by the time it becomes necessary to 

redevelop the first modernised store. There are it seems 

considerable advan.tages available to large stores, in such 

matters as the effective layout of wide selections of goods, 

and the handling of the larg,~ numbers of \oleel{end customers. 



It is not surprising therefore, that large numbers of new 

stores n.re not plani1ed, especially, as it will be seen, that 

the majority of shopping centres of any significance already 

.have a M, and S. stores. 

Small regional variations are characteristic of 

organisations to which hierarchical factors are most important. 

This is shovm to be generally true for both Wool1-1orth and 

H •. and S. in table 5A, although in both cases stores are 

relatively rare in Scotland and frequent in Southern England. 

Since H. and S, stores are relatively large in Scotland 

this lower frequency is to some extent understandable. 

B.H.S. and Littlewoods have no stores in Scotland and 

Littlewoods only three, it is clear that the small towns, 

'1hich are so important in the Scottish trading pattern 

(see chapter three), have populations which are too small to 

be favourable for the establishment of the large type of 

variety store favoured by these organisations. Even the 

larger organisations have-most of their branches in the 

Central Lowlands, 

Those other regional variations vlhich do exist may 

largely be explained by total vari,ations in spending. Table 

5A relates the number of stores to the total retail sales in 

each region in 1950. This shm4s a regional variability 

that is far lower than that for population. The relatively 

large number of Woolworth's stores in London is very largely 



the r.esu:I.t of variations in spending power. , London ranks 

second in terms of p·opulation per store but only sixth by 

the sales index. Both Woolworth and M. and s. show that 
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they have more stores, in relation to total sales, in regions· 

where there are large numbers of third order centres like the 

East, the South East, the South and the South iv'est. In the· 

conurbations the higher purchasing pOi·ler of customers is 

partly absorbed by the relativ~ly large stores fow1d there 

and partly lost to other forms of trading. 

The smaller organisations, mairily as a result of their 

more recent grm~th, are less evenly .spread throughout the 

country. Little\voods for instance have 35% of their stores 

in the North West and Hidland regions· (21% of the population). 

British Home Stores have 44% of their stores in London, the 

South East and ~ast (29% of the population). It might be · 

thought ·that these degrees of concentration are relic 

features of earlier regional or net1wrk distributions. 

~ittlewoods hmvever, opened its first four stores, during 

1937, in Blackpool, Brixton, Brighton and London's Oxford 

St. (i.e. well separated). The opening of branches in every 

period has shown little regard to establishing a close 

network :-

Table 5•.9 Littlewoods Ltd • Store Openings • 

N y NM E L SE s SW 1-f NW Wales 
1937-1940 1 2 2 4 3 1 4 6 1 
1946-1950 ~ 1 1 1 3 2 2 
1951-1962 1 2 2 1 3 2 5 6 1 
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Far more lilcely is that the location of head offices, in 

Liverpool and London tespectively, has meant that the 

smaller.organisations have been more receptive to opportunities 

in their immediate areas than else\vhere in the country. 

The early evolution of the larger chains suggests that 

this lack of regional bias is the result of improvements 

in co~~unications, including the widespread use of tele

communications. Even so both o~ganisations had branches 

1'1'1aely separated at an early date. H. and s.•s first 

bazaar was located in Leeds, but it was only three years 

after this that the first store outside Yorkshire was 

opened, actually at Warrington (the fifth store in the chain). 

Before 1901 there was a marked concentration of activity 

in Northern England (Table 5C). During the period 1902-

1914 ho1~ever, nearly half the stores opened v1ere located in 

Table 5C Harks·and Spencer Ltd Store Openings 

N y NH E L SE s SVl H NW Wales Scot. 
e 1901 3 9 1 2 2- 8 1 
'02-1914 6 8 4 10 32 8 4 9 5 11 2 

1915-1929 2 1 1 1 3 2 2 1 
1930-1945 5 2 12 7 32 9 14 .7 9 11 6 11 
194-6-1962 1 1 1 

London. It is significant that no regional variations· 
I 

developed during the succeeding periods. M. and S. became 

a public company in 1926, something clearly reflected in the 

numbers of stores opened between 1915 and 1929. 
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No full data 5 Clrce available on the evolution of Woolworth 1 s 

stores. The American origin of the organisation makes this 

rather different to the other chains. In 1909 Woolworth, 

>lho by then had nearly 400 stores in the U. S.A., established 

a head office in London, and made a careful study of sites 

in twelve towns 6• The first actually to be developed were, 

in order, Liverpool, Preston, Manchester, Leeds and Hull. 

i.e. more a regional pattern than a hierarchical one, when 

it is remembered that offices were in London). Soon however, 

a far wider distribution was established. The initial appeal 

of the bazaar was particularly to working class shoppers, 

\>lhich were strongly concentrated in the great. northern cities. 

This is of interest for \voolworth' s deliberate choice of the 

area on which Marks and Spencer was based suggests that the 

growth of that organisation was not simply the result of the 

activities of a particular entrepreneur, but that conditions 

\n the area were generally favourable to this form of retail· 

organisation. 

Careful selection of sites makes the closure of stores 

by variety chains fairly rare. In the case of the smaller 

5. Background information may be found in: 
J .X. \Vinld.er, Five and Tee: The Fabulous Life of 
F.W. Wool11orth. London. 1941 

6. J .H. Wood, "The Anatomy of Private Trade, Agenda June 1957 P87' 
The t01vns were Northampton, Southampton, Portsmouth, Croydon, 
Brighton, Reading, Hammersmith, Kensington, Wolverhampton 
Coventry, Liverpool and Manchester. 
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organisations, particularly, the capital expenditure required 
for the establishment of large new stores makes their stores 
more comparable with factories than most shops. Inertia 
factors widely recognised by economic geographers in industrial 
locations are therefore probably of greater significance 
than in other parts of the retail trades. M. and s. have in 
fact only finally closed eight stores throughout their 
history: (this number excludes those closed to allov1 
replacement in the same shopping centre). All of these were 
opened before 1914, and five were in loH ranking centres in 
Lancashire, relics of the regional pattern. Littlewoods 
during its shorter history has also finally closed eight 
stores ( another eleven have been closed to allow replacement). 
Two of these are found in towns in rlhich there is a second 
store, and four in suburban centres of London and Birmingham. 

Studies of the hierarchy of shopping centres within 
conurbations have found that the presence ofa Woolworth's 
store "indicates a shopping centre which has developed 
beyond a mere group of neighbourhood shops.n 7 When however, 
an inter-urban analysis 8 is made of the towns which have 
more than one branch great variations are revealed. In the 
case of .the to\ms with four or more stores the population per 

7. A.E. Sma-iles and G. Hartlev (1961) 

B. See P. 204 
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store·ranr,es from 123,488 in Sheffield to 29,244 in Southampton. 

An adequate explanation of the variations would require far 

more detailed comparative data on the structure of shopping 
centres than is at. present available. One sig~ificant 

feature is that resorts tend to have relatively large numbers 

of shops. These are probably smaller than elsewhere for ·the 

type of shopping carried out in them is not one which favours 

large central stores, lfmny .of the other urban areas listed 

are towns in which well established secondary shopping centres 

exist: Rhondda, Ha.vant, Middlesbrough, Norwich and Grimsby, 

To\-ms which have a single Woolworth 1 s branch are numerous, 

and since they are nearly "found everywhere " analysis is 

worth little. It is of interest to note however, that of the 
four places cited by Smailes 9 as "district shopping centres", 
without a Woolworth store in 1944, Hexham, Northallerton ·and 
Ormskirk have acquired such a store in the last eighteen 

years, but Welshpool, the fourth, still has no store, 

A comparison with Carruther$!1 list of the urban hierarchy 
shows close similarities between the rank of a town and the 
existence of a Woolworth 1 s store. All tovms classified as 
second or third order centres have at least one store. 

The relationship with the grades of the fourth order is 
however, less close. In a number of counties examined in 
Table 5D all 4A centres except Fakeriham have a store, 

9, Smailes (l944) P.42 
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Tahle 5D. Hoolworth Ltd 2.nd Fourth Order 

Corm~all Devon Son!erset Hilt shire Ha~1pshire Sussex 
(~ Dorset ,;: Oxford 

A B A B A B A B A B A B 
4A 8 8 5 5 3 3 2 2 2 2 3 3 
4B 7 3 10 7 13 9 6 2 6 6 6 ') 

J t,.c 4 l 7 2 4 1 10 2 8 4 8 .5 
Lo\·Jer 0 2 l 4 9 

Lincolnshire i·!orfolli: Suffoll\ Shropshire Gloucester Berks 
Cc iiereford 

lJOA r:; 5 2 l l l 4 4 1 1 l 1 .I 

4B 7 3 4 6 7 5 5 4 7 3 5 4 
4c 2 0 1 6 1 1 8 3 0 1 0 
LoHer 1 3 0 0 3 

Carruthers .general conclusion ;.;as that 11 4A ••• are in general 

those places offering the widest range of shopping facilities". 

The presence of stores in 4B centres varies according to the 

population ~ensity of the area in which a centre is found. 

In Corm1all only three out of seven such centres have a 

store, whereas all Hai<lpshire 1 s 4B centres have a store. The 

stores found in tmms not classified as centres are mainly 

in resorts and. suburban areas, in places like _Cle_ej;.llgrp_es, 

'Keynsham, Gosport and Paignton. 

Detailed exaHJination of the distribution of the stores 

of the remaining organisations shO\·Is that there is a 

surprisinGlY small correlation between their situation. 

Only fourteen tO\ms outside 'London have branches of all three 

organisations. These are an assorted group, including fo~ 
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instance oniy four second order centres (Sheffield, Cardiff·, 

Liverpool and Ivlanchester). The to~ms '·lhich are prominent 

in the group are those third order centres which have high 

shopping densities, but which in the main are places of not 

exceptionally high rank, and in ~ihich in consequence, 

competition for sites from department stores and the larger 

speciality stores is to some extent limited. 10 The towns 

are ivatford, liJaidstone, Bedminster, Slough, Northampton, 

Scunthorpe, Portsmouth, Dudley, Swansea and Hull. The poor 

representation of these organisations in the second order 

centres, and tmms which are similar to the above list rather 

suggests that the conclusion of a '~riter in Retail Business, 11 

that the only possible remaining situations for B.H.S. and 

Littlewoods are in small centres; is not correct. The 

second order centres in which they are not represented are:-

Littlewoods 
Nottingham Newcastle 
Bristol Norwich 
Plymouth. Leicester 

Derby 

British Home 
Leeds 
Birmingham 
No!'l~ich 

Stores 
Derby 
Scotland 

The relationship between the other stores. of B.H.S. and 

11. and S, is close.Jfor fourty out of the fourty-one.outside 

London are found in towns in i'lhich there are M, and s. 

10. See P.312 for a comparable case in the situation of 
supermarkets. 

11. Economist Intelligence Unit, "Variety Chain Stores in 
Britain" Retail Business No.2, 



branches. The only exception is Sutton Coldfield. The · 

actual distribution ·or these branches of B.H.S. is shown 

below:.-

Rank of Tmm 

2 .J!... 2_ 3C ..J.Q_ 4A 
No. of stores ~ 12 7 --g- 3 2 

Others 
2 
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It is of interest to note that the majority of the eight 3C 

centres listed are places found near London like Chatham, 

St. Albans, Luton and Southend. Similar places are the lower 

ranking centres, although in this case subsidiary to other 

major centres, like Birkenhead, Gravesend, Ilkeston and a 

resort, Margate. 

Littlewoods is less closely related to.M. and s., for 

their more recent growth has to some extent necessitated a 

colonisation of smaller, less important; shopping centres. 

The stores which are in centres which also have an M. and s. 
store are a varied group of towns:-

Rank of Tmm 

2 ...J!_ ~ 3C _]£_ 
No. of stores ~ 3 3 ~ 2 

Others 
3 

Total 
20 

These towns are particularly concentrated in the North West. 

The sixteen places which only have a Little14oods store are of 

two types. There are nine major suburban shopping centres, 

which are as it has been seen particularly favourable to this 

type of shop. The remaining seven are small towns or the · 
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tl'lo .new towns, Crawley arid Basildon. ·Their popul'ation in 

. 1961 \·/aS :-

Oswedtry 11,193 Carmarthen · 13, 2'+9 . ·· Truro 13, 32tl. 
20, 996 Dumbarton 24, 319 . . . Banbury 

They should be compared with Ilkeston (34, 672), ·the $mallest 

town ivith a Narks and Spencer store. 
. . 

The distribution of H. and s. stores, since the total· 

pattern--i'S-nea:fly nationai, follO\•Is the ranl-:s of the urban 

rarchy closely~ This correspondence is extended to a .·, : ·· 

close relation bet\·leen the size of an M. and S. store and the •. 

ran!{ of the toi-m in \·lhich it ·is found •. · Table 5E shoivS. the·""" 

distribution of stores· related to the hierarchy in three -
size categories,·., f. l · r· t · · .• . ... _, .. -. 

·- t ' . . ' '; 

' ., : . ·. C~~.:,..,;r 

Table 5E. . Harks and Spencer Ltd : Branches graded 
· · according to sales Area and Rank ·of tO\m 

Size of 2 
so.1es area 

(sq. ft.) 

3A · ·3B 3C 3G 4A London Rest "Res- Others · ~~.h 

1""'\ 000 
:. 000-
2o;ooo 
c10,000 

1 

No. stores 
No. of ·· 

. centres 

17 7 '3 . 2 .. 0 0 . 

0 0, 

l3 .• 19. 
6 32 

:· i 

4 .. 9 . ' 
/ 

~8 23 ~6. 61. 17 109, 
' ·' 

6 

20 
22 

of G.B. orts" Total 

0 

4' 
4 

/ 

!1 
'5 

d 

0''-·'35'l1 

2''i' 87 
7 114 . :-t;' w, ;,:; 

. . . ' . . . ' ' --------- ' 

The only ~§s.ond-order-cent·.res-~lithout la.rge ·stores 'are ·. 

'Stoke and Dundee, probably the .t\vo lowest ranking' of the order. 

In the 3A group three: of the four to\l]ns ivith only· sman 'stores 
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are county t01ms, Shrewsbury, Hereford and Salisbury. The 

competitiorr for· sites in shopping centres of limited extent, . . 
the difficulties which burgage holdings present· to the 

developer in finding a large enough plot, and possible 

differences in the type of demand found in.these centres 

make this understandable. 

The 3B centres which have large stores are all places 

which might warrant higher rank than this, for they are 

located close to second order centres and so bus routes. form 

a less valid criteria of shopping movements. These places are· 

in fact Worcester, Newport and Wolverhampton. As in the case· 

of the 3A centres most towns with small shops are of the 

county town type, namely Yeovil, Peterborough, Chelmsford 

and Boston (Doncaster is the fifth, an anomaly). The centres· 

which have no stores are all small towns serving extensive . 

hinterlands with low population densities in Wales, Aberystwyth, 

Carmarthen, Bangor and Caernarvon• 

The 3C centres which have large stores·· are Blackpool and· 

Luton, both of which have special functions and therefore 

'~arrant a higher rank than bus routes suggest. The great 

majority of towns of this rank have· small stores. 
-Only eight stores larger than 10,000 sq. feet are found 

in places ranking lower than the_ third order. Fou~ of these 

are in Scotland and the Isle of Man, and therefore riot 

included in the- classification,.but which are probably of the 
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third ·order. The exceptions.are two resorts,.Llandudno and 

Morecambe, arid ·two towns of the Home Counties, Gravesend 12 

and 'High Wycombe 13, 

The other stores located in places of fourth order rank 

are found in tm•ns which are market towns (like ·Bridgwater, 

Ne11ton Abbot and Maidenhead), resorts (like Red car, Deal and 

Clacton) and suburban centres (like Bedminster and vlallasey), 

In conclusion it may be said that the variety chain . 
store follows the pattern of the hierarchy very closely, 

There are however, some significant variations, hierarchical 

and regional, the main one of which is the special importance 

of these shops in suburban shopping centres of _the Home 

Counties, where there is both the·high density of shoppers 

and the space for this type of establishment. 

12. Gravesend is classified as an "A"-.centre by Smailes 
and Hartley. 

13, High Wycombe, the store was extended in 1956, nine 
years after the data on.which Carruthers'study was ba-sed, 

~ I 



F.W. Wooh1orth Ltd: ·Urban Administrative ·Ar1eas Tlfith Hare Than One Store 
·Tmm 1 No. 

1
, P(E Town No, P/E 

' · Greater London 22~ 136,645 Nottingham 10 . il,l65 B-irmingham 33 '33' 505 Hull 5 o,656 Glasgow c H7,213 Newcastle 6 44,898 Liverpool 14 .53,392 Stoke 6 44,251 .Hanchester 12 55,087 Cardi:f:f 5 ·51,2~ .Leeds 2 2Q5,29~ Southampton 4 29,2 She:ffield 4 123,48 Southend 41,244 Bristol ' 10 4),644 Bournemouth 4 38,491 .~ 

' . I 
Population Per Establis_hment 

:rhree Branches:-

Coventry . '101, 6!37 Swansea 55,580 Wig an ·26,234 Portsmouth 71,733 Brighton .. 54,252 Havant 24,854 Plymouth 68,093 Blackpool 50,711 Gloucester 23,329 Aberdeen 61,793 Rhondda 33,435 Dudley 20,583 
Two Stores:- -, .-"'' 

Edinburgh 214,189 Cambridge 47~679 Eastbourne 30,448 Leicester 136,699 Bath 40,428 Crosby 29,854 Dundee 91,480 Exeter 40,107 Chester .29,642 Hiddlesbrough 78,654 Worthing 40,072 Port Talbot 25,112 Wolverhampton 75,193 Wat:ford 37,515 Stevenage 21,211 Luton 65,753 Notherwell 35,026 Morecambe 20,475 Norwich ~9,952 Scunthorpe 33,619 Falkirk 19,103 ·.Grimsby 8, 333 Hastings 33,173 Salisburv 17.7'16 
1\.) 
0 
+ • 
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A Note on Marks and Spencer Ltd. in Great London. 

Studies of the hierarchy of shopping centres in _Greater 

London by Carruthers 14, and Smailes and Hartley 15 make it 

of interest to;examine the relationships between this 

hierarchy and the size of Marks and Spencer's stores. 

Clearly distinguished in both the above studies, and of 

course in reaiity,· is the West End shopping centre, which 

ight be given· the rank of one {using Carruthers1 numbering). 

Harks and Spencer have tvlo stores in· this centre, one at 

Harble Arch and the other "'Pantheon" in Oxford St. Whilst 

no definite information is availbale on their size, it is 

well known that·these are of substantial size; probably 

larger than any other stores in London. Horeover the centre 

has more stores than any other in London. 

Carruthers classification is based only 'to a limited 

. extent directly on va-riety chains, although they are used as 
• 

one of six indices for part of the classification matrix 16• 

The scheme set out in table 5F is therefore only to a very 

limited extent the product of "feeding in the results". It 

14. W.I. Ca:rruthers : Social and Economic Groupings as indicated 
by a study of Service Centres and Areas. Item 8, Roval 
Commission on Local Government in Greater London. pp.295-305 

15. A.E.Smailes and G.Hartlev (1961) 

16, W.I. Carruthers, Personal Communication 1.3.1961. From 
data given by Hr. Carruthers it would seem that Variety 
Chains accou:qted for 5.5% of his classification. _ 
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·shows ·a very good positive relation. 

Table 5F. Carruthers) Classification l 

store size 3A 3B 3C 4A Total 
(sq. feet) 

20,000 2 2 0 0 4 
10,000-20,000 2 11 7 0 20 
under 10,000 0 7 11 4 22 
no store 3 1 13 38 

* Centres in Greater London S.R. + \~atford and Romford. 

Smailes and Hartley in contrast based much of their 

classification on the presence of a variety chain store 

in a centre, although they had no access to store size data. 

"The presence of a Narks and Spencer store seems to mark 

quite a definite step up in the equipment 9f a shopping 

centre." 17 !n consequence a closer relation between rank 

and the presence of a store must be expected, what is less 

expected is the very close relation between the size of store 

and their grades of the hierarchy. (Table 5G) 

Table 5G. Smailes and Hartley : Urban Hierarchy. 

store size A A- B B- Total 
(sq. feet) 

>20,000 2 2 0 0 4 
10,000-20,000 ·8 7 ' 5 0 20 
"<' 10,000 0 6 9 5 20 
No store· · 2 3 3 21 

Table~ 5F. and 5G. show what is a very close relationship, 

17. Smailes and Hartley (1961) P. 205 



far closer it is suggested than vie might have expected. 
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It is significant th~t the stores found in centres of the 

4A or B- groups are all in the smallest size category. 

Equally the contrast between the 1A1 and the 1B1 centres 

made by Smailes and Hartley in more qualitative terms is 

apparent here 'in'quantative terms. 
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THE GROCERY TRADE 

The trade vlhich contrasts most completely 1vith the 

variety chains is the Grocery Trade, for in its case network 

considerations predominate over hierarchical ones in almost 

every multiple organisation. This trade deals in bulk goods 
. 

which require a considerable distributional network if any 

organisation is to make best use of any advantages it may 

achieve through central buying. Whilst the selection of 

sites is·made with considerable care shops can only be located 

within a framework determined by their distance from the 
-warehouse. Some organisations have decentralised their 

systems of supply to outlying branches, going as far as 

allowing some.branches to purchase direct from local whole

salers. T~is is however rare. The relationship between 

brancli)and depot is one which has undergone several changes. 

Hotor transport led to the·first and most sfgnificant of 

these extending the area which could be supplied from one 

depot.· Others.of a rather more subtle kind are operating 

today. Economically it has been advantageous for several 

reasons to trade through larger sized branches. This in its 

turn has meant that a speci'al trip to an outlying branch is 

a far_more-ec<lnomical-proposition. 

Most chains with under two hundred branches are, as it 

will be seen, distinctly regional and indeed·"local" in 
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character. Expansion beyqhd this has in most cases only been 

achieved by amalgamations with existing chains. The exceptions 

are organisations like Lip ton Ltd. and Home and Colonial Ltd., 

now parts of the Allied Suppliers Group, but ~~hich even in 

192~ before amalgamation had achieved national coverages. 

These ·two v1ere exceptional because they initially adopted a 

rather different type of trading to most multiple grocers, 

they specialised in a very limited range of products, and 

only operated small branch shops. Home and Colonial, Lipton 

and Haypole were specialists in margarine, \vhile the Inter

national-Tea Co's and Hunters the Teamen's Specialisms are 

obvious from thei~ names. 18 

In fact only four organisations have achieved anything 

approaching a national coverage:

Allied Suppliers Ltd. 
International Tea Co. L.td. 
Weston Grocery Group · · -
Moores Stores Group 

3534 
'1390 
1211 
1195 

branches 
11 

11 ,. 

'fhese are over twice the size of the next _purely grocery 

chain. The integration of the various subsidiaries is ·not 

complete. The chairman of Allied Suppliers for instance has 

stated on various occasions that each chain ~<~ithin the group 

competes with the others. What indirect control exists is 

less easy to estimate. Allied Suppliers are known to 

experiment in location by establishing new branches near 

18. J.B. Jeffervs (1950) 
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branches of associated companies and then comparing the 

results of each shop (see P. 39J .' Within the various groups 

certain structural groupings can be distinguished and it is 

. probably true to say that there is a far closer_integration 

of activity in these than in a combine as a whole. For 

instance the companies associated as Howardsgate Holdings Ltd. 

in the Weston ~roup are clearly closely integrated from their 

Welwyn Garden City Headquarters. In many cases however, 

integration does not extend much beyond financial control. 

All four of these organisations have considerable interests 

in manufa~turing. Allied Suppliers is a subsidiary of Unilever, 

which has special voting rights. It was in origin an amalgama-

tion of the· leading_multiple-compani-esmarke ting margarine. 

Van den Burgh and Jungens, two of the constituent companies of 

Unilever, had played an important role in financing the growth 

of the multiple organisations, in particular Pearks and 

Meadow. 19 The reasons why Van den Burgh added Lipton's in 

1927 to its interest in Meadow (1905), and Jungens added 

Home and Colonial in 1919 and Maypole in 1924 to its varied 

interests are complex, and have been thoroughly analysed by 

Wilson. The results are however of interest for the enormous 

unit so formed contains so many branches that most High Streets 

contain five or six shops of the organisation. It is clear 

19. Charles Wilson, History of Unilever, especially Vol. 2 
Cassell 1954. 
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that both before and after the mergers the interest of the 

margarine manufacturers was to maximise sales of their product, 

rather than simply to run retail organisations. Initially 

they adopted the policy of aiding the specialist multiple. 
' . . 

After. a time it became necessary to control these organisations 

for their .cut-price sales techniques were beginning to put 

out of business many of the smaller, but no less important, 

customers of the manufacturers. 

The Weston interests in grocery are influenced by two 

factors,·one is the many opportunities which this trade has 

given for profitable investment, and the second is the desire····· 

of the organisation to ensure that:markets for their bakeries 

and biscuit factories are secure. Similar c·onsiderations 

apply in the case of the Hoores Group to its connection with 

Wright's Biscuits Ltd. 

The form ~lhich each of these organisations talces is of 

considerable interest for it exemplifies many of fundamental 

:haracteristics of the geography of regailing •. · It \vill be 

in the main summarised in a table for each organisation ;(see 

end of sub-section). 

Allied Suppliers Ltd. 

There are six major groups of retail stores in this 

organisation. They mainly reflect the evolution of the 

organisation through its rarious mergers precediing the final 

acquisitions by the margarine manufacturers. The subsidiaries 
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that have been acqui;I"ed since-1929-}lave largely been placed 

-in two organisations ·Hhich did not exist then, Scottish Retail 

Investments Ltd. and Retail Investments Ltd. Since these 

subsidiaries have been largely regional in character, thes~ 

t1-1o groups show marlced concentrations in Scotland and the North

East. Vye and Son Ltd. acquired in 1959 is placed in the 

Lipton·group largely, it mip:ht be surmised, because that group 

is poorly represented in Kent (figure 5C). The concentration 

of the other newly acquired companies in the two areas in 

\>lhicn the network of shopping centres is most self-contained, 

namely Scotland and the North-East, is of interest for it shows. 

the importance of net\vork factors (see chapter 1.), and 

further shows the extent to which Allied Suppliers Ltd. lS 
) 

a typical cross-section of the whole trade. In fact probably 

58% of the branches of the "non-national11 organisations in 

the combine are found in Scotland and 30% in the North. 

The other chains fall into two types. There are first 

the national chains .of Lipton, Home and.Colonial (figure 5D) 
and Naypole, and second the regional chains of Headovl (figure• 5E) 
and Pearks Dairies. Table 5F shows data for the first two 

companies. Both Lipton and Hor.1e and .Colonial. show extensive 
regional variations. The1atter is very poorly represented 
in Scotland, Yorlcshir.e, the North-West and the North. Lipton, 

-on the whole, varies rather less than Home and Colonial, but 
is very poorly represented in the North-i-lest (only seven 
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Ta·ble 5H· -AUied-suMllers Ltd: · Na3or Chains. 

N Y 1~11 E G.i. •. SE. S SW M ·NW Wales Scot. 
lfome & Col:onial Ltd. 

PIE 191 219 84 63 . 51 . 
~ 2.7 3·0 7·0 9.4 25.0 
p . 1.8 2.4 7·3 10.2 11.8 
of Hul tip le E. · 

Lipton Ltd. 

39 48 71 99 193 55 
11.8 9·4 7·6 7·6 5.4 7·6 
14.211.8 10.2·. 5·7 . 4.1 7·9 

88 55 PIE 146 219 227 178 173 122 85 ~64 938 71 
E" 5.8 5.0 4. 2 5.5 12•4 6.~ 8.7 1~.2 ·7 1.8 9·7 24.7 ,1" .. 2.3 2.4 2.7 3·6 3· 5 4. 6.4 .5 2.2 0.9 6.1 10.5 
Jf Hulti~les E. 

TotaM-4.1 4. 8 10.0 13.8 15.3 18.8 18.2 18.7 7·9 5.0 14.0 12.8 

PIE- Population 1961 per shop ('000) 
E1~ - % Establishments of the organisation in each region. 
% - Establishments of multiple organisations with over 
of multiple E. - h17ndred branches in each region (1950 data) 

branches), and unlike Home and Colonial is well represented 

in Scotland (its country of origin). Overall these two 

or~anisations are least significan~ 'in-the. North, Yorkshire, · 

Narth-West and Nidlands, the first two of wl'lich are areas in 

which the regional chaLns ·of the Suppliers·are particularly· 

active. 

International Tea Company Ltd. 
' This organisation has a distinct re~ional structure, 

being divided into two major trading groupings:· the Inter

national Tei Company and George J. Nason Ltd. The former is 

based on Birmingham. and trades in the .. Midlands and the North-
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West •. Some overlapping occurs but since no full data.is 

available it is impossible to state accurately its extent. 

The vleston Grouo 

.In contrast to the Allied Suppliers group the Weston . 

grocery interests have almost a completely regional structuTe. 

In fact only two of the organisations in the group trades in 

more than one· region. These-two-organise.t ions· have largely 

achieYed this expansion by the acquisition of subsidiaries 

trading in regions other than their core areas. In the case 

of Cooper and Co. this 1~as ivoodsons Stores Ltd. acquired in 

1950, and in the case of Joseph Burton and Sons Ltd. it 1~as 

Fearis Ltd, based on Horcester. The location of other chains 

in the group is fairly well distributed over the country, 

and in consequence there would seem to be far greater independence 

for the individual organisations of the combine. It is 

perhaps true to say that this independence is largely being 

lost because of the need to follow the strong lead of Fine-

Fare in self-service development. 

Noores Stores Ltd. 

In terms of' expansion this organisation shows the classic 

features of a "network" type of multiple. Starting from a 

base in North-East England in 1907 the company has gradually 

!3.xtended-·it·s-a.ctivities over much of the country by means 

of amalgamations. These have been of tvlo types: The first 

type has established an initial base for operations in a new· 
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area,.ana tne second nas acquired further branches in.order 

to establish chains of sufficient size in each region. For 

instance Narsden was·-added to Frank Farrands Ltd. in 1960 in 

order to extend the company's coverage of the Nottingham 

area. In 1962 102 shops of th~ Mence Smith chain were acquired 

from Timothy Whites in order. to give a more adequate n~mber 

of branches in the London region, the 55 branches of the 

Consnmers Tea Company having previously formed the bulk of 

the organisation's branches in that region. 

Fitch Lovell Ltd •. 

ln some cases 1t 1s almost impossible to separate the 

various activities of a retail group. Fitch Lovell although 

not purely a grocery chain, has extensive interests of the 

parent company. As such it is not surprising that branches 

of the various subsidiary companies are concentrated in South

East England, for a wholesaler must be particularly sensitive 

to the· cost·s· of supplying retailers. The main grocery chains 
-· 

are \~orld' s Stores (figure 5F.) and Green and Dyson Ltd. In 

all the group has nearly 700 shops. 

Other Organisations. 

The remaining organisations in the trade have fe1o1er 

branches and simpier organisational structures than the great 

combines. In terms of number of branches they vary considerably, 

but it should be remembered that_this is not necessarily a 

good indicator of size - the size of branches varying greatly 
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( it is t)owever the only one· \olhich may be used for most 

analyses.) It is difficult to give any precise statement of 

the number of organisations which are multiples. Table 5I. 

shows the estimates of the Board of Trade, Jefferys and the 

number d istiriguished by this study. 

Table 51. Number of Hultiple··Organisations in Grocerv 

No. of hrQ!JCb.!:Ha Cen~u :2 1220 J'efferx:s This Stud!!; 

10 .. 24- 151 54- 86 
25-4-9 57 4-0 37 
50-99 68 22 14-
lOO+ 29 21 

Total 276 14-7 158 

An additional 61 organisations contained in the combines 

(iri this study) may have been classified in the Census as 

separate organisations, and a further 15 are grouped under 

other parent companies. These bring the total of companies 

distinguished by this study to 24-4-, vJhich means that a fairly 

adequate coverage of the trade has been achieved. 

In general terms it is apparent that none of these 

smaller c\ha,ins has more than regional significance. Some of 

the regions ·covered are, it is true, extensive, but even these 

cases are 1imited in number. The most significant examples 

of this type are Helias Ltd., Tesco Food Fair Ltd., J. Sainsbury 

Ltd., London Grocers Ltd., l'ialter Willson Ltd and Gallons Ltd. 

Each in its own way exemplifies inte~esting general rules. 

Helias, the largest of the organisations not classified as a 

coi1lbine, has extended.-its-ae-ti-v-1-t-ies-(-see- fj_gure 5E. ) by 
---
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acquiring small existing chains in nevr areas, \~hich are· then 

gradually co-ordinated \~ith the group as a whole. It now 

has five. warehouses, Liverpool, l>lanchester, Birmingham, 

Cardiff and London, \·lith 586- shop§ __ trading under 22 different 

-names-.- TnEf newer chains of Tesco and London Grocers (Victor 

Value) have extended their areas of operation in a similar 

way, albeit in a more dramatic manner. Tesco acquired John 
• 

Irvlin Ltd. in 1960, with a chain of 200 shops based on 

Liverpool specifically to extend its area of activities into 

northern England. Also in 1960 London Grocers, which like 

Tesco had originatea-in the London area similarly acquired 

Swelt-enhams, a chain based on the Potteries, in order to 

expand in a similar \~ay. Similar regional link-ups are· 

rumoured from time to time for it is supremely by this method 

that grocery chains now grow in size. 

Four other chains trading in more than one region have 

expanded in a more unitary manner. Three of these have a 

similar distribution pattern (figure 5F.). · This is of 

particular interest when it is noted that much the same area 

is covered by a number of units of the combines. Walter 
.' 

Willson Ltd. probably has the most diffused branch pattern of 

any orgnaisation with a single warehouse. It has in fact 

achieved this only by allowing its outlying branches to 

purchase from wholesalers found in their immediate- area. 

Gallons Ltd. is a more normal organisation ·extending its 
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trading activities over a wide area. No specific data is 

available on Thompsons Red Stamp Stores Ltd., but it would 

seem likely that a far higher proportion of its branches are 

concentrated in North-East England than for instance Walter 

\</ills on. 

Sainsburys, extending over a similar sized area to 

Walter Willson~has adopted a rather different approach to the 

problem of outlying branches. Almost all goods sold by 

branches are supplied by depots in London, branches are there

fore restricted to places to wl1ich road transport can under

take a return journey Hithin one day. This apparently is 

extended to include Bristol (116 miles), Derby (123 miles) 

and Vlalsall (115 miles). It is hmvever particularly significant 

that all these outlying branches are situated in important 

shopping centres, ones in which a larger than average store 

size can be maintained, so making a day's transport more 

economical, each store requiring a full load of goods, 

Other chains with over a hundred branches are more 

strictly regional and local in character. H.S. Budgett Ltd. 

is~a~possiole exception to this, but no data is·available on 

this company. Cullen (figure 5F.) covers a somewhat wider 

area than most of the others, but is very closely tied to 

situations vlhere numbers of high class customers may be found. 

Jackson is a ~rther exa~ple of a ·regional multiple. The 

remaining organisations are distinctly concentrated in 
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conurbations or urban tracts (Wrensons, Thomas and Evans and 

Hillards are typi~al examples). 

Almost every chain with under a· hundred branches is 

strictly local in character, and is closely connected \vith a 

major centre of population. Wm. Low and Co. Ltd. of Dundee 

has branches in a fairly .wide area of Northern.and Eastern 

Scotla.nd is an exception probably owing to the absence of 

much .competition from other chains in that area. 

The towns \Vhich are the base of more than one "local" 

chain (including subsidiaries of the combines) are: 

London 22 Ne\Vcastle 8 GlasgO\v 6 
Nanchester 6 Liverpool 5 Nottingham 3 
Birmingham 5 Hull 2 Leeds 2 

Too much significance should not be given to this list, but 

it 1·1ould suggest that those to1vns which are of great importance 

are the major cities, and those cities which are of particular 

significance are those which are of the highest rank, those 

~<hich are rather more· isolated than others, and .those with 

port facilities~ In the main, chains of "local" character 

trade in areas'which correspond fairly closely to the 

community of interest of a town delimited by its third order 

hinterland. Thic finds expression in the distribution of 

the headquarters of organisations with felver than 50 branches: 

London 

59 15 12' 

3B 

5 
3C 

2 

3G Others 

9 5 

Only Edinburgh, Nottingham and Derby, of the second' order 

centres, seem to lack a chain of this size. 3B centres with 
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chains are Lancaster, Taunton, vlorcester, Ne1~port and 

Chelmsford, · The significance of the large industrial towns 

(the 3G centres) is note-v!Orthy. lvithin these tO\ms a 

large number of back-street shopping centres exist which 
of means that there are plenty;suitable sites for·multiple 

grocers, and the social structure is such that the cut-price 

techniques adopted by many multiples p2.rticularly suit 

trading conditions. 

The assorted netHork pa.tterns of multiple grocery 

organisations shovl clearly the many factors of significance 

to organisations trading in .bull\: goods, which largely meet 

demands of a "convenience" nature. 
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Allied Sunnliers Ltd. 

No. 
Company H.Q. of Branc l1e s Comments 

Home &. Colonial London 649 see figure 5D. 

Headm1 Dairy Long Eaton 400 see figure 5E. Pearks Dairies London 500 mainly Southern 
England Broughs HevJcasqe 77 North-East 

(Neale 1 s Tea Stores, Allied Stores Ltd. incorporated in the above. J.S. Driver Ltd. and J,F. Rhodes & Sons · incorporated in Headml Dairy Co.) 

3. Lipton Ltd. London 
Remsgate 

468 
50 

see figure 5 C. 
non Hetropolitan 

Kent 
Vye and Son 

(Pantins Ltd., F. Ballance Ltd.
1 C. Donnelly and Sons Ltd. incorporated in Lipton Ltd.J 

4. Haypole Dairy 
Co. Ltd. 

5. Retail Investments 
Hadrian Supply Co. 

John \•lilliams 
and Sons 

w. Duncan Ltd. 

HcConville and 
NcEvoy 

London 

Ltd. 
N. Shields 

Manchester 

s. Shields 

N. Shields 

6. Scottish Retail Investments Ltd, 
Galbraith's Stores Paisley 

R.&J. Temp1eton Glasgo1·1 
A. Hassey & Sons Glasg011 
Cochranes Ltd. IHasgovl 

703 

85 

69 

111 

12 

201 

105 
90 

146 

G.B. (but probably 
mainly S. England) 

Northumberland & 
Durham 

Manchester & 
North i-Jales 

Northumberland & 
Durham 

Northumberland 

T1venty mile raa lUS 
of Paisley 

Probably mainly 
Lanarl{shire and 
Ayrshire. 
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International Tea Co. Ltd. 

H. Q. 
No. 

of Bra.nclws 

222. 

Comments 
1. International ~ea Co. 

2. 

International 

Ridgw.cys 
P.l'i. Agate 
F.T:l. Essex 
Harvey and 
Shillingford 

S.J. Kilby 
R. Orme & Co. 
Payanta.l~:e Stores 
John Quality 
Undenvood & Co. 

(Plymouth) 

lv.B Moss 

London 

" 
u * 
11 

11 

11 ~ 

Bali:B\·Iell 
11 

London ::t 

" * 
Hit chin 

547 

11 
72 
27' 

5 
31 
14 
37 
25 

11 

mainly·S. & E. 
England 

Home Counties 
London 

11 

Home Counties 
Derby & S. Yorks. 
London 

11 

Plymouth & 
District 

Herts & Beds. 

( * These companies have H.Q. at the International Tea Co.) 

George J. Has on Ltd. 

Has on Birmingham 502 West Hidland.s, 
Liverpool & Wales James Pegram Liverpool 87 Nerseyside Taylor & Co. 

Direct Trading Co. included in 1'1ason Star Tea Co. 
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The Heston Group. (Grocery Traders) 

N_Q.·' 
Company of branches Comments 

1. Companies xlith non-grocery interests:-

Thomas Scott Liverpool 76 Arthur Davy Sheffield 44 Empire Stores London 10 

Ste1varts Cash Belfast 104 
Stores 

Hudson Bros. London 28 
' 

Fortnum and London 1 Ha son 

2. Howardsgate Holdings Ltd. 

Fine-Fare 
Forrest Stores 
J. Burton 

L.H. Feaeis 

3· J. Shentall Ltd. 

J. Shentall 

F. Woodhead 

Welwyn Garden City 
Shere (Surrey) 57 

. Nottingham 200 • 

Worcester ? 

Chesterfield 

Chesterfield 

74 

19 

4. Cooper and Co. Stores Ltd. 

Cooper Glasgow 

'Vloodsons Stores Birkenhead 
L. and N Stores Newcastle 

5. Others 

F. Brown 
A. Hanson 
Williams Stores 

(Cl arks) 

Bolton 
Pudsey. 
Woolwich 

187 

34 
111 

28 t 

24 
30 

Liverpool & Area 
\!lest Riding 
London (associate 

of Aerated Bread Co.) 
N. Ireland 

Home Counties 
(associate of Peter 
Keevil Ltd. (wholesalers) 

South Home Counties 
East & l·lest 

Xidlands 
Midlands & S'Yl 

(Associate of J. Burton) 

S. Yorks. & North 
East Midlands 

(incorporated in 
Shentall) 

Scotland, LiV>erpool 
& some in London 
Herseyside 
North-East & North 

S.E. ·Lancashire 
Bradford 
London & Kent 



I·:ciores SJ_ores Ltd. 

Cor.m2.ny H.Q. 

l.Noores Stores Ltd. 

Eoores Stores 

E.R. AskeH 
l3u r !70ns 
'<ellcrs (the 
.ood sellers) 
T. ·'3eymour Head 
Hunters The 

Te.s..men 
Franl' Farrands 
r;ay ''· Go ...... v~ • 

(Edinburgh) 
Rmmtree 
S.G. Eoss 
l':arsd en 

i~e1-1castle 

11 

Eanchester 
" 
11 

11 

Nottingham 
Edinburgh 

Scar borough 
Hipon 

·Nottingham 

Consumers Tea 
U.K. 'lea Co. 
l·1ence Smith 
Shalv Bras. 

Co. Bedford 
London 
Pecl,ham 
:1-omford 

(Grocers) 
Taylor Bros. 
Briscoe 
3aron 

Romford 
Hest Brom1·1ich 
Southend 

2. Wright's Biscuits Ltd. 

J. Ducln·JOrth 

\·:allaces 
Thrift 

Rochdale 

Huddersfield 
Leeds 

i\o. of DG.te 
Branches Acquired 

173 

24 
76 
12 

97 
,~ 

J:J 

57 
56 

15 
5 

82 

15 
55 

102 
6 

40 
15 
51 

167 

20 
151 

1907 

1955 
1949 
1954 

1954-
1955 

1949 
191f5 

1960 
1957(?) 
1960 

1961 
1960 
1962 

1961 

Comrnents 

Yorl;:s, Durham & 
i';orthumberl&.nd 

H .E. 
Lancs. & Cheshire 

" 
n 

L;:mc s. 

Nottingham 
Scotland 

Scar borough 
N. Yorlrs 
Hottingham & 

District 
Bedford 
Home Counties 

u u 

London. 

London & Essex 
Staff'ordsl1ire 
Southend 

S.E. Lanes & 
s. Yorks 

Huddersfield 
Leeds 



· C om1Jan v 

i•ielias 
United Dairies 
Tesco Food Fair 

Large Eultiple Grocers. 

H,Q, 

Liverpool 
London 

11 

No. 
of branches 

586 
4-75 
387 

225. 

Corru-,-,ent s 

see figure 5; E 
Home Counties 
Southern England 

& S. vl. Lanes 
(associates 

London 
John In1in & HarroH Stores) 

Express Dairy 
Sainsbury 
-Gallons 

319 nome Counties 
11 262 see fi?ure 5.F 

Leeds 
London 

24-l see fi··:ure 5. F 
Greig 230 Home Counties 
London Grocers 11 223 Home Counties & 

Stoke 
(associates, Slveltenhams, Victor Value & Goodl·lorths) 

see fif.ure 5. F 
South Hales 

Walter Wilson · Newcastle 193 
Thomas & Evans Ne1•port 187 
Cullen London 157 
Williams Bros. London 135 
Direct Supply Stores 
Hilliards Leeds 132 

123 
121. 
120 
lOO+ 
100+ 

Thompsons Red Stamp Gateshead 
Hrenson --Birmingham 
J acl<son Hull 
H. &·s. Budgett Bristol 
Ross Dairies Glasgow 

Horthington's 
Cash Stores 
Pybus 
Hm. Low 
Redman 

Frost 
Phillips 
Yardleys London & 
Provincial Stores 
Harsh & Baxter 
Cussons 

Eawldns 
Gunn 
Favours 

Large Eedium i•iultivles 

Leicester 88 

Middlesborough 80 
Dundee J 75 
Hanchester 70 

London 69 
London 66 
London 63 

Brierley Hill 60 
Hull 55 

(associ&ted 
London 50 
London 50 
Whitley Bay 50 
(associated with Meesons) 

see figure 5.F 
Home Counties 

16 miles radius 
N.E. England 
10 miles radius 
see figure 5.F 
South-Vlest 
mainly Glasg01·1 

Leicester, 11iarHick 
& i1!orthants 

Tee side 
Scotland 
Lancs., Yorks & 

Potteries 
Home Counties 
Home Counties 
Home Counties 

\·le-st Hidlc>.nd s 
Yorkshire 

Hith J.c. Carline)· 
lv. London 
Home Counties 
N.E.;- ,lfu.nchester 
& Birmingham 
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The trades included in this catsgory (fdod traders other 

than grocers) are ones in \·lhich multiple organisations have 

relatively few advantages over independent retailers. 

Geo::;raphically this means, that ap.'lrt from one or tHo 

particular special cases, that branches are :::2.inly found in 

those areas 1·1\lich are cenerally most favourable to multiple 

organisation, namely the conurbations. 

In the Butchery Trade there are rather more multiples 

-eT1an in most of the trades o:f this group. This is partly the 

result of the special character of the produce Hhich led to 

the grO\vth of the t1·1o largest organisations in the trade, 

or::;anisations \•lhich are far larger than almost any others in 

the trad~ group. These organisation, the Union Cold Storage Ltd. 

and Baxters Ltd. (London Central Heat Co. until 1958) 

developed to distribute imported produce, \·lhich at the turn 

of the century 1·1as difficult to market .successfully. The 

distribution of the branches of these tHo organisations is 

also a reflection of their origin for Jefferys considers that 

at first there \vas a distinct. antipathy to ir.~ported meat 

amongst house1·1ives in "Yorkshire, the Northern Counties, the 

South Hest, '>'lales and particularly Scotland". 20 Baxters still 

20, Jefferys (1950~ P. 190. 
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lc.rgely trades south of a Hu:nber-J.iersey line. This; since 

it has LrOO branches, emphasises the contrasts bet1-1een 

multiple ot~anisations in food and those trading in other 

commodities. Baxters consider for instance that there is 

still "plenty of scope in the areas wi1ere He have shops". 21 

Smaller organisc;.tions are almost all based on, and are 
largely resticted to, the conurbat.iODS. '~he butchety brcmches 

of the Fit eh Lo'vell group (see .P. 215 are all found near. 

to London. A count of 59 multiple organisations shcMs that 

London has 21, Glasgov: 6, Birmingham 5 and Leeds 3. The 

only exceptions to this concentration on the conurbations 

loJOUld s<?em to be:-

' L. EdHards Ltd. 56 branches Lanes, Cheshire & 
L. i·iaunder Ltd. 
'd. Valentine Ltd. 
L.C. Roberts Ltd. 

10 
10 
11 

11 

" Jl 

\·lest Eidlands 
Cullompton 
Inveruries 
Coh1yn Bay 

The other multiple orga.nisatioll;S are found in large tmms. 
Their distribution in relation to the size of these tmms is 
as folloHs:-

Size o:f' Tmm 
over 250,000 

l00,000-250,000 
50,000-lOO,OOO 
25,000-50,000 

No. of Organisations 
13 
5 
3 
1 

Nultiple greengrocers are both less numerous and smaller 

21. H.J. Baxter Esq. Hanaging Director, Personal Communication. 
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in size (i.e. number of branches) than butchers. The Board 

o:f Trade distingUished only t1·1enty-five organisations, only 

fifteen of which have been traced by this study (most 

organisations are small which makes the task of tracing them 

!ldifficult one). Once again the most sirnificant feature of 

the distribution of these organisations is their loca~ion in 

the conurbations. Seven are based on London, t..-;o on Liverpool. 

and. one each on i·ianchester 1 Glasgmv and Hull. All these are 

largely confined to their respective conurbations. Only 

two appear to extend far from a single conurbation. James 

-Waterhouse Ltd. is the most significant of these, having 

br,c.nches ,in Cheshire, Lancashire, Sluopsbire and Nortb Hales. 

The other is William Strike Ltd. of Eull, wbich is a florist 

and ·seedman and has branches in Yorksllire, Teeside and Co, 

Durham. The largest orgnaisations in the trade are:-

T. i'lalton Ltd-. 
F. ;.;eyers Ltd. 
G.M. Gerrards Ltd. 
James Waterwortb Ltd. 
M. Campbell Ltd. 

Branches 
lOO+ 
110 

90 
65+ 
36 

Area 
London & Home Counties 
Act on 
Southall 

·Liverpool 
Glasgo'd 

In Fishrnongery the Board of Trade only found eleven 

multiple organisations. Only four have been distinguisbed 

here. Two of.these are restricted to London and a third to 

Liverpool. The fourth NacFisheries is one of the largest 

multiples trading in the Other Food trades. I~ 1961 it had 

410 branches, whereas in 1950 there were only 555 establis~~nts 

of all multiples in this trade. This large number of branches 
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means that it may be termed a 11national multiple", but·a 

detailed examinati'on of the distribution of its branches 

shows that this has far greater regional varic-ttions than the 

typical -organisat-ron -of-this type (table 5J.). There is a 

marl;:ed concentration of branches in Southern England. This 

Table 5J. HacFisheries Ltd:_ Dnp . ~- Sho'.l and 
I~o. of Fish to a bre..nch 

N y NH E L SE s svl N NU Wales Scot. 
A. 9+2 596 24-2 121 57 57 72 92 205 252 4-4-o 323 
B. 83 93 h 13 13 15 12 12 18 34 22 77 3· 

is partly a reflection of the general distribution of fish 

shops, vihich in turn both reflects and influences the 

consumption of 11et fish. Only a small part of the north-south 

contrast may be attributed to this hov;ever, as table 5J. 

shoHs quite clearly. No direct conparisons bet1·1een the 

distribution of HacFisheries' branches and those of other 

multiple fishmongers are possible. Table 5K., based on the 

1961 branch list and the 1950 Census, sbovis that the proportion 

Table 5K. Percentage o:f Hultiule FisbmonEers accounted 
__ for by branches of Hacl''isheries. 

N 
75 

E 
119 

L 
60 

SE 
83 

H 
77 

Scat. 
4-9 

varies considerably. The figure of 119% in the Ee.st is 

anomalous for HacFisheries have built numbers of new branches 

in that region since 1950. It \1as 31 branches there, 1-1hereas 

there 1·1ere __ only 26 .branches of all multiples in 1950. 
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EacFisberies' concentration in Southern England is apyJarent 

from the table but such high proportions as 75)! in the North 

should b~ noted. 

A hir,h proportion of tmms Hhic h have high rani\: in the 

urban hierarchy have branches of HacFisivc>ries :-

2 3A 3B 3C 

No. of centres \·Jith 14 21 20 36 
at least one branch 
Total no. of branches 41 32 26 50 
t\o. of centres in 

the class 18 23 26 61 

The centres of the second order which do not have a branch 

are Stoke, Derby and Dundee (all "pseudo" centres), and 

Aberdeen. The 3A centres without branches are Sunderland, 

and significantly Hull; the 3B centres are the four Welsh 

tmms, Bangor, Caernarvon, Carmarthen and AberystHyth, Boston 

and Lancaster. 

The distribution of the remaining shops emphasises the 

Jverall regional pattern of the organisation.· The majority 

of the tmms of 3C ranlc vJhich have no branch are found in 

the north, Hhile most of the remaining shops are in the 

south (Table 51.). It is interesting to note that eleven 

Table 51. 

A. 
B. 

N 
6 
1 

l'IacFisheries Ltd:-. 3C-ce;-,tres ',·:ithout a branch (A) 
Branches in lmver ranl,ing centres (B) 

y 
1 
1 

lli!·i 

~ 
E 
4 

11 

SE 
1 

28 

s 
1 

14 

S1;J 
0 

12 

1"1 i'r\·J Wales 
2 3 5 
7 10 4 
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or th'e 'f.Henty-six 3C centres Hithout a bl'anch could be 

descr.ibed as ports, including the raa.jor fishinr; ports of 

Grimsby, Yarmouth, and LoHestoft. Clearly there are fe1·1 

advantages availa.ble to a multiple orgG.nisation in this type 

of tmm. 

EacFishGries is so much larger than G.ny other multiple 

in the trade almost entirely because its grm·1th 1·1as initially 

linked with the philanthropic work for the crofters of Lewis 

and Rarris. conducted by Lord Lever.shulme. It \·las planned as 

a me.rl;et ing ag~ncy for tbe fish caught by these men. 360 shops 

\-:ere bought to form tbe basis .of the company in a very short 
• 

time (February 1919 to the end of 1921). It is Hidely 

believed that large-scale organisation in fishmongery is only 

possible by some such purchase for the coEJ}1J.ex distribution 

network required for a commodity as perishable e.s fish is 

only economical if· it serves a large number of shops. The 

geographical distribution of HacFisheries branches gives 

support to this vieH.for it extends in a.rather more 

hierarchical.pattern than a regional one, something Hhich is 

unusual in the food trades. 
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ClfEl·liSTS. 

Tv1enty-eight organisations i•lere classified by tl1e Board 

of·T~ade as multiple cbemists3 Jefferys estimated that-there 

l·:ere 25 in 1950; and this study has been able to distinguish 

23 by name in 1962. These c..re hm·1ever, dominated by t1·1o 

major chains. Boots (Cash Chemists) Ltd. has approximately 

1300 branches and Timotby 1:/hites has over 600 chemists branches. 

Only tl-w other organisations have more than fifty bre.nches, 

and only a further five have over twenty-five branches. 

The smallest multiple o):ganisations are strongly 

concentrated in conurbations; nine ;;.re found in London, three 

in Birmingham, two in Bristol, two in the Potteries, and 

others are found in Hull, i:iiddlesborough and Glasgo~-1, HoHever, 

the remaining organisations are more randomly situated. 

Indeed the actual situation of branches of most organisations 

sboHs that the ties of netHorl<: factors are not great in 

determining locations. 22 Even the organisations based on 

conurbations have branches in tm-ms situated at considerable 

distances from the bead office. Bannister cmd Thatcher Ltd. 

for instance t1as branches not only in Birminr:;ham but also in 
. 
isolated clusters in South Wales and South-East London. These 

clusters are significant for it 1-iOuld be uneconm1ical to 

22. This trad.e Has compared ·,·lith optici<=.ns during the resee.rchJ 
a trade Hhi.ch 1·1as found to shmv little reeionalisation in 
branch location. 
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decentralised into the hands of an area manager whose 

relatively high salary may be fairly readily borne by several 

branches. 

Tbe t01ms outside the conurbations in •..:hich branches are 

found· foll01·1 little pattern, proximity to tt1e conurbation. 

beinr, of far greater importance than bierarcbica.l significance. 

Some organisations based on ~ondon, caterinr; essentially for 

a high class customeshave branches in towns where it is 

reasonable to expect numbers of this type of customer. Thus 

Heppels Ltd. has branches in Brighton, Bognor Regis, Torquay 

and Ips1·1ich; Arnold H. Gee Ltd. has branches in 'dindsor, 

1;1 incbester, Camberley, and Cobham; and I{. \•l, Herbert Ltd. 

has branches in Bagshot, Byfleet and Camberley. 23 Savory 

and ;.·;oore Ltd., the organisation l·ihich covers the most 

e:,tensive area, has branches in.most tO\-:ns of Southern England 

in-which ~tistomers of this sort can be expected. Indeed the 

regional distribution of these multiples ·supports the 

conclusion that· in the main they are specially orientated to 

ai'eas 1·1ith large numbers of high class customers. Table 5H. 

sho111s that they are strongly concentrated in tbe more lvealthy 

23. The branches li~ted for these three organisations are the only branches outside Greater London run by organisations :based there other than Harleys (Chemists) Ltd. of Colne . (with six branches) which is a subsidiary of William Fox and. Sons, and Savory and i-ioore Ltd. 
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region~. T~e reason for these general trading policie~ is 

Table 5H. Distribution of Branches of l··;ultio' e Chemists 19)0 
(other than lure multioles). 

N y 
No. 23 12 
< 4-.8 2. 4-,. 

NH E L SE 
15 199 25 
3.1 4-1.3 4-.9 

,, 
u 

14" 
3.0 

svJ H. 

78 73 
16.1 - - / .L.).o 

}\;1.-J 

23 
4.8 

\!Jeles 
5 

1.1 

Scat. 
1o 

3.7 

that a manager-of··a···c·hemist' s shop has to be a qualified man, 

someone \·Jho does in fact demand a fairly high 1·1age. 24- This 

necessitates a higb turnover, something \·lhich is most easily 

achieved by concentrating on goods other than medicines 

~Vhich are the special dema.nd of the higher income groups. 

The two large organisations in the trade are very 

different to each other in many of their major features. 

Boots Ltd. is an organisation ma.inly of organic grm1th v1hich 

has extended gradually until it no11 has a very full national 

coveraf,e. Four cotapanies vere acquired in the early years, 

but these acquisistions were all before 1911. 25 Boots only 

ha.d 544- branches in 1913. It has the major characteristic of 

a full national multiple that the popuh.tion per shop ranges 

only from 5,630 in Yorkshire to 3,110 in the South East. The 

coverage is so full that there e.re now fe111 shopping centres 

-2lt• i·Hrd.mum of :£12.14-.0d per \·Jeek for a qualified !'nan outside 
London. Times, Rates of \~ages and Hours of ',-Jerk on cit P.215. 

25. See R.S. EdHards and H. Tm·msend on cit. paper by 
F.A. Cockfield, Chairman of Boots ??.116-128. 
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in 1·1\lich tbe company is not re})resented. Timothy \'·!bites and 
Taylors on the othei· hand is a combin&tion of various companies 
for~ed in 1928. This combination is still apparent in its 
branch distributionJHhich re:i'lects the importance of Taylors 
Drug Co, in the Hest Hiding, of Taylors (Casb Cqemists) 
ridland Ltd. in tbe \Vest Hidland Conurbe.tion, 2,nd of 'Taylors 
Cash Chemists London Ltd. in the metropolis. These three 
companies are the constituent .companies of the organisation 
today, and are a reflection of its history. The result of 
this evolution is that Timothy \vhites is today represented 
very fully in the area surrounding these three nuclear areas 
but is rather poorly represented else1·1here in comparison with 
Boots (figure 5G.). Thus in i·Jales there are only eight 
branches, in Scotland sixteen and in the East only thirteen •. 
In Yorlcshire ih contrast there are more brancl1es of Timothy 
Whites than Boots. 

The relationship between the branches of.these two 
co>nDanies and the rani< of toHns depends mainly on the region 
':ihicil is being considered. Their le.rge number means that ·al
most everywhere there is a full coverage of centres of fourth 
order rank or higher. There is however, a distinct tendency 
for Boots to penetrate far smaller and less significant 
ple.ces than Timot\1y 1:Ihites, especially in those regions in 
Hhich the latter is not so \•!ell represented. This corresponds 
fairly Hell Hith traditional vie1-1s on hm-1 multiple organisations 
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The towns which have more th~n one branch of one or other 

of the tuo companies are numerous, f<:<.r more numerous in fact 

than those with two Woolworth stores. Boots in fact has mere 

than one branch in 98 to;ms outside Greater London. These 

tmms are ho1·1ever, heterogeneous in char&.cter, and many c.hanges 

are t:=>.king plilce uitl:in the distribution pattern. These ch.:;;.1ges 

-a.:fe in the main the result o.f a policy Hhich favours h.rge 

stores. In 1959 it Has stated that in real terms, the average 

turnover per shop had doubled 0ver pre-uar. 

Timothy 1:/hites is similarly undertaking a redevelopment 

scheme of its branches. In its case this is rather more 

drastic Involving the closing of large numbers of small sl1ops 

and the opening of larger stores (Table ~~.). The precise 

implications of tl1is to the distribution pattern is not clear, 

but in genc::ral a considerable concentration of trade in the 

major centres must be taking place. 

Table 51\i ... Timothv Hhites ancJ Tavlors Ltd. Branch - shoD 
chanres. 

Date Onenin£s Closures 
1956 11 31 
1957 10 20 
1958 5 23 
1959 5 50 
1960 3 47 
1961 2 11 
Total 36 ·182 
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' ·THE FUHNITliRE TRADE 

One organisation dominates multiple retailing in this 

trade. Great Universal Stores, with 420 branches in its 

"Household stores" division and 200 branches in its "Sales-

Collector" division, h;:,s more branches than the total for. 

all other organisations of large mad ium or large size. The 

number of mul tip1es operating in this trade is difficult to 

estimate, and indeed to classify, for much overlapping of 

trades exists Hith traders dealing mainly in comJ:Jodities 

other than furniture. Table 5.0. shm·JS various estimates of 

these numbers. 

Table 5.0. }~ltinle OrPanisations in Furniture Trade. 

Organisations Census 1950 Jeffervs This study 
Small 30 19 21 
Small medium ) 5 1 8 
L~"f'e liledium ) 1 4 c.I.J. •:I 

Large 1 4 
Total- 35 22 37 

The eight organisations Hith over fifty branches are:-

C':reat Universal Stores--- 620 Clydesdale Supply Co. 83 
Ridings Stores lll 
i•Ie\·J Day Furnisl1ings 103 

Phillips Furnishing Stores Ltd. 75 
Hardy and Co. 67 

John B1undell Ltd. 101 Times Furnishing Co. 50 
(United. Drapery) 

The Great Universal combine (fi[;ure 5H.) trades under 

many different facias, but although repeated statements in 

annual reports are ma~e by Woolfson that: ''shops and stores 



238. compete with each other, and wit~ other divisions of the 
group", there Hould 2-·0pear to be consirJerable overa.ll direction 
of ;;he construction and e.cquistion of neH branches. Some of 
the mc,in names under Hbich the organisation trades are 

CavetJdish, Campbells, Jays, Jacksons, ·vJoodhouse and Smarts. 
The distribution of the branches of G.lJ.S. is deteri:;ined 

by t1w major factors. A multiple furnisher is r:1ainly 
concerned v;itll a worJ.:ing cl~.ss tilarket. Branches are there-
fore found v1henever sufficient numbers of \·ioti·:ing class 

people congregate. This firstly means t':Jose to1vns v!hich are 
it;Jporte.nt shopping centres. The relE.tion bet\·,'een the hierarchy 
c..nd brancheS of G.U.S. is close: 

2 
Towns with shop · 18 
All tmms 18 

3A 
23 
23 

3B 
24 
26 

3C 
52 
62 

Branches are however particularly concentrated in the cities 
of the second rank of the hierarchy, for these are usually 
the centre of lc.rge industrial groupings of population. In 
fact these towns had 126 of the 620 stores, which is equivalent 
to 23% of the branches outside Greater London (these toHns 
bad only 17% of the population). As most of the shops found 
in these towns are larger than those found elsewhere, the 
proportion of sales which they account for is far_ higher than 

· 23%. The tO\ms of thir:J order status 1vithout a single G.u.s. 
shop are of interest:-
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Tunbrid~e Wells; Aberystwyth. 

3D .centres: 
3C centre.s: Banbui·y; Kinp;·s Lynn; Bury St. Edmund.s; Yarmouth; Dorchester; Chichester; Os':lestry; Rhyl; Stafford; Durham. 

Since all tl1ese towns serve as shopping centres for extensive 
areas, the abse11ce of stores _is ~Qinly due to one of three 
factors: first, trade is lost t~ nearby seconj or importen~ 
third order centres; second, that the expenditure on 
furniture of rural 1-10rkinc clo.ss fc;:nilies is l01-1er than that 
of the urban working classes; "n" '-'·1· r·' Cl. '-'· !.Jd u, that a higher 
proportion of \·:hatever t~:adc that does exist is tal'.:en by the 
genel'al depart11ei1t sto!'e in t01ms of this type. 

The second major feature of the distribution of brabches 
is that there are distinct regional concentrations in those 
areas where large -,wrking cless populations are found 
(Table 5P.). This is particularly noticeable in liales Hhere 
there are only 39,000 people to each branch of the organisation, 
and particularly in Glamorgan and f.!onmouth Hhere there are 
only 31,540 people per store. 

Table 5P. Great Unive·rsal Stores Distri-bution of Branches. 
N y N:,'l E G.L SE s 81;/ H j~;/ viales Scat. A. 51 77 53 25 63 26 32 37 65 71 68 52 B. 63 54 69 182 129 112 112 92 73 94 39 lOO 

A. = Ho. of branches 
B. = Population per branch ( 1000). 

These reP,ional contrasts naturally influence the typical type 
of shopping centre in which shops are found. In the industrial 



areas almost every- fourth order centre h"s at least one store. 

In the more rural counties hm·;ever, stores in fourth order 

centre~ are in the main limited to 4A centres, for the population 

required to support a shop of ~· . Lo\11S type in these areas, where 

tr!).ding conditions are not so favourable, is not found in 

lm·•er rankine places (Table 5Q.). 

_Table-5Q-: Great Universal Stores : Distribution in Certain 
Regions in Fol)rth·or Lo\·ier Order Centres. 

South vJest South South E2.st East 
ltA 5 2 4- 2 
4B 3 l 
4c 
Other 1 l 

The centres in the four southern l'edons not ranldng as 4A 

places are either resorts or outer London suburbs (the t1vo 

ple.ces· not ranking at all, being the Crawley and Romford). 

In the foui rural counties of Cumberland, Shropshire, Hereford 

and Horcester no stores are found in tmms· of l0111er than the 

;hird order, and in a fifth, Lincolnshire the only places of 

the fourth order stores are located in Gainsborough and 

Spalding, both importE:.nt 4A centres. 

The features which characterise G.U.S. are true to a 

lesser extent for the smaller multiple organisa.tions listed 

above. The hiera.rchical patt:'rn is of less importance;however, 

in most cases for the l2.rgest m<.J.rkets are found in inC:ustrial 

regions, and even within these, as it will be seen, there is 

a fc:.ir degree of independence in location, for in the majority 



of cases '' trip to buy furnishings is a very im;Jortant 

occasion in a fa.mily' s life, one 1-1hich \·:arrants a special 

shopping trip to a particular store. 

The actual distribution of the branches of.these 

.orca::isa t ions is shmm in fir;ures 5I. and 5J. and is summarised 

in table 5R. Tl1e ma,jority of these branches are found in ·the 

North West, the North, and in Scotland, and that apart from 

Table 5R. l!:ultiule orr-:an.isations in Furnishin,<: with 
over 50 branches 

H y i\Tl~l E 1 SE s S\•1 l\l IIJ\~J \\Tales Scat. 
Times 1 h 37 2 1 1 4 , 
New Day 13 6 9 / 

3 2 2 13 36 0 8 Phillips 17 9 4 1 1 3 3 4- 12 10 1 tiardy 27 4- 5 2 3 
Clydesdale 4 5 
Blundell 9 4 7 11 14 
Ridings 22 9 4 

1 1" 2. 
1 

2 7 8 

6 
15 
10 
6 

7 
4 

12 
70 

9 
54 

Total 92 38 29 24 57 6 14 16 55 10 72 

one organisation, the Times Furnishing Co., there are few 

bra.nches in London and Southern England. The actual situation 

of the branches shovls that very vride areas may be covered by a. 
single organisation, although in most cases this wide spread 

is the result of financia.lly' rather than geographically, 

induced amalgamations. All the six orga.nis2.tions trading away 

from London are the result of complex s8ries of am2.lgaraations. 

The relation of the shops of these organisations to 

the urban hierarchy is not marked, even in those regions in 

which they are well established, In many 2.reas there is 

little· 1'elat1on between the various companies. For instance 



in the North the d"Lstribution of the branches of these 

orgc:nisations Dl.fY be summarised as follows:-

No. of Organisations. All 5 l.J. 3 2 1 Total 

Ho. of To\,~ns in 1-1hich 
branches are found 1 0 5 10 7 6 29 

Only Newcastle has a branch of all the organisations. Shopping 

centres as significant as Sunderland and l-iiddlesb~rough have 

a branch of only four of the organisations, uhile other places 

with a similar number are Crook, Whitley Bay and Chester-le

Street. The relation with the hierarchy is not great. 

Organisations which have fewer than fifty branches 

(figures 5K. and 51.) shm·l distinctly regional characteristics. 

There are some exceptions to this generalisation, but these 

are few in number. T1w such exceptions are Court Bros., a 

London firm, \•lith tHo branches in Scotland, and James Grant Ltd., 

a Glasgm-1 based firm, with a branch in Doncaster. Hhile the 

location of the headquarters of an organisation may be 

somewhat. fortuitous, depending in the main on the origin of 

a particuJ.arly successful organisation, the actual resultant 

pattern of branches is fairly predictable, given the 

characteristics of an area. Thus the isolation of the tHo 

organisations based in North-East.EnRland (Doggarts Ltd. and 

Smiths Ltd.) is only a reflection of general geographical 

conditions. Equally the great extent of the areas co·Jered by 

some organisc;tions ba.sed on London is only a reflection of the 



importance pf the metropolis in English life in ~ener~l. In 

fact London houses the headquarters o~ nearly half the 

organisations of this size (4-4-i; of them by number of branches). 

This is also a reflection of the rel8tively poor penetrati6n 

of the city by the largest orr;anisations, 2.110 of the ratber 

different type of v10rl: in[ cln ss m:;rket found there. 

THo or-c;anisations have not been placed on fig~SK. They 

are hm;ever shovm on figure 5 J. The most i!nportant of tbe 

t1·1o is i•laples Ltd. v.'l1ich is a very different type to most other 

multiples in the ;furniture tra.de, and is in fact rather more 

, 1 · t' D t ~ s~ · · comparao e w1 n a epar men~ ~ore cna1n. It has sixteen 

shops, which are either found in second ordez· centres or in 

important third order centres in tl1e south, i·Jhich have 

considerable custom for this type of trade. Even so the 

relatively low rank of tbese cities finds expression in the 

1962 Chc:.irman' s report: 

"At Bournemouth v1e have not done so i·Jell. •• it is worthy 

to note however, that the aggregate turrtover and profit of 

Southampton and Bournemouth have achieved an appreciable 

increase, and this may prove that the initial impact of the 

acquistion of Southamptonaffected th Bournemouth branch to 

some e:·~tent. 11 

The evolution of the chain illustrates its exceptional character, 

for having been founded in London in 1841, it had branches 

in Paris (1905) and Buenos Aires (1906) before any other 
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town in Great Britain, and it has been really only since 

191+5 tbat most of its provinciz.l branches ho.ve been e.cquired. 

Tbe second exceptional organ:Lsation is Charles EalJ. LtrJ., 

d "1 ~ • .,. ·.r T ., T.l..... '. L f' c::'J an lCS SUDSlOlary henry uaCOOS ~ea., WGlC,l as l[Ure ~. 

shows has most o:f its branches in Eorthern and Ee.stern Engl2.nd, 

and was ori[inally based on null. It no1·? has branches in 

Stevenage, Earlm,,, and Bracknell ···Iitb its her,dquarters in 

Kensington. Despite these developments in the south no 

branches h2.ve been established in Greater London for trade 

tl ". t. 1 ' . ~" .. ' . l 1 .. d - f 1ere: 1s en 1re y Gli.,erenc ••• HtHC1 ma.-~es a greac eal o 

cliffer·~nce to us in the control of our goods and the collection 

of our debts.'' 26 
. 

The London loca';ion of the headquarters 

is. a et ermined· by the advantages Hhicl1 exist there for 

acquiring finance for hire purchase trading. 

26. Personal Communication, Hanaging Director, February 1962. 
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ilineteen multiple Ol'g<',nis.o.tions 'dith over ti·ienty-five 

branches cl ist inguisbed by name_l1;;,ve. been found to be oper2.t_ing 

in ti1is trade. As the Boc::.rd of :'rad.e found t' . .renty and Jefferys 

fourteen, this constitutes a fullisb coverace. The Board 

of Trade did not distin~uish organisations by size. Jefferys, 

on tl1e other hand, found four large multii)les \•iherea.s six 

are found in 1?62. Documented changes Hi1ii::l1 have taken place 

during the last t1·1elve years can account for these variations 

(Scotch \{ool Co., Eorrisons and i·iilJ.sons he.ve over a hundred 

branches at each date; Vogue (a subsidiary of G.u.s.), 

Dorothy Perkins and Kendall have gro·,-m from la.rge medium size 

to larae: whereas Swears and Wells Ltd. has reduced its 0 ' 

number of branches by over half • Je.fferys found seven large 

medium organisations 1vl1ich is one fHier than tl1ose distinguished 

by this study, and only three small medium, which is two less 

than this study. 

The distribution of the branches of these organisations 

is in the ma_in.hierarchical. This finds its clearest reflection 

in the relatively small size of the organisation which achieves 

a national coverage of the higher ranking towns (Table 5S.). 

C. & A Hades Ltd. has been found by Si!!ailes and Hartley, 28 

27. General background information m2.y be found in 
i•iargaret \·iray, The '.-vomen' s Out\·Iear Industry, Duclmorth 1957. 

28. Smailes and Rartley (1961) P. 206. 



to be -one or the ma;; or ele,nent~; by \·,b:Lch 1 A 1 ranic centres nic.y 

Tc.ble 5·s. Selected i'culti·oles in_l{omen 1 s Wear & The Eiererchy. 

OrFeniSct t ion 
~. 

2A 3A 3B 3C 3G London Others 1'ota.l c. (.,: ... ~. I~:ode s 12 6 2 11 31 S'·:ca.rs \:·: ':Jells l~ ll 3 7 l 9 l t~7 E.J. Hilson 10 7 6 3 6 l3 Lr5 Richard 3hops 13 13 9 13 l-r 25 4 Gl 

be distinguished from lm·:er ranking pLces in London. Tbis 

is cJ.early true for towns elsewhere. The only towns of the 

second order in which there is no C. & A. store are the 

"Pseudo" second order centres (other than Leicester). The 

·311 centres \·ihich have a branch are a very special group, '.-Jith 

particularly high shopping densities, being Hull, l-liddlesb•rough, 
Preston, Southampton, Bradford and S~;ansea. This is also 

true for the reme.ining t1-10 branches - Ports;nouth and He1·1port. 
These eight towns are in fact eieht of the fourteen largest 
centres of 3A, 3B or 3C ranl~:. 

Swears and WellsLtd. are of particular lnterest in view 
of their closure of nearly half their branches in the last 
fifteen years. This rationalisation has left the present 
pattern fairly closely parallel with the hierarchy. There is 
a branch in every second order centre except Stoke, Derby and 
Leicester. The rather large nu1:1bers of shops found in centres 
of 3C rank is intelligible if it is noted that fi~e of the 
seven centres are Bournemouth, Eastbourne, Blackpool, Southport 



ancl Sont;:,md ·.(a fairly good example of a spec ie.l :narket 

orientation). 

Other small org.o.nisations like H. & J. \:iilson Ltd (;;ith 

its subsidiary Eve Bro1:m Ltd.) and 'o'iallis folloH the divisions 

of hiererchy rather less closely but still aim at a coverage 

of the most im9ortant centres. Particularly lr.rrre numbers of . ·~ 

shops in certain groups of ·tmms indicate a. special concern 

for a. p<,rticular type of trade. 29 In the case of H. & J \llilson 
large numbers of shops in the JG group are one such concentration. 

Lo.rge medium or[!anisations are in general no more 

nationa.l than the organisations men~;io·,wd above. Indeed the 

Hosiery Eanufacturing Go. is largely restricted to .Scotland, 
the Provident Supply Go. to. Northern En;:;h.nd. and Dupont Bros. 

to Southern England. Five 11national 11 orge.nisations exist. 

They e.re i1ichards Shops Ltd., Etam Ltd., Be.rnett-Iiutton Ltd. 

2.nd, in En::;le.nd and iila.les only, Jax Ltd. &.nd Bellman Ltd. 

An example of a regiona.l organisation of· this size is 

Dupont Bros. ~Vhich is limited to Southern England. ·vlithin this 
trading area it follows the urban hierarchy quite closely, and 
the only branches not in the area. 30 are in high ranldng centres 

on its edge (Nottinp;ham and Derby). Table 5T. shovls this 

29. The Women's Wear trsde is probably the trade in which the 'market' is most strongly divided. 

30. Bounde-d by and including Dorset, Somerset, Gloucester, ivorcester, Leicester, Huntingdon & Parts of Holland. 
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Dunont Bro~}ra.nches in Hele.tion to E.ierarclw in Sou t l-~ ern l.:.:n !-'l,>J_nd 

2 3A 3B jC lrA Others London Bran·ches ' 10 ll 12 6 9 10 
0 

No. of centres 6 ll 14- 30 38 in region 

close relcctionship. Tbe nine places incHcated as "otbers" 
are a r,lixed group of settlements, some beinr; neH tmms lil~:e 

Harlmv, ot\1ers 4-B centres lil<:e Saffron Haldron 2.nd Berkham1sted 
.1nd otbGrs are suburbs 1 ike Ha terlooville •.. 

.,., . h d . ( 0 • ~Q ) . ~. "l b . hlc ar s st1ops i.lQ .. -· .? • Wlt~l1 o rancnes, are a 
national organisation. Its :n::,j or features are pr"ralleled by 
the other natione.l orp<lnisac:ions of this size. A combination 
of regional and hierarchice.l distributions is the most 
important feature. , In this case ten of the t':lenty-nine shops 
in centres ranking lower than 3A are located in the Home 
Counties, 1·1l1ere marl~:et coi1ditions are :nost favoura.ble. As in 
the case of SHears and Wells ten shops are located in resorts, 
\·lhile other shops are located in tmms \·lhich have been found 
to be under-rated by the use of bus route criteria - Newport, 
\ololverhampton and Portsmouth. T1·1o branches are located in 
towns which might have warranted higher rank for other reasons 
Taunton and Yeovil. 

Even large multiple organ:Lsations arr rarely fully 
n~tional. 31 The area in which an organisation originated 

31. Branch lists are only available for Dorothy Perlcins Ltd. and Scotch \vool Co. There are four other large multiples. 



24-9. is usually distinguishable by the presence there of a high concentration of branches. Indeed ;)orotby Perlcins has ll8 
out of its 169 shops in Southern :.::ngland (figure 5.11.). In this case the unbalance is of special interest f6r Perkins is orie of the organisations iaost lH:ely to expand to full nati.onal status in the next decade (its iJeadquGrters is being organised to ·cater for 500 branches). The present conc_entration ;f shops in Southern En~:;land is equivalent to one shop to 

178,000 people, as against one to 592,000 in north-ern England (a further 120 stores could be added to the cba.in in the north i·:ithout surpassinr: the present southern density.). Table 5U. sets out the relationship bet\veen the number of centres and branches in tlle t1·1o areas. 

Table 5. u. Dorothv Fer:dns Ltd: Rel8.t.ion of branches to the Urb;o,n Hierarchy. 

2 3A 3B ,,., 
_)'-' 3G 4-A Others Korth i{o. of branches 9 7 1 5 2 5 7+9 (Stoke) " No. of centTes 14- 13 8 27 17 South l~o. of braiJches ~ 9 9 18 12 15 

11 Ho. of' centres 14 18 35 0 

The evolution ·of this chain can be examined in detail, and makes an interesting case sample. In its early· years, in contrast to the Variety Chains, rer:ional ties '.-Iere great, -startinG from a shop in Hood Green in 1916 it was 13 years before a shop, the. thirteenth of the chain, was opened outside London, in Slough. Indeed even in 1938 there wer.:e only 
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seven brs.ncl1es outside London - Slour;h, 1:/alton, Guildford, 
l"iatford, Birrn.ingham (2) and Reigale. In November 1938 a 
chain bf sixteen shops was acquired from J.H. Greenwood Ltd. 
in tl;e Potteries, hence the rather greater density of branches 
there than elseHhere in the North. Other branches lvere 
established, as might be expected in major centres like Bristol, 
Reading <<nd Northampton in 1939. No furti1er branches Here 
·ddecl until 1944-5 when shops 11ere opened in Luton, Banbury 

and Leicester, which conform to some extent with the pattern 
of importo.nt shopping centres. Since 19lr6 expansion has been 
more rapid with branches being established in towns of 
varying importance, and without any marl,ed concentration in 
particular types of tmm or area at different stages of grmvth 
(Table 5.V.). In tl1e first six years branches \·iere established 
in tm-ms as separate as Rocbdale, Exeter, T . h ~ p S\\1 lC and Sl1reHsbury. 

Table 5.V. Dorothy Perl·:.ins Ltd . Shop Oneninr;s. . 
'eriod Total !\I o. Per Year 2 3A 3B ,,., 

_;v 3G Others London 1946-51 16 2.7 5 3 2 3 3 1952-55 16 4.0 3 3 l 4 3 1956-58 22 7.3 1 2 4 3 10 1959-61 38 12.7 4 4 l 8 15 

The Scotch l·Jool Go. (figure 5.N.) with 360 branches, is 
a more regionally balanced organisation. It 1vas established 
far earlier, in 1881, as Fleminr,, Heid and Go. Ltd. ·The 
regional variations which do exist are relatively small, being 
marked only in Scotland (the rer;ion of origin) and the South 

2 
2 
5 



. 251. East. '1be .. co.ncentration in the latter region is not easy to 
explain, and may be partly due to the hi;:her purchasing pm:er 
of the population of that region. Branches of the company 

Table 5.\V. Scotch 1ifool ComPful.l' : D.tstribut.ion o:f Branches. 
N Y NJ.i 

No. 19 19 13 
P/E('OOO) 171 219 279 

E L SE S Sli H 25 39 37 23 20 20 
149 209 79 123 171 238 

NH 
35 

188 

\·Jales 
16 

165 

are found to have a fairly close~ · relation with the urban 

.Scat. 
67 
77 

hierarchy (Table 5.W.). All the second order centres except 

Table 5.X. Scotch Wool Comuanv : Relation of Branches to Urban Hierarchy. 

2 3A 3B 3C 3G 4A 4B Others No. of centres 16 23 2l" 55 13 41 23 15 Hit.\1 one branch 
No,· of branches 44 26 26 58 13 41 23 15 

Stol\e c.nd Leices'cer have a branch, the t1w 3B centres without 
branches are Aberysti·lyth and Caernarvon, and the 3C centres 
are a varied group, in Hhich in maC~y cases trading conditions 
are marginal for the company - Rhyl, Pontypridd, Bishop Aucklccnd, 
Durham, Osivestry, ·Dorcl1ester and Scuntborpe. Tbe 3G centres 
·,1hich do not have a branch e.re all found in Yorkshire. The 
rer.1aining branches are found in a variety of places, with 
there being a particular concentration in the 4A centres 
(41 out of 109 of this type). 

Small multiples in the Women's Clothing Trade are 
numerous, and particularly difficult to trace, for each branch 
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shop of Gany· tradGrs ma.y 1;e un":"1er a different n;:me. Jefterys 

-foun~! lt+ in 1950 and the Boz,I'd of Tro_cie counted 30, a far 

lEI'ger difference than most other trades. No attempt h8s 

therefore been made to trace all these org&nisotions. Six 

organisr,tions hr,ve been ex_;;_mined 

John Vick·2rs Ltd. 
Rose's Fashion Stores Ltd. 
Crook & Sons Ltd. 
Cbe1nnelle Ltd. 
Shirley Bros. Ltd. 
Arthur Bennet Ltd. 

ll 
13 
l Lt 

12 
10 
20 

Brie:t1ton 
Bedford 
London 
Bournsmouth 
London 
Reading 

These shm·l that branches are located at quite large distances 

from each other, while they are limited to Southern Engl2.nd. 

There are some advantages to these "r'iadam" type shops in such 

a dispersion for it ensures that the "stigma" of multiple 

status is minimised, and it is easy to transfer goods which 

l1<:ve not proved successful in one branch to another in a 

completely different area. 
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N!El'JS V!EAR 

In all multiple organisations accormt for 23~~ of the 
establishments a.nd 39i\ of the sales of this trade (the share 
of multi:Qles in womens wear is 8~~ and. 30~; resl)ectively). 
'fhe share of large multiples is :particularly great in this 
tradA (57;; and 55~1, of the multiples' share). 

In general hierarchical considerations doi?linate the 
selection of si tuatlons for branch shops, J.'i1i s even applies 
to organisations Vli th fewer than ten branches. Small multiple 
organisations, which numbered fifteen in the Board of Trade's 
survey and thirteen in Jefferys survey, have a fairly wide-
spread distribution pattern. This pattern is either one 
following the highest ranking towns in the hierarchy, or else 
one in which a number of towns Vli th :pal'ticularly ·large numbers 
of male customers is important (towns like Camberley, York and 
Oxford). 'l'able 5. Y. shows these patterns for a num·oer of 
organisations. 

Table 5. Y .. Relation between branch_~_~L_9f _§_ome comnanies and the Urban Hie~?rchv 

* 211 F ull" 211 P se ud o" 3A" S,_p"'e~c:;.i=a=l-"_O~'-'t'Sh:-"e'-'r'-'s"-"1"-'o nd on Austin Reecr-b------3---- 4 3 0 11 
2(Scot.) 

2 Horne Bros. 6 1 0 3 4 10 Moss Bros. 6 1 2 4 1 1 Allkit 0 0 1 6 4 1 Viillerbys 7 7 5 1 L> 36 Total no, 7 7 23 9 of towns 
* These tm1ns are Aldershot, Bow•nemouth, Brighton, Camberley, Chester, Exeter, Harrogate, Oxford and York (i.e. tovms in which at least two of the companies have a branch). 

0 
2 
0 
3 
4 
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Some smE!ll m.edium multiple ort;::nJ.sat:!.ons tw.ve a regional 
chc>racter, thus l~rgcly dcjJc.rtinr: ·fl'O.'.J the hierarchical 
pattern of the smaller 2.nd ltrger compo.nies. They are:-

r'r·ooho (Fen" ~nd -.~ .1...., • • ..v c~ 

Geoq;e Doland 
J"ohn Nanners 
Siaar·t b,eston 
iiocl ge s an cl __ Sons 

Boys Outfitters) 
of branches 

36 
<O+ 
Lcl 
3lt 

39 

Hegion 
Lancashire 
Home Counties 
i''iidlands & :iorth 
South 
t·ialcs & Hest 

They cover rather less extensive areas than the corresponding 
organisations in Homen' .s wear. 

The larger· organisations have both regione>.l and l1ierarchical 
distribution patterns. An import2'.nt distinction here sbould 
be made between the bespoke tailors, which mainly have a 
hierarchical. distrioi.;tion, and the general outfitters and 
clothiers 1-!l1ich generally are more regionaL 'l'his distinction 
is important Hhen examining the location of he2.dquarters 
for seven out of the eight organisations of the first type 
have their central offices in Leeds, and out of the seven 
of the second type four are found in London. The size of 
an organisa.tion is a further differenceJfor bespoke tailors 
at'e able to exploit cert8.in economies in large manufacturing 
units,lvbicbleads to a necessit\' for a large number of 
retail outlets, whereas clothiers require a wide range of 
supplies and are therefore de~endent on several manufacturers. 
ifertical Integ~ation is tberefore a feature of importance in 
this trade. It is sinnificant that most of the clothiers are 



:csizner~ of clothine. 

Co: f')f"_nv 
--~·---

!)r.::::1lcys ~ 

~ostcr Dros. ~ 

L0.vey 

J r:.r.l:son 
i.-Jillcrby 

AlexanUre 

~-~ontnGue 3urton -~ 
John Collier 

120 

500 
348 

275 
92 

11+6 

130 
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af t~a .J~u~fo.c~urers ~nd 

. 'J?\n.1e 
Slott-~i'3rs 
Hatters 
Clot .L1iGl"' s 

" 11 

.. 
TB.ilor 

11 

11 

" 
11 

11 

11 

" 

Clothiers 

Lon6o:1 
3 ir~:lin :::- lJ'cu!l .. 

.London 
" 
11 

1; e1.1 c~ s tle 
:L,ondon 

Le eo s 

11 

11 

it 

" 
\1 

suO. G.U.S. 

sub. Burton 
sub. r.liit1CS 

"'"r'11. s" 1· ~ ~ ..:.. lA ;.. u .l.!t:, 

sub. United 
Drapery 

sub. United 
Drapery 

sub. G.U.S. 
"Heaver to HeGrer'' 

Guis1ey 
. (18Gds) 

In smc:llol' orge.nisations bespoke tailol'ing is of considerably 

less i~1portance in the trade pattern so it is not surprising 

·;:ilc.t t'<Jenty-t"I>IO out of thirty-seven are based on London, 

2-nd only two o:1 Leeds: 

the largest organisation in the 

tret.0G (an· estimate of total sales is :230 million) b.as a 

cli.strib-L.1tion p?.ttern l-Jbich sllov.rs x·clc..t:Lv0ly feH regional 

~l1ere titc~e are rcl2tively few, rn6 in Lo~don, ~~here there are 

"El "·tivcl" n,any · are there noticeable differer:ces in the - __ ......_ '-'--.! • . ' 
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nurnbc:>rs of shops. Hierarchically Burton h~··s a ve·r:' full 

cover·aee. The·anly third or·der centres in which there is 

no br&nch 9re Boston, Ca.ernarvon, Scarborough, Dorchester, 

Chichester, Warwick and Bridlington. In recent years, 

particularly since the mer~er with Jackson's Ltd. in 1953, 

a large number of shops have been closed, particularly those 

fot1nj it1 small to~·Jns. :)ome sites have in feet been allocated 

to Jackson 1 s. 

Hepworths Ltd. has rather greater regional variations 

than Burton. It is poorly represented particularly in the 

more industrial areas (fieure 5.P). In the North West there 

are 365,000 people to each branch whereas in the South West 

only 114,000. This characteristic may be noted ·within the 

regions. Thus in \·Jales there are no branches in the valleys 

of the southern coalfield, en~ in the North Midlands there 

are as many branches in Lincolnshir~ as in Derbyshire, . 

~ottinghamshire and Leicestershire. The importance of the 

company in rural areas is reflected by the facts that it 

only hs.s shops in t1>10 of the 3G centres (industrial tmms) 

and that 26~; of all its shops are in 4th order centres 

(Burton in contrast l1as only 20)~). This distribution pattern 

may be explained by the evolution· ·Of the organisation, 
. ~-.--

for until 1948 it '.vo.s a general clothier a.nrl outfitter r11ther 

t;1<d1 a specie.list in outer gar:nents «s today. T\1e more 

general type of tra.de could c;,uite profitably be carried out 
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in sm2.ll to1-ms. The neu tradinrc policy hc;s h<:<.d some quii;e 

marked effer:ts on locat'ion. '.L'able 5.22. shm·ls ~hat the 

maj6rity of openings and closures sin~e 1949 h~-ve tended to 

increase the company 1 s repres':?ntat ion in the m.ore import.~nt 

In distinct contrast to ]emwrt01' s is G.A. Dun.n Ltd; 

1·1hich has pa.rticula.rly lar;:;e numbers o·~ sbops in London and 

the North West (figure 5.Q.), and only seven in towns ranking 

bel oH third order. The trading po~ icy, a concentration on 

p2 rt icul;;.rly urban 2rticles l i!:e UJah:'ellas ~.nd hats, may be 

seen to account for much of this distribution. It is of 

particular interest to note th8.t four of the seven 3A centres 

Hithout branches 2.re the County Tm·ms (Carlisle,· Shre\·Jsbury, 

Hereford and Salisbury) a.nd that t':IO of the remaining three 

are cities of similar character (York and Cambridge). 

Unfortunately no information is available on John Collier . . 
Ltd. ToHn Tailors Ltd and Alexandre Ltd., three other 

orge.nisa.tions Hhich are lmmm to he.ve a ·national coverage. 

The other organisations listed in table 5.Z. are more 

re:;ional in cha.ractG:c thanthese "na.tional" multiples, although 

BradJ.eys is beginning to appro;o.ch a full Enc;lish distribution 

(figure 5.M.). Organisations like Meakers, Greenwoods and 

Foster Bros. are well establishGd only in certain regions. 

(figure 5.R). ~t- f'r ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~e~~or ..~.t.:.e l St... O.L t....ue.:Je, .. --c.~ .. ,... s, ha.s eici1ty 

brancbes of Hhicb only t1·1enty-t1·1o are found outside London. 
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These are mc:inly j_n the P.re:'. south of Luton 2.nd. east of 
P_.our11ern.ol~t· \1. 1<'oo .. +er :o,,os ("'L"'·re 5· , .. 1 · ~ b d B. · h " , • ·" ·"· • J .• '·'' •"\•, Lo ase on ll'r.1ll1f, .am 
and has few branches in the London region, where a rather 

.different trading. pa~tern exists (one in which favoured styles 
are different?). Creenwoods is euually regional. It did 
hm-iever· extend its covere.r::e in 1961 by a purche.se of 17 
branches of :iaxHells Ltd. in South \-lo.lcs, thus ilJ.ustrating 
one of the general chG.rc:.cteristics of regional multiples 
when extending their networks. The earlier expansion of 
Greewoods is of interest for soon after its foundation 
(at Bradford in 1918) it had a branch as far sway as Sunderland 
(1921). Despite the significance of netl·:ork factors, in 
general, multiples in this trade. are ahiays iia.h.le to taJ:e 
advantage of a particular opportunity in an important shopping 
centre. 

i\ot all tbe large medium orp;anisations are· regional in 
character. Jackson, Hope Bros., Lavey and Willerby are all 
YcientaterJ to some extent to the grades of the hi8rarcby. 
The branc·hes o.f ·vJillerby in ple.ces re.nl,inc lower tt1an 3A are 
\'iolverhampton, Portsmouth, Jliewport and 3tockport, all of Hhich 
are p-robably under-valued by Carruthers'methocl of ranking. 
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fable 77 

•. JU• l'iont<::gue Burto~j Ltd., EeD\·,lorths Ltd. &!!d G.A. Dunn Ltd • 
(a) The Urban ;-r; erarc.Jl1.. 

2 

Bur ton 
Centres \·Ji th 18 
one branch 
Total no. of _57. 
branches 

II e Dl:L.Q. r t h s 
C•?ntres Hith 17 
one brc:.nch 
7otal no. of 25 
branches 

1949-1961 
Stores closed 2 
Stores opened 16 
Sites Required 
1961 2 

Dunn's 
Centres uith 17 
one branch 
Total no. of 27 
branches 

1. 112 119 110 
2. 203 321 191 ) • __ 465 . 347 .. 404 

3A 3B 3C )G t,A 4B 4c ·London Scat. Others 

23 23 58 17 6lr 36 3 108 21 31 
38. -29 64 ·2o· -67 ·~/ 

.)0 3 108 21 31 

23 21 45 2 47 24 0 32 32 12 
24 ditto 

2 4 5 0 24 23 6 2 13 / 
0 9 3 6 1 0 0 0 14 1 l+ 

l l 4 " \..:• t, 0 0 9 4 0 

'/ 
J.O llr 21 15 / 

0 0 0 65 2 l 

ditto 

(b) Rer:i ona.1 Distribution. 
Popu1a tion ( '000) per branch 

E L BE s Sl·J H [;1:/ i'ldcs Scat. 117 78 94 104 117 103 98 115 143 187 292 133 149 lJ.lr 186 365 293 139 467 128 361+ 349 3'J9 528 27.4 860 646 

l. - Bur ton 
2. - HGIT~,rort h 
3. - Dunn 
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G01·ICLF:3IOE. 

The de,.,ree to 1'1l1ich the ret0 il tradas o.re co;,trolled by l> 

cc~1trol organlsing bodies, \."ihether they .be mul'tj_ple compani8's 

or co-operative societies, is increasing. The share of 

-multiples in retail sales Has ~3% in 1950, 27; in 1957 and· 

-;JJ;. in 1 )61. ·' The sbare of co-operatives i·Jas J2i, in 1950, 

l~.S in 1957 and 115; in 1961. I\1 ol'der to understc.nd the 

di3tribution of particular elements in retailing· it is of 

increasing importance to study the sp2tial aspects of these 

laree scale organisations. This chapter ha.s atte;npted to 

study the main features which determine the distribution of 

branches in multiple organisations. It is not, and i·Jas not 

intbnded to be, a definitive study of the geography of 

:.mltiple orr,anisations. Otl1Gr aspects i·Jould deserve 

consideration in such 2~ study. Indeed before tbG.t study can 

be made far more detailed information on each organisation 

is a necessity, closer investiga.tions of the decision m;;Jcing 

process are required, and far more company histories need 

to be 1-1ritten. Cb~-:pter eigb.t returns to sor£le of the 2.spects 

o: multiple retailing touched on in tl1is chapter with respect 
~,.o one ".l'pe o.t·~ to1.·In. B~~ore ~.,.l·- '·o··evo~ ;~ J. ~ necessar'y _ "' v.L ·-·- V~! . .'>_ ll \'1 ~ v.!. ' ·-V ... ~ • 

to consider the pattern of co-operative retailing (chapter six), 

anc llO\! tllis _and the multiple 11attern combine to play an 

in determining the location of self-service 

shops (chapter seven). 



The interaction of the t~o major forces behind any 
distribution of branch shops is so COHlplex the.t although 
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it will now be apparent that each trade, and each size of 
org_anisation, x·eflects it in a pc;.rticulo;.r lvay, a detailed 
examination of the policy of each company is of fundamental 
interest to the geographer see:"ing an ans'Jel' to the distribution 
patterns of retailing. Busif.iess orr:;anis8_tion is a topic 
which has as yet been little examined for matters of spatial 
interest. In retailing it is of vital concern, and if the 
economic geographer is to examine the real causes of the 
distributions he studies far more is required than simple 
cartographic techniques, ho~1ever. much these may be of 
importe.nce in the ini.tial stages of investigation. 



CHAPTER SIX 

CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETIES 

The geographical structure of Co-operative Retailing 

contrasts greatly with multiple trading. In the main this 

difference is 

Great Britain 

inherent in the structure of co-operation in 
1 

, and may be explained by differences in the 

evolution of each type of trad~ng. Jviultiple organisations 

01ved much in their early history to the family connections 

of the individual entrepreneur and the horizons of his 

family group. Co-operative societies in the nineteenth 

century depended, not on one person, but on a group of 

people sharing the co-operative ideals. This fundamental 

distinction, despite attempts by some groups within the: 

movement, is still of the greatest importance. 

The major result of a contrasting evolution is that 
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geographical variations are extremely prominent in co

Jperative trading. Indeed, these are of such a scale, that 

it could be said, that most of the_hindrances to effective, 

competition which confront the movement are fundamentally 

geographical. The Independent Commission 2 of 1958 reported 

l, It is not inherent in co-operative trading, for in 
countries like Sweden one national society exists. However, 
conditions of the European industrial revolution, in the 
nineteenth century, lvhen 1-rorkers '\·lere largely isolated in 
particula,r trading communities, v1ere undoubtedly more 
favourable to the development of the local rather than the 
national society. 

2 Co-operaMye !~dependent Commission Report, 
Union 19 P. 0 

Co-operative 



that: "The distribution and siting of co-operative shops 
fails increasingly to correspond with the geographical 
pattern of retail trade." In 1960 the National Amalgamation 
Survey 3 Has given terms of reference Hhic h ':I ere "economi~ 
ana geographical in character". J.A. Hough 4, the research 
officer of the Co-operative Union, ,,.,rote in 1949 "geography 
has certainly a large influence on the number and size of 
co-operative societies". 

The published materials of the Co-operative Union provide 
~!hat is almost an embarrassment of data when compared 1.,ith 
other types of retailing. Indeed a full length geographical study, based on them, is clearly feasible. This chapter 
only attempts to show the general pattern of trading, to 
place the movement in perspective Hith other types of 
retailing, to analyse some of the changes taldng place in 
the geography of retailing (since comparative data on other organisations is not available), and to show the relative 
significance of one type of town in the over-all pattern 
of trading. 

THE CHPJL4CTER OF SOCIETIES 
Individual societies vary considerably in the territory which they cover (figure 6A). Carr-Saunders 5, in 1938, 

3 National A.rnals?;amat ion Survev, Co-operative Union 1960. p. 3 4 J .A. Hough) Co-operative Retailing, 1914-45.Co-operative Union 1949. p.98. 
5 Carr-Saunders, Sargant Florence and Peers, Consumers eooperation in Great Britain, 1938. London . Chapter three. 



264-. clas~ified societies into eight types on this basis:-
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 

(e) 
(f) 
( ) 
(g) 

one shop rural societies. 
small industrial village societies. societies in struggling industrial areas. societies based on important shopping centres extending their activities into industrial areas. societies based on important shopping centres. societies located in the great centres of population. regional societies. 
suburban societies. 

In general this is an admirable classification from the 
geographical viev~oint, and although it may be criticised 
in detail, particularly on the division between types (e), 
(f) and (g), Carr-Saunders 1vork is still of fundamental 
importance to a study of co-operatives. It did in fact 
include maps of sample areas somel>hat similar to figure 6A. 

Small rural societies are particularly prominent in 
East Anglia, but can also be found in the South-Hest and in 
those parts of Highland Britain which are not industrial. 
In East Anglia these societies are found in the areas mid
\vay between the major shopping centres of Nonvich, Cambridge 
and Ipswich. In Highland Britain the normal location of 

·- - - -· -
this type of-society fs in upper valleys dissecting the, 
hill-lands. Settlements in these valleys are a1·ray from the 
competition of multiple organisations, but have much the 
same outlook as the industrial communities of the neigh

.bouring coalfields. Co-operative societies in such places 
therefore account for high proportions of all trade. 

The number of small industrial village societies is 
great. Indeed in constructing figure 6A it proved necessany 



265. to delimi.t 11special areas in Central Scotland, North-East 
England, South \·/ales,. the Northern half of the main English 
industrial axis, the West 1-iidland and London Conurbations, 
in which only societies and not their branches are shown. 
One area which is shown in the same detail as the rest of 
the map, which has numbers of small village societies is 
Northamptonshire. Tbis illustrates the general pattern 
fairly clearly. Some of the significance of co-operative 

cieties of this, and to a lesser extent the preceding 
group, can be gained from the Census. Table 6A sets out 
TABLE 6A SHARE OF TRADE m RURAL AREAS1, CO-OPERATIVES 

AND l1ULTIPLES CONCENTRATIOJii mDEX2• 
GB N :: JY NM E 1 SE S SW i1l NW \>/ales Scot. Co-oper

ative 
Hulti
ples 

1.1 
1.1 1.1 1.0 0.6 

0.5 
0.7 0.$ 0.5 0.6 

0.3 0.7 0.8 0.8 1.1 1.1 

0.3 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.5 
1 Rural Areas are non-urbru1 administrative areas. 

1.2· 

0.4 
2 Concentration Index - Share of sales in Rural Areas 

Share of sales in region 
as a lvhole. 

lcentration indices of the share of sales of co-operative, 
societies and multiple organisations in rural areas. In 
the regions ;;here co-operative societies are particularly 
important in general they have a relatively high proportion 
of trade. This may be attributed to the special importance 
of these small societies. lliul tiples in contrast vary very 
·little in their share of trade from region to region. 
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Straggling industrial areas are mainly found in the· 

areas termed "speci<:il" above. Societies serving such areas 

are characterised by high numbers of shops, usually fairly 

small, found in a limited area surrounding the central 

premises. They are often the result of early amalgamations 

of village societies. 

Some of the most important societies can be classified 

as being based on an "importan.t shopping centre", but 

extending their influence into industrial areas. The fore

most example of a society of this type is the Barnsley and 

British Co-operative Society, l·lhich extends its influence 

over a i·lide area of South Yorkshire. In 1960 its total 

turnover was £12,6oo,ooo, it had over 200 shops, employed 

over 3,000 people, and at l/6tdit had the highest dividend 

rate, for its size, of any society in Great Britain. Other 

societies of this type are less prominent, but it is 

undoubtedly true to say that in total they are extremely 

important. 

The societies ivhich are of special interest to this 

study are those found in County Tovms 6. In almost all 

cases they are spatially very important, but there is no 

clear break bet1-1een them and societies found in regional 

capitals, or indeed the regional societies. In terms of 

trading area the three societies ivhich are most important 

are Lincoln, West Somerset (based on Taunton) and Peterborough. 

6 See P. 362 
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Societies based in regional capitals like Brighton, 
Portsmouth, Reading, Bristol and Hull all cover extensive 
areas. In general societies appear to extend their influence 
over the third order hinterlands of their base towns:, For 
instance the Hereford Society has branches in Leominster, 
Ross and Ledbury; and the Shrewsbury Society has branches 
in Ludlo,~, Church Stretton, Craven Arms and Tenbury Wells 
amongst other tovms. 

The relationship betvreen the area \·lhich a society 
trades in and its total sales varies Hith population density. 
No means of precisely estimating this relationship exists. 
It is possible hovrever, to demonstrate a relationship 
betv1een the size of a society and the rank of its central 
tovrn. Table 6B, found at the end of this chapter, sets out 
the largest societies by region. It is a reasonable hypothesis 
that the largest societies should be found in the most 
important tovms as listed by Green (see Appendix O). It is 

Full Rank 
"Pseudo" 
"Proto" 
Scottish 
Other places· 

SECOND RANK TOWNS 

No. of Towns 

6 

~ 
4 

No. with Societies with sales over £10 million. 
6 
0 
3 
2 
3 

of considerable interest that the "Pseudo" second order 
centres do not have large societies, the result of their 
location a\vay from the main areas of co-operative activity. 
The only "Proto" centre \vhich has only small societies is· 
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the Stoke,. something probably due to
1 

existence of a fragmented 
shopping structure· in the potteries. In Scotlan~ Dundee 
and Aberdeen are found with societies vrhich do not have 
turnovers of this size. The tmms vlhich do not rank as 
second order centres but vrhich have large societies are 
Barnsley, Portsmouth and Birkenhead. Barnsley has been 
referred to above. Portsmouth (the Portsea Island Society) 
has had a particularly active. society, i·lhich has in fact 
expanded beyond the trading area of Portsmouth, into areas 
normally more dependent on Southampton (e. g. l'iinchester) 
and is therefore an exception. Birkenhead probably ov1es its 
large size of society to a particularly high proportion of 
inhabitants of social classes four and five, co-operative 
societies normally being particularly orientated to such 

··customers. 

Towns of 3A raruc (Carruthers) have relatively large 
societies. Fifteen out of the twenty-three towns so 
classified have in fact societies with turnovers over 
£3,000,000. There are two exceptions, Sunderland (£1.5M) 
and Sivansea ( £1. 4-M), Hhich are not easily explained. 
Sunderland's position in an area of Hell developed societies 
clearly indicates the lack of mobility of co-operative 
customers, Hhen mal<ing co-operative purchases. The truncation 
of the 'normal' trading hinter_land by this organisational 
factor must be seen as a major problem of co-operation. 
This is despite exchange arrangements by l·lhich co-operators 



may take dividend on their goods, even though they may·not 

be members of that· particular society. In the case of 

Swansea something similar may explain the loH sales, it 

should be noted however, that co-operation is not well 

developed in \'lales. The remaining exceptions are of great 

significance. They are Hereford, Chester, Shrewsbury, 

Salisbury, Carlisle and Exeter, all of vlhich have small 

societies. The County ToHns .are generally distinguishable 

by being poor areas for co-operative trading. This is the 

result of social structure, the importance of shopping goods 

trading in these tmms (a type of trade poorly developed by 

co-operatives), and by the high land values found in the 

major shopping streets of these tmms. 

The group of societies classified by Carr-Saunders as 

the rer;ional societies is perhaps the least satisfactory 

grouping of all. ''The distinctive feature of these societies 
is that they cover a wide stretch of country, and include 

centres of population 1·1hich are in no sense subordinate to 
the tovm in \·lhich the head office is situated." 7 To the 

authors the area served by such societies has "no such 

natural unity." Only the Brighton Society, and possibly the 
Reading and Portsea Island Societies, i·lere cited as examples 
of this type. Figure 6B shaHs that these societies extended 
·little beyond the third order hinterland of their base tovms, 

7 Carr-Saunders op. cit. P.67 
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although Portsmouth, since 19~0, has to a small extent in 
the north-west part of its trading area. A rather more 
useful example of a regional society is the Hest Somerset 
Society Hhich has extended its trading area, by a series of 
amalgamations since·l9~0, to cover a rather wider area than 
that loo!·:ing to Taunton for third order demands. 

The final group of societies in the classification is 
the suburban group. These range considerably in size and 
little Horth>·lhile generalisation can be made about them. 
In some of the. largest tovms the failure of societies to 
amalgamate has undoubtedly resulted in a Heakening of 
competitive power. Glasgovr and i'fanchester, ti·TO traditional 
bastions of co-operative trading, probably suffer to some 
extent from a great provision of societies. 

One type of society Hhich has been instituted since 
Carr-Saunders 1vork is the Society directly affliated to the 
Co-operative \·J'holesale Society, through the Co-operative 
tetail Services Ltd. This organisation vras directed "to 

undertake retail trade in areas where there are not sufficient 
facilities for the same." 8 It has hm·;ever, tended to act 
as an "ambulance service" for those independent societies· 
vlhich have found themselves Hi th particular problems·. 

It vlill nm·1 be clear that societies vary greatly in 
size. Reference has already been made to the difficulty 

8 Original resolution quoted Agenda. September 1957 P.93 
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\·lhich confronts attempts to estimate the population dependent 

on a particular society. One attempt 9 has been made, by 

the Co-operative Union in 1959 to ask societies to estimate 

the population they serve. 689 societies out of 889 made a 

return to this survey, with the majority of non-replies 

being small societies. Table 6C shovu:; the dispersion of 

societies, in regions of the Co-operative Union (see Appendix 

A) with particular values of·per capita sales. Only one 

major regional distinction can be seen from this table. 

Scotland has a large number of societies vrith very high sales 

per capita. 

TABLE 6C 

SOCIETIES WHICH GAVE A . POP. FIGURE FOR 1959 AHRANGED TO SHO\v 
DISPERSION OF CO-OP TRADE PBR HEAD OF POPULATION 

c£10 £10-20 £20-30 ~30-40 £40-50 £50-60 ~60-70 >£70 Tot a Irish 2 - 1 - - - - - 3 H 2 16 20 28 16 3 5 - 90 N 3 17 15 22 14 5 2 4 82 NE 7 26 36 15 3 3 - 2 92 N\·l 6 51 50 19 4 2. 3 1 136 Scat 3 5 22 29 30 .20 14 10 133 s 12 26 25 7 5 1 1 - 77 S\1 4 12 14 6 - 1 - - 37 H 6 10 14 5 2 1 - 1 39 Iota.L '+? lbj 19'/ .Ljl 'j_'+_ 3o 25 Hl M9 

The pattern of trade in areas outside the "special areas" 
has now been described fairly fully. Before turning to a 

more analytical account it is of value to shmr, in some\vhat 

9 J.A. Hough, Co-operative Trade Per Head, 
Co-operative Review Nov. 1960 

1 



272. greater detail; the pattern existing in parts of the 
industrial areas. THo sample areas have been selected : 
the Rochdale District and the North-East Coalfield. 

A special study of the Rochdale District's societies h&.s 10 been made by Ains110rth , which includes estimates of the 
population served by each society there. These estimates 
are clearly not of equal accurracy, but three significant 
~upings can be distinguished (Table 6D). The three 

societies of the highest group are exceptional for "the trade 
of all three is considerably inflated by the purchases made 
through those societies by employees of the national 
federations at the C.H.S. l1anchester Sh01·rrooms". The 
division of greatest interest is that betv.reen the other t>-ro 

TABLE 6D ESTINATES OF PER CAPITA SALES BY SOCIETIES IN ROCHDALE DISTRICT 1960. 
1 2 1 2 Lane bottom 69.0 207' Litt1eborough 21.2 212 NeH Hey 4-0.2 65 Healey 17.5 4-4-Tottington 36.4- 215 Hey1vood 15.7 392 llbridge 26.6 25 Shawforth 13.5 17 Bury 26.1 1512 Ramsbottom 13.3 183 Hoolfold 25.6 128 WhitHorth 10., 53 Hardle 24-.8 17 Fir grove 6. 57 Rochdale 22.8 1964-

1 = S/H (£IS} 2 =. Tota.l Sale:; (J:.:'OGO} groupings. The tvlO major shopping centres, Rochdale and 
Bury, have societies lvhich apparantly have a per capita sales 

10 S.H. Ains\vorth, Rochdale District Revielved, Co-oPerative' Heview. January 1961. PP. 13-15 
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figure equivalent to Vlardle (an isolated village society)· 

and to Littleborough; >rhich probably fulfills certain 

functions for a hinterland population in the Upper Roch 

Valley. The other societies in this group, Smallbridge and 
--
11oolfo1d, have very low estimated populations, and a small 

inaccuracy in these will have a proportionately great effect· 

on the per capita sales figure. Societies >lith lovrer per 

capita sales are all found in areas which have particularly 

t;OOd communications with the major shopping centres. 

HeJ1>TOod, as the clearest example, must lose much of the 

custom of its population to Bury and Rochdale. One society 

which is unexpectedly found in this lowest group is Ramsbottom 

which might have been expected to have functions similar to 

Littleborough for the Irv1ell Valley. 

This pattern is found in most of the industrial areas. 

First, there are a number of societies with special trading 

significance, either because they are based on major shopping 

ntres, and so benefit from "thejourney to shops", or 

because they are located in isolated and self-contained 

cownunities. Second, there are a number of less significant 

societies, lvhich are probably important only for food 

trading. 

The trading pattern of the North-East Coalfield. (figure 

6C) reveals the same features as the Rochdale district •. 

There is the same inter-locking of trade areas, in both there 

is far more inter-locking than in rural areas. There is 
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a rather more pronounced lack of correlation betv1een th·e 
importance of the base settlement of a society and the 
importance of that society. 

The interlocking of trade area.s is most extensive in 
the net·;er areas of the coalfield. This is partly because 

societies were established in these areas later than in the: 
older mined areas. A more confused pattern is clearly 
likely· to develop Hhen the settlement pattern is developing 
at the same time as societies are being founded. Table 6E 
shoHs some significant dates in the evolution of the pattern. 

FOUNDATICi'J DATES OF SOCIETIES (from G.D.H. Cole, A Centurv of Co-ooeration (194-l+) 
TABLE 6E 

"Old Coalfield" 
Blaydon 1858 
Bishop Aucldand 1860 
Chester-le-Street 1862 
Consett 1863 
Swalwell 1863 

"New Coalfield" 
Hoorsley 1868 
Cornforth 1870 
Sherburn 1874 
Pittington 1874 
Easington 1874 
l!t"rton ) after Het ton Dmms ) 1874 
Station Tmm ) 

l1ining in the "Old Coalfield" has been conducted in some 
form for far longer than the last century, so no attempt 
has been made to trace the date of first mining in the 
various areas listed. This contrast between the two areas 
of the coalfield is not quite as direct as it might seem for 
in fact most of the mines in the areas termed the "nevr 
coalfield" \'Tere opened in the 1830's. A time-lag is however 
understandable for the neHer areas would not at first have 
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The relationship between the flm1 of trade and the 
trading areas of societies is apparent in the cases of 
Chester-le-Street and Bishop Aucldand, but other.societies 
extend over areas '.Vhich have little homogeneity in this 
respect. Typical examples of this are Annfield Plain, 
Station Tovm (Wingate) and Sherburn Societies. In industrial 
areas the close net of shopping centres makes it possible 
for energetic managements and committees to extend their 
trading area well beyond any 11 natural11 limits. This feature 
is given further illustration by the great contrast bet.;een 
societies in the number of shops found in their base 
settlements. 

THE TP~DE OF SOCIETIES 

The proportion of retail trade accounted for by Co-operative 
societies varies from 20% in the North and Scotland to 

:1£ 
6.1% in London (Table 6F) • Their significance, both 
ationally and regionally, in particular trades varies even 

more than this. They account for three-fifths·of the dairy 
trade in Yorkshire but only negligible proportions of the 
trade of such shops as fishmongers, jewellers and confectioners 
in many regions. Nationally about two-thirds·of the sales 
of co-operatives are made by food shops. There are .some 
regional variations in this proportion, but these are in the 
main small. Specialist trades vary considerably from region 
l!: At end of chapter 
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to regi.on for eo.ch only accounts for a very small proportion 

of the total trade of. co-operatives. The great importance of 

food tr~ding is in fact a reflection of traditional orientation, 

for the consumption of other commodities by Harking class 

households Has in tl).e past extremely limited. It is also 

what co-operators call the "dry goods problem". All attempts 

to expand "dry goods" or the speciality trades have resulted 

in only marginal improvements in the pattern. This is seen 

by many as a result of the local, rather than national, 

.structure of societies, many of Hhich are in consequence too 

small to benefit from any advantages of scale that exist in 

the speciality trades. It is therefore of particular interest 

to note the acquistion· in July .1962 by the C,v/.S, of the 

100 shops of the Blindells shoe chain. 

The major characteristics of the regional variations 

1·1hich exist can be seen in Table 6I, vrhich compares the North 

and South standard regions, 1-1hich may be said to be typical 

of the overall contrast between Northern and Southern 

England. In the South, despite higher proportions of all 
I 

sales by speciality shops, the proportion of co-operative 

sales made up by these trades is relatively far belovr the 

North. This is perhaps offset slightly by higher sales in 

general stores in the south, but there is no evidence available 

to shovr ~Vhether the commodities sold in these stores vary 

regionally, The insignificance of speciality shops is further 
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TABLE 6I CO-OPEHATIVE TRADE IN THE HORTH 

Aim SOUTH REGIONS 

Total Trade Co-operative Trade Co-operative 
(%by each (~ Trade Type ,, by each Share of all Trade 
type of shop) type of shop) % 
N s N s N s· 

Grocery 28.2 24.8 46.8 45.9 '33.8 14.3 
Other Food 17.3 19.5 17.3 27.9 23.9 11.1 
Clothing 16.9 16.8 11.9 6.6 14.4 3.0 
Hard1vare 2.7 5.3 1.3 0.8 9.6 1.2 
Chemist 2.9 3.6 2.0 1.1 13.7 2.5 
Furniture 5.1 4.2 2.9 1.8 11.7 3.3 
General 12.2 8.9 11.4 10.9 19.1 9.5 Confectioners 7.8 X 0.7 X 1.8 X 
Total Trade 20.3 7·7 

to be· appreciated from Table 6J \·lhich sho11s the numbers of 

shops in some of these trades. 

TABLE 6J NU!--IBERS OF CO-OPERATIVE SHOPS 

GB N Y I\lJvf E L SE S 
J e1vell ery 3.0 5 6 8 
HardHare 322 39 20 35 30 22 13 13 
Confectioners _157 18 -8- -17 -7-- -- ·· 5 

SW M NH Wales- Scot. 
8 

24 10 20 17 79 
7 15 40 

In the speciality trades the most significant type of 

co-operative shop is the Emporium. This type of shop is in the 

main classified in the general group of the Census, and in 

fact 169 out of the 176 shops in this group classify as 

Department Stores. Since they are, by definition, large 

there is a distinct relationship between the numbers of such 

shops and the number of ~ar·g:e societies. In 1960 208 
societies had sales over one million pounds. The correlation 
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varies from region to region, but four have a particularly 

close relationship:-. 

number of societies 
number of shops 

\>Jales 
13 
14-

SE 
10 

9 

s 
11 
10 

SVl 
13 
13 

In the industrial regions, \vhere co-operators are more 

significant in all trade, it is necessary to use a larger 

size of society for such comparisons. The relation of societies 

with sales over £2,500,000 and.these shops is close in :-

y NM E Scot H N\.J 
number of societies 9 13 7 14- 11 17 
number of shops 9 11 6 16 11 12 

In the London region 33 general stores are run by only 

seven societies, Four of these societies have sales over 

£5,000,000. Another, the Anchor Society, has a total turn

over of £4-39,190 through one store. Conditions in the region 

are hardly comparable \Vith other regions. 

In the North the special importance of co-operative 

~ocieties in the overall trading pattern is reflected by a 

relatively large number of general stores. There are in 

fact 27 stores and only 23 societies with a turnover of over 

one million pounds. 

* The average size of co-operative shops (Table 6K) is in 

general larger than that of all shops. It is also often 

larger than that of the shops of all other types of organisation 

(figure 2A). Regions where they are relatively largest are 

those which have a number of large societies: the Midlands, 
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Hales, the North Hidlands, the North and London. The trades 

in wnich co-operative shops are relatively largest are 

dairymen, bakers, grocers, confectioners and clothing. In 

the dairy trade there are some particularly large regional 

variations. Yorkshire, the North 11idlands and the Hidlands 

are areas \vhere co-operative de.iries are typically very 

large central depots, \·lhich are at ieast 5-~- times larger 

<:han the average dairy in these regions. Large societies 

can clearly take advantage of economics of large depots. 

The pattern of bakeries is rather more involved, depending 

not only on the size of societies but also on the frequency 

of delivery rounds. The regions where co-operative shops are 

relatively far larger than other shops are the North Hidlsnds, 

London, the East and the South. 

It is not really possible to place too much reliance on 

the data provided by the Census in the case of co-operative 

shops, for their outlet structure is rather different to 

.;he outlets of other types of trader, The ·clearest pattern 

is therefore that of all retan·trades rather than those of 

individual trades. 

The causes of the co-operative trading pattern are 

complex. The evolution of the pattern is the most important 

of these. Industrial and Horking class communities have 

always been the bastions of co-operation, and so societies 

have ah1ays been strongly concentrated in the regions vlhere 

they are found. Hany of the areas developed first, during 
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the early stages of the industrial revolution of the nine

teenth century, \vere i4tially poorly provided with shops. 

Co-operative societies were often the first to break the 

monopoly position of 11 tommy shops" controlled by factory or 

mine managements. The political corillections of co-operation 

with the working class political organisations have meant· 

that throughout their history societies have attracted 

considerable loyalty not normally accorded to other trades. 

Both of these factors, of greatest importance in the nine-

teenth century, have probably diminished in significance 

throughout the first half of the tvrentieth century. 

CHANGE 

Changes in the c·o-operative tre.d.ing pattern may be 

observed from data provided by the Co-operative Union. 

Table 6L shov;s the changes \vhich have taken place in per 

TABLE 6L CO-OPERATIVE TR~DE PER HEAD OF THE 
POPULATION i.'s. 

1939 1957 
Scotland J ~J 1 .2 J 93g d. 

o 9] rJ QQ) 
2 7 1 9!±3 15. 1~:z ] 9i~31 00 

North K 3.2 7.2 225 
North 14-.5 30.5 211 North East 10.5 22.6 215 North Hest 9.9 18.0 182 Hid1ands K 1.4- 6.4- 1+57 ... 9.9 23.4- 237 South 0.5 4-.o 800 5.8 13.3 231 South 1;Jest 1.2 3.7 308 7.1 14-.7 209 
Vi ales +West 6.9 15.6 229 North Hales K 0.5 3-3 660 
South Wales K 1.2 3·t 308 
Total 1.8 5. 322 9.1 19.2 211 

Regions are Co-operative Union Regions except those 
starred, which at different periods have a greater breal{down , 
source various articles Co-operative Revie>V. 



capita· sales. In 1911 tv10 regions Here clearly dominant in 

the pattern _of trading. Scotland and the North viere those 

regions, Hhere political connections and the poor provision 

of shops by other types of retailer combined to give co

operatives considerable advantages. By 1939 regional differences 

were less marted. The contrast betv;een the most important 

region and the least important one has narroHed:-

1911 
6.4-

1939 
2.7 

194-7 
2.6 

1957 
2.3 

No. of times per capita sales higher in most 
important region than in the least, 

In 1939 the t1w regions vlhich had had the lo'.-Jest per capita 

sales in 1911 had the highest increase. Slightly different 

regions for the period 194-7 to 1957 · sho1>1 that the direction 

of change has altered somelvhat, while retaining most of its 

significant characteristics. The Hidland region is now the' 

fastest gr01·1ing region of co-operative trade per capita, 

closely follo\fed it is true by the South and by \<Tales. 

Scotland and the North West sl1ow a slouer rate of grmvth, 
A more detailed picture of the change can be gained from 

figure 6D. Betlveen 1914- and 1939 change is shown, as 
estimated by Hough 11 for Co-operative Districts, corrected 
for national variations in the value of money but not 

population. The greatest increases in total trade during the 
period Here recorded in the Home Counties, the area Hhere 

11 Hough OD cit 
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population 11as gro1-1ing fastest. The grm·1th however, of 

-
co-operative trade outstripped that of population. In the 

rest of the country increases may be explained. by reference 

to one of three factors. The lm·1est increases v1ere found in 

areas which suffered most from the depression and Hhich ·~;ere 

strong co-operatively in 1911t. Faster rates of grm>~th 

occurred in areas '\olhich 1vere poorly developed by co'-operative 

;ocieties in 19llt, such as South Hest \Vales. Organisational 

factors are hard to distinguish, it would seem hoHever, 

that the contrast bet1·1een Devon and Somerset might Hell be 

explained by these factors. 

The direction of change bet1:1een 1938 and 1952 is shovm 12 

in terms of sales per head in figure 6D. This shol'ls the 

importance of the traditional areas, Central Scotland, 

Northumberland and Durham, South \vales and Sheffield districts 

during this period. 

The reasons for these changes in significance are 

instructive, for the changes shov1 that, despite highly 

publicised efforts in Southern England, the co-operative 

movement has fallen behind there, \Vhile intensifying its 

importance in the areas in \vhich it was traditionally strong. 

Clearly the second of these features is partly the result 

of rises in the incomes of traditional customers \.Jho had 

12 Based on J.A. Hough and S.A. AinsHorth, "A neH co-operative 
!•iap" Menda, i'iarc h 195Lr. pp .18-30 
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suffered so muc\1 from the depression. It is also a reflection 

of the existence of a large number of establishments no\v 

serving a smaller population, for the traditional areas are 

those which have experienced a decrease in population. 

Co-operative societies are usually more loath to undertake 

closures than are multiple organisations. The poor performance 

of societies in Southern England is partly the result of 

is lm·r mobility of co-operati'le capital resources, for the 

numbers of shops in this region have increased at a slovrer 

rate than population. It is also probably, but less 

demonstrably, the result of considerable competition from 

extremely efficient multiple organisations. In grocery in 

particular, price competition in the London area has made 

it increasingly difficult for societies to satisfy the demands 

of members vli th traditional pricing policies. Table 6M 

shoVTs that societies in the London area have far l01·1er 

TABLE 6M 

Enfield 
Gray s 
London 
Royal Arsenal 
South Suburban 
Staines 
Slough 
Great Britain 

LONDON CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETIES 

5, 266, 
6,287 

55,944 
26,377 
13,939 

942 
1,795 

908 

Increase · I 
or 1956-1960 

Decrease 
.CO I I 

251 
631 

2,757 
939 

-1,465 
58 

165 
124 

4.8 
10.0 
4.9 
3.5 

-10.5 
6.2 
9.2 

i3.7 

increases of sales than the movement as a Hhole during the 

period 1956-60. This is to some extent the result of 
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population changes, but even Slough and Grays, trading in 

areas '11ith very high population increases, could not match 

the national increase. 

The process of change has resulted in amalgamations 

betHeen societies. In general these have made the areas 

served by particular societies far closer to the third order 

hinterlands of .the -tmms in >vhich·-they ·are based. In 

particular this applies only to those areas ><here conurbations 

do not exist, and is most developed •·rhere trading areas 

are most clearly defined, as in the case of County Tmms. 

In total these changes have been considerable:-

1881 
1891 
1901 

NU!1BER OF SOCIETIES 

. 971 
1307 
14-38 

1911 
1921 
1931 

14-03 
1352 
1188 

194-1 
1951 
1961 

1059 
1001 

875 

The National Amalgamation survey 13 suggests that they should 

be extended until there are only 307 societies. 

Figure 6B shows the trading pattern of societies in 

194-0 in Southern England. If this is compared with figure 

6A it vlil1 be seen that great changes have taken place. 

In Corm1all for instance, there were 16 societies in 194-0 

but only 9 in 1957. Spatially the most significant change 

Has the emergence of the \!Jest Somerset Society, which in 

13 National Amalgamation Survev, Co-operative Union, 
September, 1960. 
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tHenty years has expanded from the iinmediate area of Taunton 

to cover most of \Vest and Central Somerset and much of 

East Devon. 

The National Amalgamation Survey Committee's proposals 

vary considerably from region to region. Table 6N shaHs 

TABLE 6N PROPOSED Al1.i\.LGAHATIOI~S 

~o of Pro-osed ; . jJ 

Sales (£'s million) of proposed 
Groups o•· societies in 195'9 ' i . 

societie1s No. I % .5- 1.0- 2. 5- 5.0-
1_260 Decrease <. ') l.O 2.') ~.0 10.0 >10.0 

H 99 45 5'"· 5 7 5 13 10 6 lt 
N 96 33 65.6 5 3 ll 10 3 1 
NE 125 22 82.3 - 3 I 3 8 5 3 
NW 171 lt3 7lt.8 3 10 ll 10 7 2 
Scot 172 72 58.2 16 7 I 1lt 13 6 I 2 
s 90 56 37.8 I 8 ll 1lt ll 8 lt 
Si'/ 4-2 13 69.1 2 2 lt 1 3. 1 
H 'i1 2~ ')4. 9 i 6 ~ 9 4 1 -
Total 1)59 307 61t.3 1 47 4-4- 82 67 39 17 

that the greatest proportional numbc;r of amalgamations are 

proposed for the North-East (Yorkshire) and the North-Hest 

regions. If the proposals 1·1ere accepted 70% of societies 

Hould have sales of over one million pounds. 91 smaller 

societies i•JOUld remain. They are shown in figure 6D. In 

general they are found in isolated areas, in particular in 

\·lestern \-.Tales, the Southern Uplands of Scotland, the Peak 

District and in East Anglia. Only tuo, Hereford and Salisbury, 

would be based on County Tmms. The cornmi ttee clearly 

1<ished to form the largest practicable units, but certain 

areas Here too isolated for this to be possibleo 



The actual proposals of the committee are shmm in 

figure 6E. This shows ·quite clearly the great amalgamations 

deemed necessary in the "special areas" of figure 6A. In 

the Hudders:field district for instance an amalgamation of 

34 societies is proposed. Some of the most interesting 

groupings are found in isolated areas of industry: the 

Ayrshire Coalfield, the Cumberland Coalfield, Barro1·1 in 

F ness, Blaenau Ffestiniog and ~he South CotsHold Hool 

tO\ms, areas \•!hich are noticeable for declining population 

in recent yea.rs. 

This study of co-operative retailing has attempted 

further to establish the significance of a geographical 

approach to' the academic study~of the distributive trades. 

It has shOim that co-operative trading, as compared \vith 

multiples, corresponds very differently to the features of 

urban rank discussed in section t1w of this thesis. It 

has discussed in some detail some of the changes 1.rhich have 

taken place in the pattern of trading. \'Jhenthe 1961 Census 

is published far more detailed studies of this sort Hill be 

possible, but it has been thought viOrth~>'hile to demonstrate 

here the potentialities of the approach. Above all the 

chapter has attempted to shoH the interaction of regional 

and hierarchical differences ;.rhich is one of the major themes 

of this thesis. 
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TABLE 6B TOTAL SAL~S OF LARGE SOCIETIES 1960 LISTED BY 

HEGIONS IN£ HIL:SION 

North 

NeHcastle 13.7 
l-iiddlesb rough 

5.5 
Stocl:ton u. r;; 

·•.) 

Darlington 4.0 

East 

Grays 6.9 
Ip SHi,C h 6, 8 
Luton 5.2 
Colchester 4.8 
Cambridge 3.8 
Nor1vich 3.8 

Yorkshire 

Leeds 15.2 
Barnsley 12.6 
Sheffield ) 5.2 
Brightside) 6.6 
Hull 7.8 
Doncaster 5.7 
Bradford 3·3 

London 

London 58.7 
Arsenal · 27.3 
South Suburban 

12.4 
Enfield 5.5 

North Nidland 

Nottingham 16.3 
Leicester 11.8 
Derby 11.1 
Hc>.nsfield 6.7 

I Lincoln 6.0 
Peterborough 5.2 
Northampton 3.6 

South-East 

Brighton 6.4 

------~S~o~u~th~--~r------~S~o~u~t~h~W"~e~st~~-------l~1~id~l~a~.n~d~'------

Port sea Island 
14.6 

Oxford 6.6 
Reading Lf • 8 
Parkstone 3.8 
Southampton 3.5 

Bristol 10.9 
Plymouth 7.7 
Gloucester 4.5 
Hest Somerset 

4.4. 
SHindon 4.2 

l Birmingham 
l'Jalsall 
Coventry 
Ten Acres 
l'!uneaton 
VJorcester 
Burslem ) 
Sil verdales) 

27.9 
7.8 
7.2 
5.7 
3.6 
3.4 
3 u. . ' 
1.7 

----~N~·o~r~t~h_l~1e~s~t~-r------~w~·a~l~e~s----~------ Scotland 

Liverpool 12.4 
Birkenhead 10.1 
Hanchester )7.8 
Others )2.7 
St. Helens 4.9 
Harrington 4.7 
Blackpool 4.7 
Stockport 3.6 
Preston 3.3 

Aberdare 2.6 
Pontycyrruner 2.2 
Ynysh~Vl 2.2 

Edinburgh St. Cuthbert's 
13.1 

South Glasgow ) 8.9 
Glasgow (others)) 4.6 
North Aberdeen 8.9 
Clydebank 4,8 
Leitfu 4,0 
Dalziel 3.9 
Dundee 3.8 

Note:
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 

Brightside society is in Sheffield. 
5 societies are found in Glasgm1. 
7 societies are found in ~~nchester. 
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A • 

Total 
Grocers 
Dairies 
Butchers 
Fisl1mongers 
Greengrocers 
Bakers 
Clothing 
Hard"l'rare 
Chemists 
Jewellers 
Confectioners 
Furniture 
General 

TABLE 6F 

SALES OF CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETIES 
PROPOHTION OF HEGIONAL SALES BY CO-OPEHATIVES 

N 
20.} 
33.8 
52-3 
24-.6 
3.3 

15.0 
21.6 
14-.4-

9.6 
13.7. 
1.6 
1.8 

11.7 
19.1 

Y NN 
14-.2 17.0 
27.5 29.5 
59-9 57.6 
20.3 22.1 
0.9 ?.3 
7.6 8.8 

10.6 30.4-
6.6 8.0 
1.4- 3.2 

10.4- 8.5 
1.1 :!!: 

0.3 1.2 
6.2 8.0 

12.3 18.8 

E 
10.9 
19.0 
32.6 
Ill-. 9 

* 6.6 
21.6 
6.9 
2.2 
4-.6 
1.6 
0.4-
7.3 
8.2 

L SE S SW M 
6.1 7.1 7.7 10.2 11.0 

15.1 12.6 14-.3 19.4- 20.1 
18.3 19.3 23.1 29.6 4-3.2 

9.4-. 8.3 10.5 12.4- 15.2 
0.5 :!!: :!!: * * 
4-.5 1.7 2~8 5-9 6.7 

14-.3 11.9 16.3 15.3 23w2 
1.4- 3.9 3.0· 3.8 3·9 
o.4- o.6 1.2 0.9 o.6 
4-.o 2.9 2.5 3.1 5.7 

K 1£ K K K 

* 0.3 * * 0.4-1.3 3.4- 3.3 4-.3 5.1 
7-5 12.0 9-5 15.3 11.2 

NVl 
13.4-
28.6 
4-9.5 
20.1 
2.4-
3.6 

12.8 
7.2 
0.6 
6.

4
o 

1. 
0.7 
8.5 
7.2 

Wales Scot 
11.2 20.0 
21. 5 37.4-
32.8 4-2.9 
9.2 29.2 
* * 2.5 8.7 

22.1 28.2 
5.6 14-.4-
1.8 5.7 
3.5 10.6 

K K 

* 1.7 
7-5 14-.1 

15.5 10.3 
B. II'WEX OF SALES ( PROPORTION OF ALL SALES ) 

Grocers 
Dairies 
Butchers 
Fishmongers 
Greengrocers 
Bal,ers 
Clothing 
Hardware 
Chemists 
Jewellers 
Confectioners 
Furnj.ture 
General 

(PROPORTTOl~ OF SALES IN PAH.TICULAR TRADE) 
o.6o o.52 o.58 o.57' o.t1-o o.56 o.54- 0.53 o.55 o.4-7 0.52 0.53 0.39 0.24- 0.30 0.33 0.33 0.37 0-33 0.31+ 0.25 0.27 0.34- 0.4-7 0.83 0.70 0.77 0.73 0.65 0.86 0.73 0.82 0.72 0.67 1.22 0.68 6.15 15.78 13.21 K 12.2 K K K K 5.58 K K 1.3? 1.87 1.93 1.65 1.36 4-.18 2.75 1.73 1.64- 3-72 4-.4-8 2.30 0.94 1.34- o.6o 0.50 o.4-3 o.6o o.4-7 o.67 o.4-7 1.05 0.51 0.71 1.4-1 2.1~ 2.13 1.58 4-.36 7.82 2.57 2.68 2.82 1.86 2.0 1.39 2.11 10.11- 5-31 5.00 15.25 11.83 6.4-2 11.33 18.33 22.33 6.2 3-51 l.Y-8 1.37 2.00 2-37 1.53 2.4-5 3.08 3.29 1.93 2.23 3.2 1.89 12.69 12.91 K 6.81 K K K K K Q.57 K K 11.28 4-7.33 14-.17 27.25 K 23.67 K K 27.50 1§.14- K 11.76 1.74-" 2.29 2.13 1.4-9 4.69 2.09 2.33 2.37 2.16 1.58 1.49 1.4-2 1.06 1.15 0.90 1.33 o.81 0.59 o.Bl o.b7 o.98 -1.86 0.72 1.94-
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Total 
Grocers 
D:' j _ _rj_cs 

I:utchers 
Fi:>~1ll10l.l[;C:l'S 
Gl~ee~1f:l"'ocers 
~2a~:cc r s 
c~_othine; 
:-1.2. rd He. re 
:!he:(ti;~ts 
J-Gi-.l•.::llL?rs 
C 011fcc t. ion -:::r s 
Furnj_ture 

Totnl 
Grocers 
D~iries 
J::utc!.1ers 
!? i :l hn10l1[ c r s 

Gree,-lvrocers 
2c.}:c r s 
:"'.!lot11ing 
-~?.:L-d\.'2.1'8 

c:1e~.tis ts 
J c,,,_,l~ ller s 
-~~on:'Gct ion,: rs 
:2-'u.t·niture 

';'1.:'\ }'"~l t::> .; K '71 
·, (."'> (t i 7 e I .r.~ (t - r c r":'l t . e -~l c• L. ~.- 1 \1 -· ~ 11 r 0 q t C! ~~~---• .. t.--... :;) ·'"' J.t. _,Q 0 1 . -- _J.V -'-"~1 L.. t~_, .l,.)t .. .1 -~ ·~ 

~-~ 
l 2+.9 

22·. 0 
cl r. ._. . ) 
, ~. 3 _,_\j, 

':-. 3 
~j. 7 

l2o6 
') ': .:: r,_(_.v 
2 .. , ') u. ,::-_ 
ll. 7 
11.8 
?""! ( 
~--..) 0 l) - /' "" 
.)0 • ..::: 

l 1~Vt-,r ..... ,·':'\ ("lize o.r.> ·--~·cJ·~bl i.-.n-·"ntc (--=''0(\0) '-• ,..,_ • c<.(_-.'-:. ,.J. ..!... b;Jl·c~ _ .> J ·.;. ,::J .1. v 

y 
17 ,L:. 
20.? 

111.9 
' -o.u 

0
/ ..., 

oL 

6.0 
lJ.-: r:: . .' 

13.7 
11. 5' 

9.2 
11.3 
12.~ 
39.0 

j ·!l:i 
22.3 
...,., 9 
'-·...) . 

117.7 
'7.1 
1+. 2 
3.0 

29.3 
2l.L}-
l i". 7 . ' . 

q 7 / . 
.. 

l" 0 

3 ~~·c_ 
-' . ' 

E 
23.9 
28.6 
71:-.0 

{-, /' 

(). t) 

!-t 

7 ,1+ 
32.6 
28 .ll-
12.3 
n.o 
9.6 

13.6 
"3 ..., ..) o L 

L 
35.0 
30.9 

107 .l;-
12.1 
6.7 
n 3 Ll • 

3 <;- ~ 
_,._) 

25.2 
0.5 

11.1.:. 
;;-

54.lt-

\~E 
?~.6 
2!:;. 9 
'•7 0 ',- . 

c· R u. '-' 
~ 

/ ,, 
o.o 

23.5 
~3 \ C: o+ 

{ ") 
,) . ....) 
8.0 

15)-1-
26.0 

s 
')5 0 ,_ . 
26.8 
51.2 
10.3 

"' 6.1 
3~:. 6 
1S.6 
12.1+ 

" ~ (,. ':) 
~ 

"' 
0? 6 ( .... <-. 

8':1 
20. '-:
':'h 3 ,_ ' . 
5t,.8 
J.9 
* 5.9 

20.9 
12.'" 

6.2 
G.6 
~ 

15.7 

E 
25.8 
26.9 

218. l,. 
8.9 

:i 
0 9 '-'· 

23.6 
21. t, 
11.7 
]_0. 6 

~ 

20.S' 
3'-' ..., 

7•"-

l:?d 
1D.3 
20,0 
73.0 

(' ~~ 

~:9 ,. / 

7•0 
1 f"' () 7. / 
•. 1:; -

.Li).~ 
c.~ 
() ,_, 
/ • .I 

16.0 
2[~. 3 
3o .<.: 

1.-1 D. J. G' S. 

21.7 
2':-. 0 -. ,-) 1 
jt) • 

r, .,_ 
I • ~ 

"' / .., 
u. ,) 

16.2 
1C .!;. 

10.1 
8.2 

!i 

30.G 

Scot. 
22.3 
30.5 
20.8 
11.7 

" 7.6 
11: .• 7 
23.0 
13.0 

() ? 
/. '·· 
n 

;:-!2. 2 
39.0 

D. Size-Index :· }··v,-:.r-·:tpe ··-· _~_-:__':"'· ~ -, 3izG of Co-01)el'at_ive ~8~3 t~l bl i ~ l::HGn t S 

2.7 
? P. 
·- • V 

L~ • 9 
l.5 
0.9 
1.5 
2.2 
2.2 

l 3.+ 
1.2 
') ., 
'-- •. .J 

3.7 , () 
J .• '7 

2.2 
2.7 
8.3 
1.1 
l.l 
1.5 
1.5 
1. '1 
1.7 
1.1 
2.1 
2.1 
2 .1~ 

" .o. 
"'·~ 
3.0 
5.6 
0.9 
0 

.., 
.u 

2.2 
3.9 
2.6 
') ~ 
,_ • V 

0.99 

2.-. 9 
2.2 

2.5 
:::: a 
~-. J 

3.2 
1.2 

:of 

1.7 
)_:- 0 0 
2.7 
1. Y-
1.1 
1.9 
2.0 
2.3 

AvBraeo Size o~ all l~stablistl~Gnts. 

2.7 
2. tl· 
].2 
1.2 
0 (· 

•'-' 
1.2 
3.6 
1.9 
1.0 
1.1 

?i 

3.3 

'") L 
<"- D o• 

? l.o. ·-. ' 
1 ~< 
.~ 

1.1 
H: 

1.5 
2.9 
~ ') c::... ~-
0.8 
0.8 

=r 
2.1 
2.1 

2. ':-
2.7 
1.9 
1.2 

:;;: 

1.2 
4-.1 
2.1 
1 c; . ·' 
0. ~.1 
~ 

* l.Lt-

0 0 c.oc. 

2.7 
3.2 
1.3 

"' 1.6 
2 ,l·l· 
1.1 
0.8 
0,8 

?f 
;;-

]_. 0 

3.1 
3.6 
7·2 
1.3 

* 1.7 
2.5 
2. Ll-

1.7 
1.1 

;;-

3-3 
2.3 

?..5 
2.9 
l+.l 
l • t; 
0.') 
1.3 ., ' :;.:; 
"' 1 t.:: •• ·~· 

1 <-: . / 
1.2 
3.6 
l: .• 9 
,., L•. ('_. ' 

3.0 
3.2 
2.G 
1.(. 
if 

l.C) 
2.9 
') 1 
(_ .. ·-
1.7 
0.9 

"' 
R 

1.7 

2.2 
2.5 
1.7 
l. 1;. 

* 1. 5. 
2.5 
J. • ~·) 
1.9 
1.1 

:-£ ., ~ 
.)eV 
l.o 
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Chapter Seven - The Retailing Hevolution 

The changes which have taken place in retailing since 

1950, and particularly since the final freeing of war-time 

controls in 1954-, have been both profound and rapid.l Tv1o 

changes are of particular interest to the student of loca-

tion: the grmvth of self-service techniques a.l'Jd of the 

group organisation of independent traders. In many topics 

a full understanding of an existing pattern depends on a 

clear lcnmvledge of the changes taking place •·:ithin it. This 

is particularly true of retailing for the two new trading 

methods referred to here are accounting for increasing 

proportions of the total sales of groceries, and smaller 

proportions of the sales of a number of allied goods. 

Self-Service Trading 

Self-service trading is a post 194-5 groHth in Great 

Britain. Its expansion may be sununa.rised belov1:-

1. The speed of change presents special problems to the 
analyst. Infuis chapter the conditions described generally 
refer to the autumn of 1960. In some cases analysis of 
1961 conditions has been attempted, but since changes dur
ing the year ·.w.ere mainly ones of degree rather than direc
tion, no attempt has been made to make a full analysis of 
this pattern. Huch of the information on I·Ihich tl1e account 
is based is tal;:en from directories published by "Self 
Service and Supermarket" the trade journa.l, I·Ihich estimates 
that it achieves a 95;; coverage of self-service shops. 
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r.ro~- ~] 
--~~-~ Cs.IJ.i.talist Co- o·tJe l'a.t i VC 

-----~~----·-

1 2 3 1 2 1 2 3 

N '-i-53 
y l.:-?6 

Nl·l 536 
-~ 671 .!:'. 

L 1323 
S'" "3" l~ ...,.. 0 

S" 501 
SH'"' 521.r 

" ,.. 5" l•l 9 :/ 
I'~ .. ! 815 

'::'fa le s ""'1 L· 
.)~ r 

Scot 721 

335 9708 us 27390 11.3 
201 20734- 295 J !+ 1 20 20.9 - --/ 

211 17223 325 lll51 29.1 
Y·57 8206 214- 1'71.:-58 l.:.J+. 5 

1160 70t, 3 168 l.f86L, 3 ...,,.. 3 LO • 

301+ 9608 132 22128 Y·l. 2 
304 9273 197 14310 c;o c. 

,. L•• 0 

236 J.4830 ,-,go 1.1.84-0 50.0 c. JU 

321 1L:-065 338 11.:.065 L;l+, 5 
300 21893 515 12'792 23.2 
208 12216 106 24-01C:: 19.2 

7 ' 

438 14096 283 18280 16.7 

7179 5.7 
81+03 5. t;. 
6779 10.5 
5573 ; C). 7 
'- c; t'L:. ] 0 0 
./.// ·-. 
''oo JO 3 00// - • 

C::6'-8 
1 9 • 9 / / 

6roOLi. 7.2 ,. 
721L1. Y·. LJ-
8059 7.5 
81+11 3.2 
7175 4.0 

:-t 
1 = 
2 = .., -
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1.; = 

'l'\:ese re;:ions 2re tc1e 1961 Standard He~· ions (see Anpendj_;, A) 
Number of Sel~-Service Shops u . 

Popult:ttion per 3el.f-Serv~ce Shop .., 
SeJ.f-Service Shops as a ~ of Grocers shops (figure for 1950) 
% of self-service shops owned by Co-operatives. 

LJ. 

26.0 
5S.5 
60.6 
31.6 
12.6 
30.5 
38.6 
5'- .., )o.) 

51.3 
63.3 
26.7 
29.2 
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Date Ho. of self-service Sales 
shous (s/ s) (.:£:1 Hillion) 

l9L•7 10 
1 o-o -/:;> 600 £ 17 Llr 
1957 3700 £207 10.0 
1960 7100 
1961 8800 £599. Lf 27.7 

The 1961 share of self-serviee shops in all food trading is 

estimnted by the Journal "Self-service and Supermarket" to 

be 15.5 per cent. 

A self-service shop may be either a converted existing 

shop or a nev1ly built establishment. Changes are encouraged 

or retarded by a number of factors. The experience of the 

organisation concerned, whether multiple, eo-operative ·or 

independent group,in techniques of self-service is a factor 

of major importance. Other factors include: a competitive 
' situation in a particule.r area vlhich demands vigorous effcrts 

by a trader before he is able to expand his trade, or indeed 

in some cases, to retain his existing share; the availa-

bility of capite.l resources to carry out conversion or, in 

the case of a nei·l store, to fix the more expensive fittings 

required by self-service; and finally the actual, and the 

apparent, attitudes of customers to the self-service tech

nique, which may vary both geographically and socially. 

Since the middle 1950's a very \1igh proportion of new shops 

built for grocery trading have been fitted for self-service 
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trading. This is not the place to examine all the economic 

advantages of self-service shops, but it is important to 

see clearly the features loJhich lead to the construction of 

new shops. These are: first, a large increase in popula-

tion; second a great extension of built up areas, so 

increasing the distance shoppers have to travel; third the 

clearance of larr~e numbers of existing shops in redevelop-

ment schemes; and finally an increase in the demand for 

goods from a 11ealthier population. The conversion of 

existing shops Hill be undertal;:en HI1en there is an increase 

in the intensity of shopping in a particular shopping 

centre, so that it becomes profitable for traders to make 

a more intensive uc;e of space. An example of such a change 

of intensity occurred .in l95L:- v1ben. followin,. the removal 

of rationing in- Hay ,-hci1isf:i~iives began to do far more shop-

ping in those centres l·ihere comparisons of price and quality 

~>I ere possible. 2 

In 1961 the regional distribution of self-service shops 

-------------------------------
2. H.G. HcClella.nd has quoted, in a lecture in Durham 1962, 
tl1e fol1oHing fir;ures for seven "High Street" branches of 
La':IS Stores Ltd. during 195L, (lOO = monthly average in re
lation to all shops in the chain. 

"'eb - . ' 
Hay 
June 
July 

Harch, April 100 
103 
102 
101 

August 
September 

113 
110 

Ib .d •:~ · ~ t' Sup"'r"'"rlre~" lecon.o'.'.ll·c Journ~l 1·9o'2. l 1 bCODOllllCS OI .1e · . ~ '"" ·u c , ""- . ~ 
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is remarkably ev.en, and since it is often thought that 

these shops are predominantly found in Southern England 

the overall variations shown in Table 7.A are small. The 

regional va.riations Hhich do exist conform to a south

north pattern. Hithout up to date information it is not 

really possible to show the relative significance of self

service in terms of the:. proportion of all grocery shops. 

An estimate based on the 1950 Census sho1vs that this ranges 

from ten per cent in Southern EnclEcnd and North Hidlands to 

seven per cent in the North \vest and. Sou~h \·Jest, and to 

only Lr.Of; in Scotland and 3.21; in Wales (column four of 

Table 7 .A). The regions ·which have high proportions (the 

national average is 5.8)i:) are those \·lhich in 1950 had a 

large average size of shop, or those 111hich have shovm the 

greatest increases in population since then. The relation

ship with the latter factor is clear. The less direct 

relationship with the size of shop is to be found in the 

economies of scale \vhich self-service techniques can 

exploit, and so the introduction of the tecb..nic1ues has 

been associated with an increase in the size of shop. A 

priori it could be expected tl1at \'/here larger stores v1ere 

already operating a faster rate of conversion \·!as likely. 

rhe regional variations are the result of the interaction 

Jf these tl'lo features. 
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The pattern of ownership of self-service shops reveals 

far greater variations than the overall pattern. The 

regional liWan deviation of the frequency of all self-service· 

.shops is 11.6~~' ti1at of co-operative mmed shops is 37.5% 

and that of capitalist shops is 33~. These sreat varia-

tions are, particularly in the case of co-operatives, the 

result of poor representation in certain regions. If the 

·four regions 1·1ith the lowest frequencies are not considered 

the mean deviations become 11.4% for co-operatives and, 

nificantly higherJ 19.o;s for capitalist trades. 

SiP"-o 

(a) Co-onerative Tradin~ 

Co-operative run shops are particularly infrequent in 

Gre.ater London, the North and the South East, three regions 

vlhich have particula.rly high overall frequencies of self 

service shops. In contrast co-operatives run relatively 

large numbers of self service shops in the North West, the 

iqorth i1idlands a.nd Yorkshire. This pattern should be related 

to the distribution of all co-operative grocery shops (based 

on 1950 figures). The proportion of all grocery shops run 

by self service varies regionally for co-operatives very 

much in par2.llel Hith the overall vari<:ctions of self-service 

shops. If hoHever the proportion of all self-service shops 

O':med by co-()peratives is consi.dered it \•!ill be seen that 

there are marked de;_,.ficiencies in Lond.on a.'1d the North. In 

the former severe price competition has undoubtedly ~- ..... 
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presentsd major problems to societies, the figure of 

87 .Le% does hmJever exaggerate the importance of capitalist 

traders for co-operative self-service branches tend to be 

lc:.rger than average. __ The iilorth has been part icula.rly slo, .. J 

to operate self-service shops for reasons ~hich are by no 

means clear. It can be concluded that the lmm·Jledge and 

experience of self-service trading gai.ned by the societies 

1·Jhich first experimented Hi'ch .tlle tec\mique has made it 

possible for the movement as a whole to establish shops 

of this type fairly uniformly over the country, vlith only 

a few major exceptions. 

The distribution of societies w\J.ich have no self-

service shops does however reveal a most interesting pattern 

(figure 7.A). It is the result of tt1e r,eneral trading 

pattern in each area, the laci: of dHfusion of self-service 

techniques through neighbouring societies, and the type of 

society. The general trading pattern clearly influences 

the high proportion of societies with at least one shop of 

this type found in. Southern Zngland (Table 7.B). The 

Table ?.B Societies with at least one self-service shon 

i~umber Percenta.£e Number Percentage 

North 29 30 Scotland 77 75 
Yorkshire 44- 36 London and South 25 83 

East 
I·~orth Hid lands 38 46 South Hest and 60 50 
South and East lr6 75 \·I ales 
!.Jidland 28 75 North Hest 65 40 



difi'us:lon of kno1·1ledge of the technique is important 

particularly in South Walc:s \·ihere an unexpectedly large 

number of societies have one self-service si1op, and prob-

ably in the North ·,.Jhere fe\·1 operate shops of this type. 

The majority of the societies which do not have a self-

service shop are found in the rather static areas of indus-

tr1.al England, '<I here the Co-9perat ive Hovement is faced lvi.th 

fallin~ memberships as population declines, the withdrawal 

of share capital, and an antiquated organisational struc-

ture, factors \·lhich all prohibit expensive innovations. In 

addition many societies reta.in near monopoly positions in 

some of tl1e sma.ller settlements, and so there is no '1lides-

<;>read necessity to compete l>~ith other traders by providing 

modern shopping facilities. 

A comparison between Yorkshire, where there are a 

large number of societies v:it\1 no self-service shop, and 

the South East illustrates this feature quite clearly. In 

the South-East and Lo32don_Qnly ·?.ive socieUes have no 

self-service branches and t1·1o of thec,e, .ILr:tchor and Gothic, 

are rather special single shop societies. The others are:-

Canterbury 
Rain ham 
Rochester 

10 bre.nc he s 
9 branches 

23 branches 

£390,783 sales. 
£402,4-02 sales. 

fl005,00l sc.les. 

In October 1960 Canterbury l'ias taken over by Co-operative 

Retail Services Ltd., 2.nd is no\·1 (1S62) running t\-w self-

service shops. To successfully compete in this region the 

l t ·t The e.cioption of self-service .is a mos a necess~ Y· 



Canterbury Society .may Hell be a good example of this for 
CR.S. Ltd. is knmm to "rescue" many societies which are 
suffering declines in trade. 

Large societies are very important in determining the 
distribution of co-operative self-service shops, for it Has 
these soc.ieties \·lhich initi2.lly bo.d the resources to be able 
to experiment safely ivith the technique. In 1953 Evely3 
Hrote: "tl1e advantages of size are clearly borne out by an 
exa.mination of the distribution of co-operative self-service 
si1ops between society and society". In 1960 hm·Jever this is 
not quite so true, although all societies i·Jitb over eishty 
branches run at least one self-service shop (Table 7.1) and 
the proportion of their branches operated by self-service is 
gen8rally higl1er than that or the 12-rge multiples (Table 7. 2) si7.Gd societies 
for some medium/have far higher proportions of self service 
shops. Figure 7 .B. shm·1s the dispersion of values for 
societies by regional groupings. .Societies Hith high pro-
portions are almost all found in expe.nding areas or Soutl1 
\olales, the exceptions largely being small societies in 

Yorl~:shire and Scotland (figure 7 .ffi). Individual exceptions 
do exist lili:e Barrow and Stalybridge but these are very rare. 

h App2.rent except ions liJ.:e 3underla..'1d · can be explained by 

3. R. Evely. Cart.s:L Vq.J. 3. 195'3. No. 6. P. 221. 
lt. l':osel' and Scott. on cit. shmv that 3underland, the 22nd l<:.l·gest local authority, ranl\:ed llfth for ne1·1 house construction and 3rd for local authority house construction. 



their bigh rate of .house construction, ancJ hence need for 
ne·,., shops, since 19Lr5. Societies 1<'\:ich bave high propor-

')90 L /0 

tions of self-service shops are Birmingham, Portsea Island 
and ·,·Jest Somerset, all noted for the. dynamic m~magement. 
In general however the failure of the large societies to 
retain their c1omina.nce in the self-service techni,;ue is 
the result of the ract thnt they trade over areas which 
include both expandin~ and declining districts, for it is 
impossible immedi2.tely to liquidate tl1e hrse amounts of 
capital tied up in shops in the lc!.tter districts. It is 
probably true to say the.t co-o}Jerative societies are far 
less quick to cut losses by closing uneconomice>.l branches 
tl1an capi::alist traders. 

(b) Canita.list :L'raciin,. 

:L'he distribution of sel:f-service shops ov:ra.ted by 
capit<::.list- traci.ers 3hoHs a "normal" south-north range in 
intensity. T\1ree regional groupings may be distinguished 
(Table 7 .A): first regions 1.1ith at least one such shop to 
10,000 people (i.e. the Southern Regions and the North); 
second regions with one store to between 12,000 and 15,000 
people (i.e. the South !•-k·st, Hales, l'-lidlands and Scotland); 
and third l'egions 1-1ith less tha.n one shop to 17,000 people 
(.i.e. the Uorth Eidlc.nds the North \·Jest and Yortshire). 
This division, except for the high frequency of these shops 
in the Horth, corresponds Hith Dany oJ: the regional group
ings \·!hicll h~.ve been found to exist in various aspects of 
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retailing. This exception is largely the result of a 

special concentraUon of t·,·;o multiple or::·anisations in 

the North - Allied Suppliers which account for 25% of 

self--service si10ps, and Lavi~ '3tores Ltd. Hhic:1 account 

for 11> of these shops in the region. 

~ore significant than the variations between regions 

ue the v::riations 1·:ithin many of the: resions. In tbe 

l- ~1 o . ~ th o f . \ h ·:orc.1, ror In seance, e rrequency o. t 1ese s ops ranges 

from one to 6, 713 i)eople in Northumberland to one to 21,012 

in Cumberland (Table ?.C). In the Hidland region,. Hhere 

Table 7.C Self-service Shoo~ in Some Counties 

Eere:fordshire 
Shropshire 
Staffordshire 
rlarv;ickshire 
vlorcestershire 

Cumber land 
Durham 
North Riding 
Forthumberland 

% shops (1950) s/s Pooulation Per s/s 

1.02 
o.so 
0.70 
1.16 
0.68 

0.38 
0.96 
0.50 
l. 20 

8183 
8667 
5176 
6645 

11,847 

21,012 
9250 

15,837 
6713 

geographical contrasts are not so marked, variations range 

:from one to 5176 in Stafford shil'e to one to 11,847 in 

Worcestershire. It is rare for more than one per cent of 
the number shops found in 1950 in each county to be oper-

ating by self-service in 1960. Although the trend is not 
completely clear it seems that relatively more self-service 
shous are found in counties which possess major cities. . . 
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Even· in the Soutilern· regions the majority of shops 2.re 
fauna in the area.s nearest to Greater London (figure 7. C). 
This trend is partly the result of the fast growth of 

!jopulation in such areas, but it is also a reflection of 
their character as the trading areas of various multiple 

organisations, which as chapter five has shown, are so 

closelv connected ':iitb the conurbations. . . 
Larce multiple organisations (Table 7.2) vary quite 

considerably in the proportion of their shops which operate 
by self-service methods. On this basis they cs.n be grouped 
into five types: 

(a) Tbe Combines 11-275~ e.f;. Allid Suppliers (b) Self-Service Specialists over 2CfS e. g. Tesco, London Grocers (c) Average Chains 10-201~ ~ e.g. Sa ins bury, Hrensons (d) .l·iodera.te Ch8.ins under l~) e.g. t-ielias, Walter \Villson (e) Chains with no self- e.g. Greig. service 

These groups correspond fairly closely to the distribution' 
of each che.in, Hith only one (Wrensons) based outside London, 
.. tlich has more than 10:::; of its branches operating on self-
service. In contrast to this it should be noted that both 

1 / T- n ~ -,: • .ti. vU.Ll.en, which specialises in high class trade, and 
David Greig Ltd. are based in London a.nd are not recorded 
as having self-service branch0s, The small number of self-
service shops operated by Eillard end Gallons, the t1-10 
Yorkshire based chains is both a reflection and a cause of 
Yorlcshire' s poor frequency of multiple self-service shops 
(one to 20,734 people). 
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The two specialist chains are of particular interest. 
Tesco's lower proportion of self-service shops is only a 
reflection of the size of its subsi0iary John IrHin Litd. 
of Liverpool~· \·I hi eh vias acquired in 1960, and 11hich then 
had no self-service shops. In 1961 t1.ro self-service shops 
are found to ·oe operating in the sub3idiary and the chairman 
1·eported 11 \ve have begun to Co!)vert these stores to self-
service on the Tesco pattern." Apecrt from these shops 
Tesco only has stores in Bristol, Leicester and Stoke which 
are further tl1an fifty miles from London. 

London Grocers he.ve a similarly restricted distribu-
tion, but their subsidiary, acquired in 1960, Sv1ettenhams 
Ltd., was already operating self-service shops in the 
Potteries. 

The large number of self-service shops \·lhich the 
large combines operate mates it of particular importance 
eo examine the distribution of such shops in each combine. 
Althougi1 many of the sites \•lhich these companies mm are 
un3uitable for conversion to the self-service techniqueJtheir 
grea.t resources of capita,l have enabled them to overcome 
initial hesitancy as to the value. of self-service trading, 
although as it 1·1ill be seen-' they still operate relatively 
small units. The c;verage size of a sample of multiple self-· 

r:: service shops has been found) to be 1020 sq. feet. The 

5. Self-service and Superm8.rket. Annual Directory 1961 p.4. 
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average size of this type of the shops of Home and Colonial 

Ltd. is 795 sq. feet, of vi. Duncan Ltd. 675 so. feet and of 

Lipton Ltd. 953 sq. feet. 

The Allied Suppliers Group operates 668 self-service 

shops. These are distributed betHeen the va.rious sub-

companies in a most significant manner, vJith the regional 

chains having far higher proportions than the national 

chains of these shops. There has beer>Jconsiderable amount·· 

of experimentation i·Jithin the combine to determine the best 

loc<ction. In 1954- the Chairman reported: "In many cases 

the position of the shop selected for conversion was nearby 

a self-service branch of an associated company, and this 

enabled us to see the effect ti1ereon a.nd to compare the 

final trading results, in other cases we have deliberately 

positioned them in certain areas to gain a particular 

;xperience." The pattern established by 1961 suggests that 

following this experimentation the combine has concentrated 

development in areas where self-service shops are as yet 

few (Table ?.D). 

Ed~·Jards and Tovmsend6 have \·Jritten of multiple organ-

isations "their main advantage lies in the fact that there 

are large indivisibilities of imo1·Jledge". The distribution 

6. R. S. EdHards and H. T01msend, Business Enternrise, Tts 
Grm·Ith and Orga.nisa tion, 1958 Hg,cmillan, P. 296. 
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Table ?.D. Allied Sunnliers l·td. 

Comnany ShQQ!i s/s shons d 
1- s/ s Area 

Home and Colonial 649 51 7.9 National i··!aypole 600 48 8.0 11 

Pearl~:s 500 56 11.2 " Headow 400 50 12.5 Semi;National 434 62 11r. 3 Lipton i'Ja tiona1 
V ye 49 18 36.7 Kent /illiams 75 lt-5 60.0 North-Hest 
Broueh 75 32 1+2. 7 North 1~adrian 87 28 42.7 " Dune an 114 19 16.7 11 

Galbraith 202 90 Hj_ o -r ' • u Scotland Templeton 100 36 36.0 11 

l'iossey 85 29 34.2 11 
Cocbranes 150 38 25.3 rr 

of the shops of the national companies is fairly even 
throughout the country. (Table 7.E). Each organisation 

Table ?.S. Distribution of Self-Service Sh6ns liational Cl1ains of Allied SuppJ,_iers Ltd. 

Region Home Cl: Colonial Pearlrs Lipton Navpo1e 
N 0 0 3 1 " 1 0 7 3 
.'-

NH 2 2 2 3 E 3 7 ' 5 '+ L 5 11 11 8 SE 4 4 2 0 s 3 lr l 1 Si1 2 2 1 1 11i 0 12 0 1 
N\~ 6 0 1 2 

\~ales 3 0 3 1 Scot. · 1 0 11 5 

Total 

4 
ll 
9 

19 
35 
10 
9 
6 

13 
9 
7 

17 



hm·Iever appears to favour rather different types of site, 

)O"' J .) • 

or perhaps more correctly, it has been policy for each to 
investigate tl1e potentialities of different ty:oes. Home 
and Colonial brancbes are either found in expanding settle-
ments like Ellesmere Port or important shopping centres lii:e 
Peterborough or Bridg1·1ater. Pearks has located its branin centres 
ches/of almost every type.' Lipton and Eaypole have 
favoured the more im:oortant shopping centres. l'·'Ieado'll has 
branches in the major secondary shopping centres of the 
large cities in its trading area. 

The combine •,;ith the highest proportion of its branches 
operating by self-service is the International ':!:ea Company's 
Group. This is only to be expected for the group is far 
more concentrated in the south than the other mc,.jor chains. ') 
The importance of the South and London is noticeable even 
in the proportions of self-service sholJS of the constituent 
companies of the group. 

Table 7. F. Tnterna.tional Tea Conmany 
Compan v No. s/s No. o:f shons % ~;~ ,:) .:J Comments 

International 109 553 19.7 London & South 1-Jason 65 497 13.0 '->~ ·-""'1in-rh::'l!J R~ J.J..!...J. d_ . L• c.:.'· "'"" 
Hi::ilan.J..s Fayantalce 32 32 100.0 31 in London Quality 15 27 55.5 13 in London Pegram 12 87 13.8 Horth \·Test 

The vleston group \-Jou1d not seem to have converted quite 
as many of its branches to self-service as the tl·1o groups 
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discussed above, this may be partly only apparent for it is 
difficult to distinguish vJhich of its branches are grocery 
?,ncl vlhich bakery. EOi·iever there is another explG.nation 
for Hasten has been particularly active in 'Supermarket 
development (Table 7 .G), concentratinr; available capital in 

Table 2. G. i,Teston GrouD 

Comcanv No. s/ s I\To. of shoD s d e s/s Comments 
Thomas Scott 17 Hl3 9.3 Liverpool Arthur Davy 5 41 12.2 Yorkshire !3tet·lart s Cash 23 104 22.1 Bel:fast 1Judson 7 28 lfO. 0 London F1ne Fare 72 72 100.0 Home Counties Forrest Stores 7 57 12.3 " 11 
Bur ton 20 200 10.0 Hidlands Coo-oer & • Co. 31 187 16.5 National L &: N 15 lll 13.5 North Shentall 13 74 17.5 Chesterf ie1d 

large units. In addition to the supermarket development 
it may >-:ell be that· there is a slight diffel'ence in general 
policy. The-1961 Chairman's reported stated "The more 
traditional type of grocery retailing is not being neglec-
ted hm.;ever, as in our view tl1ere is considerable scope for 
development of this in areas which are not suitable for 
supermarl-;:er and self-service trading." 

The Hoores Group has even a smaller proportion of self-
service shops 1.Jithout the offsetting large numbers of super-
markets. This must cleo.rly be rel<,ted to the speed of ex-
pansion of the organisation, and the situation of the maj
ority of its branches in rJoj:thern England. It does in fact 
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form a contrast Hith the Intern.:ltional Tea Company being 
based in an area \·!here self- service development has been 
slm1. An attitude simila.r to that of Garfield Heston may 
be distinguished from the 1961 Chairms.n 1 s Fteport:-

"I alil convinced that there mus\; always be a nlace in Great Britain for both the friendliness of Personal Service and ti1e Self-Service method of trading, but 1·ie are not fully convinced that ou:" future depends on embarting too quicUy into the scramble to open l2.rger and larger supermarkets at increasing rentals and very expensive fitting out costs." 

;,:ultiple organisations ·,1i th under one hundred branches 
ve.ry very considerably in the numbers of self-service shops 
they operate (Table ?.H). Th0re is a slight correlation 

Table ?.E. L<"rr;e Hedium i::uJ.tiuJ.es 
Comuany No. of si s l'Jo. shons (f 

s/s R.Q 1 s {V 

Phillips 84 97 37 o~ London -c. Thompsons Red Stamp 14 91 15 Gateshead Horthington Cash 35 "7 :..ro Leicester cl Associated Dairy 0 87 0 Leeds 1-LHliams Bros. 7 85 .8 London ~H. Low 13 7t, 24 Dundee t\edman ll.J· 72 19 Hanchester 
,, 

Forest 7 66 11 Redhill· 
"'· Budgen 18 64 18 London HaHkins 3 56 c; London -' \.J. Cussons 32 55 58 Hull Cave 8 52 15 LeHisham Bishop 1 s Stores 38 50 76 London 

bet\,,een tile proportion of self-service shops 811d the area 
in Hhich each ch&.in trades, but this is by no means complete. 
Tt1e tuo companies i·iith the hi~hest proportions of self-
service shops ar-e based on London and the one with the loHest 
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is based on Leeds.· Other companies however with high 
proportions of self-service like Worthington's Cash Stores 
G.nd Cussons are based outside Soutbern Englc..nd •. 

Smaller multiple organisa.tions Hllich operate self-
service stores are numerous. Some are more significant 
tban others either because of their recent gr01·1th or because 
of particular management decisions. The distribution of 
thesechains is of interest for it emphasises the dominance 
of London in the diffusion of the nei·l technique. 

T2.ble ?. I. f'iul_tinles \·iith unci er ')0 branches 

11!0~ . South ComDany s ComDanv 12..2. Total Comne..nv ~'3 

J aC](SOn 32 32 Laws 4-5 Y-8 J ohnson 11 22 \Jaitrose 30 30 (Tyneside) (Bedford) Harris 30 30 Hinton 2lt 46 Hills 11 13 Pricerite 18 20 (Teeside) (Bristol) \'Jallis 9 17 Adscega 15 15 Russells 10 12 Reynolds 15 15 (Manchester) (PlylllOU th) Niema 15 15 Lermons 12 12 Robinson 8 ll (St. Helens) 

The distribution of self-service shops is a unique re-
flection of the interaction of major cllaracteristics of 
the geography of retailing. The size of existing shops, 
the distance of Hhich people are prepared to travel (for 
the most profitable application 01" the technique depends 

I on &. large m8rl,et), the acceptance of the trading method 
by customP.rs and, the trading areas of organisations with 
the .resources and the experience to mal.;e conversions, all 
have profound effects on the distribution. The size of 
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self-service shops is a subject of special importance for 
the lal'f,er ones are leading to a fundamental change in the· 
geogr2.phy of retailing. In North America "one-ston" food 
shopping is Hell established and, although the British 
pattern is far from this, there is a great contrast between 
shopping at a food store of 5,000 sq. feet sales area than 
at a parlour shop. The distribution of large self-service 
shops cannot be fully examined as yet, but data is available 
for an analysis of those classified as supermarlmts. 

Sunorma.rket s 

A supemarket in the United Kingdom is d,2fined7 as "a 
store of not less than 2,000 sq. feet sales area, with three 
or more checkouts and operated ma.inly on :Elf-service, Hhose 
range of merchandise comprises all food groups, including 

il'esb fruit and vegetables, plus basic household requisites 
(i.e. soaps and cleaning materials)". The classification 
of shops by "self-service and supermarket" has depended on 
the availability of full data on individual sbops, and 
althouch in the majority of ce>.ses this has been forth 
coming, some deficiencies have been observed in the data. 
In general ho,;~ever jv;cClelJ.and' sS conclusion that "these 
7. Self-service and Supcrmarlcet on cit P.6. · 8. H.G. i'·'icClell;md, o-o cit p. 156, cites the addition of 2lt Tesco .Supermarkets to t\1e 1961 list for their sales areas had prcviousiy not been reported. In 1960 hmvever four 1-1ere listed, not noted by HcClelland, the company report in July 1961 states that nine 1Vere built during the trading year, so elevan existing supermar},ets are only unaccounted .for_ 
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wealmesses do not materio.lly affect the conclusions that 
can be drawn from the data'' applies fairly well even to 
a geographical analysis. In 1960 the definition of a 
supermarket was slightly adjusted with the introduction of 
the "three check-out" clause in tile definition. This change 
excluded 36 stores previously classified as supermarkets. 
It has hm·1ever introduced n)ore precision into the cla.ssi-
fication for there is a :far closer rele.tion betHeen sales, 
and both the sales ~.rea and number of checlwuts than Hith 
one or the other of these ti·lo features. It means hoHever. 
that yearly fir.;ures are not quite directly comparable 
(this has qffects on fi~ures ?.D and ?.E). '· 

The distribution of supermartets is very closely 
parallel to that of self-service shops as a whole (Table ?.J). 
There are hoHever some noticeable differences. Regionally 
they account for between 10. 55b of e.ll self-service shops in 
the North Hidlands a.nd only 3.2); in ldales. On this basis 
regions mco.y be grouped into three categories: the first 
includes all those \·ii th a proportion of over 9. 7%, and 
consists of the four southern regions in addition to the 
North Midlands; the second includes regions with super-
markets maidng up 77; of theil:' self-service s\10'95, and 
includes the South 1:iest and the Hort;1 -~vest; and the third 
includes all the other regions since they have values of 
under 6;j. Regional variations in frequency are greater 

\ than for self-service shops, the mean deviation being 42%,. 
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1'able ?.J. 1'\erd,Pn.<'il Qistribut;i._on o:f'_Ca:oit_al:Lst _and Co-ooer;:Jtive Supermarke_t_s 
1961-1962 

Number Population Per Shop (000) Percentage of s/s Capital. Co-op Total Capital. Co-op Total Capital. Co-op Total 
N 19 8 26 181 L:-65 1211- 5.7 5·9 ,- 4 :;. y 8 18 26 4-43 232 152 4-.0 6.0 5. 
Nl-i 21 34- 55 202 107 66 9.0 10.5 10.5 
E Lt-9 8 14~ 76 4-67 66 10.7 3-7 9-7 
G.lL J.ll.t- .28 72 292 57 10.0 16.~ 10.0 
SE 37 ! 3 4o 79 973 73 12.2 2. 10.3 
s 1.1·6 ; 6 52 66 507 59 1}+, 3 3.0 9.9 

20 I ' 36 160 199 95 9.1 5·7 '7. 2 S\·1 ·1o 
N 1ll· 1

13 27 339 366 176 l+ • Ll. 3·7 4-.4 
l'T'v.f 3}+ .28 62 193 235 106 11.3 5 " ?.5 . ' 
Ha1es 7 ', 3 10 377 264 26Lf 3 .4· 2.9 ~-2 Scat. 9 19 28 574· 273 185 2.1 6.7 -r.o 
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and there being· one superme.rket to 57,000 people in London 
and one to 264,000 inHales. 

Capi'calist and Co-operative supermarkets are found in 
rather different regions. Co-opera.tive ones have teiO rather 
exceptional regional characteristics. In ten regions they 
only account for less than 6.77; of self-service shl)ps. In 
London (16.7~0 and the North i·Jidlands (10.5;;) they account 
for ;"ar higher proportions. The high llercentage in London 
is partly the result o:~ the lm1 proportion of self-service 
shops found there, in fact these supermarkets have an 
ap;_:>rox imately aver2.ge frequency (one to 293,000 people, 
1·1i1erer,s the national R.vera:;e is one to 276, 000). The high 
f.igure of the Nort\1 Hidlands if; a reflection of an absolute 
bigr1 .frequency (one to 107,000 people). It is the result 
of the activities of t1-1o large societies, Nottingham with 
18 a.nd Leicester ·,-1ith '!, HhicrJ account for 27 out of the 3l.r 
co-operative supermarkets found in the region. These t\.10 
societies in fc:ct account for half of all the superm2.rkets in that region. 

The greatest contrast in the location of supermarlcets 
and self-service si1ops is the type of shopping centre in 
,,1\1ich the t\•io types· of sl1op are found. The population 
Hhich a supermarl,et requires Hithin its trading area cannot as yet be predicted with any accuracy for a given type of 
ce::,tre, but clearly a store ''ihich has an average \Veekly 
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turnover of £4,4629·, requires a large number of customers 
on i•Jhich to dra1-1. The average number of individual cus-

. tamers is estimated to be 3,117, so a store Houlci require 
a population of at least 10,000. These features necessitate 
a loce:.tion in an important shopping centre. On the other 
hand since supermarkets require large areas of land, both 
for construction and for car parking (whenever possible), 
ti:ey c-.re not found to any great Gxtent in the centres of 
the most important sbop;Jing centres, for in such places 
le.nd costs IWUld be too higb. Furt\Jer;:wrB a supermar}:et 
is tracling essentially with convenience goods,· and should 
in consequence not be located too far from a customBr's 
home. The over·all effect of these requil'ements has been 
~e~cribed by McClellandl0: 

"In Grea t2r London . • • there 1;as a unic!Ue density of population, and High Streets with extremely high ' • ~ ~ '' • ' '1 ~ t ~\ ~ • t' • T t 
t1ouseln~e ~ra:r.:c1c, Hlll s~ a c1e same c1me ne 11es End removed in la.rge measure from t :1e se peripheral shopping centres the competition for sites of the major department stores and high class speciality shops. In places like Croydon, Kingston, i'limbledon, Finchley and Harro" there was thus e. unique specialisE.tion of custoGJer traf:i'ic, not found in provincial city or tmm centres, of a density not found in their suburbs." 

Su~Jerm.s.rl~ets are therefore found above all in high 
density suburban shopping centres. In London they are located 

9. Self-Service and Supermarket, op.cit. P.6. 
10. IV.G. 2•icClelland on.cit. P.l58. 
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in a wicle \C\riety of shoppins centres, but there a.re marked 
concentrations in the most important shojJping centres, 
tvhich average at le2st tHo supernw.rkets and account for 
o;bout fii'ty percent of the total number. Table 7 .K. sho\Vs 

Tab~~e 7 .K. Loc;o,tion of SmKr'wJr}~ets in Grea.ter Lonclon Pro·n,'l 1 "' ,,~i...,J~l·o,-~·n--:·~ J~-- !..'...,,...., ··~--:nr~rc'"'' o"" 
• :::1.L -'-'-' _. C.'.<;:'.G -~;) .l.V _i..:l_._.~~-~.:~~-1;.:;...~-.l Shouoin~ Centres as distinm;is~ed bv Smailes and lia.rtley 

A A- B " D- C+ c C- Others No. of Centres with 
~l)Del'i118Tket: 
Capitalist 
Co-op0rative 

Total l\1o. of 
f,Ur:;ermc~rl~et s: 

C 1. ~ 11' ~ Ltp va SL 
Co-operative 

ll 
4-

23 
h 
' 

Total 27 Total No~. of centres 11 No. Per Centre 2.4-

14. 
1 

6 
1 

25 10 
1 l 

26 11 
17 16 

1.6 0.7 

13 
3 

17 
3 

20 
25 

0.8 

13 
4. 

11 . 15 
4- 4-

5 
6 

15 19 11 
23 64 63 

0.7 0.3 0.2 

5 

the relationship bet';leen supermarl\:ets and the hierarchy of 
. . ' d b c 1 ' ., 1 11 

shopp1ng centres as dlstinguisne y omai es ana. nart ey. 
The range of significance from one centre to another is 
considerable, for "C-" centres ar·e defined as those "that 
ha.ve developed beyond a Here group of neighbourhood shops" 
a:1Cl are indicated most usu2lly by a HoohiOrth' s store. The 

ll. Sma.ile s and Eartley OD. cit. 
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general fall in the numbers per centre is fairly steady, but it should be noted that tbore is a great contrast bet',·leGl1 the "A-" group a.nd the "B" t;roup a fact Hbic\1 sv.p-ports the division of centres at this point. It should '.:le noted hoHever ti1at ther·e uould seem to be no difference betHeen B centres and. C+ centres. 12 
A further most sifni-ficant contrast is tt1a.t bet.1·1een the locatio::1 of: capitalist and co-operative supermarkets:-

Centres Perc9ntar:e C.?.pitalist Co-onerative ----
~ (a) (b7 A 42 17 B 23 J.Lr c 27 50 

0.4 
0.6 
1.8 A co-operative supermarket is in fact t.\'pically found in an L.C.C. housing estate (the four classified in the "other" Ccctegory ) Hhereas the ce.pitalist supermarket has been located in tusy High Streets. 

The significance of suburban shopping centres· is not limited to London, even smell conurbations like Bournemouth and Southampton reflect t-h-is·--;attern.l3 Fine Fare Ltd. has, 

12. see 'po g e,2Q_5 for a similar finding. 
13. ~he 
service 
l'lidland 
·~·-1 0re no 
in 1960 
to some 

si,::nificance of suburban shopping centres in selfcJeVelo-oln.ent C!S a 1d1ole ce.n be seen in the _1:Jest Conul'be.tion in Figure 7 .F, 1·1\licn sho1-1s hmv there self-~:;el,vice shops in the C.B.J. o~~ tbe conurbation (7he Dull-Ring Development will have altered this ex~cent). 
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for instance,. branch~s at Poole 2nd Christchurch, and at 

Bitterne o.nd Shirley, but none in the central shopping 

areas oc" the. tv'O conurbations. In the Tynesic'e Conurba-

tion t!1e only superrna.rtc~ts in. Centra.l HeHcastle are the 

central premises of the Co-operative Society anJ the food 

ball of Bainbridr,es' Department Store. 

m· ~ 1 - ... ~ .ro · • - · -- ·--,i- · --~ · 1ne proo~em·oi Ge~1n1ng a suou:oan 

is enorE1ous for every to;m is. to some extent subsidiary to 

e.nothe r. SOi:Je areas m&y rlO\·Jever be cJ ist:Lngu ished ·,vhich, 

':iithout being continuously built up (conurb2.tions), have 

distinct urban characteristics, these have been termed urban 
14 

tracts. Adding to Hobinson's urban tracts a number of 

smaller are2.s of a sj.miLH c l1aracter te.ble 7. 3. shaHs the 

numbers of supermarkets in each tract in 196:1. In all, 

only 72 supermarkets (52 Capitalist and 20 Co-operative) 

are found outside these special urban areas, in 56 different 

tmms. All but seven of these supermar}~ets are found in 

urban areas witn a population over 10,000, and in general 

it can be said that tbe smallel' the pla.ce the faster has it 

grmm in population during tile period 1951-61 (Table 7 .12). 

Significantly a smaller proportion o:i:' these co-operative 

supermarl,ets are found in small towns than capitalist ones, 

for it h&s Gssentially been the larsest societies which have 

11+. G.H.S. Robinson, "Britis\1 Conurbations in 1951: Some 
Corrections", Sociolor,ice.l Revim·! Vol. 4-, 1956, PP.91-97. 
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developed supermc.l'l·~cting. Another signi:i'icant difference 
between the two types of ownership is that the small towns 
1ibic\1 have a co-operative supermarlcet are expanding less 
quietly than those ':Jith a capitalist store. ?hese tmms are 
in :·c.ct located in the traditional 2.reas of co-operation 
Hhicll have remained rel8.tively stagnant in recent years. 

Tile development of .sup~·r;;1arketing by different organ
isa.tions has had a considerable influence on its location. 
i·icClelland15 has sur_-gested tbat one of the reasons for the 
sl0\·1 grO\vth of supermari,ets in the provinces ha.s been the 
necessity fo1· organisations based tbere of cccquiring exper-
ience of this type of trading. The iru1ovators Here almost 
alJ. based on London. In 1958 three comJJanies had 4-1 out 
of 69 capitalist supermarkets, and it has been only grad
ually t\1at others \1ave D.CqUil'ed the necessary techniques 
(Table 7. L). Outside Southern England supermarh:ets are 
operated by a small number of organisations, Hl1ich having made t:1e initial "act of_ fait_h'.'__are able to drm1 on infor
mation from their existing si1ops in order to plan new ones. In :fact l1mvever only four organisations not pa.rt of a combine operate significant numbers o:f superJCarl•:ets in the 

;)rovinces. These a1·e Laus Stores Ltd., Lennons Ltd., 
Gate1·12.y Ltd. and Carline. 

15. i;[, G. l'icClelland oo. c it. P .158. 



Table 7.1. No. of Sunr-·rmc.rkets ~Jv Orcanisa.tion* 

l<'inefare _ . 22 31 
Coopers 6 10 · E:ur·tons l 5 

.L & N l l 
Victor Value 2 12 
Pre:.~ier 15 18 Antbony Jaclcson l.;. 6 
Maypole l 
Laws l· Blmo 
Lennons 

Total 
~; of multiple 

supe rmarlcet s 

51 86 

1960 

40 
12 

7 
2 

13 
17 
13 

2 
3 

l 

124 

73 

1961 Area 

72 London 
25 i1iational 
15 Hid land 

/ 
Nol'th 0 

34 London 
23 " 
14 a 

3 National 
6 North 
6 ~ast 
6 r;orth-i'lest 

215 

68 
:;: only those operating six in 1961 considered. 
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The extension of 'che neH technique can be examined 
in figures 'l.D and 7.E. In 1953 the regional figures give 
a fairly adequate impression of the actual distribution. 
In 1960 hoHever concentrations bave become marked. The 
importance of the Nottingham, Bristol and Le:ioester Co-
operative Societies is noticeable. T01ms in the Home Counties 
have numbers of supermarkets, follol'iing the gradual devel-
opment of' these counties by organisations bas2d. on London. 
Slough and 'ilel.vyn Garden City, for instance, both had four 
super1;1arket s (Slough increased in population during the 
period 1951-61 by 14,032 and \•leh1yn Garden City by 16,140). 
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t~1an twice that o~ one. ·r-l c·t:l'neJ~':l i l. '· _,_1. G...::--~ c· __ t. 

service tre.din:_: .:,s 2: ·!:!h 1le is \·.:ell osto.blished. Tbis brief 
e.ccount L!ay. be concluded \-.rord s of 

n:3u~;er;.~arkct ce-velopFlent d::pe:Jds on, e:.;:. ,.,•ell 2.s itself c.ffectin.r:;, ti1e u~·:oJ.e Doci.a.1, economic 2.nd gsographical .,"'J·t,="'"'!" o·r=-· .~.~.,_-=·· co-n.-r~J'li+-lt i·"' i-J·n·'c:-- it occ·;r.-.a !Jccv .1. l J. Ullv •----U ,. _ _,,1 -1• , .l. .1 - ,L. w • 

16. ·:,,i. G. licClelland or; c it. i:' lo'o 
.1. • - / 
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Grouu Tra.dine-

A further innovation in retailing during the last 
ten :;ears h;;.s been the introduction of the group -crading 
schemes Hilicb lint Ylholesa.lers and ret&.ilers· far more 
closely than before. "The chief Healmess of tbe independent 
trader is that lle uses far too many channels of supply.n17 
T[Jis 1-1ealmess is beinr, attacl,ed by differ·ent types of grou:)-
'n" .L (' • To the geographer t;-;o aspects of this phenomenon are 
of interest: the location of the independents which join 
[;roups, <1.r..d the sps.tial structure of the groups themselves. 
The causes of t\1e movement are numerous.l8 The overall 
effect ho~Vever is considerable. (Table 7.M.). 

Table ?.M. Indeuendent Retailers: PercentaFe in Svmbol Grouns in t\1e Grocery Trade 

Dec. 1958 
Aoril 1960 
Dec. 1960 
June 1961 

sources 

c'/ 
(V shons d sales ;o ~ self-service 

19. 30 
29 4-3 
34 50 
35 53 

A.C. Neilson Survey (Quoted by Financial Times) Self-Service and Supermari-::et Directory 1961. 
The group schemes may be divided into tbTee types: there 

are first retail buying groups and retailer mmed -vlholesale 

------------ --------------
17. Cynog-Jones, Giants in \-iholesaling, f'. 3, Union of Shop, Distributive a..'1d Allied Hori;ers (undated, 1960?). 
18. Chr.i,.stina Fulon, Buying by Voluntary Chains, 

Allen snO. Um.;in, 1962. 
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undertakings, in '.-ihich there are considerable degrees of 
freedom to the individual trader; second are voluntary 
groups organised by individu3.l \·iholesalers; and 'third, and 
most important, there are voluntary chains in which numbers 
of 1·1holes.slers and ret2.ilers are grouped, and in \·lhich 
integration is greatest. 

There are five voluntary chains in 1962, they have the 
largest memberships, Hith one exception (the Danish Bacon 
Co' s .'3tar Traders), and in terms of s&.les are the most 
important of all types of group scheme. They are:-

l··~ace l'-'1arketin~ Services Ltd, Spar (Britain) Ltd. 
Vivo (Family Grocer 
Centra 

J4r·o _J.V 

V.G. Services Ltd. -- -- .-- -

Total 

2500 Alliance) Ltd. 2500 
2100 
2000 

12,500 

retailers 
retailers 
retailers 
rete.ilers 
retailers 
retailers 

These chains include a number of 1·1holesalers and a number 
of retailers subsidiary to each Hholesaler member. Table 
?.N shows an est~nate of the regional distribution of the 
members of all the groups except Centra. This must, however, 
be taken as a very broad picture for the data on '.•hich it is 
based is very scatteredl9, ~~d sometimes it has been neces-
sary to estir:w.te the number of traders found in certain 
regions. Tl1e regional distribution of these traders is 
summarised in Table 7.0. 

·1:;-. In fact the most common type of "raci 11 data Has a list of Hholesaler meLlbers \·li th the numbers of their associated retailers, something 'A'hic\1 largely ignored standard region divisions. 
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Table ?._N. 

N 

Spa 186 

V.G. Service 360 

Hace 198 
Vivo 155 
Havy Line 

P. Keevil 

A. Button 

3( 

An_ Estimf!te of the Distribution of "Group" Rota:f.lers 1962 

y Nl1 E L SE s SW M l•JH Hales Scot. 32)+ 338 134- 258 126 1)+3 350 299 tl·66 128 186 
? 225 4-oo 760* 120* 225*- 350K 0 0 

394- 255 275 X 388 305 4-67 294- 995 200 139 220 210 135 220 301 235 175 215 280 0 50 
1500 

900 100 
500 

TAM areas 
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Table ?.0. Hetailers in Voluntar'r Chains 

"' "' ;v o~ Hembers Population per 
1'-iember 

Independent 
Grocers (1950) 

North 
Yorlcs and lJH 
l;idland and NH 
South VJest 
Southern England 1,·Jale s 
Scotland 

899 
3029 
2061 
1112 
_3llfO 

"2() .) 0 

375 

3600 
3500 
4700 
3100 
/600 
8000 

14000 

15 
10 
10 
19 
12 
2 

. '1 
The membership of these groups is remarl:ably evenly 

spread over England, but there are relatively few members 
in 1•/ales and Scotland, t1-1o o.reas in wbich severe competi-
tion has been absent. Inter-group differences do, of 
course, exist but even these seem to be srnall. Some of 
the variation wbich is apparent in the table is due to the 
de!ficiencies of the data. Thus the· bigh figure recorded 
for the South \·lest is partly tl1e result of Hholesalers 
ba.sed on Bristol and Gloucester supplying traders in 
Honmouthsl1ire. For the most part ho1.•Jever the figures are 
reasonably accurate. The high figure of the South Hest 
1wuld seer:1 to suggest that the village store is a parti-
cularly important type of recruit of these chains. 

The average figure recorded for Southern England is a 
p'eat surprise for it might be thought that since competi-
tion is so mucil greater t'.1ere i'ar r:wre l'etailers 1vould be 
likely to join volunte.ry chains. Hace has in fact no Hhole-
saler member nearer to London than Croydon or Farnham. 
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c;-!E>l'les Arkcoll Ltd. Hith de.~lts at Croydon and Haidstone · Hith 268 members. '.v. Kinghalil & Sor,s Hith a depot at Farnham Hith 120 members. 

Offsetting this poor performance or the voluntary 

ch3.ins in the Home Counties is the existence there of a 
number of large wholesaler organised groups. They al'e:-

Kinloclc' s Ltd. - ·\·bvy Line Gx·ocers 1500 members Peter Keevil Ltd. (a subsidi.ary of \'leston) 
Alliance of Individual Grocers Alfred Button 

ll45 
500 

The majority of these traders aJ.•e fou"nd in the four 

southern regionsJ Keevil has a hundred branches subsid-
iary to its warehouse in viorcester~;;md Button serves some 
from its \varehouse in Northampton. Most Bewbers hoHever 
are serviced from Burgh Heath and Seer Green by Kinlock, 
from Harold Hill by Keevil, and Herton and "dooci.ford by 
Button. 

Smaller group schemes show a similar southerly 
orientation:-

I.G.V.G. (R. &. J. Pamment Ltd.) Southend Shore Valley Scheme Med,_;ay Te.rget Scheme Home Counties 

250 
24-0 
34-0 
200 

P.G.A. (Patrick, Grainger & Euntley Ltd." " Peg (Lines and Norfold Dairies Ltd.) Kings Lynn Association of Private Traders i1idlands & 
Total 

no 
SW 137 

1327 
Two of the largest schemes are however national in extent • 

. "It is however not )_)ossible to give any account of the 
distribution o:f their members. The Danish Bacon Company 

operates a scheme termed "Star Retailers", which has 5,300 
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retailers. These are serviced .fro~ the normal D.B.C. 
,,;arehouses 1·1hich are distributed fairly evenly throughrut 
Great Britain. The P.G.i.J.A. (Private Grocers Herchanciising 
Assochtion) is a ver·y loosely organised group 1·1itl1 over 
4, 000 Elembel'S, 

Group trading schemes other than the Symbol Voluntary 
Chains and the schemes of D.B.C. and P.G.N.A. have a 
membership of over 4,000 in Southern England. This is 
equivalent to l5fb of tbe independent traders recorded there 
in 1950. If the membership of the Voluntary Chains is 
added to this figure nearly 7500 retailers or 27% are 
"linked" in some scheme or other. Tl1is is a far higher 
proportion ti1an tr12.t found elsewhere. The presence in the 
region of large ~oiholesalers like Keevi1 and Kinlock has 
clearly provided retailers l'iith an attractive alternative 
to the voluntary cho.ins ( in general the latter exercise a 
more rir;id control over their members than the Hholesalers 
groups). The cumulative effect of the competition of 
vigorous multiple organisations and self-service trading 

·has forced the independent in this area to shelve some of 
his indepenciertce in order to survive. The differential 
working of the competitive process is bringing in its train 
profound differences in the geography of retailing, and as 
more data becoEies available, from \•Ihich changes at differ-
ent times and in more precise areas may be analysed, the 
full Horking of these processes may be examined. 
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The !'eoo-ranhv of retailinc-, is essentially concerned. 0 0 -· <J 
<.. 

\·Jitb val'iations of intensity ro.ther thon Hi'c\1 the absolute 
differences between pC!.aces. This crwpter he.s siloHn bow 
che.nc;es are tail:ing place at different rates in different 
parts of Grez,t Britain and so it :forms a logical conclusion 
to section three which has set out how tbe organisations 
operating in retailing (i.e. the decision makers) affect 
the various elements of retailing. In general it is very 
important to realise that t\lese as1)ects of geography should 
be considered quantitatively as well as qualitatively. As 
yet liO\•;ever the data tbat can be accumulated is not amenable 
to much quantitative investigation. 
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:·3oc ie ty no. of s/s rn • - J:·:o. o.f (, J. Otr::t.L 
/' 

sbODS ShO~)S s/s 

Londcn V) r'(' ,, 
r=: J"- :)Ub _; rtoyc:.1 ilrsen2l 72 2 "'l .J- 28 South Glasro,·.r 18 217 0 
/ "!"~·i rt·tine 1 )'lf!1 120 - .-~ I' 66 ._, ... " -~ ,) L,,_. . .Lc.·b South Suburb2n 33 l7CJ 20 sJ-0 • Cuthbert 52 167 32 ( Ed inburr::h) 

~ 

u. 

4-6 
D1·istol DO -L)l i·•o+ t i•1 "'P n· t~5 151 30 
.; v .. t.)l c~ J. 

Leeds 13 "'h) _L,.) ll Liverpool 28 -,..,7 _Lc_ 26 Fe~·,;cc:.stle 10 125 c-u BEcrnsley 25 122 21 Leicester 4-5 120 38 Birl:en\Je;:;.d. L:-l 119 34 Derby 4-o ll:J 0' 
Jj Port sea Island 79 117 67 BLti'slem 10 lOt, 10 J-Ianche ster 55 102 5" / Bolton 20 / 101 29 ~c1f ield ll 101 l -_ _t 

:tiull 17 100 17 Clyde sbe<nlc 25 at~ 24-/ St. Geor3:e 
( Glase;ovi) 

l 87 l 
BriFl1tside 12 

(Sheffield) 
86 11 

i:.falsa11 27 r.5 0 26 Co,Jlairs 4 81 " / 



AlLied Jup~Jliers 
Iu tc rnc:. t ionaJ. ~Cea 
·deston Group· 
1-~oDres Group 

L11ite8 DJ.iries 
~esco iJ·~ores 
Ex~;ress Dairies 
Sa.insbury 
G2llons 
JRvid Greic 
LO!l•ion Grocers 

PE~~-·l{:'lr>q .J~·o'rec c-- .... ~-·- v- .; 
·.i.-::.1. ~~~l"' ~!J.J.lson 
::\]I' ift 
C1~l~.en 
H. Jackson 
:-lillo.rd 
·~rrcnsons 

j',l..hJDcr 
s/s Totnl 

91 

10 
15 
~2 

353L" 
13?0 
1211 
1031 

600 
4-75 
352 
208 
26L:-
2~-l 
230 
223 

'' 

C' .. ; (' 
..JI ,,) 

18 
?7 --

21 
l ' -5 

r' 
') 
(. 
u 

' ') .L.) 

G 
/ 

5 
13 

Ge o~~ra.~) l1ic .::;.1. 
2xtc:-nt "-----

i·Ja t ional 
;c., '-'1' nd cc -'!·;:~ d. ~ ' -

Lation2.l 
" 

~Jest, ~idl~n6s etc 
Greater Lonc1on 
3outi1 2.11d 1\d 
.., J • ~.., 1 -:,ou en ern "-11[ en a 
So-uthern :Cn:-~land 
Yor1~shire 
South~rn En~l~nd 
Sou t ~le rn :Zn:-~1:- nd 

& Ei6la.nds 
So1~ti1 1J::.les 
J:orth 
Y or1-~shil"'e 
Southern En[land 
Yorl:shire 
Y. or ks llire 
.,., . • l 
Dll'ffilngc.tam 
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TABLEL.l, LOCATION OF SUPERHll.RKETS 

Ca2 Acc.gl'dine- to Robi.nson' s Urb.QD T,ragts (R2* and Yadous Other 
Grg upin~_Q_y:_ St_gndard_l\_E)gj.on. 

Regi.Qll Area Cani te.list Co-gperc:rti ve Total 

NORTH 
Tyne-I·Jear (R) lit 7 21 
Tees-Hartlepool (R) 3 0 3 
Remainder l 0 ·I 

EAST & I-JEST RIDING 
Hest Yorkshire (R) 2 ) 7 
South Yorkshire (R) l 10 ll 
Hull 3 it 7 
Remainder 2 l 3 

1WRTH HIDLAND 
Nottingham - Derby (R) 6 18 2it 
Leicester it 9 13 
N0rth<unpton it l ) 
Remainder 3 it 7 

EAST 
Hertfordshire, Essex, it2 ) it7 
Luton and Dunstable 
Remainder 

SOUTH 
7 3 10 

Buckinghamshire, East 
Berkshire 12 0 12 
Bournemouth 6 l 7 Southampton 7 0 7 Portsmouth (R) 10 it lit 
Remainder 7 

SOUTH I-JEST 
l 8 

Bristol (R) 7 12 19 Remainder 13 it 17 
HID LAND 

vlest J:.iidlands (R) 
~ 5 8 

Stol{e (R) it 8 
Coventry 2 2 it 
Remainder 5 2 7 NORTH 1'/EST 
South Lancs. B.l. (R) 22 26 it8 

. South Lancs. B. 2. (R) 0 1 l 
Remainder 12 l 13 Wales 
South l'lales West (R) 2 0 2 
South lofa1es East (R) it 2 6 
Remainder 1 1 2 SCQ1TLAND 
Glasgovr (R) 8 8 16 
Edinb~rgh (R) 0 8 8 
Remainder 1 3 it 
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iP .. LTilDse located outside the Urban Tra.cts named abQve:-
1. Csnitalist Stores 
Population ·. Size of To1m ( 000) ;~ change 1951-61 Under 10 10-30 30-50 50-70 Over 70 Total Decrease 

1 4 X 0-5 
3 1 X 5-10 4 2 1 4 xl0-15 4 1 2 xl5-20 2 3 1 1 Over 20 1 1 3 Total 3 9 9 6 12 

2. Co-onerative Stores 
Decrease 

1 X 0-5 
2 1 X 5-10 

1 1 2 xl0-15 1 1 1 l xl5-20 
l Over 20 

l Total 4 5 1 2 5 
Additional three supermarkets in settlements which are not urban adRinistrative areas. 

~ Robinson op. cit • 
.. South Lancs. B.+. includes Livernool andHanchester South Lancs. B.2~ includes Burnley and Blackburn with Accrington, etc. 

5 
4 

11 
7 

~ 
39 

1 
3 
4 
4 
1 
l 

17 
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A Cc:.se Study. 

0~1:~ l'eeion&l position, pcrticulurly in l·elo~ion to the 

~·ho)pinc centre for a 
su1·roundin,r- rcpion. It is con'lcnient to e:-t:ariline these t\·,10 

In the Introduction it was shown how this 
·i,.... 1~--:,~-~.. ,.. ;..,.·c. ·c.d 'o ..... ") Vl..;:,L d.Cl.t.L ..... Vc. y 2·. cl~ss of "o· "''JS :.. •\': .l ' 

-:aunty T0 1:?ns, .fot study. These tor.·,'n3 h2.cl in fe.ct ·aeen found 
to hGvo distinctly characteris~ic shops c:.t an stase of 
this investigation. 

rac.-.j o:c sl1oppinF centres ~or rural 
hinterlE~nds. ~l1ey form pzrt of tl1e tl1ird order of centres, 
but :.:.--..re disti.;:l_~uishs.ble f_;··o:!l ott1er pl:::.ces in th-~~-t order by tbe 
nc:ture of tl1eir llinterlB.ncl. 3m~:.iles l \-;~cote: 11 their roles 

~?end \·U: s i.:: the u;;.in considering 

1. A.E. Smailes (19~6) P. 98. 
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centreS. County 

; - a ~,-,, ·c'·l·.,, ruestl• o~ ....... ~ ,.,..~!,,_1 ··: 'L. \• ..... •1 ' !l' soJGe are cle2rly typical but there 

;~re ot·hC?l'S ,,._;bicll c:.re less .so. ~c~_ble C.A. lisJcs the ~Jlaces 

'f.:.l1J.e n " u.A. 

~·Jor,·.~ich 
InsHicb 
o;:ford 
Yorl( 
C a:nb rid rr.e 

3A 3B 
r· J • /r-' ,..1/r"' dorces (~er o-;" (.;) ..... ___________ ,_, __ '-L, 

~Bedford D3,317 
~2etcrboroughS2,031 
~1-.. ~o.:Ld ::;tone 59,761 . L~- ,..,,... t--·, ur ~-·~-'7 c:.ll>..;o . .S ·-~1 ,-o,,..J,.! 

T.:r.-::.""~·o~"- 3r ), '">7 ~~ ~.:'"..-\. (,!.~l ) ' T.:_l 
rTI .L -. .- - 7 C) lDUnL-011 __ .....1.2•1. 0 
C.mterbury 30,376 
Po~'·on 2L 0u~• ....... ~v ''/) 

Yeovil 24,552 
i)~"~~oR 1~ a77 { • .U~r.;: J.. -,J' / 
Abery::t11ytl1 10. !+18 
Caernarvon 8;998 

Populetion 

---·J'-C ____ _ 
~·l inc be s te r 
Ay 1 e s bcuy 
IJ)tchin 
Eertford 
Eves ham 

23' 6~-3 
?7 LG,Cll 
~ ' /-

24,243 
15,7.3h 
12 608 , 

:o: Excluded bcc[-::.Use of extensive Sl{burban developme-nts. 

l·Jrecise division ~han that of Smailes mi~ht be:-,, 

(a) 

(b) 
(c) 

Eur2l Regio1J9.1 Capitals - all those to~;ns above 
Lincoln (v'itr, Lincoln e.nd 

County To•:-1ns 
He~ j or l".:~arket 

. CarJ.isle as marginal cases) 
all tl1ose to~ns above Canterbury 

Toi·Jl_1S 

The hierarchical status of a town is the result of its 
size r~n~ .o'f its distance ·~ro;:1 tol'.1 i1S o·i.' t-.:.i::;her rank. Table 8B 

Go~nt~,. To':lns c.re found quit~ clo:-;e ~o 1,1or.::: i..:.[lortant centres, 

~rbile others are far more isol8ted. These variations are of 
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r::re0t significance boti1 in deter:eininc t\-,/0 type of shops 

found in e?clJ toim and in 9roducinr differences in t!1e rank 

of. the to1:lDSo 

County To1·1n l·;iJe s Large ~o\·Jn County T0\·!11 l:ile s Lar?e :co ....... ~n 
CaTlisle 52 i':ev1castle T.-;.unton 27 Exeter hereford Lr7 Eirmingbe.m 11 " 37 :<3ristol tr " b .. !:;' Cardiff \Vorcester 25 Birc1ing:1ar:J ',/ 

Sllre1·'sburv . . l+O Pi w-~ -; ·- ,·tr··n _) __ lJH..:..llr)· c. 1 Salisbury 25 Bourne:nouth Lincoln 32 ;,r tti ··h · .. o ~no la1n " " 20 Southa:~~pton 

AndreHs and Friday 2 have described tbe cot:lpetitive 

process in retailin~ in tlle followin~ terms:-

nAll sbop.s 1n urban area .. s are enmeshed in 8. complex chain of 
compet.ition for patroM.ge \·'h:lch is most intense 1·1ithin any 

one area but whici1 will have important linkages between 
adjacent areas as well as between them Rnd regional 11 shopping 
capite.ls 0

• 

It is the g~uK1·apaer·s c&sK to &ttempt the extremely difficult 
proces3 of oelimiting aDd exiJJ.ainint; t'ne various spatial 

aspects of th:Ls competition •. The seJ.ection of a regional, 
rather than a bierarcrlical, cross section of towns means that 
tbis case study is particule.rly concerned· Hith the "important 
linkases bet1·ieen adjacent 2.:ceasu a.nd tbe intense a.rea of 
competition, rather than the lin1~:s i:·iith other· centres of 

a hierarchical unit ~iill emerge fro~ the following account, 

2. P.W.S. Andre~1s & F.A. Friday, Fair Trade: 
I1esale :f-rice_He.intenan2e, 1960------

A Stucly of 



335. and H vlill also be seen that there are very real linics, in 
terms of 'competit'ion, with cities of higher ranl<. 

The cl1aracteristics of a town's retailing which might be 
examined are m<Jny, and a number of them, not included in this . / 
ac.count, have in fact been investigated as preliminary 
studies for this thesis, it being impossible to understand 
the nature of a town's shops without detailed local studies. 
The characteristics which are of concern here are those 
which have already been mentioned in earlier chapters of 
this thesis, it being the major purpose of this chapter to 
simplify and explain them in ter~s of specific examples, 
rather than to introduce nev1 elements into an already complex 
study, 

AGGREGATE RETAIL TRADE 3 
The special character of County Towns as the centres 

of extensive business districts may first be seen from a 
comparison with other tmms of similar size. In chapter three 
it was concluded tl1at ageregate census statistics are only 
directly useful in comparison·s of this sort. Table 8.C. 
shows some of tbe most significant tO\·ms Hith a population 
between 20,000 and 75,000 (all other tovms of'this size are 
not 1·1orth comparing with the County ToNns for they have 
l01ver sales, smaller and usually fe1·1er shpps). This table 
shows figures for sales per head of population, sales per 

3. This section refers to retail trade, not all the distributive trades as did Chapter Three (i.e. it uses data from Vol.2 rather than Vol. 1 1 of the Census). 



336. establishment and population per establishment, it also SbO\·IS 
index figures comparing these ratios 1·1ith regional average 
figures, 

·rable 8.c. Count'! Tovms ,ond_Q_ther I(llportont Centres: 

Carlisle 
Lincoln 
\'lore ester 
Shrc\,•sbury 
Iiereford 
Balls bury 
Taunton 
Gloucester 
Exeter 
Chester 
Canterbury 
Cbelmsford
Tunbric1ge Wells 
Guildford 
Scar borough 
Bedford 
Peterborough 
Cheltenham 
Lancaster 

3/I-I 
(:C 1 s) 
147 
1)f3 
211 
167 
136 
172 
182 
157 
143 
241 
185 
191 
174-
191 
198 
171 
156 
142 
124-

Features of A~PrePate Trade, 

P/E 

83 
74-
74-
82 
71 
74-
134-
90 
88 
55 
69 
86 
70 
86 
50 
75 
72' 
88 
82 

S/E 
( 

1 OOs) 
122 
lOli
J.56 
135 
132 
120 
154-
141 
124-
135 -
127 
164 
119 
164-
101 
127 

- 113 
151 
102 

Index Numbers : ;;umber of 
Times 
3/H 
1.6 
1.5 
2.2 
1.8 
2.0 
1.8 
2.0 
1.7 
1.6 
2.4-
1.8 
1.9 
1.7 
1.9 
2.1 
1.8 
1.6 
1.5 
1.0 

t:1e Regional Aver-age 
P/E S/E 
0.85 1.3 
0.90 1.3 
0.92 1.8 
0.91 1.6 
0.79 1.6 
0, 75 1.1t 
0.85 1.7 
0.90 1.5 
0.89 1.4-
0.72 1.9 
o. 74 1.3 
0.92 1.7 
0.74- 1.2 
0.92 1.7 
0~51 1.1 
0.75 1.3 
0.88 1.2 
0.89 1.5 
0.88 1.4-

County Towns are not distinguishable from the other 
important shopping centres in the number of their shops, 
except that in contrast to these other centres they have an 
overall homogeneity in this feature. There is only a range 
of tl1irteen people per shop (Hereford 71 and Taunton 84). 
Some of the other tovms have relfl.~ive1y few peo_ple per shop. 
Of these Scarborough and Chester have already been examined · 
in chapter three. The index figure comparing the actual 



337 •. figure l>'it'n the regional 2.verar;e firure shows tl1at the 
County Towns are homogeneous, and that ther8 are a number of 
other to;.ms 1·1hich have an extreme character. ToHns like 
Scarboroup;h, Chester, Canterbury and Tunbridp;e .'dells have 
rel:J t ively large numbers of shops, i-ihile Guildford has few 
shops. 

In sales per head of population County Tmms mGy be 
distinguished as places Hith.a relatively high level of sales. 
Five of the seven t01ms have a figure over £167. They are 
hm·1ever not the only to1ms to have such high sales, Canterbury, 
Guildford, Scarborouc;h and Chester all have similarly high 
sales. The index figure shaHs that all the towns apart from 
Carlisle and Linc.oln-had-s<des over 1.8- times the regiona+ 
average. It would seem however, that there is little to 
distinguisl1 the County Towns from the other tmms in the table. 

Both Linc·oln and Carlisle would seem not to belong to 
the County Town type from an examination of these figures. 
In their cases it is clear that the hint~rland nonulation . " . 
cannot balance with its purchases the relatively loHer 
spending power of the industri~l populations of these two towns. 
The t01ms do therefore ·have a relatively 101-1 average of sales 
per head of the resident population. 

County T01ms are chiefly distinguisha.ble in terms of 
their averar:e size of· shop (see chapter three). Shr01·1sbury, 
Taunton and Horcester are only surpassed by Guildford and 
Chester in this characteristic. Carlisle, Salisbury and 
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Heref.ord also heve an average sized shop of over £12,200. 

There are six of the seven County Towns and eight other totms 

out of tHelve 1;ith such sized shops. Five of the County Towns 

do in fact have the largest- sized. sl)ops if exceptional towns 

ar.e excluded. These exceptions are Chester (see P. u ~ ) , 

Guildford and Cheltenham, all of v1hich l1ave a very high 

proportion of upper class inhabitants (customers Hho trade 

particularly in stores like Department Stores and 1~ho are 

relatively highly mobile). 

Lincoln has uarticu1R.rl11 small shops (£10,400}, and 

although tn1s 1s to some extent accounted for by a low regional 

av·.?rage figure (the shops are 1.3 times larger than the 

regional average, a figure equal to that of Carlisle), it 

v1ould seem that a special factor may be in operation. As an 

important regional centre Lincoln Hould be expected to have 

a larger size bf shop. Carlisle also has a relatively small 

average size of shop, something Nhich is rather more easily 

explicable in terms of a loH proportion.of·large scale 

retailers (i.e. multiples), l·lhich is the result of Carlisle's 

relative isolation. The point is that in neith.er case must 
this small size of shops be accounted for in terms which would 
exclude the tmm from the County To1m type, in both there are 

special factors operating l·lhich at least to some extent 

account for their exceptional fentures. 

TRADE TYPES 

Retail sales of individual trade types in relation to 
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the resident _populetion of a tmm a.re a ;nost useful measure 

.of the relative attraction of a tmm (se?e chapter four). 

Table s·.n. is an attempt to estimate the population served 

. by the shops of each trade in the County Tmms. It is based 

on a ~leighting of expenditure equal to the regional average. 

Table 8.D. Pouulation j_OOO' s) Outside the Tmm Suuulied by 
.Shops in tl1e County Tow~ Estimr.ted [l,t Regional 

Level of Per Capita Sales. 

Lincoln Shre~Jsbury Hereford 
Carlisle Horcester Salisbury Taunton 

Total Retail 39 
Sales 

Grocery Total 11 
Other Food 20 
Total 
Dairy 2~ 
Butchers 1.0 
Greengrocers 0.5 
Clothing Total 77 
Boots & Shoes 110 
Hen's Hear 103 
Jewellery 90 
Confectioners lrO 
Books 10 
Chemists 27 
Furnishers 85 

76 . 

1.5 25 
30 26 

89 58 
23 18 
0.7 -7.7 
50 72 
68 68 
6~ 82 
~0 112 
22 22 
55 82 

~§ §4 

35 

13 
1.8 

-2.7 
8.7 

28 
68 
61 
87 

117 
25 
20 
58 
33 

30 

3.8 
19 

-5.8 
12 
3~ 
50 

108 
78 
53 

.62 
65 
4~ 
51 

31 

2~ 
10 

o.~ 
~.5 

11 
52 
6~ 
50 
77 
27 
20 
~ 
27 

34 

20 
-- . 15 

19 
2l, 
29 
62 
51 
30 

144 
22 
~7 
30 
33 

The population which is served by tmms h2.s been estimated 

by Green 4 , . His estimates suggest that the County Tmms 

could be listed in thefollowing order of importance in 

terms of their fourt\_l_order_hin-te rland- popt:la t ions:-----

lt, j~ational Planning Atlas Urban Accessibility Jl'iap. ..12.22 



·~allsbury 
Lincoln 
Taunton 
Shrewsb\1ry 

4-9,270 
49,180 
46,214 
37 ,3~0 

Worcester 
Hereford 
Carlisle 

37,140 
35,550 
28,600 

In terms of total retail trade the towns would be listed in 
an order '1-Thich has certain similarities, but also one in 
which many important differences may be noted:-

Worcester 
Carlisle 
Shrewsbury 
Lincoln 

76,200 
38, 5IO 
35,380 
34,300 

Taunton 
Hereford 
Salisbury 

33,700 
31,460 
29,700 

The most important difference is that the larger county towns 
are now more important. This is probably due to their rather 
greater importance as shopping centres for a third order 
region. If two representative trades of convenience and 
shopping goods are taken for examination this point becomes 
clearer:-

1'.mm 
Worcester 
Hereford 
Taunton 
Shrewsbury 
Carlisle 
Salisbury 
Lincoln 

Grocery 
1 
2 

e 
g 
7 

Boots & Shoes 

~ 
~ 
1 
2 
4 

In Grocery those towns which cater most intensely for their 
fourth order hinterland rank highest (Salisbury is an exception 
as it will be seen). In· Boots & Shoes it is the larger tow.ns 

.. which are most significant (Salisbury is again an exception).· 
Despite these variations the overa'll. pattern must not be 



ignor.ed. Apart from \1orcester there is only a range of 
8,810 in the hint-erland population served by the towns. It 

is however, worth-while to consider the variations that are 
found bet1·1een trades in the to1ms' trading patterns, for these 
are very indicative of a number of major points.-

Carlisle's trading pattern may be fairly easily explained. 
It supplies food to about a half of its fourth order hinter
land population. It supplies a rather larger population Hith 
dairy goods for there are a number of important depots in the 
city. Butchers and greengrocers only cater for internal 
demand with any effectiveness. Its clothing shops meet about 
60% of the demand of its third order hinterland (if this is 
taken as the Narlceting l1edia hinterland) 5. Boot and Shoe 
sl1ops and Nen' s Hear Shops meet as much as So% of this demand. 
There are fairly high sa.les in the Confectioners group for 
tllis is a typically urban type of trade, and is concentrated 
to some extent in all the County T01vns. Only in the Book
sellers trade is the city poorly represented. The reasons 
for this final feature are not clea.r_, __ but they may be the 
result, to some extent at least, of the absence of major 
educational establishments in the city. 

Lincoln's trading pattern is more involved. The most 
fundamental feature lvhich emerges from the analysis is that 

5. Great Britain, A Marketing Hedia Survey, Geop;rauhia, 1961. 



the city meets only a small proportion of the demand ·of the 
"l1arketing Jviediau Hinterland. It serves a relatively. lr:.re;e 
population Hith "other food" and dairy goods while only just 
meeting internal demand in groceries, clearly this is one· 
case 1vhere cross-trading may be recognised. As in every to•:m 
other than Carlisle, butchers serve a relatively lo.rger. 
population. The population served by the various non-food 
trades ranges from 22,100 ~n confectionery to 67,600 in boots 
and shoes, Hith all trades other than confectionery serving 
at least 4-o,ooo. This is a far more even pattern than that 
of Carlisle, perhaps indicative of Lincoln's inore sharply 
defined fourth and third order hinterlands (in some respects 
Carlisle acts as a regional capital, a second order centre). 

Worcester is a rather exceptional case. It serves a far 
/ larger population than might have been expected. Glaisyer 0 

noted that 10,000 people registered for food in 1944 in the. 
city, lived outside it. Estimates based on the Census shoH 
that by 1950 probably 15,000 more. people depended on the city 
for foodstuffs. ·This is partly a result of the wider move-
ment of shoppers after the end of the war, and partly a 
reflection of the growth of population in the immediate 
proximity of the city. 'vlorcester supplies about 70,000 people 
outside its boundaries \vith shopping cuods, although variations 

6. "County T01m : A Plannin~; Survey of 1.4orcester", by·· . J. Glaisyer, T. Brennan, l·i. Ritchie & P. S_argant Florence • 
. 1946. P. 191 



do exist from trade to trade, the pottern is rather more 

cohstant than in other towns. 

Shrewsbury shoHs features Hhich, by noH, ;-1ill be seen 

to be typical. In the food trades it barely supports its 

01m population. Indeed in greengrocery it meets less than 

half the theoretical internal demand. The explanation of this 

is not easy to find, cross trading must account for some of 

tlle de!I:iciency but not all. 60,000 would seem to be a fair 

•estimate of the populdion 'served with shoppinc coods. 

Jewellers supply nearly twice this figure, something which is 

partly the result of increased purchases by an upper class 

population. 

Hereford, Salisbury and Taunton shoH much the same features, 

except that Salisbury has rather lo\'ler sales of foodstuffs· 

and considerably higher sales in the shopping goods trades 

than the other two towns. In all three t01ms hoHever, it 

would seem that a reasonable estimate of the hinterland 

populo.tion supplied v1ith food would be aboutl5,000, and that 

60 1 000 is a fair estimate for shopping goods. 

In summary these retailing statistics shm; features which 

are lmown intuitively, but I·Jhich l1ave been impossible to 

demonstrate objectively without them. Carlisle is a dominant 

County Town for its County. vlorcester despite the proximity 

of Birmingham is a fairly dominant city. Lincoln-·is far less 

dominant than these t1~o as the figures shm-1 quite clearlv. 
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Shre1vsbury is a far more~dominant type of city, as is -Hereford 

for a rather smaller area. Salisbury, dominates a hinterland 
area lvhich is roughly coincident for both third and fourth 
order demands, and hence has somewhat higher sales figures. 
than might be expected, This, to a lesser extent, is true 
of Taunton, In its case however, the competing claims of 

Bridgwater, Yeovil and Exeter result in the to1m supplying 

rather fewer people with specialist goods, 

The Size of Shops. 

It has been a major theme of this thesis that the 

County Towns are particularly distinguishable by the size 

of their shops. In chapter four especially this has been 
commented upon in its national perspect'ive. A full idea of 
the pattern can only be achieved with reference to field 
observation. Table B.E. sets out the basic census data on 
which this account is to be based, 

Grocers shops vary in only one major respect. Hereford 
and Taunton have far la.rger shops of this type than any of 
the other towns. Field survey suggests that this is a 
result of the large numbers of small shops, found in non
central locations, in towns larger or the same size as 
Sprewsbury, No really satisfactory explanation can be found 
for the small size of Sali~bury's shops, It does have 83, 
while Taunton has 78 and Hereford 77, but these few extra 
hardly account for such a large difference in the average 
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Table 8.E. Sales Per Establishment bv Trc,.de Tyue in County Tmms • .£'s. 
tv) 

Carlisle Lincoln \'/orcester Shre\·lsbury. Salisbury Hereford Taunton 
Grocers 10,146 7,839 10,000 10,218 10,843 16,689 16,538 Fishmongers 10,215 5,273 10,636 15' 000 1l,091 11,, Boo 10,556 Dairymen 52,000 37' 937 32,929 27,667 13,833 5,773 15,600 Butchers 5,918 6,776 6,387 5,787 10,952 8,967 9,760 Greengrocers 3,308 3, 579 4,529 3,667 . 4, 824 3,632 6,639 Balcers 5,688 5, 750 10,958 9,222 10,333 l1,875 ll, 700 Confectioners 9, 1+81 6,350 6,614 9,129 13,568 9,235 9,318 Clothing 18,244 12,458 14,729 17,954 15,760 16,579 20,421 \ (Total) 

\ Boot·s & Shoes 13,692 11,786 12,960 14,286 16,938 13,333 13,937 l·:en 1 ~ 'dear 18,964 18,214 17,lf19 16,000 16,039 17,000 11, lJ.62 W omeh 1 s \'1 ear 37,821 16,204 22,913 37,208 29,625 23,321 50,000 l:en' S & 23,000 13,100 . 23,500 19,357 7,556 22,364 26,667 Home* 1 s Hear 
Drap~rs 3,200 1,889 2,944 ?£ :.;t,583 3,286 6,625 Hardware 7,405 9,056 10,969 17,393 l1,231 7,000 10,818 Boolde11ers 5,400 9,060 9,666 6,231 10,654 15,500 9,913 Che!llfsts 10,269 14,867 13,185 15,550 15,722 15,200 13,647 Furni:shers 25,893 19,000 18,846 14,500 15, 6q7 17,647 14,000 JeHel[lers 6,233 8,ooo ,6,700 ll, 235 5,85~ 5,816 9,236 I No. of Times with 3 0 0 3 4 3 5 largest shops 

4 6 No. of Times with 0 l 2 3 2 smallest shops 
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size. T-t·lo characteristics explain the pattern to a certain 

extent. In all probability Salisbury has a number of larger 

grocers' shops than the other two towns. These ''High Street'' 

shops found in the Central area account for a relatively high 

.proportion of all the grocery trade of tl1e city. Salisbury 

also has a rather larger number of corner shops in the older 

parts of the city, a feature which is based. particularly on 

the street plan. The thirteenth century grid plan of Salisbury 

acts, in this respect, in a very similar way to the later grid 

plans of the industrial towns. The other two tmms do in 

contrast have a relatively large number of medium sized shops. 

(This is one problem which the 1962 census can be expected 

to tl1row considerable light, for there has been a considerable 

number of changes in Salisbury's Central area since the 1950 

census. Hoolworth Ltd. for instance established one of their 

earliest separate food halls in the city). Another partial 

explanation of this problem is that '1-lithin Salisbury there is 

to marked "lOO%" location (because of the grid-plan), and so 

there is less pressure on grocers.to find the highest density 

site. 

Variations in the size of fishmongers are small. Shrevls

bury and Hereford conform to the Midlands pattern of large 

shops (P. ·159). Lincoln, only lr5 miles from Grimsby, has the 

smallest fishmongers. The actual numbers in each town are 

particularly interesting in this case:-



Carlisle 14 
Lincoln 22 
Vlorcester- 14 

ShreHsbury 
Eereford 
Salisbury 
Taunton 

8 
5 

11 
7 

Lincoln's l_~r_ge_numbers-empbanng 1 ts special location in 
relation to sources of supply. 

In the Dairy trade the.re is a fairly well marked 
relationship betHeen the size of depots and the size of t01ms, 
the largest depots being found in the largest to<ms. One 
exception is that Hereford has 22 dairymen, in comparison 
Hith Salisbury's 6 and Taunton's 10, Hany of these are 
producer-retailers, as might be expected in such a region. 

Butcher's shops vary·insize in much the same way as theY 
do in number. The size of tl1e market for t_his trade is much 
the same in Salisbury, Hereford and Ta.unton but:-

Total Sales (£ 1000) Number Size(£'s) Salisbury 230 21 10,952 Hereford 269 30 8,967 Taunton 24!r 25 9, 760. 

It 1-1ould seem that butchers are found relatively closer to 
the most centraLsites- in SalE;bury than grocers. ]3utchers 1

: 

shops in Lincoln are larger than those found in the other 
large county towns since rather more of them belong to chains. 

The variations in the size of other food shops are not 
of great significance, most just reflecting the numbers of 
shops trading in a particular trade, T1·1o are hm1ever of special 
note, In the bakery tra<le.the ·two largest towns have relatively 
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small shops. The reasons f6r this (i.e. their size as ~om-
pared Hith \'iorcester) are not clear. They may be connected 
1~ith regional consumption l1a.bits or 1·ritl1 tl1e frequency of 
delivery rounds in each t01m. Salisbury has exceptionally 
large confectioners, this is a direct result of the presence 
there of a number of branches of major multiple organisations. 

There is markedly little variation betHeen the County 
To1ms in the size or tneir clpthing shops. This, in contrast 
to those sl1ops fulfilling purely convenience demands, is 
understandable for a great majority of these shops are 
concentrated in the major shopping centre of each toHn - areas 
which show relatively little variation. It is therefore of 
interest to note that the two towns which have the most 
developed secondary shopping centres,: Lincoln (the Bail and 
lower High St.) and vlorcester (St. J.olm' s) 7 have the smallest 
sl1ops of this type, the average figure having been depressed 
by the necessity of supplying a spatially fragmented demand. 

Different trades in the Clothing Group reflect this 
overall characteristic only partially. It may be noted to 
exist in the Boot and Shoe trade and the \vomen' s ' .. rear trade. 
In Een' s lvear hoHever, there would seem to be a general 
decrease in the average size of sho~ with a decreise in the 
size of t01m. Nultiple traders in this trade are very 

7. see figure 28 P,207 (Glaisyer et al op cit). 



depend~'mt on the overall size of the m8.rl·;et, for a suit is 
a very occasional :purchase, and the impulse element in sales 
plays a relative small role. Two clothing trades which 
have a some1·1hat erratic pattern of shopsizes are the Women's 
1:/ear and the Hen's and 'liomen' s 11ear trades, These two are 
typically dif£:icult .. to distinguish, both one from another 
and from Department Stores. The number of these shops found 
in 'the County Towns fluctuates quite considerably:-

Lincoln Shrewsbury Hereford Carlisle ·worcester Salisbury Taunton Hornen's Wear 28 54 ~·6 24 24 28 18 Nen' s & 16 20 14 14 9 ll 9 Women's Hear 
Total· 44 74 60 38 33 39 27 

Wherever particularly .large- sh-ops of these types are found 
0lJ~s s~ze may oe explained by relatively few shops of this 
type being found in a town. The large numbers of shops in 
the two trades, a reflection of internal distribution, in 
Lincoin and Worcester should be noted, 

Variations in the size of hardware, book and jewellery 
shops follow no annarent p_g_ttern. In all the County To\'lns, 
other than Carlisle, chemists have an average turnover of 
bet~1een £13,000 and £16,000, In Carlisle since neither of 
the major chains has a large shop chemists are on average 
much smaller (£10~'269). Significant variations are found in 
the furniture trade. These generally reflect the organisational . . 
structure of a town's shops and correspond to some extent 
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In general however, the lack of variation, in _compc:.rison 

with the food trades in these shopping goods trades is highly 
s'ignificant. This is mainly the result of a great concentration 

·of the market for these go6ds i~ the central areas of these 
towns. The existence of significant secondary shopping centres 
is unusual. A fairly organic growth has meant that there 

have not been such fundamental shifts in the location of the 
major shopping centre, characteristic of many of the industrial 
tmms. Shops are therefore able to exploit to the full any 
economies of size that are available in their tr8.de. l1ajor 
secondary shopping centres.are only·found in those towns where 
relief or evolution has resulted in the isolation of one area 
of a town from another. During field surveys two such areas 
tvere encountered. . In Worcester there is the St.· John's area, , 

while in Lincoln there is the Bail •• In many towns, notably 
Carlisle (Botchergate) and Lincoln (Lower High St.), there are 
specialist shopping centres, usually for lower class custom, 
verging on the main centre, but these are excluded f:oom this 
description for they are in essence part of the Central Area, 
and in any case there is as yet no uniform ~;ay of delirai ting 
their extent. 8 

8. Paul J. 1'1ika, of Cl ark University, in a personal communication, Dec. 6 1959, has made the point that a comparative· study of Southampton, Nonvich c>.nu Derby revealed that Hurphyand Vance's method of delimiting Central Business Districts is not easily adapted to British conditions. 
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Unfortunat'ely it is not possible to be certain as to 

the effect of the Bail on the average size of shops in Lincoln. 
It is ho-v1ever, worth considering the general pattern of trade 
in this centre for it illu_str.a_t_es--One-of-the me>.j or problems 
whicn is of concern in a geographical study of retailing. In 
this area, which is ~part of a wider distinction within 
Lincoln between ''the town below the hill'' (i.e. the Lincoln 
Edge) and "the town above the hill", ther'= are fourty-five . 
~ops. Ten of these are antique shops for this is the oldest 

part of the city under the shadm1 of the Cathedral and the area 
most visited by tourists. Fourteen of the remaining thirty-five 
shops (i.e. 407;) are branch shops of orga.nisations l·!ith other 
branches in.the city. This is a frequency twice the regional 
average. It is clear that, since the retail_market in Lincoln 
is fragmented to a considerable-extent by ''the hill'', 
organisations have to forgo the economies.possible in· one 
large shop in order to capture a sufficient share of the tot~l 
m:Fket. It does therefore seem reasonable to s·uggest that the 
a 1 vis ions within Lincoln( the lo-v:er High S~. is another 
important shop.p.ing-cerrtre) largely accoi.uit for the overall 
small size of shop. 
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HULTIPLE RETAILERS. 

Tl1e distribution of multiple retaiJers is the result of 
two major factors, which in chapter five have been termed, 

hierarchical and network. In the case of the Count;r· T01ms the 
most important of these is the former, for these tov:ns are easily 
distinguished· as important sl1opping centres, and hence attract 
national and near-national organisations to their central 
s' 1ping areas. Set against this hierarchical factor must how
ever be put a factor which has as yet been given little place 
in this study, namely the social class of the inhabitants 
influenced by a "County Set". Nultiple retailers are generally 
at a disadvantage in catering for such a frap;mented demand so 
independent retailers possess in these tmms, above all others, 
a market for their particular type of service. The third factor 
determining the number of multiple retailers is the netv10rk 
factor, and it is by no means clear how these three factors 
int"'ract. It is however, a.n observable fact tha-t' both regional 
and local multiples are generally poorly developed in these 
t01vns, as the: tm·'ns are generally located at some distance from 
a major conurbation. 

Table B.A lists some of the major comp&nies which have at 
least two branches in the seven towns, and vlbich have been 
distinguished in chapter five. Very fevJ organisations-achieve 

·a representation in all the towns. Those that do are all 
companies 1·1hich niay only be classified as national organisations, ' '•. 
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i·lhat is S\.lrprising is that there are so fevi of them. Indeed 

even if organisations ·vlhich have branches in at least five of 

Table fi.A Countv Towns Hultiple Organisations 

(a) With a branch in all seven 
Ho1ne and Colonial Ltd. 
Haypole Dairy Co. Ltd. 
i•:ontague Burton Ltd. 
Eepivorth Ltd. 
Singer Sewing i•iachine Co, 
W. H. Smith & Sons Ltd, 
H. Samuel Ltd. 

towns:-
Curry' s 
Ealford 
MacFisheries Ltd. 
Scotch Wool Go. Ltd. 

Ltd. Harks and Spencer Ltd. 
F. w, ivoolHorth Ltd. 
Boots Cash Chemists Ltd. 
Timothy Whites & Taylors 

(b) ·with a branch in five 
Lipton Ltd. 
Helias Ltd. 

or six of the towns:
Dei·ihurst Ltd. 
Baxters Ltd. Dorothy Perkins Ltd. 

Richards Shops Ltd. 

the towns are considered the. total only becomes nineteen. In 
general it may be concluded that there are few muJ.tiples \·lhich 
are strictly national in distribution, that the County Towns 
even though they are important third order shopping centres 

Ltd. 

' not fully covered even by ali those organisations vlhich claim 
"branches everywhere". Cha.oter five ha.s_already seen ho1-1 the 
first Of-these conclusions applie~ to the national pattern. The 
second conclusion must undoubtedly be to some extent a reflection 
of the relatively fev1er advantages which tl1ese sort of shopping 
c.entres o<:fer to multiples. It is not enough simply to put this 
in complete coverage down to disequilibrium. If tl1e County 
T01·rns were such favourable situations for multiple organisations, 
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as tlleir rank i>ould se~!n to suggest·;-ra.rrlJor.e organisations 

-wOUTd l1ave this full coveraee, 

In the grocery trade it bns been possible to distinguish 

in chapter five a number of organisations \·:ith more than 50 

branches. Only 19 of these appear to have a branch in the 

County T01-ms. These organisations arC' to a relatively greater 

extent than other multiples concentrated on the major conurbations~ 

The to\Vn 1o~ith most branches of these organisations is Worcester, 

it is to some extent the most easily colonised town of the 

seven, being located so near to a major conurbation and also 

its social structure is one of the most favourable to multiple 

teclmiques in this trade, ThiS second feature is perhaps the 
I 

most important for there is no noticeable concentration of the 

regional type of :;rocery multiple in the city, The other County 

Towns shO\·' very few differences in their organisational pattern, 

except that Shrewsbury shov1s the effects of its relative 

isolation in a region Hhere these organisations are poorly 

r·--,eloped by only having five branches, In contrast to 

Shrewsbury, Carlisle has a rather more normal number of these 

multiples for it has been possible for some of the many 

organisations based to the east of the Pennines to take advantage 

)f the reasona.ble communications to this city • 

. In the Hen's vlear Trade l<J.rr.:e or large medium organisations 

1ere examined in chapter five. A fairly high proportion of 

Ghese organisations hc.ve branches in the County T01ms (Table 8,B) 
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This fsature is almost entirely the result of hierarchical · 

factors outplaying soci~l factors, since the former are supremely 

import<J.nt. for these organisations. The to•:.'n 1vitb tbe largest 

number of such organisations is Lincoln for it lies closest 

to Leeds, the great centre of this trade. 

In tlJe :Furnishing Trade "' rather fuller analysis of 

organisations is possible. Table 8,C, sets out some of the 

features of the orga.nisational stx;ucture o:f eaci1 t0\m 1 s trade. 

Table <3. C. Countv To'dns : Furnishing Tr.!?-.Q.fl~ 

i·bltiples Incl. euend ent Chains Unit Shops Total Census - Carlii:sle 9 . 4 ll 24 28 \Jorcester 10 l 11 21 39 Lincoln 7 2 8 17 38 Shrev1sbury 9 1 10 20 28 Salisbury 6 2 12 20 24 Taunton 4 I+ 9 17 20 iiereford 2 0 7 9 17 

A comparison 1vith the number of furnishers recorded in 1950 by 

the Census shaHs that this is a fairly full coverage for it 

de not in the main include, Antique Dealers,· Secondhand 

Furniture Dealers, Picture Dealers and Husical Instrutnent shops, 
all of which are· included in the· Census group. The features of 
importance shovm by the table, are that, apart from tbe facts 
tbat Taunton and Hereford have far r~wer multiple organisations 
than Salisbury, most of the County To1ms have a very similar 

number of multiple organisations in this trade. Differences 

may be noted hoHeVer, in the proportion of these establishments 
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01med by Great Universal Stores:'-

Carlisle 
3 

Worcester Lincoln Shrewsbury Salisbury Taunton :-J.ereford 3 5 2 2 2 1 

The lov1er·-p--roportions of Carlisle, \<lorcest9r and Shrel·lsbury are 
the re~ult of the presence in these towns of organisations 

belonging to one or other of the t•:~o ma.ior netHorl's of 

organisations; in the case of Carlisle the northern net1vorks, 

, -,rr;e medium organisations like ·Ridings Stores, Hardy and Co., 

Clydesdale and New Day Furnishing, in the case of the other two 
cities the midland networks of smaller multiples (see figure 5~I.). 

The independent chains are of considerable interest for 
they suggest another way of tackling tl1e problem of the 1·1ider 

business district of the County T01ms. Carli'sle has four, and 
is connected in one way v1itl1 the second order hinterland of 
Ne1-1castle:-

N .• H. Chapman Ltd. 
Carlisle and Newcastle 

Simr,wns· Furnishers Ltd. 
Carlisle, Gateshead, Newcastle, 
Sunderland, Horkington, Kendal 

and Barrow. 

and in another wav vJith its 01-m ·thirdorder hinterland:-

w. Vasey Ltd. C.iV. Davis Ltd. Penrith, vlhitehaven and Carlisle Carlisle and vligton. 

\vorcester 1vould only appear to have one such organisation:-
Barclays _ ·Birmingham (3), 1</est Bromwich, Cannock and Worcester. 

stressing its links with other t01ms in the West ]viidland 
·-

conurbation area. 
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Linc-oln's t1,•o organisations,, suggest a third order hinter-

land area:-

Neale Bros. Ltd. 
Lincoln, Bourne, Gainsborough, 
Grantham, Louth and Spelding. 

J.H. Todd Ltd. 
Lincoln, Grimsby, Scupthorpe 

a.nd Boston. 

Taunton's four organi:Jations are more varied. Ti·IO suggest 
the third order hinterland:-

Economy House Ltd. R. King Ltd. Taunton and Bridgwater . Taunton and vle11ington. 

while t1w others shmv far wider linl~:ages:-

Hants Furniture Go. Ltd .• 
Taunton, Portsmouth, Gloucester, 
Southampton, Exeter, Reading 

and Chatham. 

D. Arditti Ltd. 
Taunton and Bournemouth 

The regional connections hinted at in this account of 

furnishers are most important to any study of retailing, they 
are the business districts of tl1ese to1ms. It has been po.ssible 
to note many interesting implications of theories of "a nested 
hierarchy of functional regions" in this study of retailing. 
J.<·or instance Carlisle is clearly in a very different business 
district of second order ranking tha.n the other to1vns, its links 
1o1ith l~ewcastle and Glasgow are very close despite its iSolation • • 
In many ca.ses .it must have appeared as an important next to1rm 
in ivhich to establish a branch. 

Salisbury is another tovm which lies in a separate second 
order region, having been relatively easily colonised by 
London based organisations. It does, as table 8. B. shOivs, 
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have relatiyely large numbers of multiple establishments, 

something \.olhich contradicted a number of worldng hypotheses 

based ori the social character of the town. Salisbury is 

sufficiently near to the metropolis for this to have been sub-

merged beneath the expansion of London multiples, something 

1o1hich is far more noticeable of course in toHns of the Home 

Counties, 

The' other County Towns are in the main not so ea.sily 

I- ~ed in second order regions. Taunton lies rather too far 

v1est to be dominated by Loi1don based organisations. Bristol 

hm1ever ·is not an important enough centre of multiple organisation 

to place Taunton firmly in an second order region based on it. 

Lincoln clearly lies under the influence of Nottingham, Derby, 

Leicester and Sl1effield. None of these cities exerts a 

dominating influence in this aspect of its functional region. 

Huch the same can be said of Sl1rev1sbury and:_Hereford, 11hich · · 

are neuner aonunatect by Birmingham in the way that \vorcester 
-· i.~ and vlhich in consequence nearly :fnrm a second order region 

of their mvn. 

At. a more local scale "business districts" are more easily 

recognisable. Figure 8.A. shaHs tbe distribution of independent 

chains and small multiples ''hich have a branch in the various 

County To<ms. The most remarkable feature of this distribution 

is the extremely close rela.tionship with Carruthers' fhird 

order regions (shmm with a continuous line)_. Clearly for the 

small chain tbese are significant communities of interest. It 
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is in addition 1·1orth ng_t_ing.that each map in the same size, 
so distance can be seen· to be a very significant element in 
each case. The number of branches of organisations of this type 
which have besn discovered varies from to1m to tovm, but there 
are fevi differences in their relative distribution. 1·lorcester 
is a major exception conf±rming its close connections with the 
West Hidland Conurbation.· Certain small multiples found in 
Taunton, Lincoln and Shrmvsbury sqmm in figure 8 conform to 
tr.~ third order hinterland even more closely. 

One feature.which should be mentioned here is that in many 
to1ms there are institutional factors which prevent the expansion 
of multiple organisations. Thus in one of the largest of the 
County Tmms no multiple, or indeed independent chain, is 
allm·Jed to establish shops on Council estates, although in most 
cases Co-operative Societies have sites reserved for them. ' 
This as it will be seen means tl1at the latter have had far better 
opportunities of establishing self-service shops in County 
T( s than multiple retailers. 

Furnishers are not shmm on figure 8. A. as they have been listed in full above. 
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Ta-ble 8.' B. Some Nultiple Organisations Found in the County Town~ 

1 Carlisle 5 Salisbury 
2Lincoln 6 Hereford 
3 Worcester.· 
4 Shrewsbury 

7 Taunton 

GROCERS 1 2' 3 4 5 6 7 Total No. Branches 
Home & Colonial X ·X X X- X X X 649 Pearks X X X 500 Lip ton X X X X X X 468 Haypole X X X X X X X 703 Bur ton ·x X 200 Fearis X X L&N X 111 Cboper X 187 Mason X X X 502 International X X X 547 Kilby X 

5~~ Melias X X X X X X 
Walter Willson X 193 Gallons X 241 World 1 s Stores X X 212 Thompsons X 123 David Greig X X X X 230 United Counties X 100 +-Farrands X 57 Total 8 7 ll 5 8 8 6 

NEN 'SWEAR 

Bur ton X X X X X X X 500 ":ollier X X X X 348 Jepworth X X X X X X X 27'5 Dunn X X 181 To\m Tailors X X X 146 Foster Bros. X X X 165 Hodges X X X 45 Bradley X X 168 Alexandre X X X 120 Heakers X 80 Jack son X 75 Total 5 8 6 3 5 4 5 
WGMm'S WEAR 

Scotch Wool X X X X X X X 360 Dorothy Parkins -X- -X- -x- --x- X X 169 Richards- X X X X X 81 
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l 2 3 4 5 6 7 Total No. Branches 
'vlilson X X X 45 Dupont X X 64 Barnett Button X X 85;-Direct Raincoat X 90 Total 5 5 3 3 4 3 3 

OTHERS 
Singer X X X X X X X 442 W.H. Smith X X X X X X X 369 Currys X X X X X X X 285 Halford X X X X X X X 170 + Timothy Whites 600 t Boots 

1,300 + vlyman X X X 79 Lawleys X X X X 50 · Bewlay x· X X . 150 + Preedy X X X 56 Dewhurst X X X X X 270 + Baxters X X X X X 400 Eastmans X X X X 50 .. · Tates X X 19 1-iax Stone X X X X 200 ... Salisbury's 
Handbags 

British Home 
X X X 106 

Stores X X 74 Li ttlewoods · X 62~ 
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CO-OPERATIVE SCCBTIES 

Each County Town has a Co-operative Society based on it. 

These societies do however vary greatly in significance, 

variations which are in the main due to the region in which the 

tmm is found. Thus Salisbury and Hereford hc;.ve the loHest 

turnover fic;ure since co-operative trading is most poorly 

developed in the most rural areas of Southern England. Lincoln 

in ~ontrast has the highest turnover since most societies in 

the North Midlands are large. 

Table 8. D. County Towns : Co-operative Societies 1960 

No. of Employees Sales (£ 1000) Sales e_er Employee. (£) 
Lincoln 1309. 6,033 ,609 
West Somerset 1080 4,425 4,097 

(Ta.unton) 
Worcester 844 3,360 3,983 
Carlisle 437 1,726 3,949 
Shrelvsbury 270 1,041 3,854 
Salisbury 207 832 4,013 
Hereford 144 638 4,432 

The Lincoln, \·/est Somerset and Worcester .. Societies are all 

far larger than. ·the ramaining societies. The first and third 

of these clearly reflect the Hidland England pattern of large 

societies. \vest Somerset is rather a different case (see : P.262 

and figures 6.A. and B.) Its expansion has mainly been achieved 

by amalr;amations, it may .ell have attracted larger shopping 

populations to Taunton (the 1962 Census should cla.t:ify this). 

Table 8. D. sets out the sales per empl9yee figure for 

each society, and although these-wilr-~ considerably affected ---



by the management of each society--the-re~ are some distinct 
-t-end<fncies Hhich !nay. be noted. The Lincoln society has well 
developed centralpremises, (having spent £500,000 on re
development) serves the whole of its third order region (see 
figure 5. B. ), and has in consequence a high rate of sales per 
employee. Hereford is another society ·,.;[-Jich has the same pa_ttern. 
In both these cases the high figure.achieved is to a large 
extent a reflect10n or higher sales of "shopping goods 11 (see P.125,1. 
'2.4)6 of Lincoln's sales are in dry.goods, as age.inst 11.3% 

of Horcester' s. 

Carlisle is an i.nterestinc; case, for it \·JOuld seem that 
20% of its sales are dry goods despite its low sales "productivity" 
per employee. The high proportion may be explained by the 
fact that Carlisle is above all a "dry-'goods type of centre", 
its third order functions are relatively more important than 
its fourth order ones, and that the society has rela.tively few 
shops in its hinterland selling convenience goods. Sales 
-- 1roductivity11 in the society may be lo'il as. a result of a larger 
number of small shops (Table 8. E.) 

Table 8. E. Dispersion o:i' the Size of Co-operative Grocers 
(£'000) 

under 8 
8-12 
12-16 
16-20 
20-30 
30-40 
40-60 
over 60 

Carlisle 
1 
1 
3 
2 

10 

4 
1 

Lincoln 
l 
3 
3 
5 

13 
14 
17 
11 

\>lorcester 
0 
1 
0 
1 

- 7 
3 

10 
5 
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THe tradinn pattern of the Co-operative Societies shciws 

quite a marked relati~nship to the third order hinterland of 

the County Tmvns, except in the case of the exceptional Hest 

Somerset ,Society. These business districts are pe.rticularly 

clearly cut in the case of the tmms of the ·\velsh Harches. 

Figure 8. B. shows the branches of the societies based in these 

tmms C!._!}_the-same-s~ctton for no branch is located outside the 

third order hinterland, This area is of course a classic area 

Ior the study of the functional relationships of tmms, and 

here is a further indication of the value of geographical 

studies of retaili~g to the discipline as a whole, 
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-sELF-SERVICE 

Self-service techniques have as yet attracted relatively 
little support in County Tmms. T b] 0 .. , h a .e v. li • s 0\·1 s the numbers 
of shops oprrating in this Hay in the severi tmms.. It shoHs 
that, surprisingly enough, Salisbury has the fe\vest number of 
shops operating in this ~Jay, 2.nd that apart from Carlisle, 
which has eight,· all the others have 13 or 14 sho:ps. The 
nwnership pattern is remarkably ·similar, with only ShreHsbury 
being· clearly exceptional, as it alone has more capitalist 
than co-operative self-service shops. 

Table 8. F. CouJJt:t Tov:ns : Number of Self-Service Shops in 1g50 and 1961 

. Carlisle \·lorcester Hereford Taunton Lincoln Shrevu;bury Salisbury (a) 1958 
Total i>Jo, 5 12 8 9 10 3 11 No. of 1 1 1 7 2 1 1 Capitalist 

4 8 
i·~·o. of Go- 11 7 2 2 10 operative 
No. of 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 r-;anisations 

(b) 1961 
Total No. 8 14 13 13 13 4 13 No. of 3 3 6 9 4 2 3 Capite>.list 

4 No. of Go- 5 11 7 9 2 10 •· operative 
4 4 No. of 5 4 5 3 4 Organisations 

Chapter seven has shovm tl1at the experience of organisations 
in operating these techniques has been very infl u eni: ia1 in 
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determininr, t.l1e rate at 11hich the techniques have been adopted. 

Host of the County Towns· are located too far &my from the 

major. conurbations to be easily colonised by multiple organisations 
·experienced in using the ne~l techniques in them, In almost 

every case there are few multiple organisations open:ting sGlf-

service shops in the tmms. ShreHsbury is not an exception 

for six of its nine capitalist shops are opGrated by Horris 

and eo. Ltd. 

This organisational feature may be seen even more clearly 

if the 1958 pattern is examined, At that date only one 

capitalist organisation, different in each case, Has operating 

.self-service shops in ea.ch tmm other than Hereford, The 

early development, and. indeed the present numbers, of self.:. 

service shops \vas almost Hholely the result of co-operative 

activity. Other types of organisation clearly have found it 

too difficult or thought it to be not su?fic iently worth-Hhile 

to set up self-service stores in these towns. iVhat factors other 

th; the distance factor lead to this result is uncertain, 

probably the question of social class is-the-most_ important 
for upper c~ass snappers are known not to favour the technique 
as much as levier class customers. 

In tl1e case o:' Carlisle thG rather lou number of self-

service shops is the result of few co-operative shops of this 

ty~e. The manager of the Carlisle Society consid~rs ~ ~hat 

L. Around the Boardrooms : Carlisle, Agenda Vol. 8 Ho.l June 
1960 P. 70 



people in Cumber land hav~e-not-~taken very readily to the new 
technique,. so the factor of social inertia must be considered. 
In fact the. average size of the Carlisle society's stores is far 
smaller than any of tl1e other co-operative societies:-

Carlisle Lincoln ~vorcester Shrel'lsbury 583 sq.ft. 1160 sq.ft. 1031 sq .• ft. 1433 sq.ft. 

Hereford 
631 sq.ft. 

Taunton 
No data 

Salisbury 
963 sq.ft. 

Desp~te this factor of social inertia the Carlisle society has 
i.n fact five self-service shops so there are. other reasons ~;hy 
;here is such a poor capitalist development of this type of 
.rading. Undoubtedly the most important of these is the distance 
'rom the densely populated Northumberland and Durham ·coalfield 
ith its large number of organisations operating self-service 
hops. 

Salisbury's small number of self-service shops is a result, 
artly of a poorly developed co-operative society, and partly 
f i social structure. Since it is far nearer· to London than 
lle other County Towns, it might have been expected to he.ve 
)re rather than fewer self-service shops, being more easily 
)lonised by orga.nisations based there. It was in fact chosen 
' Wooh10rth Ltd. as an experiental location for a speciality 
10d hall (this has·3,600 square feet of sales area and five 
"""· Leclc-outs), their only one until 1961. · Salisbury hm·Iever, perhaps 
1re than any of tt1e other County Tovms, still retains an air 

gen.tility, It is therefore not surprising that 'lvhat is to 
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·some a ~orsh, brash neiv technique should not have prosp61'ed. 

Hereford and Taunton Hould seem to have rather large 
numbers of self-service shops for their size, This is almost 
entirely due to the activities of.the tHo co-operative 
societies based on the two cities : C.R.S. (Hereford) Ltd. 
and \<Jest Somerset, t1w societies which have been specially 
active in all forms of development. 

Very few supermarkets are as yet found in the County 
rowns. Self-Service and Supermarket's definitions enable the 
foll01.Jing to be so classified:-

1958 1959 1960 1961 Carlisle 1 1 Lincoln 1 \vorcester 2 2 2 2 Hereford 1 Salisbury 1 1 2 1 

The list shows the effects of changes in these definitions. 
The Carlisle Co-operative Society's central pr~mises were 
classified as a supermarh:et in 1959 and· 1960 ·but as it only 
as two check-outs it was excluded in 1961 •. Arrmvs (Salisbury) 

Ltd., a member of V.G., has a shop ina nev1 housing area of 
the city-~lhich also has tNo checl,-outs. T1-1o of the supermarl,ets 
in the County T01ms are found on ne1-1 housing estates, and are 
co-operative run. One of Worcester's super~arkets is located 
in the St. John's shopping centre, for in towns which are as 
significant a shopping place.as it land costs ar~ high and 
parking problems are accute in the Central Area. 'dooh10rth' s 



369. food hall at Salisbury and Naypole' s supermarl,et at Hereford 
are therefore very much special cases, 

This study o:f the County Tmms has attempted· to shov1 
some of the •~ays in lvhich the general pattern of retailing, 
est;:,blished in earlier sections of the thesis, may aid the 
analy~~.s_of-·ind·iv1dual examples. It has in. many cases been 
~oncerned with noting differenc'es betHeen the towns. It should 
holvever, not be forgotten that these tOivns do form a fairly 
distinct group. This feature is best summed up in Table 8,G, 
vlhich sho1-1s the numbers. and sales of large shops in these tmms. 

Table 8,G, Large Shops (see Table 4.G ), 

Carlisle 
Lincoln 
Worcester 
Shrewsbury 
Hereford 
Taunton 
Salisbury 

Ho, Total Sales £. 7 2,452,000 8 2,693,000 
7 1,341,000 
7 1,777,000 5 1,292,000 7 1,643,000. 

no return· 

Thus although the stores of the two largest tmms have rather. 
higher total sales, there is a distinct similarity in the 
number of large stores in each town. In many 1·1ays these tov1ns 
are particularly associated .. 'vJith department store tradirlg. 
Such an association is very difficult to document, but here 
is some evidence at least of its validity. 
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The study of the geographical pattern of retailing has 

shown that the County Towns are of some significance on a 
national scale, but that the districts which might be said 
to. be their business districts are relative1y restr.icted in 
extent.· This study has, it is considered, suggested some 
ways in 1·1hicl:l the far more significant business districts of 
the major conurbations might be examined. 
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GEHERAL CO!WLUSION 

"Only lip service has as yet been paid to proper studies of the hierarchical pattern of settlements, and it is a subject well Horth more attention at the universities and schools that teach pla.nning" "' 

This tl1esis has examined retailing, one of the most 
important functional elements· of towns. Nost studies of tmms 
have considered retailing to be a function which reflects 
"'<ly ver,v incompletely the full hierarchice.l pattern of towns. 
It is hm!ever, the-claim of this work that real differences 
may be observed. 

The most difficult problem vlhich has been faced has been 
a shortage of data, since many organisations are still un-
\·lilling even to give an address list of their ·branches. Much 
of the analysis has been based. on incomplete data. Techniques 
for a geographical study of the trades are now available, 
and as more data beco_m_es available-, either in-the 1962 Census 
-o-rl'rom more organisations, a fuller idea of the .. pattern may 
e~~rge. 

Furthermore these methods of examination are applicable 
to areas outside Great Britain, and it may vlell be, .that as 
geographers become more and more concerned \vith showing the 
functional relationships betv1een. places, that the approach 
throueh retailing may become more and more useful to t.he 
discipline as a whole. 

Journal of Town Planning Institute Vol. xlviii i~o.6 June 
1962 P.l49 
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APPENDIX A, 

This appendix lists a number of regional groupings which 
are used in this thesis, 

1. · Standard Region_s of the Rer;istrar General, 
Northern: Cumberland, Durham, Northumberland, Vlestmorland, and the North Riding of Yorkshire. . East and '.'vest Ricl.ings (YoPkshire): TJ1e East and \'/est Ridings, and the City of York, 
North Midland: Derbyshire (except the High Peak District), Leicestershire, LincolnshiPe, Northam:ptonshire, NottinghamshiPe, and Rutland. stern: Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire, Essex, Hertfordshire, Huntingdonshire, Norfolk and Suffolk (except certain parts of Essex and Hertfordshire within Greater London. Greater London: 
South East: the areas of Kent and Surrey not in Greater London, and Sussex, 
Southern:* Berkshire, Bucltinghamshire, Dorset, Hampshire and Oxfordshire. 
South Western:* Cornwall, Devonshire, Gloucestershire, Somerset and Wiltshire, 
Midland: Herefordshire, Shropshire, Staffordshire, Warwickshire and Worcestershire. 

- ·North Western: Cheshire, Lancashire and High Peak District of Derbyshire. 
Wales: The whole· of Yl'ales and Monmouth, Scotland:· 

2. Co-operative Union Sections. 

L-->tland: 
Midland: 

Scotland S,R, 
Midland S .R. (except Hereford and H. Staffs), North Midland S,R. (except N. Lincs., N. Notts., N. Derbyshire), and Cardigan, Montgomery, Radnor and Huntingdon. 

Northern: Northern S,R, 
North West: North West S,R, with Caernarvon, Flint, Merioneth, Denbigh and N, Staffs, North East: Yorkshire S.R. with part of Derby, Lincoln and Notts. 
Southern: Eastern S,R, (except Huntingdon), London S.R., South ', Eastern S.R., and Southern S,R, (exce:9t Dorset). 
*In 1961 the South only includes Poole M,B,, the rest of Dopset becoming part of the south west, ~~e precise areas ,included in these regions are listed in many publications of H,M.s.o. , 



South West: South Wes.t S.R. {except Gloucester) and Dorset. Western: Breclrnock, Carmarthen, Glamorgan, Gloucester, Hereford, . l•JOnmouth and Pembroke. · 
Regional subdivision used in Table 6L for 1911 and 1939 figures. 
North: the three northern S.R. s. 
Nidlands: as above with l'ionmouth and Norfolk. South: as above but without Norfolk, but with Gloucester and Dorset. 
South West: Cornwall, Devon and Somerset. North Wales: Caernarvon, Denbigh, Flint, l1erioneth, Nontgomery and Anglesey. 
S0uth Wales: Cardigan, Radnor, Brecon, Carmarthen, Pembroke, and Glamorgan. 
ocotland: as above. 

3· "Rural Counties••. 

A grouping used in various tables in this thesis. 
Lincolnshire, Soke of Peterborough, Huntingdon, Rutland, Cumberland, Westmorland, the South (except Sussex), the West and the East (except Essex and Hert~ Worcester, Hereford and Shrop~hire. · -- - · 

~ 4. Classification of Towns by Hoser and Scott. 

Mainly resorts, administrative and commercial towns 
Group 1 (mainly seaside resorts): 

Worthing; Hove; Hastings; Eastbourne· Bournemouth, Torquay; Southport; Harrogate; Brighton; Blackpool. JUp 2 (mainly spas, professional and administrative centres): Bath; Cheltenham; Poole; Oxford; Cambridge; Exeter; Jvlaidstone; Bedford; Colchester; Southend-on-Sea. Group 3 (mainly commercial centres with some industry): Southampton; Portsmouth; Plymouth; Bristol; Gloucester; Great Yarmouth; Norwichi· Ipswich; Lincoln; Peterborough; Reading; Northampton; ancaster; Worcester; York; Cardiff. 

Mainly industrial towns 
'Group 4 (including most of the traditional railway centres): Crewe; Darlington; Swindon; Doncaster; Derby; Carlisle; Chesterfield· Barrow in Furness; Hansfield; Coventry; Sheffield; ~akefield; Stockport; Newcastle under Lyme. 

~ Maser and Scott 1961. 



Group 5 (including many of the }arge ports as well as two 
Black Country towns): 
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Birkenhead· Liverpool; Grimsby; Hull; Tynemouth; 
Newport; Swansea; Newcastle upon Tyne; Wolverh~pton; 

. Birmingham. 
Group 6 (mainly textile centres in Yorkshire and Lancashire): 

Huddersfield; Halifax; Leeds· Dewsbury;. Bradford; 
Keighley; Bolton; Burnley; ~lackburn; Buryi Manchester; 
Oldham; Preston; Rochdale; Leicester; Nottlngham. 

Group 7 (including the industrial tmms of the north-east 
seaboard and mining towns of Wales): 
Gateshead; South Shields· Sunderland; West Hartlepool; 
BarnsleY:l West Ham; West Bromwich; Salford; Warrington; 
Me~thyr J:ydfil· Rhondda. 

Group 8 (including the more recent metal manufacturing towns): 
Stockton-on-Tees; Scunthorpe; Hiddlesbrough; Thurrock; 
Nuneaton; Rotherham; Bootle; Dudleyi Walsall; Stoke
on-Trent; St. Helens; Wigan; Smeth~ck; Oldbury. 

Suburbs and suburban type towns 

Group 9 (mainly 'exclusive 1 residential suburbs): 
Coulsdon & Purley; Epsom & Ewell; Esher; Bromley· 
Sutton & Cheam; Wanstead & Woodford; Beckenham; ~inchley; 
Southgate. 

Group 10 (mainly older mixed residential suburbs): . 
Wood Green; Hornsey; Ealing; Hendon; \vimbledon; Ilford; 
Heston & Isleworth; Twickenham; Croydon; Surbiton; · 
Crosby; Wallasey. · 

Group 11 (mainly newer mixed residential suburbs): 
Chigwell; Orpington; Soli~ull· Hornchurch; Chislehurst 
& Sidcup; Ruislip-Northwood; ~exley; Harrow; Carshalton; 
Wembley; Nerton & J:v!orden. .. . 

Group 12 (including light industry suburbs, national defence 
centres and towns within the sphere of influence of large 
conurbations): · · 
Gosport; Gillingham; Romford; Luton; Uxbridge; Watford; 
Slough; Enfield; Mitcham. 

Group 13 (mainly older working-class and industrial submrbs): 
Willesden; Tottenham; East Ham; Leyton; Br·entford & 
Chiswicki. Southall; Edmonton; Walthamstow; Acton; 
Stretfora (Lancs.). 

Group 14 (mainly newer industrial suburbs).: 
Hayes & Harlington; Barking; Da:genham. 
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APPENDIX B. 

CENSUS DEFINITIONS, 

Definitions applying to information provided by the Census. of Distribution 1950 (full wording is to be found in .. Appendix C of the Census, pp,l45~151 of Volume One). 

A. Retail Trade Classification. 

Grocery Group 

Grocers, not included in !·''combined" headings below. Grocers with off-licence· 
Grocers with meat 
Grocers with bakery goods 
Grocers with hardware 

Other Food Retailers 
DairJ~en, includes distributing depots from which roundsmen operate, 
Butchers 
Fishmongers, Poulterers 
Greengrocers, Fruiterers 
Greengrocers, Fruiterers with Fish 
Bread and Flour Confectioners, includes depots from which roundsmen operate. 
Cooked J.!eat and Delicatessen 
Off-Licences, those attached to public-houses not included. Other Food, e.g. ice-cream, health food shops. General shops, food and non-food goods. Usually sales under £10,000, Sometimes referred to as "village shops", and are generally situated in country districts or in secondary shopping areas of towns, 

Confectioners, to~~cconists, newsagents Chocolate, Su:g_ar· Confectioners Chocolate, Sugar Confectioner 
Chocolate, Sugar Confectioner 
Tobacconists 
Tobacconist - Newsagent 
Newsagent · 

Clothing Group 
Boots and Shoes 
Boots and Shoes with Repairs 
Men's Wear 
Women's outwear 
Women's underwear 
Women' s .. outf-1-tt·er·s· 
Milliners 
Furriers 
Corsetieres 

Tobacconists 
- Tobacconist - Newsagent 



Infants', Children's Wear 
Men's and Women's wear 
Wool, Art Needlework 
Drapers 
Secondhand Clothes Dealers 

Hardware Group 
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Domestic Hardvrare, Ironmongery, includes 11 ironmongers and builders merchants", as long as they have at least 50% 
of thekr sales at retail prices. 

China, Glassware 
Radio, Electrical Goods, not repairers; includes hire 

establishments 
Radio, Electrical Goods with Repairs 
Electrical Goods with contracting, only retail part of 

business. 
Electricity Showrooms 
Gas Showrooms 

Booksellers, Stationers, stationers believed to be supplying mainly trade and business users have been classified as wholesalers; these often describe themselves as 
"commercial stationers". Dealers in typel7ri ters etc. 
only included if annual turnover is under £10,000. 

Chemists' goods, ph~tographic goqds group 
Dispensing Chemists, usuall¥ sell toilet goods and cosmetics. Other Retailers of Chemists Goods, not dispensing chemists. Photographic Goods · 

Furniture Group 
Domestic Furniture, dealers in office. furni tu,re classified as wholesalers. 
Antique Dealers 
Secondhand Furniture Dealers, distinction with above made according to trader's own description. 
Pictures 
Musical Instruments 

Jewellery, leather and sports goods group 
Jewellery, watches and clocks. 
Leather Goods 
Sports Goods ~ 
Toys division largely according to trader's Fancy Goods distinction 

General Group 
Department Stores, total ·sales over £100,000 and greater than £5,000 in each of several commodity groups, one of which is clothing. 

Variety Stores, "Variety" or "Bazaar" Stores, goods are 
usually displayed in trays or racks. 

Other General, other establishment welling a wide range of non-food goods. Sales generally ovar £20,000. 



Coal, builders' materials, corn group* 
Coal 
Builders' Materials 
Builders' Materials with contracting 
Corn Merchants 
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Not included as a separate group in this st·udy for, as . census definitions show, these trades are not easily separated into retail and wholesale sections. 
Other Non-Food Retailers 
Florists 
Nurserymen, Garden Seedsmen 
Pets, Pet Food 
Pawnbrokers 
General Secondhand Dealers . 
Sub-Post Offices with Minor Retail Sales 
Other Non-Food, e.g. stamp dealers. 

B. Service Trade Classification:-
Catering Group 
Hairdressers 
Funeral Furnishers 
Repairers Group 

Motor Trade 

C. Other Definitions:- (see pp. III- VI). 

the 

1. Establishment: a separate place of business; in.the retail trade includes independent shops, branches of multiple societies and retail co-operative societies, and . also coal and other yards, market stalls, mail order houses, kiosks in ninemas, distributing depots, travelling vans, credit drapers working a round, hawkers, pedlars and other itinerant traders. Adjacent trading premises belonging to one trade with free internal communication for customers are treated as one establishment. 
2. Organisation: an undertaking operating one or more establishments. A subsidiary company, as defined in the Companies Act, 1948, is regarded as a separate undertaking except in cases where there is close integration (e.g. · combined purchasing establishments in the same kind of business, .etc.). between two or more companies. · · 
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APPENDIX C. 

THE URBAN HIERARCHY AFTER F. H. W, GREEN!!: AND W. I. CARRUTHERS. !t: 

The Second Order:-

Full ranking centres 

Birmingham 

"Pseudo second order 11 

Cardiff 
Norwich 
Plymouth 

Bristol 
.lvianchester 
Newcastle 
Nottingham 
Leeds 
Liverpool 
Aberdeen 
Dundee 
Edinburgh 
Glasgow 

113A 11 Centres 

Bradford 
Brighton 
Cambridge 
Carlisle 
Chester 
Coventry 
Exeter· 

1131311 Centres· 

Aberystwyth 
Bangor 
Bedford 
Boston 
Caernarvon 
Canterbury 

· Cal'marthen 
Cheltenham 

',, "3C11 Centres 

Aldershot 
Aylesbury 
Ban bury 
Barn staple 
Barrow 
Bath 

"Places which may become second 
order centres 11 

Sheffield 
Leivester 
Derby 
Stoke 

Gloucester 
·Hereford 
Hull 
Ipswich 

. Lincoln · 
:Vdddlesbrough · 
Northampton_ 

Colchester 
Dal'lington · 
Don caster 
Guildford 
Hastings 
Lancaster 
Maidstone 
Newport 

Bishop Auckland 
Blackpool 
Bournemouth 
Bridling ton 
Brig end 
Bur ton 

Oxford 
Preston 
Reading 
Salisbury 
Shrewsbury 
Southampton 

.. Swansea 

Peterborough 
Scar borough 
Swindon 

Sunderland 
York 

Taunton 
Tunbridge Wells 

Wolverhampton 
Worcester 
W.texham 
Yeovil 

Bury St • Edni.unds 
Chat ham 
Chesterfield 
Chichester,· 
Colwyn Bay 
Crewe 



Dorchester 
Durham 
Eastbourne_ 
Folkestone 
Grantham 
Grimsby 
Harrogate 
Hertford. 
Kendal 
Kettering 
Kidderminster 

11311 General 

"'arnsley 

!11:: 

lack burn 
Bolton 
Burnley 
Bury 
Dewsbury 

King's Lynn 
Llanelly 
Lowestoft 
Luton 
Nacclesfield 
Nansfield 
Merthyr Tydfil 
Nevrbury 
Newport (lOw), 
Northwich 
Oswestry 

Halifax 
Huddersfield 
Keighley 
Oldham 
Rochdale 
Bother ham 

Pontypridd 
Portsmouth 
Ramsgate 
Rhyl 
Rugby 
St. Albans 
Scunthorpe. 
Slough 
Southend 
Southport 
Stafford 

St. Helens 
Stockport 
Wakefield 
Warrington 
Wig an 

F.H.w. Green especially (1958) op. cit. 
w.I. Carruthers especially (1957), op. cit. 

.Torquay 
Walsall 
vlarwick 
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West Hartlepool 
Weston 
Wevmouth 
vlhi tehaven 
Winchester 
Workington 
Yarmouth -
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